
            
July 14, 2020         
 

 
TO: West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission 
 
FROM: Theodore Irving, Associate Zoning Administrator 
  
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO THE STAFF RECOMMENDATION REPORT FOR CASE NO. ZA 
2012-3354-CUB-CU-CDP-SPR-SPP-MEL-WDI-1A; 1011 Electric Avenue & 1021-1051 S. Abbot 
Kinney Boulevard 
 
The following additional staff responses are to be incorporated into the staff recommendation report 
to be considered at the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission meeting of July 15, 2020, 
related to Item No. 5 on the meeting agenda.  
 
Citizens Preserving Venice (Appellant No. 4) submitted a letter on July 6, 2020, updating their appeal 
justification and appeal points. Unite Here Local 11 (Appellant No. 1), Keep Neighborhoods First 
(Appellant No. 3), and Citizens Preserving Venice (Appellant No. 4) submitted a letter on July 13, 
2020. The updated appeal points and staff responses below supplement existing sections of the staff 
recommendation report.  
 
Staff responses include revised findings and conditions. Text changes are noted as follows: deletions 
in bold strikethrough and additions in bold underline. 
 
 
Letter dated July 6, 2020 submitted by Citizens Preserving Venice (Appellant No. 4) 

 
No. 4-3a 
The ZA completely omitted and thus did not address all six findings or portion of findings required for 
approval of a CUB per LAMC 12.24 E and 12.24 W required CUB findings are incomplete and 
insufficient. 
 
Staff Response 4-3a 
 
Finding No. 1 is amended as follows:  
 

1. The project will enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood or 
will perform a function or provide a service that is essential or beneficial to the 
community, city or region. 
 
The project site is developed with a 60-space, surface parking lot, three residential 
structures, and three commercial structures. The proposed project will retain two 
commercial structures (restaurant uses) along the southwest portion of the site, remove 
the parking lot and residential structures, and construct a new three-story, 70,310 square-
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foot, mixed-use development comprised of a an apartment hotel (four dwelling units and 
78 guest rooms) and groundfloor commercial uses, providing a total of 175 184 parking 
spaces for the existing uses and the proposed developments on the project site. The 
proposed apartment hotel will be located within 500 feet of a residential zone, 
approximately 40 feet south of the RD1.5-1 multi-family residential zone. The project 
includes a new two-story, 3,810 square-foot restaurant with 1,829 square feet of interior 
Service Floor area and 684.5 square feet of outdoor Service Floor area, and a new 2,935 
square-foot market (retail) with 150 square feet of Service Floor area.  

 
The proposed project will enhance the build environment by introducing visitor-serving 
uses such as restaurants and a market (retail) and providing overnight visitor-serving uses 
(guest rooms), along a busy commercial corridor in the Venice Coastal Zone. The 
proposed development provides much needed overnight accommodations proximate to 
an established commercial area and provides four dwelling units, replacing three existing 
single-family dwellings, currently maintained as a preschool. The proposed new restaurant 
is consistent with the existing restaurant uses located on Abbot Kinney Boulevard and the 
proposed two and three-story portions of the project will complement the pedestrian-
oriented character and massing of the corridor and area. In addition, new automobile and 
bicycle parking will be provided for the new and existing uses, and onsite loading will be 
provided for the commercial uses. The proposed project also provides dedications and 
improvements to the right-of-way adjacent to the site, including the construction of new 
ADA-compliant sidewalks and pedestrian access ramps, repairing existing curb and 
gutter, and the closing of all unused driveways. The public right-of-way improvements will 
enhance pedestrian access to and adjacent to the site, and the surrounding vehicular 
circulation system. 
 
The land use and zoning allows the proposed mixed-use project. As a normal 
course of business, hotels and restaurants associated with hotels commonly have 
alcohol service. The proposed mixed use project, with its hotel and restaurant is no 
different. The proposed mixed use project will revitalize the western segment of the 
Abbot Kinney Boulevard commercial corridor and the on-site sale of alcohol in the 
hotel, restaurant and small market is essential to its revitalization of this segment 
of the business district. The proposed mixed-use development is comprised of uses that 
are consistent with the established commercial corridor and adjacent residential 
neighborhood, as well as design and massing that is compatible with the area’s 
transitioning, and right-of-way improvements that facilitate pedestrian and vehicular 
access and enhance the public realm. As such, the proposed development will enhance 
the built environment and provide a service that is essential and beneficial to the Venice 
Coastal Zone.  
 

Finding No. 2, is amended as follows: 
 

2. The project’s location, size, height, operations and other significant features will be 
compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, 
the surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare and safety. 
 
The properties immediately south of Abbot Kinney Boulevard are developed with an 
elementary school and playground, while the lots fronting Broadway and Westminster 
Avenue are developed with one and two-story commercial structures. The properties north 
of Electric Avenue are developed with multi-family residential structures that vary from one 
to three stories in height; the structures fronting Electric Avenue are one story in height. 
The properties fronting Electric Avenue, along the south side of the street, are developed 
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with two and three-story commercial and residential structures, with a flat-roof height of 
30 feet; these buildings are adjacent to one-story residential structures. The three-story 
structure, located on the east side of Westminster Avenue, includes rooftop decks and 
vehicle access from Electric Avenue. The project site and properties proximate to the site 
are developed with one and two story structures in an urban area.  
 
The proposed project site encompasses the entire rear portion of the block with new 
structures fronting Abbot Kinney Boulevard (south), Broadway (west), Electric Avenue 
(north), and Westminster Avenue (east).  The project proposes a 70,310 square-foot 
mixed-use development designed as four structures connected by pedestrian bridges and 
subsurface levels. The development (above ground) is comprised of three (3) three-story 
structures and one (1) two-story structure, with a maximum flat-roof height of 30 feet. The 
proposed development will retain two existing structures fronting Abbot Kinney Boulevard 
(proposing tenant improvements) and construct new two and three-story structures. The 
existing structures maintain a flat-roof height of approximately 30 feet, consistent with that 
of existing two and three-story structures along Abbot Kinney Boulevard. New 
development is only proposed on four lots fronting Abbot Kinney Boulevard and will 
preserve much of the existing massing and scale of the commercial block. The building 
wall is articulated with balconies and recessed planes at the second and third level. The 
proposed flat-roof height of 30 feet and three-stories is similar to that of existing structures 
along the south side of Electric Avenue that extend more than 300 feet. As such, the 
proposed 30-foot-tall portions of the project are consistent with the massing and scale of 
the existing development, adjacent to the multi-family residential neighborhood. 
 
Four rooftop areas are proposed for use by hotel employees and guests. The rooftop deck 
along Electric Avenue is proximate to multi-family residential uses; however, this area 
includes a rooftop garden and solar equipment area with a limited area (approximately 
1,500 square feet) for as an open deck. The deck area, along the northeast portion of the 
roof, is stepped back, more than 12 feet from the property line (Electric Avenue). The 
decks located Westminster Avenue, Broadway and Abbot Kinney include areas range 
from 450 to 1,200 square feet and are located along primarily commercial corridors. The 
noise expected to be generated from the rooftop decks would be sufficiently buffered by 
the ambient noise from the streets and required to comply with the City’s Noise Ordinance. 
No amplified music is permitted on the rooftop decks. As conditioned, the operation of the 
rooftop areas is not expected to impact the adjacent properties or surrounding area.       
 
The proposed apartment hotel, dwelling units, restaurant, retail, and office uses are 
consistent with the permitted uses in the C2 zone and are appropriate uses for the 
Community Commercial land use designation in the Venice Coastal Zone Land Use Plan. 
The commercial uses are consistent with the existing uses on Abbot Kinney Boulevard. 
The vehicle entrance is located on Electric Avenue, adjacent to the multi-family residential 
neighborhood. The project’s driveway access replaces an existing surface parking lot, and 
encloses all valet and parking operations. The proposed rooftop deck, along Electric 
Avenue, is comprised of solar equipment and a rooftop garden, and limited to use by hotel 
guests. Furthermore, the proposed commercial uses are located along the south side of 
the property, fronting Abbot Kinney Boulevard and minimizing impacts on the adjacent 
residential neighborhood. 
 
The project proposes the sale and consumption of a full line of alcoholic beverages in the 
new hotel restaurant and bar area (and hotel roof decks and pool area for hotel guests), 
in the hotel guest rooms (liquor cabinets), hotel guest room services, and in all areas of 
the hotel (lobby, outdoor courtyard, lounge area, and business center), and offsite 
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consumption for the market. The hotel would be operated 24 hours, however alcohol 
service (in all areas except the guest room liquor cabinets) and the operation of the hotel 
market would be limited to operating between 7:00 A.M. to 1:00 A.M. The proposed hours 
of operation are typical of hotel uses and the operating hours (service of alcohol) are 
similar with that of restaurants and retail uses on Abbot Kinney Boulevard and along 
commercial corridors proximate to the site. On-site alcohol sales within the proposed 
mixed project is a matter of convenience for visitors to the hotel, restaurants 
patrons, employees and others coming to the location. Without on-site alcohol, 
sales within the proposed mixed project, its visitors, patrons and employees would 
be inconvenient and venture out along the Abbot Kinney Boulevard corridor 
seeking alcohol-serving establishments. Their activities (leaving and returning to 
the site) could adversely impact the commercial corridor and nearby 
neighborhoods and so, the on-site sale of alcohol serves to contain the mixed-use 
developments activities within a confined area and limit the community’s exposure 
to the mixed use development.  

 
As such, the proposed development will be compatible with and will not adversely affect 
or further degrade adjacent properties, the surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, 
welfare and safety. 

 
Finding No. 3, Response to Appellant Claim. 
 

As stated in the Determination and Staff Recommendation Report, the proposed mixed-use 
project is within a Commercial Land Use designation of the Venice Community Plan, the General 
Plan Framework, Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan, and the Certified Venice Land Use Plan, 
and the property is zoned for commercial use. 
 
The project complies with the Goals, Objectives and Policies for commercial use, of the previously 
mentioned plans. 
 

Finding No. 4, is amended as follows: 
 
4. The proposed use will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community. 
 

The project site encompasses a commercially-zoned block, located within a commercial 
corridor, Abbot Kinney Boulevard to the south, and adjacent to a multi-family residential 
neighborhood, Electric Avenue to the north. The proposed mixed-use development 
consists of a an apartment hotel with 78 guest rooms and 4 dwelling units, a new two-
story, 3,810 square-foot restaurant with 1,829 square feet of interior Service Floor area 
and 684.5 square feet of outdoor Service Floor area, and a new 2,935 square-foot market 
(retail) with 150 square feet of Service Floor area. The project proposes the sale and 
consumption of a full line of alcoholic beverages in the new hotel restaurant and bar area 
(and hotel roof decks and pool area for hotel guests), in the hotel guest rooms (liquor 
cabinets), hotel guest room services, and in all areas of the hotel (lobby, outdoor courtyard, 
lounge area, and business center), and offsite consumption for the market. The proposed 
hours of operation, restaurant use, and market are consistent with the existing commercial 
uses along Abbot Kinney Boulevard and are preferred uses identified in the Land Use 
Plan for areas designated for Community Commercial land uses.    

 
As conditioned, the sale of a full line of alcoholic beverages for on-site and off-site 
consumption will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community. Negative 
impacts commonly associated with the sale of alcoholic beverages, such as criminal 
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activity, public drunkenness, and loitering are mitigated by the imposition of conditions 
requiring deterrents against loitering and responsible management.  Employees will 
undergo training on the sale of a full line of alcoholic beverages including training provided 
by the Los Angeles Police Department Standardized Training for Alcohol Retailers (STAR) 
Program.  Other conditions related to excessive noise, litter and noise prevention will 
safeguard the residential community. Therefore, with the imposition of such conditions the 
sale of a full line of alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption at this location will not 
adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, the surrounding neighborhood, or 
the public health, welfare and safety. 
 
Generally, the proposed mixed use project is allowed by right within the commercial 
zone (with the exception of the hotel because of its proximity to residential use), 
and so are its components –restaurant, market, office. On-site alcohol sales 
associated with the uses are expected to be part of their operations; patrons are 
not expected to travel off-site to purchase alcohol separate for a dining or cocktail 
experience. To have patrons of the mixed use project travel into the community to 
procure alcohol while at the hotel, would in fact adversely impact the community. 
Hence, offering on-site sale of alcohol beverages to patrons of the mixed project is 
deemed not to adversely impact the pertinent community. 

 
Finding No. 5. The Appellant argues the Determination included inaccurate data regarding the total 
number of onsite and offsite Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) licenses. The Determination reflects 
the total number of Type 41 and 47 on sale (on-site) licenses. Five of those establishments also hold 
Type 58 and 77 licenses, which allow licensees to cater alcoholic beverages off-site. As such the total 
number of establishments serving alcoholic beverages in the area does not change. The 
Determination also relies on ABC license records from December 2019, while the Appellant provides 
data from March 2020. Current ABC license records show a new Type 47 license was issued on June 
12, 2020. 

 
Finding No. 5 is amended as follows: 
 

5. The granting of the application will not result in an undue concentration of premises 
for the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic beverages, including beer 
and wine, in the area of the City involved, giving consideration to applicable State 
laws and to the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control’s guidelines 
for undue concentration; and also giving consideration to the number and proximity 
of these establishments within a one thousand foot radius of the site, the crime rate 
in the area (especially those crimes involving public drunkenness, the illegal sale 
or use of narcotics, drugs or alcohol, disturbing the peace and disorderly conduct), 
and whether revocation or nuisance proceedings have been initiated for any use in 
the area. 
 
According to the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) licensing 
criteria, three on-site and two off-site consumption licenses are allocated to the subject 
census tract (Census Tract 2733.00). Currently there are 17 on-site licenses and 3 off-site 
licenses in this census tract. Five establishments with on-site licenses also hold Type 
58 and 77 licenses. Records from the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage 
Control show that there are two active Type 47 ABC Licenses for the two existing 
restaurants, to be maintained and improved as part of the proposed development: 
Primitivo Wine Bistro (License No. 514811) was active since June 8, 2015 and License 
No 569602 was active since August 24, 2016. The proposed hotel restaurant seeks a 
renewal and extension of an existing Type 47 License, No. 345545, active since October 
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7, 1998; adding the new areas within the hotel and seeking an off-site license for the sales 
within the proposed market.          
 
According to statistics provided by the Los Angeles Police Department’s Pacific Division 
Vice Unit, within Crime Reporting District No. 1413, which has jurisdiction over the subject 
property, a total of 528 crimes were reported in 2018 (171 Part I and 357 Part II crimes), 
compared to the citywide average of 185 offenses and the high crime reporting district of 
222 crimes for the same reporting period.  
 
Part 1 Crimes reported by LAPD include, Homicide (0), Rape (1), Robbery (3), Aggravated 
Assault (18), Burglary (32), Auto Theft (17), Larceny (100).  Part II Crimes reported 
include, Other Assault (7), Forgery/Counterfeit (1) Embezzlement/Fraud (0), Stolen 
Property (0), Weapons Violation (3), Prostitution Related (1), Sex Offenses (0), Offenses 
Against Family (0), Narcotics (30), Liquor Laws (22), Public Drunkenness (3), Disturbing 
the Peace (0), Disorderly Conduct (2), Gambling (0), DUI related (1) and other offenses 
(287). Of the 528 total crimes reported for the census tract, 22 arrests were made for liquor 
laws, 3 arrests were made for under the influence of alcohol, and 1 arrest was made for 
driving under the influence. Crime reporting statistics for 2019 are not yet available.   
 
In these active commercial areas where there is a demand for licenses beyond the 
allocated number and where an over-concentration of licenses is suggested, the ABC has 
recognized that high-activity retail and commercial centers located within revitalized hubs 
are supported by a significant employee population, in addition to the increasing resident 
population base in the area. The ABC has discretion to approve an application for a license 
if there is evidence that normal operations will be contrary to public welfare and will 
interfere with the quiet enjoyment of property by residents. In addition, the Zoning 
Administrator is imposing conditions of approval in order to prevent public drinking, driving 
under the influence, and public drunkenness. 
 
The above statistics indicate that the crime rate in the census tract where the subject site 
is located is higher than the city average. Negative impacts commonly associated with the 
sale of alcoholic beverages, such as criminal activity, public drunkenness, and loitering 
are mitigated by the imposition of conditions requiring surveillance, responsible 
management and deterrents against loitering. The conditions will safeguard the welfare of 
the community.  As conditioned, allowing the sale of a full line of alcoholic beverages for 
off-site consumption at the subject location will benefit the public welfare and convenience 
because it would add an amenity to nearby residences. 

 
Finding No. 6, is amended as follows: 
 

6. The proposed use will not detrimentally affect nearby residentially zoned 
communities in the area of the City involved, after giving consideration to the 
distance of the proposed use from residential buildings, churches, schools, 
hospitals, public playgrounds and other similar uses, and other establishments 
dispensing, for sale or other consideration, alcoholic beverages, including beer and 
wine.  
 
The project site is zoned for commercial uses and will continue to be utilized as such with 
the proposed mixed-use development. The following sensitive uses are located within a 
1,000-foot radius of the site: 
 

• Westminster Elementary School, 1010 Abbot Kinney Boulevard 
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• Westminster Senior Citizen Center, 1234 Pacific Avenue 
• Westminster Dog Park, 1234 Pacific Avenue 
• New Bethel Baptist Church, 503 Brooks Avenue 
• Multi-family residential neighborhood, adjacent 

 
Consideration has been given to the distance of the subject establishment from the above-
referenced sensitive uses. The grant has been well conditioned, which should protect the 
health, safety and welfare of the surrounding neighbors.  The potential effects of excessive 
noise or disruptive behavior have been considered and addressed by imposing conditions 
related to noise and loitering. The project is consistent with the zoning and in keeping with 
the existing uses adjacent to the development. This project will contribute to a 
neighborhood and will serve the neighboring residents and the local employees as well as 
visitors. Therefore as conditioned, the project will not detrimentally affect residentially 
zoned properties or any other sensitive uses in the area. 

 
On-site alcohol sales within the proposed mixed project is a matter of convenience 
for visitors to the hotel, restaurants patrons, employees and others coming to the 
location. Without on-site alcohol sales within the proposed mixed project, its 
visitors, patrons and employees would be made inconvenient and venture out along 
the Abbot Kinney Boulevard corridor seeking alcohol serving establishments. Their 
activities (leaving and returning to the site) could adversely impact the commercial 
corridor and nearby residential neighborhoods and so, the on-site sale of alcohol 
serves to contain the mixed-use developments activities within a confined area and 
limit the community’s exposure to the mixed use development.  

 
 

No. 4-4a 
Coastal Development Permit 
- Conformance with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act 
- Parking [See Staff Response 4-6a] 

 
Staff Response 4-4a 
The Appellant argues that Finding No. 7 of the Determination does not adequately address the 
Project’s impact on coastal resources and does not recognize that Venice is identified as a “Special 
Coastal Community” in the LUP. As provided in Staff Response No. 4-4, Finding No. 8 of the 
Determination provides that the Project is consistent to Policy I.E.2 of the LUP, which outlines specific 
development standards and guidelines for new development to be consistent with the consideration 
of the “Preservation of Venice as a Special Coastal.” As discussed in the Determination and Staff 
Response No. 4-4, the proposed Project is consistent with the mass, scale, and character of the 
surrounding area.  
 
The Appellant further argues the Project does not conform to Section 30213 of the Coastal Act and 
references a staff report prepared for the Coastal Commission for a project located at 2 Breeze 
Avenue (Application No. 5-14-1932).   
 
Chapter 3, Section 30213 provides: 
 

Section 30213 Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities; encouragement and provision; 
overnight room rentals 
 
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where feasible, 
provided. Developments providing public recreational opportunities are preferred. 
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The commission shall not: (1) require that overnight room rentals be fixed at an amount certain 
for any privately owned and operated hotel, motel, or other similar visitor-serving facility located 
on either public or private lands; or (2) establish or approve any method for the identification of 
low or moderate income persons for the purpose of determining eligibility for overnight room 
rentals in any such facilities. 

 
Coastal Commission Staff Report Application No. 5-14-1932, page 12 (See Exhibit F, attached to this 
memo) provides: 
 

Historically, the Commission has approved new hotel developments along the coastline because 
hotels are inherently visitor-serving facilities. However, many hotels are exclusive because of their 
high room rates. Often, the Commission has secured public amenities when approving these 
hotels (e.g., public accessways, public parking, and open space dedications) to address the 
Coastal Act priorities for lower cost public access/recreation and visitor support facilities. The 
Commission has also required mitigation for the use of land that would have been available for 
lower cost and visitor serving facilities (e.g. NPB-MAJ-1-06A). The expectation of the 
Commission, based upon several recent decisions, is that developers of sites suitable for 
overnight accommodations will provide facilities which serve the public with a range of incomes 
[HNB-MAJ-2-06-(Huntington Beach-Timeshares); A-6-PSD-8-04/101 (San Diego-Lane Field); A-
5-RPV-2-324 (Rancho Palos Verdes-Long Point); RDB-MAJ-2-08 (Redondo Beach); SBVMAJ-2-
08 (Ventura); 5-98-156-A17 (Long Beach-Pike Hotel); LOB-MAJ-1-10 (Long Beach-Golden 
Shore)]. If the development does not propose a range of affordability on-site, the Commission has 
required off-site mitigation, such as payment of an in-lieu fee to fund construction of lower cost 
overnight accommodations such as youth hostels and campgrounds. 
 
Lodging opportunities for budget-conscious visitors to the coast are increasingly limited. As the 
trend to demolish or convert low-cost hotels/motels continues, and most newly constructed hotels 
are designed and marketed as high cost products, persons of low and moderate incomes will 
make up fewer of the guests staying overnight in the coastal zone. Without low-cost lodging 
facilities, a large segment of the population will be excluded from overnight stays at the coast. 
Access to coastal recreational facilities, such as beaches, harbors, piers, and special coastal 
communities, is enhanced when lower cost overnight lodging facilities exist to serve a broad 
segment of the population. 

 
The Project would construct a new mixed-use development on a site developed with a surface parking 
lot and commercial and residential structures. The Project would not remove any existing lower cost 
visitor and recreational facilities. The Staff Report (Application No. 5-14-1932) references several 
examples of projects where the Coastal Commission has required off-site mitigation or “facilities 
which serve the public with a range of incomes.” However, the projects are located within jurisdictions 
with certified LCPs, which often include such policies and often identifying specific subareas for such 
development.  

 
The Project is located on Abbot Kinney Boulevard, zoned for commercial and residential uses, 
designated as Community Commercial in the LUP. As discussed in Finding Nos. 7 and 8 of the 
Determination, the proposed Project is consistent with Policy I.A.17 as it provides overnight visitor 
serving uses…which are preferred uses in the Community Commercial land use category. The 
Project is also consistent with Policy I.B.6 as the Community Commercial designation is intended to 
provide focal points for local shopping, civic and social activities and for visitor-serving commercial 
uses. They differ from Neighborhood Commercial areas in their size and intensity of business and 
social activities. The existing community centers in Venice are most consistent with, and should be 
developed as, mixed-use centers that encourage the development of housing in concert with multi-
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use commercial uses. The integration and mixing of uses will increase opportunities for employees 
to live near jobs and residents to live near shopping. Overnight visitor-serving uses, such as hotels 
and youth hostels, are preferred uses in the Community Commercial land use category.  
 
Policy Group III of the LUP outlines policies for Recreation and Visitor Serving Facilities, Exhibits 20a 
and 20b of the LUP identify shoreline recreation areas and park facilities. The project Site is not 
identified as a shoreline recreation area nor as having park facilities, and is located more than 1,500 
feet inland of the shoreline. The Project provides visitor-serving uses, but also provides amenities for 
the public, such as open courtyards and plazas along Abbot Kinney Boulevard. As such, the 
Determination adequately makes the required findings to approve a Coastal Development Permit. 
 
  
No. 4-6a 
The determination made incorrect or inappropriate assumptions about off-site parking and automated 
parking. 

 
Staff Response 4-6a 
 
Off-site Parking 
 
The Appellant claims the ZA Determination describes the parking plan differently than what is 
described in the Draft EIR and Traffic Study, and that it omits discussion about the 80-space off-site 
parking area at Westminster School and Secondary Valet on Abbott Kinney Boulevard. 
 
The commenter is incorrect, as the ZA Determination correctly describes Code-required parking, 
which is all provided on-site. The ZA determination prohibits the use of off-site parking to meet Code-
required parking, but does not prohibit additional off-site parking beyond what is required by Code 
and does not prohibit a Secondary Valet Area. The Draft EIR, Traffic Study, and Topical Response 2 
(Parking) in Exhibit C.4, Supplemental Environmental Responses of the Appeal Recommendation 
Report specifically address this parking issue. All Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan and Municipal 
Code-required parking would be provided on-site. Off-site parking was always contemplated in the 
analysis for hosted events for limited numbers of cars that cannot be accommodated by the on-site 
underground parking spaces. This off-site parking is not required by the LAMC or Specific Plan and 
is volunteered by the Applicant. In addition, the secondary impacts of off-site parking related to 
additional trips is also analyzed in the Draft EIR (page 4.K-15) and the Traffic Study. To fully clarify 
this issue, it is recommended to modify Condition 15 as follows: 
 

15. Parking. A minimum of 175 184 vehicle parking spaces shall be provided onsite. Off-site 
parking shall be prohibited for the purposes of meeting the parking requirements of 
the LAMC and Specific Plan. 

 
In addition, modifications to the Valet conditions should be implemented to clarify that that the existing 
valet area along Abbott Kinney Boulevard may continue to be utilized, as well as include hours of 
operation for the Secondary Valet Area, consistent with the assumptions from the Environmental 
Impact Report (EIR), as follows: 
 

16. Valet Parking. All valet parking operations shall be conducted onsite; the queuing of 
vehicles shall be prohibited in the public right of way.  These limitations shall not apply 
to the existing valet operation on Abbot Kinney Boulevard.  Queuing shall not be 
permitted beyond the property line on Abbot Kinney. 

 
a. Primary valet operations shall be provided on a 24-hour basis at the existing 
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Main Valet Area on Electric Avenue. 
 

b. Additional valet operations shall be provided, starting at 5:00 PM daily, at 
the Secondary Valet Area on Abbot Kinney Boulevard. The Secondary Valet 
Area shall be designated as the curbside space between Broadway Street 
and the Project property line with 1039 Abbot Kinney Boulevard. 

 
c. Use of the Secondary Valet Area shall be permitted prior to 5:00 PM 

consistent with Condition 38 related to Private Hosted Events. 
 

d. Valet parking shall be provided to restaurant patrons. The availability of said 
validated parking and the location of said parking shall be made known to the 
public via the restaurant menu, a posting of the information at readily visible 
locations and on the restaurant website. The applicant shall provide a copy of the 
menu, signs or web page, for inclusion in the case file.  

 
e. A single valet operator shall be on-site who shall be responsible for enforcement 

of any conditions of this action regarding valet parking.  
 

f. Valet parking shall be required to obtain all applicable licenses and/or permits from 
the Department of Transportation and the Los Angeles Police Department. Proof 
of licenses and/or permits shall be submitted to the Department of City Planning.  

 
g. A valid valet parking contract in compliance with this condition shall be submitted 

to the Department of City Planning.  The contract shall be maintained for the life 
of this grant and shall include the hours of valet service and the number of valet 
attendants to be provided as well as the valet parking locations. If the valet 
operator is replaced, a copy of the replacement contract shall be provided to the 
Development Services Center within 30 days upon execution of the new contract. 

 
h. The valet operator shall be required to obtain a valid LAPD Commission 

Investigation Division (CID) Valet Operator Permit pursuant to LAMC Section 
103.203 (b) and each valet attendant shall have a valid CID permit along with a 
valid California Driver License in their possession while on duty. 

 
Note: Prior to providing valet services, the applicant should e-mail 
laoadot.valetop@lacity.org to begin the application process, review, and approval 
of valet operations.  

 
i. Valet service shall not utilize any local streets for the parking of any vehicles at 

any time.  
 

j. The applicant shall utilize social media, webpages, or other media to provide travel 
information to the restaurant.  Such information shall promote the use of alternate 
travel means to automotive transportation (walk, bike, public transit, 
rideshare/service, or carpool).  For any patrons desiring to drive a personal vehicle 
to the venue, parking information must direct them to either use the valet service 
or park on surface streets within the commercial district (i.e. Abbot Kinney 
Boulevard).   

 
Condition No. 38 is modified as follows: 
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38.  Private Events. Any use of the restaurant for private events, including corporate events, 
birthday parties, anniversary parties, weddings or other private events which are not open 
to the general public, shall be subject to all the same provisions and hours of operation 
stated herein. Private hosted events shall be permitted subject to the following limitations: 

 
a. Not more than one hosted event shall be permitted on-site at any given time. 

 
b. Except in accordance with the conditions in the table below, no private hosted 

events shall be permitted between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. on weekdays or shall 
start or end between 12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. on weekends unless 1) a 
temporary special event permit is obtained from the City and 2) off-site parking 
is provided per the table below. Private hosted events shall adhere to the 
following: 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As clarifying conditions are recommended to be added to the ZA Determination Letter, there is no 
deficiency in the EIR analysis, and the Zoning Administrator did not error or abuse its discretion in 
approving the project, the appeal point should be denied. 
 
The Appellant also refers to the Project Design Feature TRANS-PDF-6 (Valet Operations) incorrectly 
as a measure for the purpose of mitigating an environmental impact. The Project Design Feature is 
labeled as a PDF, and not as a Mitigation Measure. The measure, which describes the operation of 
the Secondary Valet Area, merely identifies a feature and function of the operation of the Project and 
is not utilized to mitigate any potentially significant impact. There is no “valet operation’s CEQA 
impact”, as the commenter claims. TRANS-PDF-6 provides information and conditions on how a valet 
would operate. The secondary valet is also an existing condition. As the commenter has not 
demonstrated a deficiency in the traffic feature or analysis, the appeal point should be denied.  
 
Automated Parking 
 
The Appellant claims that the automated parking system is untested and unreliable and that the EIR 
should have provided supporting reliability and maintenance data. Exhibit C.4, Supplemental 
Environmental Responses of the Appeal Recommendation Report addressed concerns related to the 
automated parking system. The automated parking system has redundancies built in, including three 
elevator lifts. Automated systems have already been installed in other projects and continue to be 
refined by their manufacturers. The system will meet the service rate noted in TRANS-PDF-9 of the 

 Maximum Event Size; 
no off-site parking 

Maximum Event Size 
(minimum 4 valet on 
Abbot Kinney) 

Maximum Event Size 
(minimum 8 valet on 
Abbot Kinney) 

Weekday p.m. peak 
(3:00 - 6:00 pm) 

Not permitted Not permitted Not permitted 

Weekday non-p.m. 
peak 

58 people 93 people; 
28 cars parked off-
site 

131 people; 
46 cars parked off-
site 

Weekend peak 
(12:00 - 2:00 p.m.) 

Not permitted* 45 people; 
23 cars parked off-
site 

Not permitted* 

Weekend non-peak 43 people 78 people; 
23 cars parked off-
site 

112 people; 
46 cars parked off-
site 

* Private hosted events would be permitted so long as it includes a partial restaurant buy-
out commensurate with the size of the hosted event. 
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Mitigation Monitoring Program, prior to a certificate of occupancy being issued for the Project. As 
such, the appeal point should be denied. 
 
The Appellant claims there are no detailed plans of the automated garage and that vertical clearances 
appear too small to accommodate taller vehicles. In response, as stated in Topical Response 3 
(Automated), Exhibit C.4, Supplemental Environmental Responses of the Appeal Recommendation 
Report: The Project is evaluating multiple technical designs for the system, which include a variety of 
vendors, technologies, and options; this information was provided at the ZA Hearing. The system will 
be chosen based on both cost and effectiveness and will be properly designed, accounting for 
structural dimensions and requirements, during the construction documentation and plan check 
phase. Regardless, it will meet the requirements of TRANS PDF-9, which will ensure that it operates 
in the manner analyzed in the EIR. 
 
The Appellant is referring to preliminary drawings that will get refined to accommodate an appropriate 
mix of vehicles. In addition, the Draft EIR analysis contemplated a large excavation area and export 
amount that would be sufficient for the proposed parking operations, including any minor increase in 
the height of the garage to accommodate oversized vehicles. 

 
 

No. 4-7a 
Project Permit Compliance Review 

 
Staff Response 4-7a 
The Appellant argues the proposed Project is not compatible with the mass, scale, and character of 
the neighborhood. The Project is compatible with the mass, scale, character of the area, as discussed 
in Finding Nos. 2, 3, 7, 8, and 16 of the Determination and Staff Response Nos. 4-4, 4-4a., and 4-7.   
 
The Appellant also notes a discrepancy in the project description in Finding No. 16 of the 
Determination. Corrections to the Determination are noted in the Revised Conditions and Findings in 
staff’s recommendation.  

 
 

No. 4-8a 
Mello Act Compliance Review 
- The HCIDLA Mello Act Determination of affordable units is not based on the last residential use. 
- Conversion or demolition of the three residential structures for purposes of a non-coastal 

dependent, non-residential hotel use shall not be authorized. 
- Inclusionary affordable housing units have not been required. 

 
Staff Response 4-8a 
 
HCIDLA Mello Act Determination. 
 
The Appellant argues that HCIDLA’s determination letter, dated July 6, 2010, is invalid as it incorrectly 
assesses the unpermitted use and that a new determination should be prepared to analyze the rental 
rates of the last known residential occupants. 
 
As stated in Part 4.4 of the IAP, “LAHD has sole responsibility for determining whether any existing 
Residential Units are Affordable Existing Residential Units” and to outline the process Applicants must 
follow to complete their determination. As discussed in Finding No. 18 of the Determination and Staff 
Response No. 4-8, the existing structures have been utilized for commercial purposes as a day care 
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center since 2004. No affordable units were found because the structures were not being used for 
residential purposes. 
 
The Project application was filed with the Department of City Planning on December 6, 2012. The 
IAP requires HCIDLA to review three years of monthly housing cost data or occupant income. 
HCIDLA reviews records of the units, for the period beginning three years from the date of filing the 
Mello Act Compliance Review (project application) with the Department of City Planning. The existing 
day care center has been in operation since 2004. The lease agreement between the property owner 
and lessee of 1047-1051 Abbot Kinney Boulevard., provided to HCIDLA on July 7, 2020, show a rent 
amount of $9,500-$10,000 per month for use of the three structures between July 2007-2010. Based 
on the maximum rental thresholds (2010 Income and Rent Limits - Mello Schedule II/LU Schedule 
VII) for 0 bedroom units, the rent for each unit exceeds the maximum rent amount for Moderate Level 
affordable units. A copy of the Lease Agreement, LAHD Mello Determination dated July 6, 2010, and 
LAHD Income and Rent Limits tables are included as Exhibit G, attached to this Memo.      
 
Conversion to Hotel 
 
The Appellant argues the Project is a commercial structure and that the four dwelling units in the 
proposed Project would not qualify as a residential use, that a feasibility study is required for the 
conversion of the residential structures to a non-residential use (required in Part 4.3 of the IAP). As 
discussed in Staff Response No. 4-8, the Project consists of the construction of a mixed-use 
development comprised of both residential and commercial uses. Furthermore, Condition No. 6.a of 
the Determination requires that the four dwelling units are used for long-term stay not as guest rooms 
operated through the hotel use. As such, a feasibility study (as outlined in Part 4.3 of the IAP) is not 
required. 
 
Condition No. 6 is modified as follows: 
 

1. Uses. The project shall be limited to a mixed-use development comprised of the following: 
 
a. An apartment hotel A hotel use with up to a maximum of 78 guest rooms. and,  

 
b. a A minimum of 4 dwelling units. The dwelling units shall be used for long-term stay; 

transient occupancy shall not permitted in the dwelling units. 
 

c. One new 3,810 square-foot hotel restaurant, limited to a maximum of 2,514 square 
feet of Service Floor Area (dining area), as shown on Sheet X2 and X3 of “Exhibit A.”  

 
i. Table service shall be prohibited in the outdoor courtyard. 

 
d. A hotel market limited to a maximum of 2,935 square feet, having 170 square feet of 

Service Floor Area.  
 
e. Office uses limited to a maximum of 2,027 square feet. 
 
f. Spa facilities limited to a maximum of 1,735 square feet. 

 
Inclusionary Residential Units 
 
The Appellant argues that Inclusionary Residential Units must be provided for the Project. A full 
discussion of this appeal point is provided in Staff Response No. 2-5, in response to Appellant No. 
As discussed in Staff Response 2-5, the proposed guest rooms do not meet the definition of 
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Residential Unit. The hotel guest rooms are intended for short-term stay. Part 5.0 of the IAP provides 
two options for providing Inclusionary Residential Units for “New Housing Developments consisting 
of ten or more Residential Units”, as follows: 
 

Inclusionary Requirement Option #1. Reserve at least 20 percent of all Residential Units for 
Inclusionary Residential Units for Very Low or Low Income Households; or 
 
Inclusionary Requirement Option #2. Reserve at least ten percent of all Residential Units for 
Inclusionary Residential Units for Very Low Incomes Households.  

 
The project proposes the development of four Residential Units and is not subject to the requirements 
of Part 5 of the IAP.  
 
 
No. 4-9a 
The Zoning Administrator erred abused his discretion in Finding that the waivers should be approved. 
 
Staff Response 4-9a 
The Appellant states the full dedications and improvements should be required, citing the Key Policy 
Initiatives (Mobility Plan 2035) regarding environmental justice, the street as a public place, and 
increasing the role of “green street” solutions to treat and infiltrate stormwater. Further stating that the 
full dedication should be required to plant sizable trees and allow activity on the sidewalks. The 
Appellant provides reference to broad initiatives in the Mobility Plan.     
 
As discussed in Finding No. 20 of the Determination, the reduced dedications would result in a new 
sidewalk and improvements on Electric Avenue that meet ADA access requirements and allow for 
improvements such as street lights and trees, as well as extend the existing sidewalk along 
Westminster Avenue. Therefore, the Zoning Administrator did not err in approving the reduced 
dedications. 
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Letter dated July 13, 2020 submitted by Unite Here Local 11 (Appellant No. 1), Keep 
Neighborhoods First (Appellant No. 3), and Citizens Preserving Venice (Appellant No. 4) 
 
 
No. A1-1 
The proposed Project differs significantly from the previously approved Apartment Hotel, and 
therefore requires further public review, including, but not limited to a hearing before the Zoning 
Administrator. 
 
Staff Response A1-1 
As discussed in the Staff Recommendation Report, the Project was reviewed and analyzed as a 
mixed-use structure comprised of the following uses:  
 
- four (4) dwelling units, 
- 78 guest rooms within a Hotel use, 
- a 3,810 square-foot hotel restaurant, 
- 2,935 square feet of retail space, which includes a market with 170 square feet of Service Floor 

area,  
- 1,735 square feet of spa use, and 
- 2,027 square feet of office use. 
 
The clarification of the Project does not change the scope of work reviewed in the EIR or 
Determination as the actual uses were adequately discussed and analyzed. As provided in the Staff 
Recommendation Report, staff recommends adoption of the Erratum and Revised Conditions and 
Findings.   
  
 
No. A1-2 
The approved Project is not a Hotel and requires a variance. 
 
Staff Response A1-2 
The Appellants argue a Zone Variance would be necessary because the project does not meet the 
definition of Hotel, as provided in LAMC Section 12.03. As discussed in the Determination and Staff 
Recommendation Report, the Project consists of a mixed-use development that includes dwelling 
units, hotel guest rooms, a new hotel restaurant, retail, spa, and office use; a mix of uses proposed 
within one structure. Condition No. 6 of the Determination is modified to reflect the permitted uses 
within the mixed-use structures, see Staff Response No. 4-8a above. The proposed Project is not 
limited to the development of a Hotel in one building and a Zone Variance is not required. LAMC 
Section 12.03 does not provide a definition for a mixed-use structure or development, however, the 
Project is subject to the provisions of the LAMC and Building Code that regulate the proposed 
structure and uses within the mixed-use development.  

 
 
No. A1-3 
The project violates the Mello Act. 
 
Staff Response A1-3 
See discussion provided in Staff Response No. 4-8a of this memo. 
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No. A1-4 
The project creates dangers for school children.  
 
Staff Response A1-4 
The Appellants address issues regarding the sale of alcohol and the requested CUB. See discussion 
provided in Staff Response No. 4-3a of this memo. 
 
The Appellants argue the additional traffic and commercial loading required for the Project will impact 
the safety of children and parents (pedestrians) walking along the streets adjacent to the Project.  
 
Traffic Volumes 
 
The commenter’s claim that Abbot Kinney Boulevard has a traffic flow of up to 10,000 vehicles daily 
and that the project traffic “will put three times as many vehicles on the street at this location crossing 
the paths used by the children (and some of these drivers will have imbibed onsite)” is unfounded 
and unsupported by evidence. As demonstrated in the Traffic Study and Section 4.K, Transportation, 
of the Draft EIR, in terms of total intersection volume, the Project would increase volumes by 5.9 
percent in the AM peak hour and 7.5 percent in the PM peak hour at Abbott Kinney and Broadway, 
not 300 percent as the commenter claims. In addition, the Appellent’s claim that traffic is heaviest 
during the hours of 7:30 AM – 8:00 AM and during the hours of 2:30 PM – 6:00 PM, when children 
are present. As demonstrated in the Draft EIR, AM peak hour of street volume is 8:15 AM to 9:15 AM, 
at 970 vehicles in both directions of travel, and PM peak hour of street volume is 6:15 PM, slightly 
later than the typical peak of traffic, at 1,010 vehicles in both directions. The Project’s peak hour trips 
occur do not occur as the applicant claims and also occur before school is closed. 
 
Vehicle Queueing 
 
See discussion provided in Response to Comment Seward 7 of the Final EIR regarding vehicle 
queueing. The parking system and traditional valet operations will help to manage inbound vehicle 
flows, and queuing onto adjacent roadways will be avoided through this approach. 
 
A shared parking analysis was conducted as part of the project traffic study to understand the 
estimated demand of the project with the mix of proposed uses. This analysis demonstrated that the 
proposed parking supply would be adequate. The secondary parking supply and use of valet service 
is being provided not due to any identified parking insufficiency but to address potential vehicle 
queuing at the inbound project driveway. The traffic analysis has shown that vehicle queues can be 
kept to lengths that do not overlap adjacent sidewalk or roadway areas with the use of valet services 
during peak times. 

 
Pedestrian Safety 
 
See discussion provided in Response to Comment Seward 6 of the Final EIR regarding commercial 
loading and Response to Comment Casey 3 of the Final EIR regarding potential traffic and pedestrian 
conflicts. 
 
Pedestrian crossing assistance is currently provided by a crossing guard at the unsignalized 
intersection of Broadway and Abbot Kinney Boulevard.  The proposed project will add a minimal 
amount of traffic in the area.  
 
In addition, the crosswalks (unsignalized at Broadway / Abbot Kinney Boulevard and signalized at 
Westminster / Abbot Kinney Boulevard) near the school are public facilities on a public right-of-way 
(Abbot Kinney). The Project will not change its use or status as public crosswalks. As part of Project 
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Design Feature TRANS-PDF-5, the Project would install curb extensions or bulbouts at the street 
corners along Abbot Kinney Boulevard, immediately to the east and west of Broadway. The curb 
extensions would reduce the pedestrian crossing distance on Abbot Kinney Boulevard, as well as 
provide narrower travel lanes to potentially reduce speeds along this roadway.  
 
In addition, as noted in Response to Comment LAUSD 6 of the Final EIR, Project Design Feature 
TRANS-PDF-7 has been revised with further safety strategies as requested by LAUSD. The Project 
Applicant will maintain safe and convenient pedestrian routes to Westminster Elementary School. 
Crossing guards and/or flag men will be provided at the Project Applicant’s expense as needed to 
ensure safe passage. 
 
Also, TRANS-PDF-1 requires the approval by LADOT of a Construction Management Plan (CMP), 
including a Worksite Traffic Control Plan to facilitate vehicle and pedestrian movement and to 
minimize conflicts between construction activities and pedestrians. TRANS-PDF-7 contains further 
measures to protect Westminster Elementary School. This includes a provision that no staging or 
parking of construction vehicles on the south side of Abbot Kinney Boulevard between Broadway and 
Westminster when Westminster Elementary School is in session. TRANS-PDF-8 requires the City to 
assign specific haul route routes of operation based on Westminster Elementary School’s hours of 
operations.  
 
The pedestrian circulation discussion in the traffic analysis in the Draft EIR at Pages 4.K-49 – 4.K-50 
discusses ensuring safe routes for students to and from the school site while avoiding conflicts with 
delivery truck movements. TRANS-PDF-3 restricts delivery times that conflict with school travel times. 
The applicant has the control to reject deliveries that arrive during peak hours and prohibited hours, 
and can change vendors when there in non-compliance with the directives to not deliver during peak 
school travel times. The applicant will direct its vendors to deliver outside of these peak times, and 
consolidation of deliveries is possible with the hotel restaurant and existing restaurant to be 
incorporated into the project. 
 
Loading 
 
See discussion provided in the Section 4.K, Transportation, of the Draft EIR, and Response to 
Comment Seward 6 of the Final EIR regarding commercial loading 
 
The proposed loading zone is accessed on the east side of Broadway, at the Project Site. The 
pedestrian crosswalk is accessed from the west side of Broadway. As noted in TRANS-PDF-3, there 
shall be no deliveries 45 minutes prior to Westminster Elementary School commencement time and 
15 minutes after school commencement time. No deliveries will be permitted until one hour after the 
end of Westminster Elementary School’s school day. No deliveries on Sunday will require the use of 
the loading zone. 
 
The project restaurant use is existing at the site and it will be incorporated into the new project. Truck 
deliveries for that use will continue as is after project opening, i.e. via smaller single-unit trucks, via 
the proposed truck loading area. The retail and hotel uses will not require larger articulated tractor-
trailer trucks other than moving trucks to furnish the site before opening. Single-unit trucks, similar to 
the trucks using the existing deliveries, will also be used for hotel and retail deliveries during 
operations. No site uses will require that larger tractor-trailer trucks be used for deliveries. To use the 
proposed Broadway truck loading area, the delivery trucks would back into the loading area and pull 
out via a forward movement. Travel on Electric Avenue will not be necessary for inbound or outbound 
truck trips. The truck loading will take place adjacent to other commercial uses, and not adjacent to 
residential uses.  
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Contrary to the commenter’s claim about negative impacts to school children, the project incorporates 
features such as coordination with the adjacent school during construction activities, limits on hours 
of operation of loading areas to avoid times when children are arriving or leaving school, and 
pedestrian and streetscape improvements near school crossings and pedestrian routes.    
 
As such, the comment is speculative and provides no evidence that the project would pose an 
immediate threat to school children.  
 
No. A1-5 
The project fails the Lower Cost Visitor provisions of the California Coastal Act. 
 
Staff Response A1-5 
See discussion provided in Staff Response No. 4-4a of this memo. 
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Here Local 11 (Appellant No. 1), Keep 
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UPDATED as of July 6, 2020 
 
JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL OF CITIZENS PRESERVING VENICE re the 
Venice Place Project Case No. ZA-2012-3354- (CUB)(CU)(CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI); Env-
2016-4321-EIR (SCH No 2016-061- 
033) (“the Project”) 
 
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS APPEAL JUSTIFICATION IS BEING RE-SUBMITTED ON JULY 6, 
2020 WITH ADDITIONAL APPEAL POINTS AS AN UPDATE TO THE INITIAL APPEAL 
JUSTIFICATION FILED ON MARCH 26, 2020.   
 
SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A FOR EMAILS FROM CITY PLANNING AUTHORIZING THE 
SUBMISSION OF ADDITIONAL APPEAL POINTS SUBSEQUENT TO THE INITIAL APPEAL 
FILING DATE.  
 
THIS SUBMISSION MUST BE PLACED IN THE APPEAL JUSTIFICATON SECTION OF 
THE STAFF RECOMMENDATION REPORT, PREFERABLY BEFORE THE MARCH 26, 
2020 INITIAL APPEAL JUSTIFICATION, AND NOT IN THE CORRESPONDENCE 
SECTION, AS IT CONTAINS NEW APPEAL POINTS. 
 
THE EXHIBITS MUST IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW THE UPDATED APPEAL 
JUSTIFICATION. 
 
THE ADDITIONAL APPEAL POINTS ARE BETWEEN THE RED MARKERS INDICATING 
“NEW” SECTIONS. 
 
IF THE INITIAL APPEAL JUSTIFICATON HAS NOT ALREADY BEEN READ, WE ENCOURAGE 
COMMISSIONERS AND STAFF TO READ ONLY THIS DOCUMENT AND NOT THE 
DOCUMENT SUBMITTED ON MARCH 26, 2020. IF YOU HAVE ALREADY READ THE INITIAL 
APPEAL JUSTIFICATION DATED MARCH 26, 2020, YOU WILL ONLY NEED TO READ THE 
NEW SECTIONS HEREIN, AS NOTED BY THE RED MARKERS. 
 
ALSO, PLEASE NOTE THAT APPEAL POINTS INCLUDED WITHIN EACH ENTITLEMENT 
SECTION ARE INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE IN ALL OTHER ENTITLEMENT SECTIONS. 
 
THANK YOU! 
 
========================================================================== 
NEW 
 
Environmental Justice and Social Diversity  
(applies generally as well as to the CDP approval) 
 
On June 6th, City Planning issued a notice, asking the community to help it advance equitable Westside 
community plans. The flyer stated that “Planning is one of the many factors that play a key role in 
shaping access to housing, open space, jobs, and overall a healthy quality of life. As land use planners 
we have both an opportunity and shared responsibility to elevate the importance of inclusion and equity 
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in our practices.” and “…we have a lot of work to do in reevaluating how we approach our work in order 
to empower those who have been marginalized by planning practices of the past.” 
 
In addition, at the June Coastal Commission hearing, Commissioner Wilson stated: ” I do want to speak 
to the structural inequality of down-zonings that occurred in the 50s and 60s…those were done on 
purpose and in many places where working families and families of color were, and L.A. is notorious for 
it….this subject of structural inequality is obviously on the minds of many of us in this current context. 
Even we, a few items before, we were looking at a walled community and building a new wall around 
that, again, structural inequality often comes in the form of structures…” 

  
Venice was physically built by hundreds of African Americans who developed the Oakwood 
neighborhood at a time when it was one of the few neighborhoods in Los Angeles where they could 
live. Abbot Kinney encouraged the hiring of African American professionals to help him build his 
vision. He supported Oakwood’s development as an African American community. Over the decades 
Venice also became home to many Mexican American families, attracted by its affordable homes and 
proximity to local industries.   

  
Over the last two decades, however, city planners have systematically abetted the accelerating 
gentrification of the Oakwood community, ignoring - or not caring – about its history and its socio-
cultural heritage. For Oakwood it has become death by a thousand cuts.  

  
Underlying City Planning’s complicity in the erosion of Oakwood’s heritage has been the unstated 
assumption that more expensive homes – and consequently wealthier generally white homeowners – 
were better.  Time and again, bungalows and multi-family homes have been replaced by expensive 
single-family homes, aka McMansions. Affordable and RSO units have been demolished.  The 
cumulative impacts of these projects on the social make-up of the Oakwood neighborhood have been 
ignored. 

 
This hotel will not foster “inclusion and equity.” It will not help those “who have been marginalized by 
planning practices in the past.” It will perpetuate and worsen structural inequality. 

  
The proposal is for a high-end hotel complex in the heart of Venice on Abbot Kinney Boulevard.  Socio-
economic and cultural diversity is what made Venice the world-famous destination it is today.  It is this 
historic cultural legacy the hotel wants to tap into by locating in the heart of Venice.  Yet this project has 
never acknowledged the socio-economic well-being of the neighborhood that it will inevitably disrupt 
nor the harm it will likely cause our neighbors in the Oakwood community over time. The hotel, if built, 
will continue the City’s pattern of disregard for this historic African American community and further 
exacerbate the displacement of Venice residents who have substantially shaped the character of this 
famous and unique coastal community. 

  
City Planning has expressed its solidarity to the principles that correct the concerns of the Black Lives 
Matter movement and to finding ways to steer away from its past patterns and practices that have 
reinforced racial and economic inequities. However well intentioned, the right words are empty without 
the right actions.   
 
As Coastal Commissioner Wilson indicated (quote above), it is wrong to wall off a community. In this 
case the Project would serve to wall off the Oakwood neighborhood with a block long 30-foot wall, with 
the parking entrance facing Oakwood. The Project essentially gives Oakwood the back of its hand. This 
would serve to perpetuate structural racism in Venice. 
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We are not just taking this opportunity of the Black Lives Matter movement to bring up these issues.   
We’ve been fighting against this Gentrification since this project began but we have never felt there was 
an ear open, or anyone receptive to addressing these concerns. In fact, in the past City Planners have 
indicated that the Environmental Justice Coastal Act sections and Commission Policy are not applicable 
to Venice, which is incorrect. They are State laws and policies that are directly applicable to the Venice 
Coastal Zone and the Project. 

 
This hotel Project is the embodiment of Gentrification. This hotel Project is in the wrong place. Its 
approval will bring social and economic harm to the very people with whom City Planning has declared 
solidarity. This hotel is not Oakwood.  It is not Venice. It violates the Coastal Act’s Environmental 
Justice provisions and Policy and it harms the Social Diversity of Venice that the certified Land Use 
Plan Section I.E.1. requires to be protected. 
 
See also comments noted below in Coastal Development Permit section with respect to the lack of any 
analysis of the Project’s conformance with Coastal Act Chapter 3 Section 30213 Lower cost visitor and 
recreational facilities. 
 
END NEW 
===================================================================== 

 
I. Reason for the Appeal. 

 
This appeal is being filed by Citizens Preserving Venice for the following reasons: 

 
1. The Project is not in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 

1976. 
2.   The Project will prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to prepare a local coastal 

program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 
3.   The issuance of a conditional use permit for the sale of alcohol will adversely affect the 

welfare of the community. 
4.   The proposed conversion of existing residential dwelling units to commercial use is in violation 

of the Mello Act (California Government Code Sections 65590 et al.) and the Interim 
Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act. 

5.   The Project is not a  project under the Los Angeles Municipal Code, and therefore is not 
eligible for a maximum Floor Area Ratio of 1.5 to 1; is not exempt from the minimum 5-foot 
landscaped setback requirement along the perimeter of the site of the Project that would 
otherwise be required; and is not entitled to the requested lot consolidation. 

6.   The Project adversely affects the historical resources, including the block of the Project, along 
Abbot Kinney, identified in the certified Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LUP) 
as a historical resource, and the six buildings dating from the 1900’s, the historical period of 
the founding of Venice. 

7.   The parking plans do not comply with parking requirements. 
8.   The approved loading areas and conditions are unclear and could create unsafe and 

hazardous conditions. 
9.   The Zoning Administrator (ZA) determination does not adequately address the public 

comments submitted in this case. This appeal incorporates by reference all written and oral 
comments, in their entirety, submitted on the Project by any commenting party or agency. 
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II. How Appellant is aggrieved by the decision. 

 
Appellant is a non-profit organization organized under the laws of the state of California dedicated to 
preserving the quality of life in the Venice area of Los Angeles.  It will be adversely impacted by the 
Project and the ZA’s determination because it has a substantial interest in ensuring that the City’s 
decisions are in conformity with the requirements of law, and in having those requirements properly 
executed and the public duties of City officials enforced as they relate to application of the California 
Coastal Act, the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan (“the VSP”), the LUP, the Mello Act and other 
laws that protect the quality of life in the Venice community.  It also acts affirmatively to protect and 
enhance the life of the neighborhood as experienced by its residents, among others, the residents of 
Oakwood, a historically African American community that has been and continues to be vitiated by 
gentrification. 

 
III.  The points at issue/Why Appellant believes the ZA erred or abused his discretion. 

 
 
Conditional Use Permit 

 
A conditional use permit is required for the Project because the Project is within 500 feet of a 
residential zone.  In addition, a conditional use permit is required pursuant to LAMC Section 12.24-
W.1 to allow the sale and dispensing of alcoholic beverages. 

 
A conditional use permit may only be granted if 1) the Project will enhance the built environment in the 
surrounding neighborhood; 2) the Project’s location, size, height, operations, and other significant 
features will be compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, the 
surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare and safety; 3) the Project substantially 
conforms with the purpose, intent and provisions of the General Plan, the applicable community plan, 
and any specific plan; and regarding the sale of alcoholic beverages, 4) the proposed use will not 
adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community; 5) the granting of the application will not result 
in an undue concentration of premises for the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic 
beverages, including beer and wine in the area of the City involved, giving consideration to applicable 
State laws and to the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control’s guidelines for undue 
concentration; and also giving consideration to the number and proximity of these establishments within 
a one thousand foot radius of the site, the crime rate in the area (especially those crimes involving 
public drunkenness, the illegal sale or use of narcotics, drugs or alcohol, disturbing the peace and 
disorderly conduct), and whether revocation or nuisance proceedings have been initiated for any use in 
the area. 

 
The ZA found that the Project enhanced the built environment because it introduced the visitor serving 
use of a hotel and related complementary businesses and concluded without explanation or evidence 
that it was compatible with the design and massing of the area. What the Determination does not 
explain is how a Project that consolidates eight lots, consists of 58,638 square feet in new development 
over 11,672 square feet in existing development, that includes three new three-story massive buildings 
is compatible with the low slung, small lot neighborhood surrounding the Project. 

 
It especially ignores the entire adjacent residential neighborhood block on Electric and the Oakwood 
neighborhood of Venice which borders the Electric side of the Project. There is no consideration of the 
impact of the Project on Westminster Elementary School and playground which is directly across the 
street from the Project. The ZA erred and abused his discretion as he did not account for the built 
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environment in the largest and most sensitive portion of the surrounding neighborhood. The 
Determination also stated that the Project provided new parking.  Never mind that the Project removes 
an existing surface public parking lot with 60 parking spaces and replaces this parking only with the 
minimal amount of parking spots required for the new development, thereby resulting in a net loss of 
parking in an area that already has a severe parking problem. Further, there appears a total absence of 
self-parking, which will have a negative impact on the adjacent residential neighborhood, as many of 
the patrons of the hotel complex’s services will likely seek to avoid the valet service and automated 
parking and seek on-street parking in the surrounding neighborhood. The ZA offers no solution, just an 
empty admonition that “Employees shall be prohibited from parking vehicles within the adjoining 
residential neighborhoods.” 

 
The normal method for mitigating this impact would be permit parking.  But this is difficult under the 
provisions of the LUP, as the establishment of residential preferential parking in the Coastal Zone is 
not permitted unless the displaced public parking spaces are replaced with new public parking at a 
minimum one-to-one ratio. 

 
While a smaller boutique hotel could provide a benefit to the community, the proposed hotel is much 
too massive for its current proposed location. The Project’s size is generally incompatible with the 
immediate residential area. The Project is comprised of nine lots tied together to form one parcel, 
providing a larger lot and greater square footage that any lot in the immediate area. 

 
The Project certainly does not substantially conform with the purpose, intent and provisions of the 
General Plan, the applicable community plan, and the applicable specific plan. The Project as 
currently configured clearly is incompatible with many of the land use plans, policies and regulations 
governing the Project, and therefore, there is no basis for the finding of the ZA that the Project 
substantially conforms with the applicable land use policies. 

 
Significantly, the ZA grants several exemptions and benefits only applicable to  projects, when this 
Project does not meet the definition of a  project. The applicant sought this designation because a  
project  (i) is eligible for a maximum Floor Area Ratio of 1.5 to 1; (ii) is exempt from the Commercial 
Corner Development Standards of LAMC Sec. 12.22-A,23 and the minimum 5-foot landscaped setback 
requirement along the perimeter of the site of the Project that would otherwise be required; and (iii) as 
argued by the applicant, meets the lot consolidation requirements of the VSP contained in Section 9.A 
of the VSP and is therefore entitled to consolidate eight lots comprising the Project. We believe the 
Project does not qualify as a  project and is not entitled to these exemptions and benefits. The 
Determination does not provide any reasoning for finding that this Project meets the requirements of a  
project. 

 
A careful review of the LAMC Section 13.09 B demonstrates that the Project is not a  Project under either 
the letter or spirit of the LAMC and thus is not entitled to any of the benefits sought.  Section 13.09.B.3 of 
the Los Angeles Municipal Code provides in pertinent part:  

Mixed-Use Project means a Project which combines one or more Commercial Uses and 
multiple dwelling units in a single building or in a Unified Development and which provides 
the following: [Emphasis supplied in bold font] 

 
(1) a separate, Ground Floor entrance to the residential component, or a lobby that serves both 
the residential and Commercial Uses components; and 
(2) a pedestrian entrance to the Commercial Uses component that is directly accessible from a 
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public street, and that is open during the normal business hours posted by the business. 

A minimum of 35 percent of the Ground Floor Building Frontage abutting a public 
commercially zoned street, excluding driveways or pedestrian entrances, must be designed to 
accommodate Commercial Uses to a minimum depth of 25 feet. 

 
LAMC Section 13.09 B.3 defines Commercial Uses for the purpose of a  
Project as follows: 

 
Commercial Uses means those uses as first permitted in the CR, C1, C1.5, C2, C4, or C5 
zones, including guest rooms and hotels as defined in Section 12.03 and Community Facilities 
as defined by this section. [Emphasis supplied in bold font] 

 
While the ZA labels four hotel rooms “dwelling units,” presumably to fit within the definition of  
Project in LAMC Section 13.09.B.3 and in order to be eligible for the bonuses and exemptions granted 
to Mixed Use Projects, they are not “dwelling units” within the meaning of the LAMC.  Section 12.03 
of the LAMC, which provides definitions for the terms used in Section 13.09, defines “dwelling” as: 
“Any residential building, other than an Apartment House, Hotel or Apartment Hotel.” The Project is an 
Apartment Hotel and therefore under Section 13.09 does not contain a dwelling unit within the 
definition of the LAMC. 

 
The VSP has no definition of the term . The LUP provides that “ development provides an on-site 
mix of housing, retail, jobs and recreational opportunities consistent with the character of the Venice 
commercial areas, the City’s General Plan Framework Element and Coastal Act Policy Section 
30252.” LUP Policy I.B.1. The question here is - is the classification of a project as a mixed-use 
residential and commercial project supportable when only 3.68% of the total project, or 4.62% of the 
total habitation space, is dedicated to residential use. 

 
More importantly, it is bad precedent to allow a developer who has somehow wedged in a few very 
small residential units to combine up to eight lots in a community that generally disallows such 
combination. This is a gross and transparent distortion of the zoning codes, the VSP and the LUP, 
which express the Venice Community’s desire to restrict lot consolidation in order to protect the scale of 
the community.  If allowed to stand as currently contemplated, the Project will create a dangerous 
precedent for Venice.  It signals to developers who in order to achieve their development objectives to 
qualify for a  project or for lot consolidation –no problem, just slap a couple of tiny efficiency units with 
kitchens on your project and you will qualify for an infinite number of lot consolidations and achieve 
your development objectives. 

 
In this case, the applicant dedicates only about 3.68% of the total project or 4.62% of the total 
habitation space to long term housing and by doing so they would achieve an unprecedented lot 
consolidation and waiver of important land use policies.  Further, if this precedent were established 
prior to the adoption of a certified Venice Local Coastal Program (“LCP”), it would prejudice the LCP, 
as it would set a precedent for something very significant that would need to be included in the LCP. 
While the LUP, the guiding policy document was certified by the Coastal Commission, the necessary 
implementation ordinances were not adopted. Therefore, a Coastal Development Permit (“CDP”) may 
only be issued if a finding can be made that the development will not prejudice the ability of the City to 
prepare a complete LCP, including the implementing ordinance. (See discussion regarding the Coastal 
Development Permit below.) 

 
This very issue was discussed in a West Area Planning Commission meeting for a proposed project at 
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601-611 South Ocean Front Walk in 2016. There, the Commission members expressed concern about 
the cumulative impact and potential prejudice to the adoption of the LCP if an expansive definition of 
mixed use was accepted in evaluating projects in Venice prior to the adoption of the LCP. On that basis 
the Commission rejected a CDP for a project at 601 Ocean Front Walk in Venice. 

 
Even if one accepted the applicant’s definition of the Project as , that would not entitle the proponent to 
unlimited lot consolidation.  9.A.e (4) of the VSP states that “Lot consolidation of more than two lots 
shall be permitted for  and multi-family residential Venice Coastal Development Projects, provided the 
project conforms to the existing scale and characteristic of the surrounding community.” Here, the ZA’s 
Determination ignores the second half of this statement. At over 60,000 square feet and extending over 
nine lots, the Project is profoundly out of scale with the surrounding community and other existing  and 
multi-family developments on Abbot Kinney Blvd. and Electric Ave. 

 
It should also be noted that the exemption in LAMC Sec. 12.22.A.23(d)(1) from the Commercial Corner 
Development Standards of Section 12.22.A.23 specifies that a project is exempt from the minimum 5-
foot landscaped setback requirement only if it is a  Project as defined in LAMC Section 13.09.B.3 that 
“consists predominantly of residential uses.”  For all of the reasons discussed above, it is not a  Project as 
defined in LAMC Section 13.09.B.3 and certainly is not one consisting predominately of residential uses, 
as only four units in the hotel are dedicated to long term residency. Accordingly, the Commercial Corner 
regulations should apply to the Project, and the Project is not exempt from the minimum 5-foot 
landscaped setback requirement.  
 
Here, the Project approval includes approval of the consolidation of eight lots. The relevant 
provisions of the VSP are as follows: 

 
A.  LOT CONSOLIDATION.  Lot Consolidation of contiguous lots may be permitted, provided 
the consolidation complies with conditions specified in Subsection 1 and 2 below.  Subterranean 
development that is entirely below street elevation is exempt from this subsection. 

 
1.  Number of Lots 

 
e.  Commercially and Industrially Zoned Lots: 

 
(2) Other Commercial Venice Coastal Development 
Projects: 

 
Two lots may be consolidated, provided the Venice Coastal Development 
Project conforms with development standards in Section 9 A 2 below: or 
three lots may be consolidated, provided the Venice Coastal Development 
Project conforms with development standards in Section 9 A 2 below and 
parking is subterranean with the roof at natural grade. 

 
(4)  and Multi-Family Residential Venice 
Coastal Development Projects: 

 
Lot consolidation of more than two lots shall be permitted for mixed-use 
and multi-family residential Venice Coastal Development Projects, 
provided the projects conforms to the existing scale and characteristic of 
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the surrounding community, the required parking is on-site and the 
project conforms with developments standards in Section 9 A 2 below. 

 
Similarly, the LUP provides that Lot consolidation of more than two lots shall be permitted for  
projects that conform to the existing scale and character of the surrounding community and provide 
adequate on-site parking. LUP Policy I.B.7. 

 
Under the VSP and the LUP, “Lot Consolidation occurs when:  (1) one or more structures are built over 
a lot line that divided two existing lots; or (2) a lot line is abandoned, a lot line is adjusted, lots are 
merged, or other action is taken by the City, for the purpose of allowing a structure to be built extending 
over what were previously two or more separate lots.” (Section 5.Q. of the VSP and the Definition 
Section, page I-15 of the LUP.) 

 
The VSP has no definition of the term . The LUP provides that “ development provides an on-site 
mix of housing, retail, jobs and recreational opportunities consistent with the character of the Venice 
commercial areas, the City’s General Plan Framework Element and Coastal Act Policy Section 
30252.” LUP Policy I.B.1.  The whole idea of encouraging and conferring certain benefits on  
projects is to “increase opportunities for employees to live near jobs and residents to live near 
shopping.” (Policy 1.B.6 of the LUP.) As has been discussed above, clearly the Project does not 
qualify as a  Project pursuant to LAMC 13.09B.  Certainly, it does not qualify as a  Project under the 
LUP, as it does not meet the housing objectives of  projects under the LUP. 

 
It should be noted too that a hotel would not qualify as a residential use under the LUP. In Policy 1.B.6 
of the LUP, it is recognized that commercial, visitor-serving uses such as hotels are distinct from 
residential dwelling units.  It provides, in pertinent part: “The areas designated as Community 
Commercial…will accommodate the development of community serving commercial uses and 
services, with a mix of residential dwelling units and visitor-serving uses.”  It goes on to specify that 
visitor-serving commercial uses include “hotel” uses. 

 
 
Conditional Use Permit Alcohol Sales--CUB 

 
In the March 12, 2020 Determination of the ZA in this case, the Zoning 
Administrator authorized the sale and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverage for on-site 
consumption, in conjunction with a new apartment hotel and a new hotel restaurant, and the sale and 
dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverage for on-site and off-site consumption in conjunction with a 
hotel market.  Before a conditional use permit for the sale of alcohol may be issued, the following 
additional findings pursuant to L.A.M.C. Section 12.24.W.1 must be made: 

 
1.   That the proposed use will not “adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community;” 
2.   That the granting of the application will not result in “an undue concentration of premises for 

the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic beverages, including beer and wine, in 
the area of the City involved,” giving consideration to applicable State laws and to the 
California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control’s (ABC) guidelines for undue 
concentration; and also giving consideration to the number and proximity of these 
establishments within a one thousand foot radius of the site, the crime rate in the area 
(especially those crimes involving public drunkenness, the illegal sale or use of narcotics, 
drugs or alcohol, disturbing the peace and disorderly conduct), and whether revocation or 
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nuisance proceedings have been initiated for any use in the area; and 

 
3.   That the proposed use will not “detrimentally affect nearby residentially zoned communities 

in the area of the City involved, after giving consideration to the distance of the proposed use 
from residential buildings, churches, schools, hospitals, public playgrounds and other similar 
uses, and other establishments dispensing, for sale or other consideration, alcoholic 
beverages, including beer and wine.”  In this case Westminster Elementary School is directly 
across the street from the Project. 

 

Here, the license would significantly expand both the geographic reach and sale/consumption of 
alcohol, to include sale/consumption in the hotel lobby, outdoor courtyard, lounge areas, business 
rooms, and new restaurants, as well as in-room service. 

 
The ZA acknowledges that according to the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control 
(ABC) licensing criteria, only three on-site and two off-site consumption licenses are allocated to the 
subject census tract and that currently there are 17 on-site licenses and 3 off-site licenses in this census 
tract, establishing an over saturation at the current time.  Further, the ZA acknowledges that the crime 
statistics indicate that the crime rate in this census tract is higher than the city average.  He states that 
the subject area suffers from a total of 528 crimes compared with the citywide average of 185 offenses 
and the high crime reporting district of 222 crimes for the same reporting period in 2018. 

 
The ZA states that the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control has discretion to approve 
an application for a license if there is evidence that normal operations will be contrary to public welfare 
and will interfere with the quiet enjoyment of property by residents.  Normal operations would mean 
that no new license could be granted.  In order to approve an additional license, the ZA  is required to 
make a finding that normal operations are contrary to public welfare and will interfere with the quiet 
enjoyment of property by residents and school children in this case. The ZA does not make this finding 
but rather simply states that because he has imposed a condition requiring surveillance and that bar 
employees will be required to attend training, the sale of a full line of alcoholic beverages for off-site 
consumption will benefit the public welfare and convenience because it would add another place to 
purchase alcoholic beverages.  (Page 25-26 of the Determination.) It is impossible to conclude that 
employee training and “other conditions” will effectively deter criminal activity, public drunkenness and 
loitering. There are numerous studies performed by Los Angeles County Health and other credible 
institutions that prove that such nuisances and impacts cannot be effectively mitigated in an adjacent 
residential neighborhood and they definitely should not be allowed to occur adjacent to an elementary 
school. (These studies will be provided subsequent to the filing of the appeal.) 
 
===================================================================== 
NEW 
 
See discussion of the aforementioned studies below. 
 
The ZA erred and abused his discretion with respect to the CUB Findings in two major ways: 
(1) He did not meet all of the six Findings required as per LAMC 12.24.E. and 12.24.W., and (2) 
He did not provide adequate or sometimes any evidence to making some of the Findings, 
rendering them conclusory. 
 
1. The ZA completely omitted and thus did not address all six Findings, or portions of 

Findings, required for approval of the CUB as per LAMC 12.24.E. and 12.24.W., as follows: 
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FINDING 1.  
This is a required Finding for the CUB approval. The ZA neglects to address this Finding 
with respect to the alcohol use, mentioning only the hotel use. There is no evidence or 
conclusion provided related to whether the Project will perform a function or provide a 
service with respect to the additional on- and off-site alcohol sales that is essential or 
beneficial to the community, city or region. There is no evidence provided to support the 
conclusion that an increase in alcohol concentration would be a convenience to the 
surrounding community or is a necessity to the surrounding community. In fact, logic alone 
informs a reasonable mind that it is not a necessity or convenience as the area is already over 
concentrated with alcohol licenses and premises. The sale and dispensing of a full line of 
alcohol throughout the hotel and off-site sales of alcohol will not benefit the community as 
the area is already saturated and there is no need for more. The immediate area has a high 
concentration of alcohol establishments and allowing another off-site license and a 
significant expansion of the on-site license for the entire hotel could adversely impact the 
surrounding neighborhood. Also, in addition to our above-mentioned studies by experts, 
testimony was supplied at the Public Hearings and in letters to City Planning that also 
highlighted the correlation between alcohol sales, crime, and other adverse impacts. 
The required Finding has not been met and the CUB cannot be approved. 
 
FINDING 2.  
This is a required Finding for the CUB approval that the Project will not adversely affect or 
further degrade the public health, welfare and safety of adjacent properties and the 
surrounding neighborhood. The ZA neglects to address this portion of the Finding. There is 
no evidence or conclusion provided that the Project will not harm the public health, welfare 
and safety of the adjacent properties, or that the quality of life and “right to quiet enjoyment” 
of the adjacent residential neighbors and the adjacent elementary school will be protected. 
The required Finding has not been met and the CUB cannot be approved. 
 
FINDING 3.  
This is a required Finding for the CUB approval. However, this Finding only addresses 
conformance with the applicable Plans with respect to commercial areas and neglects to 
address the relevant goals, objectives and policies of the residential portions of the Plans, 
including the impact on the surrounding and adjacent neighborhood and the adjacent 
elementary school with respect to additional on-site and off-site alcohol sales. The required 
Finding has not been met and the CUB cannot be approved. 
 
FINDING 5.  
The ZA does not address the portion of Finding 5. that states that consideration must be 
given to the number and proximity of premises for the sale or dispensing for consideration of 
alcoholic beverages within a 1,000-foot radius of the site; nor does the Finding indicate 
whether revocation or nuisance proceedings have been initiated for any use in the area. The 
required Finding has not been met and the CUB cannot be approved. 
 

2. The ZA did not provide accurate or adequate evidence in order to support the conclusions 
made in the six CUB Findings required in LAMC 12.24.E. and 12.24.W, or the analysis is 
insufficient to support the Findings, as follows: 
 
“Abuse of discretion is established if…the findings are not supported by the evidence.” (See 
Cal. Code Civ. Proc. 1094.5(b)), or if the analysis is insufficient to “bridge the analytic gap 
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between the raw evidence and ultimate decision or order.” (West Chandler Boulevard 
Neighborhood Assn. v. City of Los Angeles (2011) 198 Cal.App.4th 1506.) 

 
FINDING 4.  
The ZA failed to adequately consider the impact of the CUB on the public welfare of the 
community. 

 
In order to approve a license adjacent to a sensitive use such as a school, church or an 
adjacent residential neighborhood, Business and Professions Code 23958 requires an 
investigation of all matters that may affect the public welfare, including morals. A key 
component of the analysis of the effects on the welfare of the pertinent community is 
consideration of the impact of the significant increased alcohol use on morals of the area. 
The proposed on-site and off-site sale of alcohol on the premises during the hours of 7 a.m. 
to 1 a.m. is contrary to the public welfare and morals, especially the elementary school 
students at Westminster Elementary School, across the street from the project.   

 
The sale of alcohol adjacent to a school not only advertises substance abuse but also glamorizes it. 
Per the California PTA resolution “REGULATION OF LIQUOR LICENSES NEAR SCHOOLS, 
adopted by Convention Delegates May 1997, Reviewed and deemed relevant November 2017, “A 
600-foot distance is inadequate for the protection of grade one through 12 schools from possible 
effects from such licenses.” 

 
There are many aspects of the sale of alcohol at this Project that will influence and negatively impact 
the students of Westminster School.  A hotel with alcohol service and an open site plan right in the 
path of young children walking to school directly across Abbot Kinney Blvd does not show an intent 
to comply with the goal of responsible liquor licensing or protecting children’s safety. 

 
The Project includes a roof deck, pool area and bar that face the school, in full view of the school 
children during lunch and recess.  This design affords the hotel guests a perch to view the activities 
of elementary school students which is not desirable to the parents of the students and disregards 
student privacy. 

 
The Project design includes rooms with balconies facing Broadway which is a main thoroughfare for 
parents walking their children to and from school.  Hotel guests will have access to alcohol 
beginning at 7 a.m. or, for that matter, 24/7 in the hotel room. This creates a dangerous risk that 
guests will be partying on balconies in the view of students walking to school at 7:30 a.m. or walking 
home between 2:20 p.m. and 6 p.m., when after school activities end. Children are easily influenced 
by the adults around them. Viewing adults engaged in the consumption of alcohol near their school, 
the place they need to feel safe in, is impactful to young minds.  At this age their prefrontal cortexes 
aren’t developed enough to allow them to access the rational part of their mind.  

 
As cited on The Science of Psychotherapy website by Matthew Dahlitz, Neuroscience Magazine: 
“The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is the cerebral cortex covering the front part of the frontal lobe. This 
brain region has been implicated in planning complex cognitive behavior, personality expression, 
decision making, and moderating social behavior. The basic activity of this brain region is 
considered to be orchestration of thoughts and actions in accordance with internal goals. The most 
typical psychological term for functions carried out by the prefrontal cortex area is executive 
function. Executive function relates to abilities to differentiate among conflicting thoughts, 
determine good and bad, better and best, same and different, future consequences of current 
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activities, working toward a defined goal, prediction of outcomes, expectation based on actions, and 
social “control” (the ability to suppress urges that, if not suppressed, could lead to socially 
unacceptable outcomes). The frontal cortex supports concrete rule learning, while more anterior 
regions along the rostro-caudal axis of the frontal cortex support rule learning at higher levels of 
abstraction.” (adapted from Wikipedia) As such, children under the age of 25 are very 
impressionable and don’t have the cognitive ability to differentiate from good and bad behavior. 

 
The school children will be walking past the hotel every day when going to/from school. There will 
be observations of public drunkenness and there will be alcohol consumption in the common areas, 
including the roof deck that oversees the elementary school. These observations will impact the 
morals of the children at a very young, impressionable age. The ZA erred and abused his discretion 
as he did not consider the impact of the hours of operation for on- and off-site alcohol use on the 
adjacent elementary school or the adjacent neighborhood. Nor did he consider the impact of the 
extensive alcohol use on the morals of the adjacent elementary school children. 
 
Lastly, with respect to the impact of the CUB, the ZA completely omitted an analysis of the impact 
on the adjacent neighborhood and elementary school of the noise from alcohol being served in the 
open areas. There is no discussion of possible reduction of hours of alcohol use/sales or any 
mitigation measures for the impact of sound. The ZA also omitted an analysis of the impact of the 
extensive loading zone activity and increased traffic and parking demands on the neighborhood and 
school children, both of which would be significant adverse impacts. 

 
FINDINGS 4. and 5.  
The ZA failed to consider readily available evidence from experts, as well as testimony from 
neighbors and parents at Public Hearings and in letters to City Planning, with respect to the 
adverse impacts of increased density of on- and off-site alcohol outlets (premises) when 
making his conclusions in Findings 4. and 5. 

  
A study prepared by Los Angeles County Department of Public Health (See attached 
EXHIBIT C) states:  “A high density of alcohol outlets increases alcohol consumption, 
motor vehicle crashes, alcohol-related hospital admissions, injury deaths, assaults and 
violent crime, suicides, drinking and driving, child maltreatment, and neighborhood 
disturbances.” The report found that a high density of alcohol outlets in a community 
increases rates of violent crime, alcohol-involved motor vehicle crashes, and alcohol-related 
deaths. It concluded that limiting the density of alcohol outlets is effective in reducing 
alcohol-related harms. The study’s findings indicate that having a high density of either on-
premises or off-premises alcohol outlets was associated with significantly higher rates of 
alcohol-related harms. Additional findings are that communities with a high density of either 
on- or off-premises outlets were:  

1) 9 to 10 times more likely to have increased rates of violent crime,  
2) 4 times more likely to have increased rates of alcohol-involved crashes, and  
3) 5 times more likely to have increased rates of alcohol-related deaths.  

 
Finally, the study recommends that local governments highlight areas where on-premises or 
off-premises alcohol outlets are oversaturated and use their land use powers to limit the 
number of new alcohol outlets in those areas. 

 
Also, the Institute for Public Strategies prepared a briefing document entitled The Power of 
Local Municipalities to Control Alcohol Outlet Density (See attached EXHIBIT D).  The 
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briefing states that high alcohol-outlet density can threaten public health and safety and 
reduce the quality of life in surrounding neighborhoods. Their research shows that there is a 
direct correlation or a nexus between high alcohol availability and increases in drunken 
driving, sexual assault, crime and violence, underage drinking, health problems and 
economic decline, and the relationship to the problems created is statistically significant. In 
fact, for these reasons, the ABC has established guidelines for the acceptable level of alcohol 
outlet density in a given census tract. If the number of alcohol retailers exceeds the number 
recommended, that census tract is considered to be oversaturated, or an undue concentration 
of alcohol licenses.  

 
In addition, the Institute for Public Strategies briefing document references a guide for local 
government, funded by the California Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs, that 
indicates that in areas of undue concentration of alcohol licenses [which go hand in hand 
with the related premises] that high crime and proximity to sensitive land uses, i.e. schools, 
churches and residences, can be used as a basis to reject a public convenience or necessity 
waiver and thus cause denial of a license. Here we have both high crime and proximity to 
sensitive land uses, which is a basis for denial. 

 
This guide also urges local governments to have policies and procedures in place to prevent 
oversaturation of alcohol.  

 
The above-mentioned documents and studies prepared by third party experts provide 
evidence that adding more alcohol, especially the significant amount of alcohol consumption 
that would be associated with a large hotel, to a census tract area that already has an “undue 
concentration of alcohol licenses” and “high crime” will escalate crime and other negative 
consequences to the surrounding area.  

 
In addition, a significant amount of evidence has been provided through testimony of 
neighbors, parents, and other community members in Public Hearings and letters to City 
Planning that the surrounding area is already saturated with alcohol establishments and that 
adding even more will have a detrimental impact on the surrounding neighborhood and the 
residents’ and the elementary school children’s quality of life and right to quiet enjoyment. 

 
FINDING 5. 
The first paragraph in Finding 5. has numerous errors of fact.  
 
The Finding states that there are 17 on-site licenses. In fact, there are 21 on-site licenses in 
the census tract as of the date of the determination. The Finding states that there are two 
active Type 47 ABC licenses for the two existing restaurants. In fact, there is only one, 
License No 569602, for the Felix restaurant. The Primitivo Wine Bistro License No. 514811 
was cancelled and transferred. The Finding states that the proposed hotel restaurant seeks a 
renewal and extension of existing Type 47 license No. 345545, for which the primary owner 
is West Indies Trading Co, Inc., and which active since October 7, 1998. That is incorrect. 
This license has been active since September 14, 2010 and expires on August 31, 2020. (See 
attached EXHIBIT B for the correct evidence.) The extent of the errors of fact by the ZA 
calls into question the evidence and the conclusions based on the evidence throughout the 
CUB Findings. 
 
FINDING 5. 
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The ZA failed to consider the extent of alcohol licenses in the census tract in excess of the 
ABC-established limits, and he does not make any conclusions relative to the significant 
expansion of the on-site alcohol license. 
 
As mentioned above, there are 21 (not 17) active on-site licenses in the census tract, 
compared to three on-site licenses allocated to the census tract by the ABC. There are 
SEVEN TIMES MORE LICENSES THAN ALLOWED, which is a serious over saturation 
of alcohol licenses in the area. The number of alcohol licenses in the area far exceeds the 
amount allocated by the ABC and the ZA fails to connect this substantial evidence to his 
conclusions.  
 
Also, the significant expansion of the existing Type 47 license No. 345545, to cover all of 
the new areas in the entire hotel—including the hotel lobby, the outdoor courtyard, the 
lounge areas, the business rooms, the new restaurants, as well as in-room service--is not a 
new license but it would materially increase the concentration of alcohol in the surrounding 
area and the census tract. 

 
Although the ZA admits that the crime rate in the census tract where the subject site is 
located is higher than the City average and that the number of alcohol licenses in the area far 
exceeds the number allocated by the ABC, he omits the relevant fact that this means that 
there is an undue concentration of alcohol licenses, as defined by the ABC, and therefore an 
undue concentration of premises in the area. Instead, he uses the phrase “an over-
concentration of licenses is suggested.” He is basing his finding--that the additional off-site 
license and significant expansion of the existing on-site license to cover the entire hotel will 
not result in an undue concentration of premises for the sale or dispensing for consideration 
of alcoholic beverages--on the fact that the ABC has discretion to approve an application for 
a license if there is evidence that normal operations will be contrary to public welfare and 
will interfere with the quiet enjoyment of property by residents. However, there is no 
evidence provided to support that statement, nor can the ZA rely on actions that have not 
been taken by the ABC in making the conclusions in his Findings. The Finding requires that 
the ZA find that approval of the CUB will not result in an undue concentration of premises 
for the sale or consideration of alcoholic beverages. Given that an undue concentration of 
alcohol licenses already exists, it simply follows that there is an undue concentration of 
premises, and adding one more, especially premises the size of the hotel, is only going to 
make the concentration and over saturation much worse. 
 
In addition, the ZA cannot speculate or assume that the ABC will take certain actions in 
support of the Project’s public convenience and necessity. The ZA has a separate 
responsibility under City law, regardless of what the ABC may do. Whether and for what 
reasons the ABC approves an alcohol license is not directly related to the responsibilities of 
the ZA in finding that an “undue concentration of premises for the sale or dispensing for 
consideration of alcoholic beverages” will not result from the granting of the application.  
 
The ZA mentions some conditions that have been placed on the CUB. However, there is no 
proof or studies that indicate that the conditions cited are effective in mitigating the adverse 
effects of additional alcohol licenses or that the conditions will in any way but nominally 
have an impact on those nuisances and other adverse impacts; in fact, the undersigned 
Appellants have had many experiences with CUBs in Venice where the conditions imposed 
are ignored by the applicant and also not enforced by the City. This is a City-wide problem. 
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Also, given the extensive number of crimes in the Crime Reporting District reported in 2018, 
which is significantly higher than the City average, and the overconcentration of licenses and 
related premises in the area, the standard CUB conditions such as the ZA has imposed on 
this Project are not likely to be effective in protecting the welfare and safety of the 
surrounding community. There are no studies or proof or evidence provided that indicates 
that the conditions cited will in any way have an impact on the types of crimes and nuisances 
impacts in an area such as this. 
 
In addition, under CEQA the cumulative impacts of a Project must be considered, and the 
cumulative impact of adding an off-site alcohol license and significantly expanding an 
existing on-site alcohol license to the entire hotel operation would be significantly harmful 
to the welfare and safety of the adjacent and surrounding community and the adjacent 
elementary school. 

 
FINDING 5. 
The ZA failed to adequately consider the significant statistics regarding crime in the area.  
 
According to the LAPD, the Crime Reporting District had a total of 528 crimes in 2018, as 
compared to a City-wide average of 185 and the High Crime Reporting District’s 222 
crimes. The Crime Reporting District of the proposed project has almost THREE TIMES the 
number of crimes of the City average! And it has 2.4 times the number of crimes of the high 
crime reporting district! There is no analysis of this very significant evidence and the impact 
that would be caused by adding even more premises dispensing alcohol. The Finding goes 
on to provide detail of the 528 Part 1 and 2 crimes and states that conditions of approval are 
being imposed in order to prevent public drinking, public drunkenness, and driving under the 
influence. However, those conditions will only impact 4 out of the 528 crimes listed--the 3 
for public drunkenness and the 1 for a DUI! 

 
FINDING 6. 
The ZA does not meet the requirements of Finding 6 as there is no evidence or analysis of 
the impact of additional on-site and off-site alcohol consumption on the adjacent 
Westminster Elementary School, the nearby church or the adjacent residential neighborhood.  
 
State Business and Professions Code 23789 does not allow for the approval of an alcohol 
license for premises within 600 feet of a school (the Westminster Elementary School is 65 
feet from the Project site) or in the immediate vicinity of a church, and CCR 61.4 does not 
allow for the approval of an alcohol license for premises within 100 feet of a residential 
neighborhood (the adjacent neighborhood is 50 feet away from the Project site), unless 
public convenience or necessity is found. Here, there is no evidence that dispensing of 
additional alcohol on-site and off-site is a necessity or would be a convenience to the 
community. State law limits the issuance of new licenses in geographical areas defined as 
high crime and in areas of undue concentration of retail alcohol outlets. This can only be 
overridden by a determination that the license would serve public convenience or necessity, 
in other words, if it is proven that the outlet will provide a benefit to or satisfy an existing 
need of the surrounding community. The ZA errs in that, although he states that the 
residential neighborhood would be adjacent to the proposed Project, he does not state that 
the Westminster Elementary School would be adjacent to the proposed Project. There has 
been significant public testimony in several Public Hearings and a significant number of 
letters to City Planning regarding the serious concerns about alcohol consumption adjacent 
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to the residential neighborhood, church and elementary school. In addition, in order to 
approve a license adjacent to a sensitive use such as a school or church, Business and 
Professions Code 23958 requires an investigation of all matters that may affect the public 
welfare and morals, and special conditions are required related to the sensitivities of the 
school or church and the impact on morals. According to the ABC, licenses within 600 feet 
of, let alone adjacent to, schools are usually only approved in more dense areas such as a 
downtown area. The impacts on all of the sensitive uses, including the school, church and 
residential neighborhood, must be considered and analyzed, and specific conditions must be 
provided, such as limiting the hours of alcohol consumption and restricting the use of the 
loading zone when school children are present. However, there is no discussion and analysis 
by the ZA at all relative to the impacts on the school, including related to loading areas and 
traffic that will make arrival and departure from the school dangerous. The ZA states that the 
project “will contribute to a neighborhood” but provides no evidence re. how it will 
contribute. 
 

END NEW 
===================================================================== 

 
Also, notably, the ZA does not include in the CUB Findings the advice of the Los Angeles Police 
Department, as is the practice when considering the crime rate in issuing a conditional use permit to 
allow the sale of alcoholic beverages. 

 
In this case, Westminster Elementary School is directly across the street on one side of the Project and a 
residential community is directly on the other side of the Project. Alcohol, hotel rooms, and strangers 
adjacent to a public elementary school do not mix well. Further, the application of off-site sales in an 
already over saturated neighborhood is especially tone deaf, given the problems associated with a 
longstanding and growing homeless population in this same neighborhood and a proliferation of street-
level, illicit drug sales.  
 
 
Coastal Development Permit 

 
In order for a coastal development permit to be granted, all of the requisite findings maintained in 
Section 12.20.2 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code must be made in the affirmative. The applicable 
findings include: 1) that the development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976; 2) that the permitted development will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 
1976; 3) That the Interpretative Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established by the 
California Coastal Commission have been reviewed, analyzed, and considered in the light of the 
individual project in making its determination; 4) that the decision of the permit granting authority has 
been guided by any applicable decision of the California Coastal Commission pursuant to Section 
30625(c) of the Public Resources Code. 

 
The Coastal Act of 1976 was enacted by the State Legislature as a “a comprehensive scheme to govern 
land use planning for the entire coastal zone of California.”  Its passage was the result of the recognition 
that uncontrolled development of the California coastline could not continue.  One of its goals is to 
“protect, maintain, and where feasible, enhance and restore the overall quality of the coastal zone 
environment and its natural and artificial resources.”  To achieve this goal the Coastal Act sets forth 
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specific policies governing public access, recreation, the marine environment, land resources, and 
development along the coast.  It provides specific protection for “sensitive coastal resource areas,” 
defined in the Coastal Act as those bounded land and water areas within the coastal zone of vital interest 
and sensitivity, such as highly scenic areas and special communities or neighborhoods which are 
significant visitor destination areas. Under the Coastal Act, new development where appropriate is to 
protect special communities and neighborhoods that, because of their unique characteristics, are popular 
visitor destination points for recreational uses. 

 
The Coastal Act specifically provides that prior to certification of the LCP, a CDP shall only be issued 
if the issuing agency, or the California Commission on appeal, finds that the proposed development 
will not prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a local coastal program that is in 
conformity with Chapter 3. Further, the Coastal Act requires that new development not have a 
significant adverse impact, either individually or cumulatively, on coastal resources. Section 30105.5 
provides: 

 
“Cumulatively” or “cumulative effect” means the incremental effects of an individual 
project shall be reviewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other 
current projects, and the effects of probable future projects. 
 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act 

 
The LUP recognizes Venice as a special coastal community.  Policy I.E.1 provides: “Venice’s unique 
social and architectural diversity should be protected as a Special Coastal Community pursuant to 
Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976.” The LUP lists this block of Abbot Kinney Boulevard 
as a historical resource. 
 
In making Finding No. 7 that the development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, the 
Determination makes no mention of this and does not consider the impact of the Project on this 
historic resource, required to be protected under Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 
 
===================================================================== 
NEW 
 
The ZA errs and abuses his discretion in Finding 7. as he only cites Coastal Act Chapter 3 Section 
30253(e), but does not analyze conformance of the Project with this key Chapter 3 section. Coastal 
Act Section 30253(e) states that “Where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods 
which, because of their unique characteristics are popular visitor destination points for recreational 
uses.” The Venice Coastal Zone is in fact a Special Coastal Community, as designated in the original 
Coastal Plan, which preceded and formed the basis for the Coastal Act, and as designated by the 
Coastal Commission in the certified LUP. Thus, additional protections are necessary to protect the 
scale and character of Venice’s unique neighborhoods, as per the certified LUP guidance in Policies 
I.E.1., I.E.2. and I.E.3. This project would be the largest project to ever be proposed in the Venice 
Coastal Zone and, if approved, would cause significant adverse cumulative impacts to Venice, being a 
precedent for other projects of this size. The Special Coastal Community of Venice, a Coastal 
Resource according to the Coastal Commission, must be preserved and protected from projects like 
this that would cause a significant adverse cumulative impact on the relatively small scale and unique 
community character of the Venice Coastal Zone community. 
 
The ZA also errs in Finding 7. As he does not consider the cumulative impacts of the project on 
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coastal resources, which is required prior to the certification of a Local Coastal Program. Cumulative 
impacts is one of the most important issues here, as the Project is the largest project to ever be 
proposed for Venice and the Coastal Act and certified LUP protect Venice’s existing scale and 
character and does not allow for projects of this sheer size. The ZA also errs in that this Finding does 
not recognize that the Venice Coastal Zone has been designated by both the City and the State Coastal 
Commission as a “Special Coastal Community” (as defined in the certified LUP) and must be 
preserved and protected from projects like this that would cause a significant adverse cumulative 
impact on the relatively small scale and unique community character of the Venice Coastal Zone 
community. 
 
In addition, the ZA errs and abused his discretion in Finding 7. as he completely omits any discussion 
of conformance of the Project with Chapter 3 Coastal Act Section 30213 Lower cost visitor and 
recreational facilities; encouragement and provision; overnight room rentals, which states: “Lower 
cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where feasible, provided.” 
The Coastal Commission noted in its Staff Report for the 2 Breeze project (5-14-1932 Lambert) that 
“…many hotels are exclusive because of their high room rates…the expectation of the Commission, 
based upon several recent decisions, is that developers of sites suitable for overnight accommodations 
will provide facilities which serve the public with a range of incomes. If the development does not 
propose a range of affordability on site, the Commission has required off-site mitigation, such as 
payment of an in-lieu fee to fund construction of lower cost overnight accommodations such as youth 
hostels and campgrounds. Lodging opportunities for budget-conscious visitors to the coast are 
increasingly limited….most newly constructed hotels are designed and marketed as high cost products 
[and so rooms for] persons of low and moderate incomes will make up fewer of the guests staying 
overnight in the Coastal Zone. Without low-cost lodging facilities, a large segment of the population 
will be excluded from overnight stays at the coast. Access to coastal recreational facilities, such as 
beaches, harbors, piers, and special coastal communities, is enhanced when lower cost overnight 
lodging facilities exist to serve a broad segment of the population.” 

 
END NEW 
===================================================================== 

 
Further, the Determination recognizes that the immediate area is surrounded by one and two-story 
structures.  On page 27, the last sentence of the third full paragraph states: “The project site and 
properties proximate to the site are developed with one- and two-story structures in an urban area.” 
(This is also stated on page 28, the last sentence in the first full paragraph.) Yet the ZA goes on to 
justify the three-story mass and scale of the Project by comparing it with a couple of out of place three-
story structures (that should not have been approved) and does not consider the majority of the 
surrounding structures (all one- and two-story structures) that are acknowledged to reflect the character 
of the neighborhood. 

 
Thus, the ZA errs and abuses his discretion in concluding that the proposed 30-foot tall portions of the 
project are consistent with the massing and scale of the existing development, adjacent to the multi-
family residential neighborhood as he is only comparing to a very small portion of the surrounding 
structures and not considering what is by far the largest and most sensitive portion. 
 
The Appellant will supply additional information that shows that 74% of the surrounding structures are 
0- or 1-story, 8% are 2-story and 18% are 3-story. Only 18% of the surrounding structures are 3 stories, 
which in no way justifies a block long 3-story structure facing a 1-story residential area. 
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===================================================================== 
NEW 
 
See attached EXHIBIT E for Appellant’s Streetscape, which contains evidence regarding mass, scale 
and character of the site and surrounding area. Corner buildings demand special attention because they 
are more visible than other buildings on the block. This Streetscape was prepared using the common 
industry practice for projects that are on corners of blocks: the immediate neighborhood, or cornerscape, 
or viewshed is four lots from the corner on both sides of the street that the building fronts, and two lots 
from the corner on both sides of the other street running at right angles to the fronting primary street. 
The area included in the Streetscape is shaded in light green in the map below. 
 
STREETSCAPE AREAS 

 
 
The Streetscape shows that 64% of the structures are 1 story, 31% are 2-story and 5% are 3-story. Just 
5% of the surrounding structures being 3 stories in no way justifies a block long 3-story structure 
facing a 1-story residential area. In addition, there are seven existing structures on the block of the 
proposed hotel. Two of them (29%) are 2 story and the remaining five are 1 story (71%). None are 3 
stories. 

 
The total square footage of the buildings in the Viewshed is 118,868. The usable building space is 52% 
of the block’s total land area (i.e. its Floor Area Ratio, or FAR), a FAR of .52. The same area with the 
proposed hotel increases the square footage by 49% to 176,638, and the FAR increases to .79, a 52% 
increase.  
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The block on which the hotel will be located has an existing FAR of .29 and a total building square 
footage of 16,920.  With the hotel completed, the new FAR for that block would be 1.28, or 3.4 times 
larger, and new total building square footage would be 74,690, also 3.4 times larger. 

  
The residential properties in the Oakwood neighborhood on the east side of the proposed hotel together 
have a FAR of 0.54 and a total building square footage of 59,087, and they comprise 76 living units. The 
three-story hotel with roof deck, with square footage of 70,310 and a FAR of 1.5 that is 1.8 times or 
almost two times larger than the FAR of the east side Oakwood properties, will loom over the 
surrounding residential neighborhood. 

 
The proposed Project is grossly incompatible with the surrounding area and thus violates Coastal Act 
Section 30251 and 30253 as well as certified LUP policies I.E.1, I.E.2. and I.E.3. In fact, the Project, the 
largest ever proposed in the Venice Coastal Zone and spanning the vast majority of a city block, would 
stick up from the surrounding primarily residential community like a giant island rising out of the ocean, 
to be seen for miles and to tower over the surrounding community. 
 
END NEW 
===================================================================== 

 
For all of the above reasons, the Project does not comply with the applicable LUP Policies.  
Accordingly, the ZA erred in its Finding No. 8 that the development will not prejudice the ability of 
the City of Los Angeles to prepare a local coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the 
California Coastal Act. 

 
The Determination also found that the Project was consistent with the various planning ordinances 
and plans, as it was a Project. 

 
The West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission’s decision on 601 Ocean Front Walk (ZA-2015-
102-CDP-SPP-1A), at the hearing on September 7, 2016 is instructive. The issue there was also 
whether the immaterial number of residential units qualified the project as mixed use, with the 
associated benefits related to FAR and lot consolidation. The WLAAPC concluded that due to that 
project’s immaterial amount of residential use it did not qualify as “mixed use,” and therefore denied 
the project as proposed. 

 
Below are some excerpts from the audio transcript for that hearing, from the 
Commissioner discussion: President Donovan:  
“Mixed Use isn’t defined here [in the certified Land Use Plan] and thus I must use judgment and 
I know mixed use when I see it and I don’t see it here today.” 
He said that if this project was approved as proposed, it would prejudice the LCP. He goes on to say 
that “This is not for us to decide at this point as our decision would prejudice the LCP.” He reiterated 
that there were insufficient mitigation measures and not enough attention on the cumulative impacts, 
and thus a project of this size was out of scale with the surrounding area and that it would have a 
substantial adverse impact. 

 
Commissioner Halper: 
The ZA erred in his Finding re. prejudicing of the LCP with respect to classification of the proposed 
project as a mixed use. The current proposal, which assumes that the smallest possible sized unit 
allows, 800 sq. ft, is adequate to support an increase of 50% from the FAR of 1:0 for office and retail, 
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to a FAR of 1.5:1 that is based on an unspecified mix of commercial (retail and/or office) and 
residential uses. One cannot justify that 2.7% of a project can get a 50% FAR “bonus" for the project. 

 
In this case, the total square footage of the “apartments” is 2,588 square feet. The apartments as a 
percentage of the total habitation space is 4.62% (As per the Project Description, the total square 
footage of hotel space is 53,384 sq. ft and the total square footage of the apartments is 2,588 square 
footage. Total habitation space is 53,384 + 2,588 = 55,972 sq. ft. 2,588 divided by 55,972 = 4.62%). 

 
In this case, the percentage of the square footage of the apartments is 3.68% of the total square footage 
of the project, of 70,310 square feet as per the Project Description. (Total square footage of the 
apartments of 2,588 divided by total square footage of the project of 70,310 = 3.68%). 

 
By either measure, 3.68% of the total project or 4.62% of the total habitation space, one cannot justify 
that this minor percentage of a project can result in a 50% FAR “bonus" for the project (the minor 
amount of residential use is being used to qualify the project as mixed use, thus resulting in a FAR of 
1.5:1 as opposed to 1:0). The precedent set by the WLAAPC on September 7, 2016 in denying the 
project as proposed (with an immaterial amount of residential use supporting a  classification) must be 
followed; and the LCP must not be prejudiced. This is not a  project and must not be treated as one. 

 
For the reasons stated above, the Appellant points out that the Project is not a  project, none of which 
arguments is addressed by the ZA in the Determination.  If the Project is not a  project, then even 
under the ZA’s rationale it does not comply with the VSP and LUP. 

 
Also, in making Finding No. 7, there seem to be contradictory or unclear statements about the loading 
areas around the perimeter of the Project. Finding No. 7 states that the proposed project includes a 
condition prohibiting the use of the public right-of-way for loading purposes, and as such, “the 
proposed development along Electric Avenue is visually compatible with the surrounding area and 
consistent with the character and scale of the neighborhood.”  Whether the on-street loading zone on 
Broadway that is in the plans is approved, or whether its use is conditioned by Condition 17, which 
states “Commercial loading shall be prohibited along Broadway” is also a source of confusion. As the 
specifics of what is being approved for a loading zone for the Project are not clear, it is not possible to 
comment on that for the purposes of Finding No. 7. 

 
Parking 

 

 
 
Adequate parking has not been required as per LUP Policy II.A.3. and Coastal Act Sections 30210, 
30211, 30212, 30214, and 30252. Coastal Act Section 30252 states "The location and amount of new 
development should maintain and enhance public access to the coast by providing adequate parking 
facilities,” detailed as follows: 

 
1. It is not clear from the determination whether the 60 parking spaces in the surface parking lot that is 
being demolished are being appropriately replaced. As part of the determination the ZA must verify 
whether any of these spaces are for Public Parking, which are required by the Coastal Act to be 
replaced. We have evidence that this lot was used for public valet parking, mostly for beach parking 
during the day. In addition, the ZA needs to determine whether there are parking covenants or 
agreements for other parties with any of the existing properties for the overall project, in order to 
assure that these obligations are being covered in the parking requirement for the new project. 
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2. It is not clear whether the service floor area for the existing restaurants has been correctly 
calculated and where those existing parking spaces are currently located. 

 
3. The parking requirement for the existing restaurants must be recalculated in conjunction with the 
overall project and it must be assured that there is no consideration of ADA aisle width in order to 
reduce the service floor area, as this practice is no longer allowed. 

 
4. The ZA must assure that the parking requirement for the existing Felix restaurant at 
1023 Abbot Kinney is recalculated as it is common knowledge and apparent on the Plans that the 
service floor area was expanded during the tenant improvement process (DIR-2016-262-CEX), even 
though it is not allowed to expand service floor area using a CEX (Coastal Exemption). The service 
floor area for the Felix restaurant must be recalculated as a part of the overall project parking 
requirement calculation. 

 
5. The parking calculation must include the service floor area for all areas of the hotel where 
alcoholic beverages will be served, including the hotel roof decks, pool areas, lobby, outdoor 
courtyard, lounge area and business center. 

 
6. The parking calculation must include a requirement for the existing retail nursery, the 
Sculpture Garden as it will be on the Project Site and thus part of the overall Project. It is 
2,963 square feet. 

 
7. The displaced parking spaces for public access due to the proposed on-street loading area must be 
replaced. 

 
8. The wrong parking requirement was used for the service floor area of the restaurant. The parking 
requirement table on page 4 - 5 states that the parking standard for the hotel restaurant is 1 space per 
100 sq. ft of floor area used for consumption of food or beverages, whereas the Parking Requirement 
Table in LUP Policy II.A.3. (as well as the comparable table in the VSP) states " 1 space for each 100 
square feet of floor area used for consumption of food or beverages, or public recreation areas; plus 1 
space for each five fixed seats and for every 35 square feet of seating area where there are no fixed 
seats in meeting rooms or other places of assembly.” It is not clear whether the requirement has been 
correctly calculated as per the LUP and VSP requirements. 

 
9. The front patio service floor area of the retail store has not been included in the parking requirement 
calculation.	
	
===================================================================== 
NEW 
	
10. Major parking problems are glossed over in the ZA’s Determination. 

The ZA’s Determination errs by describing the project’s parking plan in a manner that differs materially 
from the plan specified in the EIR, because it omits one of the plan’s main components, the 80-space 
offsite parking area at Westminster School, and it also omits the Secondary Valet Station on Abbot 
Kinney Blvd. that was intended to relieve congestion at the Valet court on Electric Ave. by moving cars 
from there to the offsite area.  
 
The ZA’s Determination further errs by taking the conclusions of the EIR’s traffic study, which specifies 
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that its analysis is of a project that not only has onsite parking, but also includes both a secondary valet 
station and an offsite parking lot, and applying these conclusions to a version of the project which has 
neither, because he has determined they should not be permitted.  
 
There’s nothing about offsite parking in the Determination’s introduction to its FINDINGS OF FACT 
(CEQA), section. It simply notes: 
 

175 parking spaces in a three-level underground garage and 56 bicycle spaces. (ZA Determination 
– page 42)   

The section’s Project Description more explicitly rejects the possibility of offsite parking, in that all 175 
spaces are accounted for onsite: 

 “The project provides a total of 175 parking spaces, at grade and within three subterranean 
levels.”  (ZA Determination – page 45)  

However, the Secondary Valet Area makes its appearance when called on to justify inclusion of 
Transportation/Circulation under the heading of: LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS WITH 
MITIGATION 

TRANS-PDF-6 Valet Operations 

Staff will be present at the inbound driveway to the Main Valet Area at all times, to divert vehicles 
as needed to the Secondary Valet Area at the south side of the site. The Secondary Valet Area will 
be staff at 5 PM every day. Staff at both locations will be able to communicate instantaneously via 
wireless communication, to enable quick re-routing of inbound vehicles. (underlining added) (ZA 
Determination – page 52)  

So, the valet operation’s CEQA impacts are only mitigated by the Secondary Valet Area, which in turn 
feeds cars to the offsite lot. But this is not the project he has described, which has a total of 175 spaces, all 
onsite and served by a single valet station.  

A false conclusion is reached by taking the conclusions of the EIR’s traffic study, based on a project with 
two valet stations and an offsite parking lot, and applying them to the project as he describes it in the 
CEQA introduction and project description, i.e. with only 175 parking spaces, all within the subterranean 
garage, with just a single valet station, and with no offsite parking lot. 

The conundrum arises from parking and valet conditions that the ZA Determination places on the project -
- without admitting that these very things he’s prohibiting are not only in the plan but materially 
contribute to the EIR’s conclusion that the project would not have substantial impacts due to parking and 
queuing.  

The resulting discrepancies from the EIR materially contradict information in the project’s KOA Traffic 
Study and the analysis in the FEIR regarding parking capacity, vehicle queuing capacity, and resultant 
impacts on traffic and neighborhood, on-street parking.  

If the conditions of the ZA Determination are accepted, then the sections of the FEIR involving traffic, 
valets, vehicle queuing and parking have to be re-analyzed. If the ZA’s conditions are rejected, then the 
impacts they attempted to mitigate must be re-addressed.  
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The problems involve the 80-space off-site parking at Westminster School and the Secondary Valet 
Station on Abbot Kinney Blvd. As reflected in numerous parts of the EIR, these both play major roles in 
mitigating problematic impacts.  However, they both create problems of their own, as we’ve detailed in 
previous communications, and both are correctly and explicitly denied by the ZA Determination.  

Nevertheless, the ZA adopts the EIR’s findings that the project’s impacts on traffic and parking do not 
rise to the level of significance if mitigated – even though the mitigations are the offsite parking and 
second valet station, both of which the ZA himself has removed from the project. 

The discrepancies are not minor. There is a reduction of parking capacity by 80 spaces. And in terms of 
the ability to timely park arriving vehicles and avoid on-street queuing, the impact is even more 
pronounced. The KOA Traffic Impact Study has a full 50% of arrivals and departures being routed to and 
from the offsite lot.  

An additional project trip distribution of 5O percent of the inbound trip totals was applied to a 
route from the Main Valet Area to the Secondary Valet Area (for vehicle drop-off) then to the 
proposed off-site parking area at the Westminster Avenue School, which is currently leased by the 
project owner. For outbound vehicles, 50 percent of the overall trips were added to a route from 
the off-site parking area to the Secondary Valet Area. (Traffic Impact Study for Proposed Venice 
Place Hotel - Page ES-1) 

So that extra capacity is crucial to the orderly operation of the entire parking system, as well as drop-offs 
and pick-ups (which are both prohibited by the ZA’s Determination on both Electric and Abbot Kinney). 

The importance of the offsite parking and second valet station are called out in several places in the EIR; 
among them: 

Vehicles would be directed away from the Electric Avenue driveway by valet employees to the 
Abbott Kinney Boulevard valet area, as needed to avoid queuing on Electric Avenue by inbound 
vehicles. This would apply for peak site activity times in the evening and during special events 
that would occur in the evening. This dual approach, with the parking system and traditional valet 
operations, will help to manage inbound vehicle flows, and queuing onto adjacent roadways will 
be avoided through this approach. (underline added) (Venice Place Project City of Los Angeles - 
Final Environmental Impact Report July 2019 - Page II-27) 

Nevertheless, the ZA acted correctly in rejecting the offsite parking arrangement. There were good 
reasons for doing so, as the applicant’s proposed plan involved a great deal of valet traffic across Abbot 
Kinney Blvd., as well as a valet station on Abbot Kinney that was likely to impede westbound traffic on 
that street. The offsite parking also relied on a lease (of unidentified duration), which is not permitted, 
since offsite parking spaces must be dedicated by covenant in order to fulfill parking requirements.  

Furthermore, apparently in response to our comments in a previous communication, the applicants 
offered, and the FEIR includes, a set of voluntary parking regulations for special events. These specify 
amounts of offsite parking required for various event sizes, as well as the number of valets required.   

Unfortunately, even if the ZA’s conditions were rejected by the WLAAPC, the table below would be 
meaningless unless its terms were explicitly incorporated into enforceable project conditions. 

Additionally, this entire mixed-use project relies on consolidation of more than two lots, which is only permitted 
under the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan under the following conditions, set out in Section 9.A.2: 

Lot consolidation of more than two lots shall be permitted for 
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mixed use and multi-family residential Venice Coastal 
Development Projects, provided the project conforms to the 
existing scale and characteristic of the surrounding community, 
the required parking is on-site and the project conforms with 
developments standards in Section 9 A 2 below.  (underline added) 
 

If the offsite parking were approved, the project would no longer conform to this requirement that “the required 
parking is on-site.” 

Conclusion 

The parking plan as conditioned by the ZA no longer has anywhere near the capacity, nor the rate of 
service, that was in the parking plan analyzed in the EIR. Consequently, the EIR traffic study is no longer 
relevant if the ZA’s recommended conditions are adopted, as it would no longer reflect the sufficiency of 
project’s conditioned parking plan.  

Therefore, as stated above, the ZA erred by making an unsubstantiated finding that the project would have 
no substantial impact, since his own determination eliminates the necessary, substantiating mitigations. 
Nor does he offer any possible mitigations to replace them. 

One final point: under-parked projects greatly increase traffic congestion: in his 2011 treatise, The High 
Cost of Free Parking, UCLA professor Donald Shoup cites decades’ worth of studies showing that “…on 
average, 30% of the cars in congested traffic were cruising for parking.” Therefore, the ZA erred in 
understating the project’s impacts not only on parking, but on traffic, as well.  

END NEW 
===================================================================== 
 

Sea Level Rise 
 
The Determination does recognize that the Project is located within an area that may be affected by 
Sea Level Rise, but finds that the potential for such flooding in severe storm events is likely to 
increase towards the end of the project’s life, based on a typical development life of 75 years and 
brushes off that the three subterranean levels might be adversely impacted in the interim, stating that 
they are subject to further review and compliance with zoning and building code requirements and 
found therefore that the Project is consistent with the Coastal Act.  A thorough consideration of the 
Sea Level Rise and its impact on the Project is required under Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and 
missing here. 

 
Approval of the CDP will Prejudice the Ability to Prepare a Local Coastal Program 
 

There simply is no basis for Finding No. 8 that the Project will not prejudice the ability of the City to 
prepare a local coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act.  
Indeed, the Project sets a precedent for  projects, lot consolidation, three-stories of mostly commercial 
space in a neighborhood of low-slung residential buildings and rehabilitation of historic resources in an 
important special 
coastal community. 

 
Similarly, the ZA also errs on Finding No. 9, as he does not consider the cumulative impacts of the 
project on coastal resources, which is required prior to the certification of a local coastal program. The 
issue of cumulative impacts is a big concern for this Project, as the proposed project is the largest project 
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to ever be proposed for Venice, and the Coastal Act and certified LUP protect Venice’s existing scale 
and character and does not allow for projects of this sheer size. The ZA also errs in that this Finding does 
not recognize that the Venice Coastal Zone has been designated by both the City and the State as a 
“Special Coastal Community” (as defined) and must be preserved and protected from projects like this 
that would cause a significant adverse cumulative impact on the relatively small scale and unique 
community character of the Venice Coastal Zone community. Omitting an analysis of the impact of the 
project on the Special Coastal Community of Venice, a designated Coastal Resource, which is a key part 
of the applicable Chapter 3 Coastal Act sections that must be considered in the CDP Findings, is a major 
error and abuse of discretion by the ZA. 

 
Prior Decisions of the California Coastal Commission Cited by the Zoning 
Administrator 

 
The ZA recognizes that his decision must be guided by any applicable decision of the California 
Coastal Commission.  Nevertheless, the decisions cited by the ZA in reaching his Determination in this 
case are inapplicable as they do not involve projects of this magnitude. Each of these is discussed 
below: 

 

 
 
1697 Pacific Ave, February 12, 2016 
This is the Hotel Erwin.  The addition of a roof deck service floor area is in no way a “similar 
application in the Venice Coastal Zone.” The issue with this permit was simply assuring there was 
adequate parking for the expansion of the service areas. 

 
1697 Pacific Ave, August 7, 2003 
This too is the Hotel Erwin. The addition of a floor of an existing hotel is in no way a 
“similar application in the Venice Coastal Zone.” 

 
1119-1123 Abbot Kinney Blvd, December 11, 2003 
This project is a  project of a reasonable size (only 3 lot consolidation, and significantly smaller in 
size), and with a substantial number of dwelling units vs. commercial uses. In addition, this project 
was required to take the street dedications. 

 
Comparing the proposed Venice Place Project to this project highlights the fact that the Venice Place 
Project is way too large for the area in overall scale, has excessive lot consolidations, is not a  project 
as the number of dwelling units is immaterial in comparison to the total project, and should not be 
allowed to waive the street dedications.  The 1119-1123 Abbot Kinney decision actually supports a 
denial of the Venice Place Project. 

 
4750-4761 Lincoln Blvd, November 4, 1998 
This project is not at all similar to the subject project. This project is for an apartment building and 
not a  project. Also, according to the Coastal Commission’s archives, the Staff's recommendation 
was for a Substantial Issue, not a No Substantial Issue determination, as alleged in the 
Determination. 

 
Significantly, this the Venice Place Project would be the largest project to ever be proposed in the 
Venice Coastal Zone, and if approved would cause significant adverse cumulative impacts and set 
precedent for other projects of this size.  The Coastal Act protects Venice’s existing scale and character 
and does not allow for projects of this sheer size, especially in such a sensitive area. The Project’s sheer 
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size, impact on a historic resource, unprecedented lot consolidation, treatment as a  project when only 
3.6% of the entire Project (or 4.6% of the hotel space) contemplates the provision of housing, make the 
finding that it will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to prepare a local coastal program 
that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act, as set forth in Finding No. 8, 
ludicrous. The whole idea of encouraging and conferring certain benefits on  projects is to “increase 
opportunities for employees to live near jobs and residents to live near shopping.” (Policy 1.B.6 of the 
LUP.) Four extended stay units in a luxury hotel will not increase opportunities for employees to live 
near jobs and residents to live near shopping.  Yet, this is being used to justify all sorts of exceptions to 
compliance with rules that would otherwise be applied to the Project. 

 
 
Site Plan Review 

 
The purpose of a site plan review is to promote orderly development, evaluate and mitigate significant 
environmental impacts, and promote public safety and the general welfare by ensuring that 
development projects are properly related to their sites, surrounding properties, traffic circulation, and 
other infrastructure and environmental settling.  Pursuant to LAMC Section 16.05, the decision maker 
must find that the project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of the 
General Plan, applicable community plan and any applicable specific plan and that the project consists 
of an arrangement of buildings and structures, off-street parking facilities, loading areas, and other 
pertinent improvements that is or will be compatible with existing and future development on adjacent 
properties and neighboring properties. 

 
For the reasons stated above, this Project does not comply with the purposes, intent and provisions of 
the General Plan, the applicable community plan and the specific land use plans governing the 
project.  Further, the parking is not adequately addressed. 

 
First, as stated above, the total absence of self-parking will have a negative impact on the adjacent 
residential neighborhood, as patrons of the hotel complex’s services will be incentivized to avoid the 
cost of valet service and automated parking (this is not an inexpensive combination). The normal 
method for mitigating this impact would be permit parking. However, The Venice Coastal Zone Local 
Coastal Program’s Certified Land Use Plan makes that completely infeasible: 

 
Policy II. A. 6. Preferential Parking. Establishment of residential preferential parking  districts  
shall  be  contingent  upon  replacing  displaced  public  parking spaces with new public parking 
at a minimum one-to-one ratio. 

 
While the ZA notes that restricted parking was requested by a neighborhood resident at the hearing, he 
does not address the issue other than to put the proprietors  of  the  businesses  occupying  the  project  
on  best  behavior  to  tell  their employees not to park in the adjacent residential area. This is not a 
condition; it is a fantasy. Further, the Service Floor Areas are understated in the Parking 
Requirement findings, causing the Project to be significantly under-parked.   Several service floor 
areas have been left out of the calculations. 

 
The relevant parking requirements for a Coastal Development Permit, as stated in “the applicable 
policies of the certified LUP,” are found in “Policy 11.A.3 Parking Requirements” and are cited on p. 
31 of the ZA’s Determination. In addition to other requirements, they include: “ 
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“…1 space for each 100 square feet of floor area used for consumption of food or beverages, or 
public recreation areas; plus 1 space for each five fixed seats and for every 35 square feet of 
seating area where there are no fixed seats in meeting rooms or other places of assembly.” 

 
The ZA Determination characterizes the LUP policies as “advisory” “guidelines.” However, the VSP 
has the same requirements for hotels, and they are binding, not advisory: 

Section 13 D.  PARKING REQUIREMENT TABLE (p. 25) “One space 

for each 100 square feet of floor area used for 
consumption of food or beverages, or public recreation areas; 
plus 
One space for each five fixed seats and for every 35 square 
feet of seating area where there are no fixed seats in meeting rooms or other places of 
assembly” 

 
The following excerpts from various findings in the ZA letter lay out the areas in this hotel that are 
allowed to be used for “consumption of food or beverages:” 

 
p. 2. Approvals “(e) and the on-site consumption of alcohol in the hotel lobby, outdoor 
courtyard, hotel lounge areas, and hotel business center.” 

 
p. 19. MANDATED FINDINGS Conditional 
Use Permits 
“(f) and the on-site consumption of alcohol in the hotel lobby, outdoor courtyard, hotel lounge 
areas, and hotel business center…” 

 
p. 21. Conditional Use Permit Findings #3 
“The project proposes the sale and consumption of a full line of alcoholic beverages in the new 
hotel restaurant and bar area (and hotel roof decks and pool area for hotel guests), in the hotel 
guest rooms (liquor cabinets), hotel guest room services, and in all areas of the hotel (lobby, 
outdoor courtyard, lounge area, and business center)…” 

 
p.  24.  Alcoholic Beverage Findings #4 “…project proposes the sale and consumption of a full 
line of alcoholic beverages in the new hotel restaurant and bar area (and hotel roof decks and 
pool area for hotel guests), in the hotel guest rooms {liquor cabinets), hotel guest room services, 
and in all areas of the hotel (lobby, outdoor courtyard, lounge area, and business center)…” 
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Yet none of these areas besides the restaurants’ and the market’s service floor areas are being counted, 
as they should be in calculating those parking requirements already mentioned: 

 
“…1 space for each 100 square feet of floor area used for consumption of food or beverages, or 
public recreation areas; plus 1 space for each five fixed seats and for every 35 square feet of 
seating area where there are no fixed seats in meeting rooms or other places of assembly.” 

 
This is a major oversight. Those measurements and calculations need to be done and reflected in the 
parking requirements.  The architect’s plans even show three tables on the project property facing 
Abbot Kinney that are obviously to be “used for consumption of food or beverages,” This use does 
not appear to be covered by the 170 sq. ft the ZA assigned to the Market, as there is seating inside, as 
well. 

 
Additionally, the parking requirement for the existing restaurants must be recalculated in conjunction 
with the overall project and it must be assured that there is no consideration of the ADA aisle width 
in order to reduce the service floor area, as this practice is no longer allowed.   Further, it is unclear 
whether the ZA properly considered  the  parking  requirement  for  the  existing  Felix  restaurant  at  
1023 Abbot Kinney as the service floor area was expanded during the tenant improvement process 
(DIR-2016-262-CEX), even though it is not allowed to expand service floor area using a Coastal 
Exemption (“CEX”).  The service floor area for the Felix restaurant must be recalculated as a part of 
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the overall project parking requirement calculation. Also, it is unclear whether the parking 
calculation included parking for the existing retail nursery, the Sculpture Garden as it will be on the 
Project site and thus part of the overall Project. It is 2,963 square feet. 
 
Automated Parking System 

 
Because this project depends entirely on automated parking not only to satisfy code requirements but 
also to successfully serve the needs of the businesses and their clientele, it is extremely important to be 
sure the automated parking is capable of delivering the required  number  of  spaces  and  sufficient,  
reliable  service  before  proceeding  with planning permits. Unlike a conventional garage, there are 
many aspects of automated parking that vary with the particular system, and they are still somewhat 
exotic to most planning practitioners. 

 
We strongly urge that you have LADBS do a preliminary inspection of this installation’s plans in order 
to have confidence that the system can be installed as depicted, will have the promised capacity, and 
will be able to provide the rate of service claimed in the EIR. 

 
One major reason to take this extra step is that the representations offered in the EIR are, quite frankly, 
deceptive in two crucial areas. First is the layout and capacity. Second is the claimed service rate. 

 
The Subgrade Parking Plan shows a “typical” parking level with cars on closely packed rows of pallets 
alongside a narrow shuttle aisle via which they can be transported to and from the three elevators. The 
problem is that the depiction does not include any room for structural supports, and the spans required 
are 43ft for most of the garage, and 90 ft for the wider end. 

 
Absence of structural supports renders the plan unrealistic, as there is no room between pallets, which 
are spaced less than 4” apart, to place them. The clearance along the central, shuttle aisle to the 
elevators is no greater. 
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Structural supports always present major obstacles to automated parking systems, depending on their 
number, size, and placement, causing inefficiencies in the use of space. In this case, that space is 
saved in the drawings by simply pretending no obstacles exist. 

 
If long horizontal supports were to be used to solve this problem, the approximately 8- inch floor 
thickness depicted in the plans would no longer be sufficient. An increase in floor thickness or support 
depth would cause the depth of excavation to increase, taking it farther below the water level and 
further increasing the water pressure for incursion at the base, where the parking elevator motors lie in 
depression below floor level. It would also increase the amount of soil that would need to be removed 
and increase the attendant CEQA construction impacts. 

 
Since the ability of this project to satisfy its parking requirements depends entirely on automated 
parking, the ability to certify compliance depends greatly on the layout of any structural supports. The 
“Typ. Subgrade Parking Plan” in Appendix A is therefore insufficient as a basis for approval of the 
parking plan, since it does not realistically depict the actual system capacity. Would this 
department sign off on a conventional garage with a required number of spaces if you had no floor 
plan or indication of where it would be possible to put spaces because of support pillars? Another 
difference between conventional and automated parking is that automated parking systems experience 
failures that can cripple an entire garage or a segment of it for hours or days. Has anyone analyzed the 
failure record of the proposed system and the impacts that failures of different types would have on 
capacity, speed and throughput of this project’s system? The system manufacturer should be able to 
provide this information. 

 
The applicants have done a bait and switch on the parking system’s service rate. 
On page 53 of the ZA letter, under Project Design Features the service rate is stated: 

 
TRANS-PDF-9 Automated Parking 
The three lifts in the Main Valet Area will have a total minimum service rate of 
80 vehicles per hour (combined input and output) _ (approximately 27 per hour per lift). 

 
Having stated this rate, the EIR supports it with data from a completely different system, employing an 
entirely different technology from the one being used in this Project. It’s made by the same company, 
which raises the question, why didn’t they supply the service rates for this system?  Below are brochure 
photos (side-by-side) of the two systems, “Slide” and “Pace.” The combined service rate figures of 
80 vehicles per hour, as set forth on page 53 of the ZA’s Determination, are for the Pace system. The 
hotel is not using the Pace system, it is using the “Slide” system. This issue was raised in a letter 
from David Ewing to Juliet Oh and Theodore Irving dated Aug. 30, 
2019, but the issue has not been dealt with in the ZA’s Determination. 

 
The service rate cited should not be accepted. The actual service rate should have been verified before 
accepting it as factual in the EIR.  That mistake should not be perpetuated by continued reliance on it 
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going forward.  
 
Service rates, even when correct, can only tell you the rate that the automation is capable of, but in this 
case, the configuration of the valet court and the system’s elevators create the likelihood of bottlenecks 
and congestion extending into the public right-of-way. 

 
The current site plan shows there is a very limited queuing area available for vehicles waiting to enter 
the elevators for the parking garage. The DEIR should have included a verified gate service rate 
specifically for vehicle entries and a separate service rate for vehicle exits. A combined rate always 
greatly overstates the system’s ability to park vehicles in a high-demand situation, with cars queuing to 
park. You cannot simply divide the combined rate in half.  The one-way rate of service is much lower, 
because the time required is much more than half what it is for the combined rate.  The elevator can 
carry cars up and down in one round trip, but the free ride that an exiting car gets coming up to street 
level does not speed up an entering car ride down.  In other words, it does not increase the time 
efficiency of the cars being parked. Therefore, the combined service rate, which is often used as 
selling point by manufacturers, which is often used as a sales point by manufacturers, is actually 
deceptive as a description of how many vehicles can be parked or delivered in a given period. 

 
Another concern is some of the cars will be parked eight cars deep, and if the last car (Car X) 
needs to be retrieved, how quickly will the automated system be able to juggle the cars in the row to 
reach the eighth car? When those seven cars are moved to let Car X out, they block the aisle all the way 
past the two paired elevators, tying up the entire system until they can return to their spots. 

 
This problem does not only pertain to when there is a full garage. The cars are on pallets, and whether a 
pallet is carrying a car or not, the pallet has to be moved to let the outermost pallet reach the transit 
aisle. While the system is doing all that, the queue may fill up the valet court, blocking the exit from 
the third elevator, where Car X is finally emerging. Or the queue may stretch out into the street. That 
would violate Parking Condition 16, which says: 

 
“…All valet parking operations shall be conducted onsite; the queuing of vehicles shall be prohibited 
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in the public right of way.” 

 
And that would create yet another problem, with Condition 16 f.: 

 
“Valet service shall not utilize any local streets for the parking of any vehicles at any time.” 

 
This could put the applicant in some jeopardy, since: 

 
“Every violation of this determination is punishable as a misdemeanor and shall be punishable by a 
fine of not more than $2,500 or by imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not more than six 
months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.” 

 
As vanishingly unlikely as that may be, the irony is that any such punishment would not be due to an 
intentional transgression by the applicant, but rather to failures by the ZA and Planning Commission 
to address the deficiencies of the parking scheme in the first place, thereby guaranteeing subsequent 
situations that made violations unavoidable. A condition, after all, is not a magic wand. 

 
 
 
The EIR did not address any of this. Instead, the EIR substituted an independent study of an entirely 
different type of automation from that being proposed here, located in a very different and more 
efficient installation (West Hollywood City Hall garage). Also, the EIR should have addressed the 
reliability of the proposed system, the failure rate, and the impacts various types of failures would have 
on the gate service rate, garage capacity, and potentially on traffic on Electric Ave. These are not 
passive systems. They require maintenance, or they fail. 

 
This is completely different than signing off on a conventional concrete garage. 

 
 
The depiction above is from the First Floor Plan in Exhibit A of the EIR. The only things added are the 
red labels for clarity.  The cars are as depicted in the plan.  Notice that all it takes is two cars, #8 and 
#9, to block the exit. Also note that car #1 is blocking the third elevator just when it’s most needed.  
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Now let’s add pickups and drop-offs into the mix. Is a sensible Uber or Lyft driver going to venture into 
this mess? Of course not. She’s going to drop her passenger on Electric, double parking to do so if 
necessary, but in any case, violating the prohibition on “the use of the adjoining right-of-way for 
loading purposes.” (Electric is very narrow here, especially if the dedication is reduced from 7.5 ft to 5 
ft, which is only enough to allow a sidewalk, but not to widen the street.) 

 
Apparently, the offsite overflow lot for 80 cars at Westminster School that was in the EIR and was to 
serve the 2nd  Valet station (on Abbot Kinney) is now off the table. That removes a mitigation 
and makes serious congestion in the valet court, and out into Electric Ave., much more likely. 
This makes it even more crucial that the automated parking be capable of performing as represented. 

 
In order for the City to evaluate the site plan, it must know whether the automated parking 
system and the configuration of the valet court and vehicle elevators can accommodate the parking 
demand. As the automated parking system direly impacts the layout of the site plan for the Project, 
there should have been, but there is not, a detailed study of how this particular automated parking 
system and valet court layout will operate. 

 
 
========================================================================= 

NEW 

The viability of this entire project depends entirely on the ability and reliably of the automated parking 
garage to park and retrieve vehicles at a rate sufficient to handle the demand placed on it by the hotel, 
two restaurants, a market, events, and beach parking (BIZ). 

While the parking system depicted in the project plans is not specified, it is easily identifiable as the U-
Tron “Slide” system by its unique combination of layout and designation of some but not all spaces as 
capable of orthogonal movement of pallets.  

The Slide is a novel and relatively untried system. From U-Tron’s website, it appears they have only 
completed two Slide installations to date, one in New York and one in Israel.   

The fact that U-Tron, the automated parking division of Unitronics, is the presumed provider means the 
evaluation of system performance is being provided by a highly interested party.  

The reason that is worth noting is because U-Tron did not provide supporting performance data from a 
working example of the Slide system, but instead substituted performance data from an entirely different 
system (Pace) that it also owns, suggests that either the performance of the Slide system could not 
provide as high a service rate as Pace or, alternatively, that the performance data was not yet available 
for this new and novel system with only two completed installations.  In any case, if U-Tron had to 
substitute apples-for-oranges as substantiation, they should have disclosed this issue and provided their 
best argument for why the substitution was legitimate.  Without real verification of the Slide system’s 
rate of service, it should not be accepted as the basis for approval of the entire project.  

Importantly, reliability and maintenance are the Achilles heel of the automated parking business, and no 
supporting reliability nor maintenance data is offered for this project.  New systems often take 
considerable time to work out bugs and efficiencies, so data is not optimized for some period after 
installation. 

The point is that this is a relatively unproven system, so every precaution should be taken to assure that 
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it will operate properly and the project owner will not come back, hat in hand, after approval to ask for 
offsite parking, which is forbidden  to this project under VCZSP 9.A.2.  

Conceptual Plans 

There are no detailed plans of the automated garage. In the approved project plans it is only shown 
conceptually, in a “TYP. SUBGRADE PARKING PLAN (FIRST OF THREE-STORIES (Sheet 1013).  
The other two stories are omitted. For a novel system, with an unusual layout tied to elevator placement 
in the valet court, the need for real plans is much greater and of a different character than for a 
conventional garage, the characteristics and requirements of which are well known and understood 
among planners and design and building professionals.  

Unfortunately, if taken literally, the parking system as shown leaves no space between the pallets that 
carry automobiles to allow for vertical supports. The pallets are four inches or less apart, and they are in 
motion, requiring additional tolerances. This is a problem in a structure six floors tall (including 3 
subterranean) and with spans of over 70 feet. Yet the floor thickness in the section included on this page 
appears to be only about 8 inches.   

If greater floor depth is needed to support a 70 ft. span, that will require significantly deeper excavation, 
which in turn would have a cascade effect on other project data in the City’s Final EIR.  

In other building sections, elsewhere in the plans (Sheet 1020), Section 1 shows the first level of parking 
with a vertical clearance of 7’2.” The clearances of the other two levels are unlabeled, but they are 
considerably less, as illustrated below by blue lines, all of the same length. 

 

 

 

  

The pallets that carry vehicles in the parking system stand well above floor level, reducing the vertical 
clearances for vehicles.  

Note in Section A-A, (shown below) from Sheet 1013, the vehicle clearances are omitted, as are floor-to-
ceiling clearances. Only floor-to-floor heights are noted, and even then, the only exact height is for the 
first parking level.  Even the total depth of the garage is omitted.   
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This does not provide an adequate basis on which to grant permission for a garage on which the operation 
of the entire mixed-use project must depend. 

 

   

From the depiction in Section A-A, the clearance for the first level of vehicles is under six and a half 
feet, and for lower levels it’s substantially less. What vehicles can be accommodated by these clearances, 
and what vehicles will end up parking on neighborhood streets?  

END NEW 

========================================================================== 

These issues should be resolved now, not when it’s too late to substantially change the project design. 
Therefore, as stated earlier, we believe it’s imperative that the City order a preliminary inspection of 
this installation’s plans by LADBS before the ZA rules on the planning application, to assure that the 
system can be installed as depicted, will have the promised capacity, and will be capable of providing 
the rate of service claimed in the EIR. That’s the only way to be sure the site plan as presented is 
tenable. 
 

Loading Zone 
Loading issues are unclear in the Determination where loading and unloading are permitted. On page 6, 
in the section on conditions: “17. loading. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.21 C.66, all required loading 
areas shall be provided onsite. Commercial loading shall be prohibited along Broadway. Passenger 
loading shall be prohibited along Abbot Kinney Boulevard.” Does this mean that all loading is done on-
site? 

 
On page 28, in the Coastal Development Permit section, the ZA says: “The proposed project is 
conditioned to prohibit the use of the public right-of-way [along Electric Ave.] for the loading 
purposes.”  Yet this was not mentioned in the conditions on loading. 

 
On page 32, in the Coastal Development Permit section, the ZA says: “A valet service is provided 
onsite for the automated parking, and all drop-off and pick- up areas are anticipated to be onsite. As 
conditioned, the loading of passengers or goods is prohibited in the public right-of-way. As 
such, all proposed valet operations are consistent with Policy I1.A.10.”  (emphasis supplied).  Yet 
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we’ve seen that the Project’s conditioned to allow both commercial and passenger loading in the public 
right of way. 

 
And on page 36: “Off-street parking facilities and loading areas. The  development will provide a total 
of 175 parking spaces within three subterranean levels, accessed by an automated parking system and 
operated by a valet. A 600 square-foot loading area is provided onsite, along Broadway. The onsite 
loading space satisfies the requirements of LAMC Section 12.21-C.6. However, the proposed on-street 
loading area displaces parking for public access, public recreation and public institutions; 
hence, the project is conditioned to prohibit the use of the public right-of-way for loading 
purposes.” (emphasis supplied.) 

 
Given the reasons cited, this presumably means both passenger and commercial loading are on site only. 

 
However, the off-street commercial loading area is insufficient for both size and quantity of delivery 
vehicles. While the ZA’s recommendation cites the loading area’s compliance with code, the 
circumstance here is unusual and creates dangers for schoolchildren, because trucks using this loading 
area will have to back across a sidewalk that is the schoolchildren’s major route to Westminster 
Elementary School. For anything larger than a small bobtail, when the lift gate is extended for 
loading, the truck will extend across the sidewalk and into the curb cut. 

 
The proposed curb cut is too narrow for two trucks to occupy the loading area without jumping the 
curb.   For any longer trucks, like the small tractor trailer rigs that supply small stores and 
restaurants throughout the city, they would block the sidewalk entirely.  Their most likely option, 
whether or not it complies with the project’s conditions, is to park in the middle lane of Abbot 
Kinney Blvd., as they do now up and down that street. 
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Photo by Margaret Molloy 
 
But in this location, that creates a large blind spot for children crossing Abbot Kinney Blvd. to the school 
and for drivers on Abbot Kinney who won’t see those children until the last second. 

 
Photo by Margaret Molloy
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Photo by Margaret Molloy 
 
Deliveries from the commercial loading area on Broadway are impractical for the market on 
Westminster. This will be worse if the dedication on Electric is reduced as approved by the ZA, as 
pedestrians will have to share the space with deliveries on dollies traversing the full block on 
Electric, or the delivery traffic will travers the block on Abbot Kinney. (It is unlikely to be routed 
through the hotel.) The more likely possibility is that deliveries to the market will be off-loaded in 
the center lane of Abbot Kinney Blvd., especially as beer trucks are usually if not always tractor 
trailers. 

 
Given the limited facilities and hours for loading, how can scheduling deliveries for hotel, hotel 
restaurant, independent restaurant, independent market/liquor store, and spa all be coordinated to 
comply with conditions and not interfere with each other? Even if they do their best to comply, they 
have limited control of vendors’ routes and schedules. The City’s record of enforcement, be it of 
code or conditions, has been abysmal along Abbot Kinney. Relying on an involved set of conditions 
seems like an invitation to honor them in the breach. 

 
All of this was addressed in public comments submitted by Venice Supports the Specific Plan in its 
letter of Feb. 25, 2019, titled: Re: Comments of Venice Supports the Specific Plan to Draft EIR for the 
Venice Place Project Case No. Env-2016-4321-EIR ("the Project"), as follows: 

 
The operation of the loading zone on Broadway as contemplated creates hazardous conditions 
for pedestrians and drivers trying to navigate their way around trash and delivery trucks. It is 
unclear whether the loading zone that is contemplated will actually remove all trucks from the 
flow of traffic. Given the Project's close proximity to Westminster Elementary and the number 
of school children who use the road where the loading zone is contemplated, this hazard is 
particularly substantial. 

 
The applicant has argued that loading and delivery will only take place during certain specified 
hours when children will not normally be going to and from school, but these stipulations are 
unworkable. The idea that the frequency of deliveries will be significantly reduced by 
consolidation presumes that the hotel and other business located within the Project site, such as 
the spa, restaurants, etc. will: 
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• be willing to coordinate amongst themselves their vendor sources and schedules; 
 

• have the ability to dictate such a schedule to their vendors, despite whatever effects 
this would have on their delivery routes and their other customers; and 

 
• succeed in reducing the frequency of deliveries by a magnitude from what they currently 

handle at this location by using a parking lot that will no longer exist, and all this despite 
a greatly intensified use. 

 
Moreover, this mitigation proposal presumes City agencies have the resources to babysit dozens 
of vendors who will be serving the hotel complex on a constant basis. Currently, lack of 
enforcement is a big problem as trucks routinely double- park on Broadway and in the middle 
of Abbot Kinney Blvd. If the proponent's plans are adopted, the main difference will be these 
practices will expand right to a school crossing and make it blind. 

 
The ZA’s response is to add more unenforceable parking and loading conditions, while failing to 
address the basic problems that they’re intended to mitigate. 
 
 

===================================================================== 
NEW 
 
Project Permit Compliance Review 

 
In order to grant a Project Permit Compliance under Section 11.5.7.C., the decision maker must find 
that the project substantially complies with the applicable regulations, findings, standards and 
provisions found in the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan (VSP); and that the project incorporates 
mitigation measures, monitoring measures when necessary, or alternatives identified in the 
environmental review which would mitigate the negative environmental effects of the project, to the 
extent physically feasible. 

 
In addition, Section 8. of the VSP requires that additional findings must be made, including that the 
Venice Coastal Development Project is compatible in scale and character with the existing 
neighborhood, and that the Venice Coastal Development Project would not be materially detrimental to 
adjoining lots or the immediate neighborhood; and that the Venice Coastal Development Project is in 
conformity with the certified Venice Local Costal Program, and that the Project is consistent with the 
special requirements in California Government Code Section 65590, the Mello Act. The requirements 
in VSP Sections 9. General Land Use and Development Regulations, 10. Land Use and Development 
Regulations for Subareas, 11. Commercial and Industrial Design Standards, and 13. Parking must also 
be met. 

 
More significantly, for all of the reasons discussed in previous sections of this letter (CU, CDP and 
Parking), the Project is  not compatible with the scale and character of the existing surrounding 
neighborhood and thus it is clear that the project is materially detrimental to adjoining lots and the 
immediate neighborhood; the project does not comply with the certified LUP portion of the LCP for 
development standards and policies I.E.1., I.E.2., I.E.3., I.B.6, I.B.7., and Policy Group II. Shoreline 
Access, as explained in detail in the CDP section of this letter; and the project is not consistent with the 
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Mello Act, as explained in the Mello Act section of this letter. Further, the project does not comply with 
the VSP development standards and parking requirements, as also previously fully discussed in this 
letter. 

 
For all of these reasons, the ZA erred in granting a Project Permit Compliance Review. 

 
Also, it should also be noted that the dimensions of the Project indicated on page 37 of the 
Determination do not agree with the dimensions indicated in the Determination on page 
2, including the restaurant’s square footage, the service floor area of the restaurant, the ground floor 
retail space, the service floor area of the market and the office use. This is an error and this 
discrepancy needs to be corrected and the Appellants given another opportunity to review the 
Project’s conformance with the applicable regulations. 

 
 
Mello Act Compliance Review 

 
In 1982, a statewide bill called the Mello Act was passed.  Its purpose is to preserve housing in the 
coastal zone, especially housing for low- and moderate-income residents. In this time of a severe 
affordable housing shortage and the resulting Gentrification in Venice it is critical that the Mello Act be 
carefully followed. 

 
There are three basic aspects of projects that trigger the Mello Act and the City’s Interim 
Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act (IAP): 1) the demolition of units in a 
residential structure that were occupied by persons with low or moderate income or that were affordable 
under certain standards; 2) the conversion or demolition of a residential structure for purposes of a non-
residential use; and 3) construction of new housing. 

 
In Findings No. 18 and 19, the ZA has abused his discretion and erred in finding that the applicant: 
1) is not required to replace any affordable units, 2) is allowed to demolish three residential 
structures for purposes of a non-residential use, and (3) is exempt from the inclusionary 
requirements for providing affordable housing in new housing developments.  The Mello Act 
Compliance Review and the Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department 
(HCIDLA) Mello Act Determination are in error and the Mello Act and IAP are being violated, as 
follows: 

 
1. The HCIDLA Mello Act Determination of affordable units is not based on the last residential use. 
 
The Mello Act provides generally that the conversion or demolition of residential structures with 
existing residential dwelling units occupied by persons and families of low or moderate income shall 
not be authorized unless provision has been made for the replacement of those dwelling units with 
units for persons and families of low or moderate income. In enforcing this provision of the Mello 
Act, HCIDLA is required to make a determination of whether any persons or families of low or 
moderate income have been displaced. 
 
The ZA errs and abuses his discretion by relying on a Los Angeles Housing Department (predecessor 
to HCIDLA) (LAHD) Mello Act Determination of affordable units dated July 6, 2010 that found that 
the property had been operated as a day care center since 2004 and that there were currently no units 
being used for residential purposes, determining that no replacement affordable units existed at 1047-
1051 Abbot Kinney Blvd. 
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However, the July 6, 2010 LAHD letter is not valid as the department checked for affordable units 
during the period after the buildings had been converted to the non-permitted day care center 
commercial use. Of course, no replacement affordable units could be found as there were no 
residents after the illegal conversion to commercial use. Given that the residential units were 
converted illegally, the statute must be tolled and HCIDLA must go back to the period before the 
illegal conversion to the day care center commercial use in 2004 in order to determine whether 
replacement affordable units existed in these three rent-stabilized structures; and then a new Mello 
Act Determination letter re. affordable replacement units must be issued. 

 
In Finding No. 18, the ZA acknowledges that the Project includes the demolition of three single-
family residential structures. The ZA also acknowledges that the existing non-residential use of 
these three structures is unpermitted as the legal use is for residential dwelling units. However, 
LAHD’s conclusion in its July 6, 2010 Mello Act Determination letter that the project is exempt 
from the requirement to provide affordable replacement units cannot be based on an illegal use. The 
July 6, 2010 LAHD Mello Act Determination letter on which the ZA relies in making this finding 
is invalid because it bases the exemption on facts related to the unpermitted use on the property 
since 2004.   
 
In order for the Mello Act Compliance Review to be effective, HCIDLA must issue a corrected 
HCIDLA Mello Act Determination of affordable units based on the income of or rents paid by the 
last known residential occupants for the three structures (relying on a tolling of the time due to the 
unauthorized use in the interim). If due to the passage of time those tenants cannot be found, the 
new HCIDLA Mello Act Determination of affordable units must presume the existence of 
affordable units, as based on the facts laid out in the July 6, 2010 letter the units were without a 
doubt affordable because they were very small studios and they were/are covered by the City’s 
Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO). 
 
2. Conversion or demolition of the three residential structures for purposes of a non-coastal 

dependent, non-residential hotel use shall not be authorized. 

  The applicant proposes to demolish three existing residential structures for purposes of a non-
residential use, thereby triggering the Mello Act. Also, the lot on which these three residential 
structures sit is being converted to a commercial use. 
 
The ZA erred and abused his discretion by approving the project as the Mello Act states that the 
conversion or demolition of any residential structure (this is not the same as maintaining a 
residential unit or use) for purposes of a non-residential use which is not “coastal dependent”….shall 
not be authorized unless the local government has first determined that a residential use is no longer 
feasible in that location. 
 
The proposed mixed-use hotel development is a non-residential/commercial use. The coastal 
regulations for Mixed-Use Developments in the certified Land Use Plan are in the Commercial 
Development and Land Use section, with very specific Commercial Development Standards. 
Mixed-use developments are not an allowed use in a residential zone even though residential units 
are incorporated into the development. Whereas a conversion of a 100% residential use to a mixed-
use or hotel use changes the nature and character of the use to commercial, which can only be 
located in a commercial zone, a conversion of a 100% commercial use to a mixed use remains a 
commercial use, even though it includes residential units.  Mixed use means that two different 
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elements or types of uses are being combined, and the resulting hybrid (definition: a thing made by 
combining two different elements; of mixed character; composed of mixed parts), a combined 
commercial and residential use, can only be a commercial use.  
 
The proposed Project is for the construction of a commercial project, in which four residential units 
are included. These residential units would not be constructed separately, as a separate use from the 
hotel and the other commercial uses. The four new residential units would be part of the overall 
commercial complex, would no longer be stand-alone residential structures/uses and would not 
maintain their identity. Also, in this case the four new dwelling units would not even qualify as a 
residential use for purposes of determining that the proposed project is a “mixed-use” project (for 
purposes of compliance with certified LUP Section I. B. 7.), as their use for residential purposes 
cannot be enforced. Throughout the project’s application it is stated that these apartment units are 
“available for long-term use.” They are incorporated into the overall hotel development and there is 
nothing to prevent them from being used as hotel rooms. Condition 6a does not protect from the 
units being used for short term stays as it is not feasible to enforce such a condition. Thus, the four 
dwelling units cannot be considered residential units but rather are non-residential, commercial hotel 
rooms, and demolition of the residential structures for the purpose of non-residential, commercial 
uses such as hotel rooms is prohibited. 
 
Demolishing residential structures in the Venice Coastal Zone for purposes of a commercial mixed-
use hotel project, even if the same number of units is included in the project, would cause a material 
adverse cumulative impact to housing in the Coastal Zone, especially housing for low- and 
moderate-income residents. When a residential unit is made a part of a hotel structure, its character 
changes from residential to commercial. Also, it is virtually impossible to enforce the residential use 
once the units are incorporated into an overall hotel project such as this. Experience has shown that 
what is supposed to be a residential unit/use blends into the overall commercial operation and is 
often used for storage or offices or other retail uses, which are more lucrative. 

 
In this case, there is no reason why the residential use would not be feasible nor has the City or 
applicant claimed that the residential use is not feasible. The question then becomes is the new use 
coastal dependent, which is a use that is dependent on the sea to be able to function. There is no 
evidence that the commercial use contemplated by the Project is coastal dependent. Therefore, the 
three residential structures cannot be demolished for the purpose of the proposed non-residential 
mixed-use hotel project and they must be returned to their legal use as residential units, protected 
under the RSO. 

 
3. Inclusionary affordable housing units have not been required. 

Finding No. 19 relates to the Mello Act and the IAP requirements that new housing developments 
constructed within the Coastal Zone include, where feasible, housing units for persons and families 
of low or moderate income. Under the Mello Act, if it is feasible to provide inclusionary housing 
for any project including any housing, the developer must do so. The IAP specifies that “it is 
generally feasible” for new housing developments consisting of ten or more residential units to 
provide affordable units, and it has become the practice in the Los Angeles Coastal Zone that it is 
generally infeasible for new housing developments consisting of fewer than ten residential units to 
provide affordable units. While infeasibility may be true when developments are on a limited 
number of lots and the entire project is a residential structure, this presumption is not valid for a 
commercial mixed-use hotel project covering 70,000+ square feet over nine lots. 
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While only four units are considered dwelling units, there is no basis for the assumption that 
might apply to other typical residential developments of less than 10 units that it is infeasible for 
these dwelling units to be affordable units. To not require inclusionary affordable units in this time 
of a housing crisis, especially housing for low- and moderate-income residents, is unacceptable 
and a violation of the Mello Act in that it assumes without any evidence that it is infeasible for the 
applicant to provide inclusionary affordable units. 

 
Lastly, the City’s current draft Mello Ordinance states: “A change of use or Conversion of a 
Residential Unit or use to an Apartment Hotel will constitute a conversion to a non-residential use,” 
indicating that the City believes that the Apartment Hotel use proposed for the Project would not be 
allowed as it is a non-residential use. The Mello Act does not allow demolition of the three structures 
for purposes of a non-residential use, whether Hotel or Apartment Hotel. 
 
The project does not meet the requirements of the Mello Act and the IAP, the demolition of the 
residential structures is not allowed, and thus the ZA erred and abused his discretion in making 
Findings No. 18 and 19 in the affirmative. 
 

END NEW 
===================================================================== 
 
 
Waiver of Street Dedications and Improvements 

 
There is no substantial evidence in the record that support a Finding to allow reductions in the street 
dedications for Electric Ave and Westminster Ave. In fact, the evidence makes it clear that no 
dedications should be waive, as explained below. 

 
With respect to the waiver of 2 ½ feet of the Electric dedication, as the Finding states, Electric Ave is a 
designated Local Street, which is required to have a 60-foot right-of- way and a 36-foot wide roadway. 
However, it has a current right-of-way width of 40 feet and roadway width of 22.5 feet. This is 
materially less than what is required (33% and 
38% respectively). Even though Electric Ave currently has two lanes and cars parking on both sides, in 
the face of the significant amount that the right-of-way and roadway are under the requirement, it is 
irresponsible to simply conclude that the current roadway width is safe or adequate and that no 
additional dedication is necessary to widen the roadway. One only has to go to the site to see that the 
lanes are already too narrow for the level of current use. 

 
Electric is a notoriously narrow street and it is also a very busy street because it runs parallel to Abbot 
Kinney, which has traffic jams every day, often even in non-peak hours. People, including officers of 
the undersigned appellant Citizens Preserving Venice, frequently stop to let oncoming cars ease by due 
to the narrow width of the lanes when there is parking on both sides. See photos attached. This is 
evidence that Electric Ave is currently unsafe and should be widened as much as possible via the full 
street dedication. 

 
In addition, with the hotel’s parking court on Electric Ave, it is likely that a queue will form during 
busy times for entering the parking court. That will block one lane during those times, which will 
cause a safety issue as people who are not waiting for parking will naturally try to pass the cars 
blocking the roadway. The added traffic from the proposed development will also necessitate safer 
passage with the full dedications provided. 
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It is a good idea to build a 5-foot-wide sidewalk along Electric, but as much as possible of the 
remaining dedication must be put towards widening the street. That additional dedication is sorely 
needed to provide for safer passage along Electric, especially given the added traffic and probable 
periodic queueing that will result in entering the hotel’s parking court. 

 
It is also not adequate to leave only 2 feet of the sidewalk for the street trees promised. Reduced width 
means smaller trees and less shade, which also means reduced mitigation of the urban “heat island” 
effect, which global and local warming require us to prioritize. 

 
Trees should play similar roles on Broadway, Westminster and Abbot Kinney.  They also make a more 
attractive and comfortable streetscape for pedestrian activity, which should be the lifeblood of this 
Project and of the Abbot Kinney district in general. 

 
It is erroneous of the ZA to say that "the reduced street dedications would maintain the roadway widths 
and existing parking while enhancing the pedestrian realm, increasing and promoting safe pedestrian 
access to and from the project site.”  It is the dedication that allows for the sidewalk and enhanced 
pedestrian access, not the reduced street dedication. 

 
Thus, the only reasonable conclusion is that the entire dedication of 7.5 feet must be taken on 
Electric Ave. 

 
With respect to the waiver of 3 feet of the Westminster dedication, as the Finding states, Westminster is 
a designated Local Street, which is required to have a 60-foot right-of- way and a 36-foot roadway. 
However, it has a current right-of-way width of 50 feet and a roadway width of 28 feet. This is 
materially less than what is required (17% and 22%, respectively). The additional three feet is needed in 
order to provide for a safer street and the additional traffic generated by the project. 

 
With both the 5-foot dedication and the three-foot dedication, the width of the Westminster sidewalk 
stays the same, at 12 feet. Thus, it is an error for the ZA to say that the reduced street dedication on 
Westminster enhances the pedestrian realm or increases and promotes safe pedestrian access to and from 
the project site. Two other properties on this block of Abbot Kinney, around which the subject property 
forms a sort of horseshoe, have both had 15 ft. dedications.  These dedications have been acted on and 
the land transferred.  They are at 1039 Abbot Kinney and 1041 Abbot Kinney.  Is there currently a 
dedication along the rest of this Abbot Kinney block? The existing buildings wouldn’t be expected to 
give up land, but over half the block on the Westminster end is being built from the ground up, and 
presumably those six lots must have dedications.  However, we’re unable to find any discussion in the 
ZA’s reports of waivers for them.  So, we are left with two questions:  are there dedications on these six 
lots, and how is their situation different from the two lots that have already deeded their dedications to 
the City? 

 
All that the waivers enhance is the size of the project site for purposes of additional bulk, which is not 
even considered by the ZA. 

 
Finally, we agree with the ZA’s statement that the required dedications and improvements are necessary 
to meet the City’s mobility needs for the next 20 years, but the only logical conclusion from this 
statement is that there must be no waiver of the dedications. 
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===================================================================== 
NEW 

Complete Streets 

The City’s attitude toward anticipating future traffic demands may have changed. It may no longer 
prioritize maintenance of traffic flow, even though this project will greatly increase the traffic burden on 
all four streets bounding the project site.  

However, the City is coming to terms with the importance of enhancing the pedestrian realm, as expressed 
in Mobility Plan 2035, an Element of the General Plan, by creating “Complete Streets” to improve the 
quality of public space for all. 

 

 

Mobility Plan 2035, page 14 

 

In order to implement Mobility Plan 2035, City Planners must apply its principles to today’s projects. The 
dedications stipulated by the Bureau of Engineering provide the means to do so here. These dedications 
belong to the City. They should be seen as opportunities to improve the public realm, rather than simply 
as minimal obligations to accommodate traffic. 

Electric Ave. is the border between the historically Black Oakwood neighborhood and the Abbot Kinney 
Commercial District. This project faces the Oakwood neighborhood with a block-long thirty-foot wall. 
None of the project amenities is oriented toward the neighborhood. They are all oriented away from it.  
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Only the parking service entrance faces Oakwood. 

The least the City can do in terms of environmental justice is exercise its discretion to retain the full 
dedications as stipulated by the Bureau of Engineering, on Electric, Westminster and Broadway, and use 
them to implement the following Mobility 2035, Key Policy Initiatives:  

• Embed equity and environmental justice into the transportation policy framework, project 
implementation, and action programs  

• Expand the role of the street as a public place  
• Increase the role of “green street” solutions to treat and infiltrate stormwater  

Maintaining the full dedications of 7.5 feet along Electric and 5 feet along Broadway and Westminster 
would make space to: 

• plant sizable trees for shade, beauty, and to counter heat island effects.  
• allow activity on the sidewalks commensurate with the size and vitality of the project.  

 
It would also show at least minimal respect for the historically Black neighborhood that the project 
borders and impacts. 
 
END NEW 
===================================================================== 
 
Thus, the ZA erred abused his discretion in Finding that the waivers should be approved. 
 
 
CEQA Compliance - Historic Resources 

 
The block of the Project, along Abbot Kinney, is recognized as historically significant in the LUP 
adopted by the Los Angeles City Council. (See Policy 1.F.1. of the LUP.) This designation is relevant 
and important for three distinct reasons.  First, Section 17.31 of the Venice Community Plan, which is 
a part of the General Plan, states that policy and decision makers are directed to consult with the LUP 
regarding the specified historical 
coastal historical resources identified in the LUP and to base their decision on the policies it contains.  
Policy 1.F.1. of the LUP directs that the historical and cultural resources that are identified should be 
protected and restored where appropriate, in accordance with historical preservation guidelines.  Policy 
1.F.2 gives some guidelines, including: 

 
a.  Renovating building facades to reflect their historic character as closely as possible, and 
discouraging alterations to create an appearance inconsistent with the actual character of the 
buildings. 

 
b.  Protecting rather than demolishing historic or culturally significant properties by finding 
compatible uses which may be housed in them that require a minimum alteration to the 
historical character of the structure and its environment. 

 
c. Rehabilitation shall not destroy the distinguishing feature or character of the property and its 
environment and removal or alteration of historical architectural features shall be minimized. 
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d. The existing character of building/house spaces and setbacks shall be maintained. 
 

e. The existing height, bulk and massing which serves as an important characteristic 
of the resource shall be retained. 

 
In the 1000 block of Abbot Kinney Blvd., where the Project faces Abbot Kinney Blvd., there are six 
buildings dating from the 1900’s, the historical period of the founding of Venice, as we know it today. 
The applicant proposes to retain two of those character defining buildings, but even then, the 
historical integrity of these two buildings will be compromised by the looming second story of the 
hotel on top of them. 

 
The ZA responds by pointing to two of these buildings only stating that they have been changed by new 
construction but are being retained and therefore there is no substantial adverse change to the degree 
that they would no longer be eligible for listing under national, state or local landmark programs. 

 
This analysis ignores Guidelines Section 15064.5, the term “historical resource” includes not only 
resources that are listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing, in the California Register of 
Historical Resources, but also includes properties officially designated or “recognized as historically 
significant by local government pursuant to a local ordinance or resolution.” (Section 5020.1(k) of the 
California Public Resources Code.) As the LUP lists this block of Abbot Kinney as a historical 
resource and the LUP has been approved by the City Council and “adopted by means of a plan 
amendment to the Venice Community Plan,” ergo this block of Abbot Kinney qualifies as a historical 
resource under the definition of CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 and Section 5020.1(k) of the 
California Public Resources Code.  See Relationship to Other City Plans and Procedures, LUP, page I-8. 

 
Accordingly, the City must determine whether the proposed hotel compromises the historical integrity 
of the character-defining features of the remaining buildings and the street that forms this historical 
resource, as required under the Venice Community Plan and LAMC. 

 
Second, the California Coastal Act requires the local agency, in this case the Planning Department, to 
issue coastal development permits only if the local government finds the proposed development is in 
conformity with the LUP.  (Section 30600.5 of the Coastal Act.) The LUP requirements and 
guidelines for development affecting historical resources are specified above. They have been ignored 
by the applicant and must be considered by the Planning Department in approving a Coastal 
Development Permit in connection with the Project.  Here, the Project does not conform with the LUP, 
and the ZA has erred in his determination. 

 
While the ZA ignored the arguments supporting treatment for many of the buildings comprising the 
Project and the Abbot Kinney Blvd. storefronts, he did determine that three of the buildings at the 
Project site were historical resources. They are 1047, 1047A and 1047 B S. Abbot Kinney Boulevard.  
But the ZA’s Determination permits these structures to be demolished, stating that “Specific, economic, 
legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including considerations for the provision of 
employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or 
alternatives identified in the environmental impact report.  
 

For the reasons stated, we argue that this Finding is deficient in that it does not contain a real discussion of 
feasible mitigation measures that will reduce the adverse environmental impacts on the properties they 
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From:..,Juliet Ob julict.oh@lacity.Ofg # 
Subject' ~e: Appeal Period for Cose No. ZA2012-3354-(CUB)(CU)(COP)($PR)(MEl)(W01) Ver>ce Plooe Projea • 

Date: Maret\ 24, 2020 at 9:04 AM 
To: R061n Rudisill wildrudi@me.cotn 
Cc: Amanda Seward amandasewatd@arMsta.oot. Oavid Ewing scnousbus@a()( com. Sue Kai;a&n sueakaplan@gmail com, 

Judy Goldman ;-gPoSt-O@OOl.<»m. Oeic)'e Samuels qsamuels@ca.rr.oom. Allay Mills Bean a@ofSOf'()ean.com, Mary JACK 
maryjackis@yahoo.com, Richard Stanger S13Jl9(ll'l'@ca.« oom. Ralph AWa ralph:.a'Jila@lacity.org, Maritza Pr2ek0p 
marltza.prie1<op@lacity.org 

Dear Robin, 

we are currently working_ with the DSC to create procedures that may allow appeals to be 
submitted electronically. Due to current constraints in our system, applicants and appellants 
still need to provide ree payment in the form of a che<:k. In lieu of the "drop box" system 
currently in place, we've worked out a temporary "mail-in" option. See instructions below. 

. 

As previously advised
1 

you can file your appeal application and justification and provide 
SU Jemental informatio . UStification after an a ea! a JicatiOn has been acce ted. fil 
inc udes addition 

Skp 1 • Send via USPS: 
·Original Appeal A11plication (wet signatures) 
- Appeal Fee, check payable to the City of Los Angeles 

Mail to: 
City Planning - Metro DSC 
201 N. Figueroa St. 
4th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

•Please be mindful of the end of the appeal period. Tlris mailing must be postmarked by Mllrclr 
2611!. 

Step 2 - Send email to notify PSC.J>rovide the case number, contact information 
(emaiVphone number) of appellant, and attach the following as individual attachments· 

- copy of signed appeal application 
- justification 
- letter of determination 

*For this case., please email the materials above to: 
ralph.avila@lacity.org, maritza.przckop@lacjty.org, and juliet.oh@lacity.org. 

The mailed (via USPS or courier) materials in Step 1 mus! be postmarked by. the end of the 
ill!Peal perjod. Step l and 2 must be completed An email alone does not satisfy the appeal 
application requirements. 

I will discuss the diSCl'epancy in the grant clause and conditions with the ZA to determine if 
this warrants re-issuance of the Determination or requires action during the appeal hearing. 
Typically this is addressed through an appeal. I would advise you continue preparing your 
appeal materials. 

We are currently working with administrative staff to prepare an electronic copy of the case 
file. As discussed, this may be available next week. 

Thank you for your patience as we work through these changes. Let me know if you have 
any questions. 

Best regards, 

On Mon, Mar 23, 2020at11:28 PM Robin Rudisill <wild.rudi@me,com> wrote: 
Hi Juliet, 



--
Dear Robin, 

As of today, the Ocyelopmcnt Smjce Centers (DSC) ue closed to the IUlltlk: 

Omsisltnl toith Mayor Eric Garret/i's Ex«11tivc Dirtetivc on COVTD-19 to limit in-person 
oonfJ!d, all City Planning staff 111111 bt intmiding with custon1ers and projtd applicants onli11t, 
through email, and by phone. To faci1itale the adumge of documenls and p/ll1IS, a 1ltW "drop-box 
system" is bting irnplnnented for all City Departmrnls tluJI staff tht Development Servicrs 
Centers (DSC) al the Metro/Dorvnlorun location (Fig11ero<1 Plaza), in Van Nuys al tht Marvin 
Bmude Building, and al t/1t West Los Angeks office. 

With City facilities closed lo tlie public, applicants 110 lo11ger need on appoinl111t11l lo submit an 
application for a new case filing or condition dearam:•. Applicants will now bt able to file project 
applications witlumt having lo access !lie public counter or wait for on initial filing appointment. 
For services that cam1ol be accomplished dl!Ctronica!ly and require the submission of pl1ysical 
documents and plans, appliamts may use the drop box. The drop hox will bt troai/able during 
reguhlr ln1si1ress hours and toil/ be mmtitored in a S«Urt loattion outsiill the th,... DSCs. Staff 
toil/ oontact applicants via email and phone to pro1111k payment infonnation a11d to addms any 
issues be.fort tlte case file is <kerned oompkte. Onct complete, the case will be assigned for 
processing. 

Appeal applicntions rvill a/S<J be accepted i11 ti"' same mmmer. Appeal applications will be s11bject 
to revier11 and approval by staff to ens11re they meet all kgal requirements per ti"' Los A11geles 
Municipal Code. 

In regards to the case file materWs. I am currently working with our admini.str.ative staff and 
ZA to send your team (as well as others) a copy of the Exhibit A. There is a little delay a.s 
staff is cwre.ntly out sick or telecommuting. As previously advised. you c.m submit an 
a al a plication packet and then provide su lemental 'ustification after reviewin the 
case ' .e maten s. 1. way, you can su mit an appea wt mt e specified time limits. We 
are hoping to work out a system to san and send the requested materials, however, these 
materials will likely not be available until next week. 

Atnched is a copy of the fee estimate for filing an appeal. Please be sure to follow the 
instructions outlined in the A111lf•l Applkotjpn to ensure a complete Appeal Packet is 
submitted in the Drop Box. 

Thanks for your patience, 

On Fri, Mar 20, 2020at11:46 AM Robin Rudisill <wi!drudijtme,com> wrote: 
Hi Juliet, 

T hope you are doing well. 

Since we're not able to review the case file as we must ttmain at home, Twas told T could 
ask you for a list of the documents I need in order to help write the appeal justification for 
this project. See below. 

Also, the determination is not cleu with respect to the loading 7.0lle. On page 2 it states 
that "an on-street loading area on Broadway' is APPROVED. Condition 17 SI.lies: 
"Commercial loading shall be prohibited along Broadway.• Page 37, first pangraph says: 
"The applicant proposes to provide two on-street loading areas on Broadway, limiting the 
use of the two spaces for loading during the hours of ..... a loading area is also provided 



EXHIBIT B 



CASE NO. ZA 2012-3354@CU)(COP}(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI) ('!'§V 
FtrJ.M5 £. 

and wine, in the area of the City involved, giving consideration to applicable State 
laws and to the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control's guidelines for 
undue concentration; and also giving consideration to the number and proximity of 
these establishments within a one thousand foot radius of the site, the crime rate in 
the area (especially those crimes involving public drunkenness, the illegal sale or use 
of narcotics, drugs or alcohol, disturbing the peace and disorderly conduct), and 
whether revocation or nuisance proceedings have been initiated for any use in the ..------.... 
area. 

In these active commercial areas where there is a demand for licenses beyond the allocated 
number and where an over-concentration of licenses is suggested, the ABC has recognized 
that high-activity retail and commercial centers located within revitalized hubs are supported 
by a significant employee population, in addition to the increasing resident population base 
in the area. The ABC has discretion to approve an application for a license if there is 
evidence that normal operations will be contrary to public welfare and will interfere with the 
quiet enjoyment of property by residents. In addition, the Zoning Administrator is imposing 
conditions of approval in order to prevent public drinking, driving under the influence, and 
public drunkenness. 

The above statistics indicate that the crime rate in the census tract where the subject site is 
located is higher than the city average. Negative impacts commonly associated with the sale 
of alcoholic beverages, such as criminal activity, public drunkenness, and loitering are 
mitigated by the imposition of conditions requiring surveillance, responsible management 
and deterrents against loitering. The conditions will safeguard the welfare of the community. 
As conditioned, allowing the sale of a full line of alcoholic beverages for off-site 

consumption at the subject location will benefit the public welfare and convenience because 

(j) 



DEPARTMENT OF ALCHOUC BEVERAGE CONTROL 

NUMBER OF LICENSES AUTHORIZED BY CENSUS TRACT 

August 2019 

1 

- County Name County County Ratio County Ratio Census Census Tract ;;;;-' Off -· 1 
Population On Sale Off Sale Trott# Population Sale Sale 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2719.02 3,877 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2721 4 354 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2722.01 2 411 2 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2722.02 3,378 3 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2723.01 2,941 3 1 
LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2723.02 4,074 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2731 2,197 2 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2732 3,711 3 / 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 { 2733 _) 3,695 3v 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2734.02 3,172 3 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2735.02 2,884 3 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2736 2,413 2 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2737 2,801 2 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2738 3,107 3 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2739.02 4,227 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2741 4,418 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2742.02 4,337 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2751.01 1,177 1 0 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2751.02 4,226 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2752 3,887 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10.253.716 958 1.620 2753.02 4,775 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10.253,716 958 1,620 2753.11 4,993 s 3 

LOS ANGELES 10.253.716 958 1.620 2754 3,349 3 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2755 5,207 s 3 

LOS ANGELES 10.253.716 958 1,620 2756.02 6,470 6 3 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2756.03 2,711 2 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2760 5,396 5 3 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2761 5,592 5 3 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2764 4,009 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2765 5,063 5 3 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2766.01 3,838 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2766.03 5,252 5 3 -LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2766.04 3,983 4 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2770 5,395 5 3 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2771 3,004 3 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2772 2,490 2 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2774 1,533 1 0 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2780.01 2,458 2 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2781.02 3.158 3 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2911-1 3,510 3 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2911.2 2.210 2 1 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1,620 2911.3 3.582 3 2 

LOS ANGELES 10,253,716 958 1.620 2912.1 4.967 5 3 

LOS ANGELES 10,253.716 958 1,620 2912.2 3,353 3 2 

48 



Home i Licensing licensing Reports · License Report 

License Report 

Results for: Active Off-Sale Retail License 

i'J~ , ~J: 
County: LOS ANGELES County ~ ~"{Tl_) 
Census Tract: 2733 

Report Date: Saturday, March 28, 2020 

Show 10 ..::J entries Search: 

Orig. 

License License lss. Expir. Primary Premises Business 

Number U. Status Type Date Date Owner Addr. Name 

446222 ACTIVE 20 10/31/2006 09/30/2020 HERMOSILLO, 529 ROSE VENICE 

OSCARP AVE, BEACH 

VENICE, CA WINES 

90291-2680 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

587847 ACTIVE 20 01/08/2018 12/31/2020 OBVIOUS 24STHIRD OBVIOUS 

WINES LLC AVE, WINES 

VENICE, CA 

90291-8616 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

600426 ACTIVE 20 01/ 16/ 2019 12/31/2020 MONTOYA 51l ROSE VINON 

MOORE AVE, ROSE 

VENTURES 1 VENICE, CA 

LLC 90291-2605 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

Showing 1to3 of 3 entries Previous II Next(}) 



._ Al'" f' l,.~l--

1fl?. Alcoholic Beverage Control Search 

LAW & POLICY LICENSING ENFORCEMENT PREVENTION EDl 

Home Licensing Licensing Reports License Report 

License Report 
----

Results for: Active On-Sale Retail Licenses 

Show to 

Orig. 

License License lss. Expir. Primary Premises Business 

Number ~ Status Type Date Date Owner Addr. Name 

345545 ACTIVE 47 10/07/1998 08/31/2020 WESTINDIES 1031 ABJ30T NEIGHBOR 

TRADING~O KINNEY 

~ 
INC BLVD, 

VENICE, CA 

rt 90291-3386 

Census 

Tract: 

@ 2733.00 

f.;r 345545 ACTIVE 58 10/07/ 1998 08/ 31/ 2020 WESTINDIES 1031ABBOT NEIGHBOR 

TRADING Cb KINNEY 

JeAiu1s INC BLVD, 

VENICE, CA 

90291-3386 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 



415847 ACTIVE 42 02/09/2005 Ol/31/2021 OTHEROOM 1201ABBOT OTHEROOM 

INC THE KINNEY THE 

BLVD, 

VENICE, CA 

90291-3315 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

446222 ACTIVE 41 10/31/2006 09/30/2020 HERMOSILLO, 529 ROSE VENICE 

OSCARP AVE, BEACH 

VENICE, CA WINES 

90291-2680 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

446222 ACTIVE 58 10/31/2006 09/30/2020 HERMOSILLO, 529 ROSE VENICE 

OSCARP AVE, BEACH 

VENICE, CA WINES 

90291-2680 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

511103 ACTIVE 41 09/07 {2016 08/31/2020 OAKWOOD 1305ABBOT 

PARKLLC KINNEY 

BLVD, 

VENICE, CA 

90291-3739 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

517914 ACTIVE 41 07 /03{2012 06/30(2020 CAFE 512 ROSE CAFE 

GRATITUDE AVE, GRATITUDE 

VENICE LLC VENICE, CA 

90291-2606 

Census 

Tract 

2733.00 

553366 ACTIVE 41 04/22/2015 03/31/2020 MKCFOOD 1009ABBOT PLANT 

FUTURE LLC KINNEY FOOD AND 

BLVD, WINE 

VENICE, CA 

90291 

Census 

Tract: CJ) 2733.00 



557483 SU REND 41 10/27/2015 09/30/2020 JUICERIE 2 1205ABBOT BUTCHER'S 

LLC KINNEY DAUGHTER 

BLVD, 

LOS 

ANGELES, 

CA 

90291-3315 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

558296 ACTIVE 41 09/25/2015 08/31/2020 TACOS POR 826 TACOSPOR 

FAVOR HAMPTON FAVOR 

DRIVE, 

VENICE, CA 

90291-3021 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

Showing 1 to 10 of 22 entries Prev1ou s II 2 3 Next 

DOWNLOAD REPORT (CSV) 



~'Alcoholic -~;~erage Control Search 

LAW & POLICY LICENSING ENFORCEMENT PREVENTION -
Home licensing Licensing Reports license Report 

License Report 

Results for: Active On-Sale Retail Licenses 

County: LOS ANGELES County 

Census Tract : 2733 

Report Date: Saturday, March 28, 2020 

Show io .:J entries 

License 
Number 4. Status 

559915 ACTIVE 

License 
Type 

47 

Orig. 

lss. 
Date 

Expir. 

Date 

Primary 

Owner 

Search: 

Premises 
Addr. 

10/19/2015 09/30/2020 MAHI NA LLC SU ROSE 

AVE, UNIT F, 

VENICE, CA 

90291-5834 

Census 

Tract: 
2733.00 

Business 
Name 

MAKANI 

EDl 

566336 ACTIVE 47 05/02/2016 04/30/2020 G 1 VENICE 

LLC 

U37-1239 GREENLEAF 

ABBOT VENICE 

KINNEY 

BLVD, 

VENICE, CA 

90291-3315 

Census 

Tract: 
2733.00 



566336 ACTIVE 77 05/02/2016 04/30/2020 G 7VENICE 1237-1239 GREENLEAF 

LLC ABBOT VENICE 

KINNEY 

BLVD, 
VENICE, CA 

90291-3315 
Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

566336 ACTIVE 58 05/ 02/2016 04/ 30/2020 G 7VENICE 1237-1239 GREENLEAF 

LLC ABBOT VENICE 
KINNEY 

BLVD, 

VENICE, CA 

90291-3315 
Census 

Tract: 

~ 
~--~ 2733.00 

569602 08/24/ 2016 07/ 31/2020 FELIX 1021-2~ 

TRATIQRIA - ABBOT -LLC KINNEY 

~~1@ BLVD, 

LOS 

@-~1~ ANGELES, 

CA y 90291-3386 

Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

585768 ACTIVE 41 11/17/2017 10/31/2020 VILLAGOMEZ ll21ABBOT LA 

ENTERPRISES, KINNEY TOSTADERll 

INC. BLVD, STE 

4-5, 

VENICE, CA 

90291 
Census 
Tract: 

2733.00 

592831 ACTIVE 47 07/17/2018 06/30/2020 GITANA LLC 533 ROSE CHU LITA 
AVE, 

LOS 

ANGELES, 

CA 
90291-2680 

Census 

Tract: (j) 2733.00 



592831 ACTIVE 58 07/17/2018 06/30/2020 GITANALLC 533 ROSE CHU LITA 

AVE, 

LOS 
ANGELES, 

CA 

90291-2680 
Census 
Tract: 
2733.00 

593421 ACTIVE 41 07/23/2018 06/30/2020 Bl 523ROSE 523 ROSE 

AVENUE CA AVE, 

LLC VENICE, CA 

90291-2680 
Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

593421 ACTIVE 58 07/23/2018 06/30/2020 BL523 ROSE 523 ROSE 
AVENUE CA AVE, 

LLC VENICE, CA 

90291-2680 
Census 

Tract: 

2733.00 

Showing 11 to 20 of 22 entries Previous 1. 3 Next 

DOWNLOAD REPORT (CSV) 



LAW& POLICY LICENSING ENFORCEMENT 

Home licensing Licensing Reports license Report 

License Report 

Results for: Active On-Sale Retail Licenses 

County: LOS ANGELES County 

Census Tract: 2733 

Report Date: Saturday, March 28, 2020 

Show 10 j entries 

license 

Number Status 
License 

Type 

Orig. 

lss. 
Date 

Expir. 
Date 

Search 

Primary 

Owner 

PREVENTION 

Search: 

Premises 
Addr. 

597701 ACTIVE 47 08/29/2019 07/31/2020 AMERICAN 425 ROSE 

BEAUTY AVE, 

VENTURE VENICE, CA 

LLC 90291-2629 

Census 
Tract: 
2733.00 

Business 

Name 

EDL 

604548 ACTIVE 47 06/05/2019 05/31/2020 JUICERIE 2 1205 ABBOT BUTCHER'S 

LLC 

Showing 21to22 of 22 entries 

h1tps.J/www.• bc.c1 gov 

KINNEY 

BLVD, 

LOS 

ANGELES, 

CA 

90291-3315 

Census 
Tract: 

2733.00 

Prt>v1ous 1 

DAUGHTER, 

THE 

(j§) 
2 . Next 



License Details 
Report Date: Sunday, March 29, 2020 

LICENSE INFORMAT~ 

License Number: ~ 

Primary owner. WEST INDIES TRADING CO 

INC -
Office of Application: 03 • LB/LAKEWOOD 

LICENSEE INFORMATION 

Licensee: 

Company Information 

WEST INDIES TRADING CO 

INC 

OFFICER: VALLAS, ROBERT KRISTIAN 

(PRESIDENT/SECRETARY) 

OFFICER: VALLAS, ROBERT KRISTIAN (CHIEF 

FINANCIAL OFFICER) 

STOCKHOLDER: VALLAS, ROBERT KRISTIAN 

LICENSE TYPES 

41 ·ON-SALE BEER AND WINE· EATING 
PLACE 

License Type Status: CANCELED 

Status Date: 14-SEP-2010 

Term: 12 

Original Issue Date: 07-0CT-1998 

Expiration Date: 30.SEP·2010 

(Mart~r: y~ 
Duplicate: 0 

Fee Code: P40 

Transfers: 

BUSINESS NAME 

NEIGHBOR 

BUSINESS ADDRESS 

1031 ABBOT KINNEY BLVD, VENICE, CA, 90291 

County: 

Census Tract: 

LOS ANGELES 

2733.00 

~-SALE GENERAL EATING PLA;E) 

license Type Status: ACTIVE 

Status Date: 15·SEP·2010 

Term: 12 Month(s) 

Original Issue Dat;; 14-SEP-2010 

piration Date: 31-AUG-2020 ~ 
Master. y 

Duplicate: 0 

Fee Code: P40 

Transfers: @ 



( 58 ·CATERER PERM_!!/ 

License Type Status: ACTIVE 

Status Date: 12-JUN-2017 

Term: 12 Month(s) 

Original Issue Date: 14-SEP-2010 

Expiration Date: ~uG-2020~ 
Master: N 

Duplicate: l 

Fee Code: P40 

Transfers: 

OPERATING RESTRICTIONS: 

Sales, service and consumption of alcoholic beverages shall be permitted only between the hours of 11:00 am 

and 12:00 Midnight each day of the week. 

The quarterly gross sa les of alcoholic beverages shall not exceed the gross sales of food during the same 

period. The licensee shall at all times maintain records which reflect separately the gross sale of food and the 

gross sales of alcoholic beverages of the licensed business. Said records shall be kept no less frequently than 

on a quarterly basis and shall be made availab le to t he Department on demand. 

There shall be no dancing permitted on the premises at any time. 

There shall be no amusement machines or video game devices in the premises at any time. 

Entertainment provided shall not be audible beyond the area under the control of the licensee(s) as defined 

on the ABC-257 dated 11/ 1/12 and ABC-253 dated 10/31/12. 

DISCIPLINARY ACTION: 

No Active Disciplinary Action found 

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: 

No Disciplinary History found. 

HOLDS: ESCROWS: ,,,-----
No Active Holds found No Escrow found 

For definition of codes, view our glossary 



I • Alcoholic Beverage Control 

LAW & POLICY LICENSING ENFORCEMENT PREVENTION -- ----
Home licensing lice:ise Lookup License Details 

License Details 
Report Date: Sunday, March 29, 2020 

LICENSE INFORMATION 

License Number: (56%"0£) 

Primary Owner: FELIX TRATTORIA LLC 

Office of Application: 03 - LB/LAKEWOOD 

LICENSEE INFORMATION 

Licensee: FELIX TRATTORIA LLC 

Company Information 

OFFICER: f.UNKE, EVAN ALEXANOEf! (MANAGER) 

OFFICER: GUSTO 54 RESTAURANTS LLC (MANAGER) 

MEMBER: FUNKE, EVAN ALEXANDER 

MEMBER: GUSTO 54 RESTAURANTS LLC 

LICENSE TYPES 

~N-SALE GENERAL EATING PLA~ 
License Type Status: ACTIVE 

Status Date: 25-AUG-2016 

Term: 12 Month(s) 

Original Issue Date: 24-AUG-2016 

C Expiratio: Date: 31-JUL-2020 * 

BUSINESS ADDRESS 

1021-23 ABBOT KINNEY BLVD, LOS ANGELES, CA, 

90291 

County: 

Census Tract: 

LOS ANGELES 

2733.00 

@ 



-- ...... _____ .,. 
(Mi~ast_e_';; _____ Z) 

Duplicate: 

Fee Code: 

Tran.sfers: 

0 

P40 

From License Number: 

47-363870 
Transferred On: 24-

!\UG-2016 

OPERATING RESTRICTIONS: 

'Operating Restrictions exist. For more information, please see our Guidelines for Access ,o Records. 

DISCIPLINARY ACTION: 

No Active Disciplinary Action found 

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: 

No Disciplinary History found. 

HOLDS: ESCROWS: 

No Active Holds found No Escrow found 

For dennition of codes, view our glossary 

® 



Search 

LAW & POLICY LICENSING ENFORCEMENT PREVENTION -
Home Licensing • license Lookup License Details 

License Details 
Report Date: Sunday, March 29, 2020 

LICENSE INFORMATION 

License Number: ~ 
Primary Owner: PRIMITfVA INC 

Office of Application: 03 - LB/LAKEWOOD 

LICENSEE INFORMATION 

licensee: PRIMITIVA INC 

Company Information 

OFFICER: VERNI EU, MARY CATHERINE (CHIEF 

EXECUTIVE OFFICER) 

OFFICER: OSBORNE, MERLIN (DIRECTOR} 

OFFICER: DENY, DANIEL GILBERT (SECRETARY/ASST 

SEC) 

STOCKHOLDER: NOVACK, DONALD PAUL 

STOCKHOLDER: DENY, DANIEL GILBERT 

STOCKHOLDER: HARRIS, JAMES J 

STOCKHOLDER: VERNIEU, MARY CATHERINE 

STOCKHOLDER: OSBORNE, MERLIN 

BUSINESS NAME 

PRIMITIVO WINE BISTRO 

BUSINESS ADDRESS 

1025 ABBOT KINNEY BLVD, VENICE, CA, 90291 

County: 

Census Tract: 

LOS ANGELES 

2733.00 

EOUCA 



LICENSE TYPES 

47 • ON·SALE GENERAL EATING PLACE 58 ·CATERER PERMIT 

License Type Status: 

Status Date: 

Term: 

<§inal ls~ue Date: 

Expiration Date: 

~: 
Duplicate: 

Fee Code: 

ransfers: 

12 Month(s) 

08-JUN-2010 

31-MAY-2020 

y~ 

0 

P40 

To License Number: 

47-609493 
Transferred On: 31-

JAN-2020 

OPERATING RESTRICTIONS: 

•operating Restrictions exist. For more in for 

DISCIPLINARY ACTION: 

No Active Disciplinary Action found 

DISCIPLINARY HISTORY: 

No Disciplinary History found . 

HOLDS: 

No Active Holds found 

For defi nition of codes, view our glossary 

License Type Status: CcANCEL£0::> 

Status Date: 

Term: 

Original Issue Date: 

Expiration Date: 

Master: 

Duplicate: 

Fee Code: 

Transfers: 

21-APR-2019 

12 Month(s) 

07-JUN-2017 

31-MAY-2020 

N 

1 

P40 

To License Number: 

47-609493 
Transferred On: 31-

JAN-2020 

tion, please see our Gu1de1i11es for Access to Record s. 

ESCROWS: 

No Escrow found 

@ 
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Reducing Alcohol-Related Harms 
:.. " A 

A Cities and Communities Health Report 

Exce.ssi..ve CA.lcohol covtsuMptl.o\f\ costs 

LA Cou\l\i:j 21$00 li..ves CA.\f\d. $10.~ bi..LU.oll\ 

«:.CA.Ch j«:.CA.r. 

Alcohol Mi.Su.Se CA.\f\d. CA.bu.se l.s \f\ot olAl) 

i:reCA.tCA.ble, but preve\f\tCA.ble~ 

Ho.., COMMU.1-\L~L<::S CO.I<\ ~O.k<:: o.d:col<\: 

o Si:op c>.lco!..ol sc>.l'<.S to Mcl<\ors 

" R<::duc<:: '.;out!.. "-"-posur'<. to c>.lco!..ol c>.dv<::rttst"'') 

" ltMLl: tk<:: d"-"'stl:') of o.lco!..ol outl<::ts 

" l"'cr<::c>.S<:: ';lout!.. c>.wc>.r«.1-\'<.SS of ti..<:: !..c>.z.c>.rds of c>.Lco!..ol 



Ast.he second-leading cause of premature death and disability in Los Angeles Coun
ty,' excessive alcohol consumption continues to be a serious public hcallh concern. 
Each year 2,500 people m lhc coUJlly die from alcohol-related causes. ,_;th the loss 
of approximately 78.000 )'<215 of potential life. In addu1on to the de\'llSlallllg pcr-
50113] and societal effeas of alcohol abuse on individuals, families, and communi
ties, excessh-. alcohol consumption costs Los Angeles Count)' an esumated S 10.8 
billion annually, or roughly $1 ,000 for every resident.! 

More t.han half of adults in Los Angeles County report drinking alcohol in the 
past momh. When used in moderation, alcohol llst mny have modest health 
benefits. However, excessive alcohol consumption, which includes binge drinking' and heavy drinking.' leads 
to serious medical illnesses, ltnpaircd mental health, Increased motor vehicle crashes, Increased rateS of violent 
crime, and a mulmude of O<her harmful social consequences on family interactions, work productivity, and 
school pcrfomwice. 

An estimatt<l. 16.2'r> (or 1,190.000) o( county aduhs are binge dnnkus (Figure I) and an add1nooal 3.3% 
(or 242,000) are heavy drinkc?$ (Figure 2). Both binge drinking and heavy drinking are more common 
among males and young adults; heavy drinking is also more common among wlutts ond those of higher 
socioeconomic status.' The high rates of binge drinking among teens and young adults are a particular cause 
for concem, as close to 1 in 5 high school students In Los Angeles reported at least one episode of binge 
drinking in the past month. 

A high density of alcohol outlets increases alcohol consumption,• moror vehicle crashes.' alcohol-related 
hospiul adlnissions.1 Injury deaths.' assaults and violent cnmc, 1° suicides.' drinking and driVlllg.11•12 child 
maltreatment," and neighborhood dis<utbances." ln this repon. we examin<d the relationship between the 
density of alcohol outlets and three alcohol-rilited harms in 117 cities and communities across Los Angeles 
<:ounty and found surular results: increosed rates or v>oltnt cnme. alcohol-involv<d m0<or '-ehlcle crashes, 
and alcohol-rebted deaths were all associated with having a high density of alcohol outlets m that city or 
community. 

Li_miting c.he density of alcohol ourleis is one effective approach to reducing e..xcessive alcohol consumption 
and alcohol-related harms." To assist communities in designing strategics and in policy making efforts to 
prevent alcohol-related harms, this repon provides a profile or alcohol outlet density and alcohol-related 

.consequences by city and community. We hope the mlormauon provided will help suppon and strengthen 
efforts to pre"ent alcohol-related diseases and injuries throughout the coumy. 

Jonathan E. F"telding. MO, MPH 
Director of Pubtlc Health and Health Officer 
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Percent of Adults Who Reported Binge Drinking in the Past Month, by Age Group, 2007 
Binge drinking for females is drinking 4 or more drinks. and for males 5 or more drinks, on one occasion 
at k?ast one bme in the past month. Soc.uu· 1001 Los Anielts Count)- ~alth Sul'lley 
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• Number of Adults Who Reported Heavy Drinking in the Past Month, by Gender, 2007 
Heavy drinking for males is consuming more than 60 dnnks, and for females more than 30 drinks, 
ln the past month. Sou1te: 2007 Los ~tn County tWlth ~ -
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Defining Cities and Communities w ithin Los Angeles County 
Cities and commumLlcs (unincorporated areas) in Los Angeles County were defined using th• Census 2000 
lncorporatcd Places and unsus Dtsignated Places. The Clly o! Los Angeles was further di"dtd into i1s 15 Cit)' 
council dlSlncts to pl0\1de morc local informal10ll. •• 

The 2007 populauon tsumates !or Los Angeles Coun1y" wtre used to de~rmtnt dc11>11y and <hos< a1 risk for 
alcohol-relatcd harms. C111cs and commun111es wtth less than I 0,000 residents arc excluded from this rcpon 
because estimates ror these ir~as are unreliable. For e:1ch or the rc.nuining 117 Cll1cs and communit~. the 
densny of akohol outlets and the rates of several alcohol·rcln1ed harms \vere examined. 

Determining Alcohol Outlet Density 
Information on alcohol outl<ts within Los Angeles County W;\S obtained from the eaurornio Dcponmentof 
Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC).1• ABC categonzes alcohol outl•ts as: 

on-prtm<MS - outlets where alcohol IS scn'td to be consumed on sue, e.g. bars and restaur.>nts. 

off-prerntSeS - outlets wherc alcohol IS sold to be consumed off site. c g, bquor Stores and grocery 
storu.1• 

A total o! 16,039 alcohol outlets in LA County were identified and included m the analysis. The densities 
(number of outlets per 10,000 rcsiderus) of on-prcm<Ms and off-prcm1ses alcohol outlets were calculated 
SC(l'1ratcly, and categorized Into tcrtiles o[ •Jow: "medium." or -high" density. 

Measuring Alcohol-Related Harms 
In this report, three alcohol·rtlated harms were examined. olcohol-im·olvcd motor vchici< crashes,20 violent 
crimes." and alcohol-reloted dc:>ths." These three harms were an:ilyud because cuy/community-level data 
were available and bec:tusc they have b«n found 111 Other S<ud~s to be related to alcohol outlet density. 

Data Analysis 
As the intent or thlS rcpon was lO C."Plore the poten1ial impnct or the density or alcohol outlets on oues and 
communtues. all data wert aggregated at the city and communily IC\•el. The dcnstty or on-premises and off. 
premises alcohol ou1lets and the rates of alcohol-related twms (motor ,·eh.icle crashes, ,;olent crime, and 
deaths) 'verc calculated for each city/co1nmunity. Each city/community \va.c; then ranked rchuh•e to olhers in 
Los Angeles County, where a low ranking indicates [ewer alcohol outlets per resident ond a high ranking 
indicates more alcohol outlets p<r resident. While the relative rankings arc listed, alco'hoi outltt density was 
atSO categonzed into three groups (Jowlu'icd1um/high) by ter<ile, and alcohol-rclau:d harms were categorized 
into [our groups (lowcslllow/lughlhighcS<) by quarui<, to allow !or more stable and easily mttrprt:<able com· 
pru;sons. 

Logistic regression modchng was performed to examine the assoaauons between alcohol outlet density and 
alcohol-related harms, adjusting for economic hard.ship to account for neigbbomood socioeconomic condi
tions. Details regarding the ..:onomic hardship md<X have been published clsewhere"No adiustments were 
made for other neighborhood characteristics; e.g .. popu13uon density, neighborhood dive"lty, or urban 
versus rural. 

I 
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Alcohol O utlet Density 

ln Los Angeles Count)', there IS an a\'Crage or 16 alcohol outkts (on and olT-prcmiscs combined) per 10,000 
people and about four alcohol oulletS per square mile. This is slightly lower than the suuewide average for 
California o( 18 outlctS per 10.000 people. HO\>'C\'tr, outlet <knstt)' \"""5 W1dcl)• among aues and communi· 
des ocross the county, r.mging from 0 to 47 3 (West Hollywood) on-premises alcohol outletS, and 0 to 23.8 
(Commerce) off-premises alcohol outlets per I 0.000 n:s1deni. Table 1 pn:sentS the densiiy of on·pn:m1scs and 
off-premises alcohol outlets for each city and community. 

The geographic distnbution or on· and off-premises outlctS differs (Maps l and 2). There is a hy:her density of 
on~ outkLS 1n 2ffiut'nl communu~. u\cludin\ths Bgcb qug,, \\~ HotlyWOOCI. and somt' Foodull 

• communmes (Map t. P<().001). On the Other hand. a ighcr <knsny of off-premlSCS outlets was only W<akl)· 
assoc10ted with less affiucm communmes (Map 2. p:0.076). with higher densuy seen tn some central and 
south Los Angeles commumues. as well ns the cmes o[ Commerce. Malibu. and Some Fe Springs 

M Or>-Premlses Alcohol Outlet Density among Los Angeles County Cities and Communities, 2009 
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r~dium 

High 
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Map 2. Off-Premises Alcohol Outlet Density among Los Angeles County Cities and Communities, 2009 
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Association Between Alcohol Outlet Density and Alcohol -Related Harms 

.. 

Using logistic regression to adjust ror co1nn1unity-level economic hardship, \Ve found that having a high 
density of either on-pren1ises or off-premises outlets \WS as.c;.ocia1ed \vilh significantly higher rates of alcohol
reloted hanns. 

Violent Crime 

Communities \Vith a high density• of eittier outlets were ... 

<:fr: 9 to 10 times more likely to have Increased rates of violent crime (p<0.01) 
• While rates of Violent Cri e were generally lower in areas of low economc hardship 

(i.e. more a nt areas areas ~1ith higher on- or off-premises outlet density v1e:1 
muc more likely to ave increased rates of violent crime, when comparing communi 
ties with similar levels of economic hardship. 

Alcohol·involved Motor Vehicle Crashes 

Communities with a high density ot alcohol outlets were ... 

>F, • 4 times more likely to have increased rates of alcohol-involved crashes (p=0.008) 

Alcohol-related Deaths 

Communities w ith a high density of akohol outlets were .. . 

~ • 5 times more likely to have increased rates of alcohol-related deaths (p=0.004) 

• com~red to low density 

The rates of violenl crin1e:s. akohol*involved n1otor vehicle crashes, :ind alcoho1-relmed deaths for each c ity 
and community a re presented in T.1blc 2. 
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Alcohol IS the third·!eadmg cause o( pm·emabk d<01h In the Uruted Sllltes," and 
account.s for 2,500 d<01hs in Los Ang<les County exh )''2.r. 75% or which occur 1n 
men.2' lt olso rcsult.s in 78,000 )'<:Ors 0£ potential hfe lost due tO premature death from 
alcohol use (Figure 3), v.1th prcmoturc deaths among young people (less than age 
21) aocountlng for more than 12% 0£ the years 0£ life lost Excessive consump1ion of 

[

alcohol ts n major public hcahh concern am. ong teenagers and adults in Los Ang<lcs 
County, w1th significant health •nd <conomic imp>CtS Th<s< mclude soclc1al harms 
not only from Illnesses, bu1 also dut 10 IOJUries, \ioltnt cnmcs and prope:ny cnmes. 
troffic :icdd<nt.s. v."O<k loss, and communuy and family d1srupuons. 

The findings in this analysis arc consistent with erevious studies which hav• shown 

'1k Scqroa Gtnfnl'11 
call ., """"' 

To l"reo.-aa: .and Jttdu(r 

Undt-"'""""' 
2001 

,,__ .. ___ _ 
signi6cnnt associ'1lions bet\vecn alcohol availability and alcohol·rclated harms, for C'x:imple, environmenu1:l 
factors such as the density of alcohol outlets have been found to play an important role in teenage drinking. 
Among <ecnagers in California, binge drinkini and dm·ing after drinking have been associated with the avail· 
ability or alcohol outlets within. hal£-mtlc £mm home." 

Pn:'-cnung alcohol misuse and abuse among <etnogers ond )'Oung adults IS cspoc1:1lly cn""11. AtUtudcs toward 
drinking •nd dnnking behaviors nrt formed during )'OU th. ond alcohol is the mOSt frequently used drug 
among teenagers. Underage drinking l5 a ma1or cause or death from injuries among persoris under the ago or 
21, and the early onset of drmkmg increases the risk or olcohol·rtlated problem.~ loter in life." The serious
ness of this problem led the U.S. Surgeon General to issue o 'Call to Acuon 10 Prevent and Redtte<: Und<ragc 
Drmking" in 2007. 

excc...,.., alcohol use also d1Spropon1onately affe<:ts some rxial/ethnic groups For cxrunpk. although ro:es 
of hca\')' dnnlong are highest among whucs, the doath rate from aloohol-rcl:ued ll\'er d15'0as< and cirrhosis ts 
much higher among Hispanics." 

Fonunmcly, alcohol misuse and abuse Is not only highly trc:uable, but large!)' preventable. Drinking among 
youth and adults is strongly influenced by alcohol comrol policies.'; and the findmgs in this repon empha· 
size t.hc need to lake, prcve:n1 h C CICllons at the tommunity lc,·cl and to implement tnrgcu:d Interventions thru 
reduce alc9hol outlet density. 

In California. bws and rtgulauons that determine alcohol ;acttSS and a\1Ulabtluy pnmanly rest wuh the State, 
and to a lesser dcSJtt. loc::>l g<l\'tmmcnt. The Cahfom1> Depuuncnt or Alcoholic Bc\'crag< Control CABO, 
has the authonty to license and regulitc the manubccurt. 1mponation, and 53(e or alcoholic be\'eragts. This 
includes rev1c,vingand ;ippro,·1ng ne., ... outlet bcenscs, cnsunng compliance v.•1Lh l:t\VS and regulalions, nnd 
conducling lin1ited prevention nnd education programs. Local governmenlS can influence the licensing :ind 
compliance process and help mlnil'n1:t harms associated whh problem a1cohol outlets Lhrough their land use 
policies (c.g, zoning. cond1uonnl use pcrmiLS, ordinances). Communities can also pan1cipate in public hear· 
ings and work with ABC to Identify outlets that fail 10 comply with requirements 

the S<ate has the sole authomy 10 impose alcohol 1a.xcs. Swc excise 1a.xes are b'\Cd on the sale or specific 
goods or commodities(< g .. alcohol), and art controlled at the State 1.--cl, v.11h m'<:nuts benefiting the Stme 
General Fund. Recently, Sm• and local policy-makers ha-'t considered mmgauon fcts as a way to address 
adverse affects on public health by fonding programs to addr<ss or prevent those hanns at the Smte or loc:.11 
level. The passage of Proposition 26 in 2010 v.111 niake adopt.Ion or mitiga1Jon fr.es more difficult to enact 
because Lhc measure increased the vote requircn1ent to enxl frool a simple ma1orhy to a 2/> majority. II is im· 
ponan1 for communities 10 undersl2nd these processes and authonues so they C.\n best effect needed changes 



Strategies to Reduce Alcohol-Related Harms 
Ou c:•:l"I~ ~"" ,._,,__ - .a.· -.c 

The following are eight recommendabons that policymakers. communities. businesses, schools. and 
health Gire providers can use to reduce akohol-related consequences m our cities and communities. 

1. Take actions to limit alcohol outlet density. 
ABC has lh< authority to license and r<gulace lh< sale of •kohohc ""·erages. As pan of the hccnsmg ptOC<SS. 
ABC is requl!Cd to mfonn local go"ernmem of apphCBllons Local go,·ernmem and commun111es C3n play an 
important rol< in the AllC dccLS1on-making process, includm~ commenting on or protcstiMA an appliCBtion. 

11 -~dditionally, as recommend by the Community Gu1dc.'•iocol government can use land use powers to influU encc the process by limlling the number of new alcohol outlets allowed by the City or county general plans, or 
by imposing operating restnctions on new or existing outlcis. 

New Alcohol Outlets: Local junsdictions can tmplcmcm zomng ordinancu or require applicants to ob
tain a 'conditl0031 use penni1" pnor 10 ABC lictnse •ppro•-al th.'! mclucks condtuons such as resuicnons 
on loauonldcnsll)» hours of sak.1)-pes ofbe\'<rag<> sold. and hceruee conduct Community member.> 
can also pan1C1pat< m public hearings for new ou1lets. e.g .. by highbghung an» whcr< on-pttmists or 
off-pn:mises outlclS arc o•·ersaturatcd. 

Existing Alcohol Outltts: Local junsd1wons con Implement "deemed approved" ordinances that require 
off-premises outlelS 10 comply wiLh pcrfonruintt standards (e g .. properly mainLalncd premises Lhat do 
not adversely affect the surrounding community}. and require that owners/ttnployees do not permi1 or 
facilitate unlawful bctmvior (e.g .. s;1les Lo minors, public consumption on the propcrt)' or surrounding 
sidewalk, or other illegal octivicy). Community members can m[orm or colbboratc with ABC m tden1ify
ing problem outletS or encouragLng revocauon of n license for conunued violauons."11·N 

2. Change the economics of alcoholic beverages. 
D<spite !ht cl<ar hnk betwttn alcohol consumpuon and alcohol-related harms (e.g. motor veh..:lc crashes. 
alcohol-impia1"'d dm'Ulg. '"'" cinhosis, illncsstm.1ury. cnme). California's alcohol W<CS per g;iilon are below 
the national a\•c111ge for beer (20¢ \'S, 28c), liquor ($3.30 •·s S3. 70), and wine (204 '"· 79¢); only lou1Si· 
ona has a loW<r wtnc t.ax than California.''"' Califomuis los1 mcrcasc m alcohol taxes occumd in 1991: the 
tncrease WOS It per gloss or wine and 2¢ per scrvmg of beer and liquor. Alcohol-rcLitcd harms C.OSt Cahfomia 
$38.0 billion annually. Including SI0.8 billion in l06 Angeles County.' The Community Guide has found •hat 
higher alcohol "1XCS can reduce over-consump1ion and youth access, as well as pro>1de funds for prevention 
and health care.""'' In California. efforts to raise taxes begin at the stale le"el. but communines can inform 
legislators regarding the bcncfilS of such legislauon and mobiliu suppon around rcl:ucd ballot mitiouves. 

3. Restrict alcohol availability and accessibility to minors. 
Underage dnnk1ng •nd early 1mti3uon of alcohol use •«as· 
sociat<d with greater alcohol·r.latcd problems in adulthood 
Restricting the ability of minors to obtam alcohol in the 
home and comrnunuy can change social norms regarding the 
permissibility of underage drinking and delay early >ntttntion 
of alcohol u.<e. Parents and gi1ordiansshould closely mon11or 
alcoholic beverages in the home and ensure underage drink
ing does nol occur al family events. Funhermore. communi· 
lies """ implement and cnfort< social host orduwlccs 1hm 
increase conscqucnc:tt for odullS who knowingly ~mm 
underage dnnkmg m pri\'att settings, such as panics 



Communlllcs can also suppon the 1mplcmcnution of pohc1<s 10 limn the consumption of alcohol in public 
plac<S (c g. porks, h<aches) and 10 dccr<aS< the possobiluy of mmors obtaining alcohol at C\'tOlS highl)• at· 

tend<d by youth (e.g.. by n:quinng ID b=dets)." 

4. Reduce alcohol advertising in public places and in areas commonly seen by minors. 
Exposure 10 olcohol advertising 1n0uenccs youths' beliefs about alcohol and 1heir imention LO drink. Restrict
ing alcohol advenising in public places (e.g .. billboards, spomng evems) and enforcing signage restrictions m 
liquor :tnd COn\.·enience SlOrcS (e.g., no lllOre than 33% Of 5.qUU.rt footage Of \\fiodovv advcnise1nenlS. specific 
•~for alcohol product placemcm) n:duccs youth cxposun: 10 alcohol m:ukcung 

5. Ensure compliance with responsible sales and serving practices. 
Requinng n:gul:u retai1"r/\'endor <ducauon to dei.r s.'ks to underage )'Otnh Cc g . Rt>pons1b1" Beverage Sales 
and Service Lrainmg, ID checks} in combmal1on with comphance checks has been effccuvc in limiting under
age alcohol access and use. In Cahfomia, compleiion of a Responsible Be,·crngc Stiles and ScMce training Is 
volunury, but ii can be required locnlly through Condillonal Use Pcnnits. TI1e Los Angeles Police Depart· 
men1's Stnndardi:ed Trainmg for Alcohol Re1ailers "STAR" I coining 1S one no-cost option for those employed 
in the alcoholk beverage scn'ice 1ndusuy: additional trnlncrs art llsltd on ABO v.'<!bsiLc. "·"The Community 
Guide h2s also l<kntiJied mamtammg lmms on hours or alcohol sales as dfcctl\'C an n:ducmg cxctS$t\'C alcohol 
consumptlon and n:lated harms. In Cahfomia. ciiy and count)' go\'cmmems """" 1hc authoriiy 10 sci 
diffcn:nt sale hours. 

6. Provide educational services. 
Providing alcohol cduca1ion nod Lralning to youth in school 
and community settings can ratsc rt\v:lrtness. develop rerus.il 
skills, and reduce the likelihood they v.111 ndc with alcohol· 
imp:urcd dri\'ers. lnformauon abou1 thr ha:ards of alcohol 
and the legal and soaal conscqumas ol use can be dis
scmmat<d through school and community programs This 
will help change Students' perceptions, decrease lhe publlC) 
accepinnce of undemge drinking. and support the message 
th~1l undernge drinkmg is not :'ICCcptnble. :•1.n 

7. Increase screening by health care providers for alcohol use and misuse. 
The U.S. Prcvcnti\'t Sen;ces Task Force n:commends scr«ning and bcha\1oral counsehng to reduce alcohol 
misuse by adults, including pn:gnaru women. The 5~ framework may be helpful for beha,1()1'2] cout=lmg: 
ASSESS alcohol consumption ""ha bruof scn:ening tool followed by chrucal aso«.o;m.,nt as nt<ded: ADVISE 
patients to rcduc. alcohol consumption to modeme le\'tls: AGREE on indl\1dual goals for reducing alcohol 
use or nbsuncncc (if indicated): ASSIST patiems wuh acquinng the motwanon<. self-help sktlls, or suppons 
needed for behavior change; nod ARRANGE follow-up support and repemed counseling, including referring 
dependent drinkers !or specialty 1renLment. In addition, all pregnant women nod women conu:mplaling preg

n•ncy should be infonned or the harmful effects or olcohol on the fe1us." 

8. Provide access to mental health and substance abuse services. 
Htalth care p!O\'iders who art unab1" 10 directly p!O\ide subswlce abuse 
lr<>tmcnt should refer pou•nts who scn:en posmvt for lunher assessment 
and <realmem services, ond then follow-up to ensun: that the patient received 
needed services. ln LA County, persons \\'i1hout insurance can call the Com
muni•y As.<essmem Services Cemers at (800} 561-6600 Lo find the ncMeSt 
:ippropnate treatmenl center. 

- - - - --
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Helnful OnlinP Resn11rrP5 

Substance Abuse Prevention and Control, LA County Department of Public Health 
www.publichcalth.lacountygov/sapc/ 

National Institute on Drug Abuse 
'Nww,nida.nih.gov/ 

Federal Resources to Stop Underage Drinking 
v.ww. stopalcoholab~ .gov/ 

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 
Center for Substance Abuse Prevention 
www.samhsa.gov/prevemionl 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Alcohol Program 
www.cdc.gov/AlcohoV 

The Gulde to Community Preventive Services 
www.l.hecommunityguide.org 

Join Together: Advancing Effective Alcohol and Drug Policy, Prevention, and Treatment 
www jo1ntog<ther.org 
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I S S U E BRIEFING I Institute for Public Strategies 

Public Convenience or Necessity: 
The Power of Local Municipailities 
to Control Alcohol Outlet Density 

East County Community Change Project • June 004 

I n a region experiencing rapid growth, such as the eastern area of San 
Diego County, communities are at risk of becoming oversaturated with 
bars, liquor stores and other locations where alcohol can be purchased. 

If controls are not imposed. such 
conditions can threaten pubTiCiiealth and 
safety and reduce the quallcy or file lri 
surrounding neJghborhOOdS. i 'hiS !Sfue 
bridtrig detail$ the problems associated with 
high alcohol-outlet density and the power of 

..-... local municipalities to mitigate them by adopting 
stronger prevention policies. 

The effects of oudet density on a comn1unity 

U ntil recently alcohol-related problems were viewed 
as the result of lndlvldual behavior. However. 

about 15 years ago researchers began to look at these 
problems from a new perspective, taking into account 
the concext in which they occur. There Is now a large 
and growln body of evidence showin chat the negative 
consequences o coho use are strongly · uen y 

' environmental factors. Foremost among tfuiSe facters is 
ateohol-outlet dcnsuy. -

Many studies establish direct correlations between hi 
co o availability and increases in drunken driving, 

sexual assault. crime and violence, underage drinking. 
nealth problems and economic decline. Moreover, the 
relationship between these problems ~d outlet dcifiSiiY 
rs statlstlcany s18riificant. regardless of socioeconomic 
and other demographic factors. (See enclosed Research 
Summary.) 

- For these reasons. the California Department of 
Afconohc Beverage Control {ABC) has established 

www.publlcstrategles.org 

exceeds the number recommended. that 
census tract is considered to be 

oversaturated (detailed information Is 
available on the ABC Web site: wv.w.abc.ca.gov) . 

Using Public Convenienc~ or Necessity {PCN) 
as a tool to control oversaturation 

I n 1994, the California State Legislature adopted the 
Caldera bill, which , ,. 

authorizes local · 
municipalities to control 
the number of bars and 
retail outlets in their 
communities. These rules 
apply to ABC license 
requests in areas that are 

'atready oversaturated and/ 
or areas that have high 
mme rates. Under the 

· statute. hlgh crime is 
defined as an area that 
exceeds the city's average 
crime rate by 20 percent. 

Under such conditions, 
ABC must deny the license 
application unless there Is a 
finding of need. termed 
' 

"If the local 
authority 

denies a PCN 
waiver, then 

state law 
requires the 

ABC to honor 
that decision 
and deny the 

alcohol 
license 

application." 

(619) 296-33111 



"Public Convenience or Necessity" (PCN) In the statute. 
Depending on the type of business requesting a license, 
the finding of "Public Convenience or Necessity," IS 

,,.... determined either at the state or local level. 

The State Department of Alcohol Beverage Control has 
sole authority over restaurants, hotels, motels and other 
lodging establishments, but local govemments have 
dJscretlonary power over bars and liquor stores. If, In 
these cases, the local authority does not find a need. state 
law requireS the ABC to honor that decision and deny 
the license application. 

The Burden of Proof 

Despite the authority of local municipalities to 
contr0l outlet densUy, many of the census tracts In 

San Diego County, including the East Region. have 
reached or surpassed saturation levels (see map below). 

Part of the reason may be that local governments are 
seeking to suppoI1 small business and they are unaware 
of the problems that inevitably come with high outlet 
density. As such, govemlng authorities may lean toward 

- approval of new 

Census Tracts Oversaturated with Alcohol Outlets 

appllcauons unless It 
can be demoiiSti'att!d 
that ffie ucense m 
question Will result ln 
escalated crime or 
some other negative 
consequence to the 
surrounding area . 
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But this Is a flawed 
standard that Is 
contrary to the Intent 
of state law. When 
dealing with hlgh<rime 
and oversaturated 
areas. local residents 

and1iea!th advocates 
should not be required 
to establish the 
potential for harm. 
lnsttJJd. w burdtn of 
proof shQu/d M on the 
applicant, co sh<1w that 
thert is a need for 
anod1er akobol oucltt or; 
at o minimum, the o-;;tiil 
will M of bentllt IQ the 
community. 

The Need 
for Public 
Involvement 

I n some cities. PCN
related decisions 

are made by an 
administrator such as 
the city manager or 
planning director. 
However. such a 
procedure does not 



allow for any 
community Input on 
the Issue. A preferable 
approach would be to 
hold a public hearln$, 
so the effect on local 
neighborhoods g)!lld 
be assesse<J. 

An Ideal process would 
solicit Input from a 
variety of stakeholders. 
In addition to local Jaw 
enforcement and 
planning department 
staff. community 
members, health and 
emergency care 
providers, and 
representatives from 
other community 
agencies would be 
asked co participate. 

Because these 
decisions are related 
to land use, a local 

-.. plannJng board or 
commlssion ls often a 
good venue for this 
kind of hearing. 
Under such a system, 
the board would have 
the power to make a 
final decision. but if It 
were contested, it 
could still be appealed 
to the city council for a 
final resolution. (See 
model procedure at 
rlght.) 

Establishing PCN 
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Criteria: How and Where to Draw the Line second set is "DJ.scretionary• criterla: conditions that 

State Jaw does not mandate a set of criteria to be used 
t~tabhsh PCN. Instead. that decision is left up to 

the local elected officials, so they can take Into account 
charaeteristics uniaue to their respective communitia 
To aid them In making this decl.Sion, prevention experts 
have developed two sets of criteria. 

.--... The first set ls "Mandatory" crlterta; conditions under 
which an application automatically will be denied. The 

may disqualify an application based on a rlsk·and-benellt 
assessment. It should be noted these two are not meant 
to be mutually exclusive. To the contrary, using a 
combination of both is recommended, as that would 
afford the highest level of protection. (See next page.> 
taken from: Public Convtrlimce or Necessity: A Guidt for 
LJxaJ Governmmt, produced by the EMT Group and 
funded by the California Department of Alcohol and 
Drug Programs.) 
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Mandatory Criteria 

~ The following fuetors are examples of those that might 
be used as the basis to reject a PCN waiver in an area of 

Fundue concentration or high Clime: 

• Targeted law enforcement areas, Le. regions already 
drawing excessive amounts of law enforcement 
resources. 

• Elevated rates of alcohol-related crime (i.e .. 
disturbing the peace. public intoxication. 
prostitution, vandalism, graffiti, etc.) . 

• Long-term levels of undue concentration (20 percent 
higher than the stale average). 

• Proximlty to sensitive land uses (i.e., schools, 
churches, residences. parks, areas designated for 
economic development). 

Discretionary Criteria 

Under this model. the decislon·making body conducts a 
risk and benefit analysis. with the benefits being 
considered first. Here the applicant and/ or those 
supporting the application have an opportunily to 
present the merits of the proposed outlet and explain 
what value It will bring to the community. If no tangible 

......._ benefits can be demonstrated, no waiver would be 
granted. If there are discemable benefits. then the risks 
are examined. 

BentOt Ana/pis 

• Net employment gain. especially of local residents 

• Various business laJCes 

• Unique business addition 

Upgrading an area and its usage 

• Positive cultural o r entertainment value 

• Long-tenn economic development goals 

Risk A.oa/yJ:is 

Law enforcement calls for service (20 percent higher 
than !he average) 

• Ratio of all police calls lo alcohol-related calls 

• Level of Jaw enforcement capacity 

• Health indicators, alcoholism rates. homelesmess 

• Percentage of youth in the immediate vicinity 

• Alternative business uses available 

• Duplication of existing services 
• Business operations (i.e .. percentage of alcohol vs. 

other Items sold. late-
nighl sales. underage 
staff, sale of inexpensive 
or fortified wines. etc.) 

ince the density of 
alcohol outlets In a given 
community can have a 
significant impact on 
public health and safety, 
local governments should 
have policies and 
procedures In place to 
prevent oversaturatlon. 
Establishing a strong set of 
PCN criteria and applying 
them to new applications 
as part of the p lanning 
process Is a fair and 
reasonable way to meet 
this goal. 

''The burden 
of proof 

should be 
on the 

applicant to 
show that 
having a 

new alcohol 
outlet will be 

of benefit 
to the 

community." 

77iJs Jssut br/efmg was produaid by tbt lnstitutt for Public 
.1. Scrattgies, o nonprofit organization advancing public 

btaith tbrougb changtS in policy ll!ld community norms. For 
more Information, caJJ (619) 296-3311, N118il 
info@publlcstrotegies.org or visil www.publicstrattgies.org 

Funded by County of San Diego. Health ond Human Services Agency. Alcohol and Drug Sttvioes. 

L.WW'li(, n 11 b Ii cs tc..ateW.e.s...Ql'.O. 

Institute for 
Public Strategies 
409 Camino del Rio South, Suite 305 
San Diego, CA 92108 
Phone: (619) 296-3311/ Fax: (619) 296-3322 
Email: info@publlcstrategies.org 
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EXHIBIT E 



A B c 
1 Streetscape Surrounding Proposed Abbot Kinney Hotel 
2 
3 Area Surveyed: Vlewshed of Proposed Hotel Project 

4 Source of Information: Los Angeles County Assessor's Data & observation 

5 
6 

7 

8 .. -.----- ··-·-·· - - --·' 
9 

D E F G H 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' 

10 A. 1000 Block of Abbot Kinney 

#1007 Residential 

#1009 Mixed Use 

#1011 Commercial 

#1015 Commercial 

#1021 Commercial 

#1023 Commercial 

#1027 Commercial 

#1031 Commercial 

#1033 No Building 

#1039-1041 Church 

#1043 Residential (4) 

#1047 Residential (3) 

#1051 Commercial 

!old RR ROW Parking 

Total of 1000 Block 

AVERAGE 

11 
12 

13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
2<1 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Total for Hotel Block Before Hotel 

AVERAGE Hotel Block 

2 story 

2 story 

1 story 

1 story Proposed Hotel 

1 story Proposed Hotel 

2 story Proposed Hotel 

1 story Proposed Hotel 

- Proposed Hotel 

1 story 

2 story 

1 story Proposed Hotel 

- Proposed Hotel 

- Proposed Hotel 

USED IN APPEALJUSTIFICATION 

1907 2,024 5,003 0.40 
1911 3,400 4,903 0.69 

4,798 0.00 

2007 6,290 4,689 1.34 
1917 1,742 3,342 0.52 

1907,13,21 3,574 4,307 0.83 

1923 3,222 4,262 0.76 
1908 2,442 4,157 0.59 

- - 4,050 0.00 
1967 2,148 7,795 0.28 
1921 2,232 3,746 0.60 

1921,22 1,560 3,642 0.43 

- - 3,538 0.00 

- - 19,515 0.00 

28,634 77,747 0.37 

2,203 5,553 0.46 

16,920 58,354 0.29 

1,692 5,835 0.40 



A 8 c 
l Streetscape Surrounding Proposed Abbot Kinney Hotel 
2 
3 Area Surveyed: Vlewshed of Proposed Hotel Project 

4 Source of Information: Los Angeles County Assessor's Data & observation 

D E F G H 

5 
6 
30 

Street Number Legal Use #of Stories 
Initial Year Building Lot Size Floor Area 

Proposed Hotel Built Size Ratio 
!So. Feet) !So. Feet) (Bulldln11llot] 

31 
32 
33 
34 
3S 
36 
37 
38 
39 

40 

41 

42 

B. 1100 Block of ADDot Kinney 

#1101 
#1103 
#1107 
111111 
#1102 
#1106 
111110-1116 
111118; no address 

#300-314 Westminster 

Totals for Above Parcels : 

AVERAGE 

Commercial 1 story 1913 
Commercial 1 story 1926 
Commercial 1 story 1910 
Commercial 1 story 1910 
Commercial 1 story 1922 
Commercial 1 story 1923 
Commercial 1 story 1923 
Commercial 1 story 1925 
Commercial 2 story 1926 

3,702 3,706 1.00 
3,400 3,450 0.99 
1,211 3,446 0.35 
1,310 3,443 0.38 
3,890 4;049 0.96 
3,054 4,0SO 0.75 
6,300 8,099 0.78 
4,200 5,400 0 .78 
4,080 S,100 0 .80 

31,147 40,743 0.76 
3,461 4,527 0.75 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

43 

44 
4S 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
51 
52 

S3 

1#314 Brooks 

#914 Electric 
11924 Electric 

111004-1024 Electric 

#301 Broadway 

11305 Broadway 

#317 Broadway 

Totals for Above Parcels: 

AVERAGE 

I Government l story 

Residentia l (2) l story 

Residentia l (3) 1 story 

Residential (14) 1 story 

Residential (3) 2 story 

Residential (21) 2 story 

Residential (1) l story 

. . . . 
1954 1,232 3,S09 0.35 
1954 1,721 4,S34 0.38 
1920 8,867 lS,683 0.57 
190S 1,218 S,200 0.23 
1961 14,052 1S,S96 0.90 

1992 1,864 5,202 0.36 
28,954 49,724 0.58 
4,826 8,287 0.46 

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

54 D. 400 Block of Westminster Avenue 

SS 11402 Broadway Residential (2) 2 story 1908,12 2,284 6,011 0.38 
56 11401 Westminster Residential (2) 3 story 1920 3,695 5,442 0.68 
57 11403 Westminster Residential (6) 1 story 1910 2,S26 5,S8S 0.45 
58 #409 Westminster Residential (1) 1 story 1929 1,440 S,196 0.28 

59 11413 Westminster Residential (4 2 sto 1929 2,406 S,196 0.46 

60 Totals for Above Parcels: 12,351 27,430 0.45 
61 AVERAGE ----- --- --- - - - 2,470 5,486 0.45 

•, 



1 

2 
3 
4 

A B c 
Streetscape Surrounding Proposed Abbot Kinney Hotel 

Area surveyed: Vlewshed of Proposed Hotel Project 

Source of Information: Los Angeles County Assessor's Data & observation 

0 E F G 

5 
6 

Street Number Legal Use #of Stories 
Initial Year Building Lot Size 

Proposed Hotel B .It Size 
UI . ) 

(SQ. Feet SQ. Feet 

63 E. 1100 Block of Electric Avenue 

#1108 Electric Residential (1) 1 story 1954 1,416 4,207 

#412 Westminster Residential (2) 1 story 1925 880 2,400 

#414 Westminster Residentia l (3) 1 story 1910, 13 1,368 2,400 

#416-418 Westminster Residentia l (1) 2 story 1993 4,380 10,401 

#1112 Electric Residentia l (1) 1 story 1914 690 2,855 

#1118 Electric Reside ntia l (4) 2 story 1913 (?) 2,100 3,946 

#1126 Electric Residentia l (1) 2 story 1908 1,802 2,174 

#1113 Electric Condominium (4) 3 story 2000 5,146 3,598 

Totals for Above Parcels: 17,782 31,981 

AVERAGE 2,223 3,998 

64 

65 

66 
67 

68 
69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

F. Westminster Avenue Elementary school: Not Included In analysis as zoning Is Government Owned. 

Summary of FARs before and After Hotel: 
Building 

Block of 

Abbot 
Size 

Kinney 77 

(SQ. Feet) (SQ. Feet) 78 . . . . 

79 Total for All Parcels Above (the Viewshed) Before Hotel 118,868,,. 227,625 

80 

81 Total for Hotel Block Before Hotel 16,920./ 58,354 

82 
83 Total for All Parcels Above (the Vlewshed) with Completed Hotel 176,638,/ 222,891 
84 

85 jTotal for Hotel Block with Completed Hotel _ 74,690" 58,418 

86 

87 ffotal for Streetscape Parcels East of Electric Avenue (C·E) 59,087./ 109,135 

H 

Floor Area 

0.34 

0.37 

0.57 

0.42 

0.24 

0.53 

0.83 

1.43 

0.56 

0.59 

Floor Area 

Ratio 

(Building/Lot) 

0.52 

0.29 "-I 
0.79 

1.28 

0.54 



July 6, 2020 49 
have found are historical resources. An analysis of alternatives to a proposed project is a critical 
component of an EIR. An alternative that included rehabilitation of structures should have been analyzed 
in more detail. The DEIR merely stated that the alternative of saving the three bungalow structures 
recognized as historic resources might not be “economically viable due to the reduced amount of square 
footage and the configuration of the internal spaces.” This does not constitute analysis as required by 
CEQA but is simply a dismissal based on speculation with no supporting evidence. 



	 	 	

	 	
July 13, 2020 

 
Via email only to apcwestLA@lacity.org 
 
President Michael Newhouse  
Vice President Lisa Waltz Morocco 
Commissioner Esther Margulies  
Commissioner Heather Rozman  
Commissioner Adele Yellin  
 

RE: Venice Place Mixed Use Apartment Hotel Project 
ZA-2012-3354-(CUB)(CU)(CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI) 
ENV-2016-4321-EIR 
1011 Electric Avenue, 1021-1051 S. Abbot Kinney Boulevard 

 
Dear Honorable West Los Angeles Area Planning Commissioners:  
  
This letter is submitted on behalf of UNITE HERE,1 Keep Neighborhoods First,2 and Citizens 
Preserving Venice.3  
  
We are working together to ensure that the mixed use, apartment hotel project known as Venice 
Place (the “Project”) conforms to the municipal code and other land use regulations, that it does 
not endanger the lives or welfare of schoolchildren, and that any project of this size in the 
Coastal Zone affords lower cost visitor serving uses as required by the California Coastal Act.  
  
We are all especially concerned about five areas in the proposed project as approved by the 
Zoning Administrator’s determination. 

																																																								
1 Local 11 represents more than 25,000 workers employed in hotels, restaurants, airports, sports arenas, 
and convention centers throughout Southern California, including hundreds who live or work in the City 
of Los Angeles at or near the Project Site.  Local 11’s members join together to fight for improved living 
standards and sustainable communities, and have a direct interest in seeing that the City’s land-use laws 
are being followed, especially as they apply to housing. 
2 Keep Neighborhoods First is a grassroots community coalition of neighbors, tenants, and advocates who 
work together to solve the problems created by the proliferation of commercial short-term rentals in our 
neighborhoods and the loss of affordable housing caused by it. 
3 Citizens Preserving Venice (CPV) is a nonprofit 501c(3), founded as a group dedicated to preserving 
and protecting the character and scale of Venice as a Special Coastal Community. We work with 
the Venice community preserving the history, including the social, cultural and economic diversity and 
protecting affordable housing by promoting healthy growth throughout Venice. 
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The proposed Project differs significantly from the previously-approved Apartment Hotel, 
and therefore requires further public review, including, but not limited to a hearing before 
the Zoning Administrator.       
 
On March 12, the ZA approved an Apartment Hotel, which substantially differs from a hotel, for 
which the applicant is now seeking approval. The Apartment Hotel zoning designation permits 
mixes of units (“dwelling units”) that contain kitchens, and units that do not contain kitchens 
(“guest rooms”), and prohibits short-term rentals, i.e., units rented for 30 days or fewer. 
Accordingly, UNITE HERE Local 11, POWER, Keep Neighborhoods First and local resident 
Luz Privado appealed the previously-approved Project, asking that short-term rentals would be 
prohibited. However, only days before the hearing, the City Planning Department and applicant 
representative fundamentally changed the nature of the Project, seeking entitlements for an 
entirely different project, namely a hotel with 78 guest rooms and 4 dwelling units. It is likely 
that the applicant made this abrupt change only after they were informed by the Department of 
City Planning that short-term rentals would be prohibited in the Project. As the proposed Project 
is an entirely different zoning designation than the previously-approved Project, it requires a new 
public review process, and cannot be approved by the West Los Angeles Area Planning 
Commission today.   
 
The approved Project is not a Hotel and requires a variance. 
 
If approved as a Hotel, the Project would require a variance. Per Los Angeles Municipal Code 
(“LAMC”) section 12.03, a hotel is defined as:   

 
A residential building designated or used for or containing six or more guest rooms, or 
suites of rooms, which may also contain not more than one dwelling unit, but not 
including any institution in which human beings are housed or detained under legal 
restraint.  
 

This Project proposes 78 guest rooms, and 4 dwelling units, exceeding the permissible number of 
dwelling units by 3 units. This mixture of uses would require a variance and the appropriate 
findings in order to be approved. The applicant is not currently seeking a variance, and neither 
the City nor the public have had the opportunity to determine whether or not a variance is 
appropriate to consider. Therefore, even if the applicant were to propose a Hotel project, further 
review is required, and the Project cannot be approved.  
  
The project violates the Mello Act. 
  
The City’s HCID Affordable Units Determination and Mello Act Compliance Review 
Determination are erroneous.  
  
The City is allowing the applicant to evade the Mello Act requirement that either the 
conversion or demolition of any residential structure for purposes of a non-residential use which 
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is not “coastal dependent” shall not be authorized unless the local government has first 
determined that a residential use is no longer feasible in that location. A project for a 78-room 
short term stay/hotel use with four long-term residential units is not “coastal dependent,” and the 
City has not proven that the residential use (three existing RSO units) is no longer feasible.  
  
Also, the HCID letter determining that no affordable units existed at the property is erroneous as 
it did not provide for the fact that the three RSO units were illegally converted to a commercial 
use and as such the residential use prior to this illegal conversion (the current C of O remains for 
residential) should have been evaluated for affordability. 
  
The residential structures must not be demolished, and they must be returned to their legal use as 
RSO-protected units. 
 
The project creates dangers for school children.  
  
The proposed project would stand directly across the street from Westminster Elementary School 
on one side and from the residential community that school serves on the other side. The 
requested CUB would greatly expand an existing, small restaurant liquor license to apply to this 
entire, block-long property and include off-site hard liquor sales from 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m., as 
well as 24-hour in-room sales.  
  
Alcohol and strangers adjacent to a public elementary school and directly in the path of young 
children on their way to and from school is not wise. This project’s census tract is already 
oversaturated with liquor licenses and problems associated with alcohol, including a 
longstanding and growing homeless population and a proliferation of street-level, illicit drug 
sales. 
 
A second danger to school children comes from the traffic and commercial loading generated by 
the project, which create a lethal obstacle course for school-bound children.  
  
The Project will create dangerous traffic conditions for children and their parents walking along 
Broadway Street and Westminster Avenue and through out the Oakwood neighborhood. Abbot 
Kinney Boulevard is a heavily travelled, main thoroughfare with a traffic flow of up to 10,000 
vehicles a day. 
 
The site-specific traffic impact of the Venice Place Project, per the FEIR, will put three times as 
many vehicles on the street at this location, crossing the paths used by the children (and some of 
these drivers will have imbibed onsite).  
  
Electric Avenue will be used to queue up parking for hotel guests, which will impact both 
vehicular and foot traffic for students and their parents on their way to and from the Westminster 
Elementary School, directly across Abbot Kinney Blvd from the project site, which runs from 
Westminster Avenue to Broadway Avenue. 
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Traffic is especially heavy during the hours of 7:30 a.m.–8:00 a.m. when students and their 
parents are arriving at school, and during the hours of 2:30 p.m.–6:00 p.m. when students and 
their parents are departing the school campus.   
  
Another danger is the commercial loading. To access the onsite commercial loading area off 
Broadway, trucks will have to back across the Broadway sidewalk where children pass. Larger 
trucks would entirely block the sidewalk, forcing the children into the street. Since this loading 
area is inadequate to both the size and quantity of trucks required for deliveries to the project’s 
multiple businesses, it is unlikely that the conditions limiting delivery times would be obeyed.   
  
Other trucks will continue to load and unload as they currently do, up and down Abbot Kinney 
Blvd: by parking in the middle lane of the street. At this location, that would mean parking 
directly between the project and the school. This would create a blind crossing at an already 
dangerous intersection called out by LADOT as 25th in the LAUSD system in need of 
improvement for school safety. 
  
The project fails the Lower Cost Visitor provisions of the California Coastal Act. 
  
The project does not provide for lower-cost visitor serving uses. Coastal Act Section 30213: 
Lower Cost Visitor and recreational facilities; encouragement and provision; overnight room 
rentals, states that: 
  

Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where 
feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational opportunities are 
preferred. 

  
The City’s CDP determination does not address this Coastal Act section in its Finding 7: “The 
development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976.” This is an 
omission and thus an error and abuse of discretion. 
  
Conclusion. 
 
For these reasons and others laid out in our separate appeals, we request that you deny this 
misconceived project.  
 
     Sincerely, 
 
 
Charlie Carnow Judith Roth Goldman, Ph.D. Sue Kaplan 
Research Analyst Co-Founder President 
UNITE HERE, Local 11 Keep Neighborhoods First Citizens Preserving Venice 
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
South Coast Area Office 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 
(562) 590-5071 

 

 
ADDENDUM 

 
 
November 2, 2015 
 
TO:  Coastal Commissioners and Interested Parties 
 
FROM: South Coast District Staff 
 
SUBJECT: ADDENDUM TO ITEM W17a, COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 

APPLICATION NO. 5-14-1932 FOR THE COMMISSION MEETING OF 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2015. 

 
 
 
 
I. Applicant’s Letters and Briefing Booklet 
 
The Commission received letters from the applicant’s attorney dated September 2, 2015 and October 
15, 2015 indicating that the project is consistent with the Coastal Act and was supported by the 
Venice Neighborhood Council in 2013. Both of these issues were analyzed in the staff report and the 
letters do not raise any new issues. The Commission also received a briefing booklet from the 
applicant’s representative on October 26, 2015, which indicated that the applicant agrees with staff’s 
recommendation and requests that the Commission approve the project.  
 
II. Public Correspondence 
 
The Commission received a letter urging the Commission to deny the application, signed by the 
Coalition for Economic Survival, Keep Neighborhoods First, Los Angeles Alliance for a New 
Economy, People Organized For Westside Renewal, Unite Here Local 11, Venice Action Alliance, 
Venice Coalition to Preserve Our Unique Community Character, and Venice Community Housing, 
as well as 129 individuals. A separate petition with 200 individuals’ names asks the Commission not 
to hear the subject application in Half Moon Bay because of the travel burden placed on the Venice 
community.  
 
The application was previously scheduled for the Commission’s August meeting in San Diego, but 
was postponed by Commission staff in order to continue working with the applicant to address 
outstanding issues. It was then scheduled for the Commission’s October meeting in Long Beach, but 
was postponed by the applicant. The applicant has already granted a 90 day time extension and the 
270th day from the date the application was filed is December 5th, which does not allow the item to 
be postponed again (the next Commission meeting is December 9-11, 2015). Under the Permit 
Streamlining Act, the Commission cannot delay action beyond the 270th day.     

 W17a 
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Additional letters in opposition to the project were submitted by the housing advocacy group People 
Organized For Westside Renewal, by Robin Rudisill, and by former president of the Venice 
Neighborhood Council Linda Lucks. Those letters indicate that the project is not consistent with the 
affordable and market rate housing provisions of the Mello Act and the Venice Land Use Plan, and 
would set a precedent which would prejudice the certification of an LCP for Venice. Ms. Rudisill’s 
letter indicates that she was not serving on the Venice Neighborhood Council when the project was 
approved in 2013 and Ms. Lucks letter expresses her sincere regret for the Council’s action to 
recommend approval of the application, arguing that it was short-sighted and that the Council did not 
intend to set a precedent for conversion of rental housing into hotel use. No new substantive Coastal 
Act related issues are raised in these letters which were not already addressed in the staff report.  



It~~~ RICHARDS I WATSON I GERSHON 
~~(f ATTORNEYS AT LAW-A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

355 South Grand Avenue, 4oth Floor, Los Angeles, California 90071-3101 
Telephone 213.626.8484 Facsimile 213.626.0078 

R1cHARDR1cHARDs October 15, 2015 
(1916-1988) 

GLENN R. WATSON 

<1911-
2010l VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

HARRY L. GERSHON 
(1922-2007) 

STEVEN L. DORSEY 
WILLIAM L. STRAUSZ 
MITCHELLE. ABBOTT 

GREGORYW. STEPANICICH 
QUINN M. BARROW 

CAROL W. LYNCH 
GREGORY M. KUNERT 

THOMAS M. JIMBO 
ROBERT C. CECCON 

STEVEN H. KAUFMANN 
KEVIN G. ENNIS 

ROBIN D. HARRIS 
MICHAEL ESTRADA 

LAURENCE S. WIENER 
B. TILDEN KIM 

SAS KIA T. ASAMURA 
KAYSER 0. SUME 

PETER M. THORSON 
JAM ES L. MARKMAN 

CRAIG A. STEELE 
T. PETER PIERCE 

TERENCE R. BOGA 
LISA BOND 

ROXANNE M. DIAZ 
JIM G. GRAYSON 

ROY A. CLARKE 
MICHAEL F. YOSHI BA 

REGINA N. DANNER 
PAULA GUTIERREZ BAEZA 

BRUCE W. GALLOWAY 
DIANA K. CHUANG 

PATRICK K. BOBKO 
NORMAN A. DUPONT 

DAVID M. SNOW 
LOLLY A. ENRIQUEZ 

GIN ETTA L. GIOVINCO 
TRISHA ORTIZ 

CAN DICE K. LEE 
JENNIFER PETRUSIS 

STEVEN L. FLOWER 
TOUSSAINT S. BAILEY 

AMY GREYSON 
DEBORAH R. HAKMAN 

D. CRAIG FOX 
MARICELA E. MARROQUIN 

SERITA R. YOUNG 
SEAN B. GIBBONS 
AARON C. O'DELL 

AMAN DA L. CHA RN E 
STEPHANIE CAO 

PATRICK D. SKAHAN 
STEPHEN D. LEE 

YOUSTINA N. AZIZ 
BRENDAN KEARNS 

KYLE H. BROCHARD 
NICHOLAS R. GHIRELLI 

ISRA SHAH 
CHRISTINA L. BROWNING 

ISAAC M. ROSEN 
ROMTIN PARVARESH 

OF COUNSEL 
ROCHELLE BROWNE 
TERESA HO·URANO 
GENA M. STINNETT 

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE 
TELEPHONE 415-421.8484 

ORANGE COUNTY OFFICE 
TELEPHONE 714.990.0901 

TEMECULA OFFICE 
TELEPHONE 95t.695.2373 

Zach Rerun 
Coastal Program Analyst 
California Coastal Commission 
South Coast Area Office 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 

Re: Application 5-14-1932 (Carl Lambert) 

Dear Zach: 

I write for two reasons. First, we wanted to make sure that you have a copy 
of the attached May 15, 2013 letter from the Venice Neighborhood Council (VNC), 
which advised the City Planning Department of the VNC's unanimous April 16, 2013 
vote to approve the change of use currently before the Commission, a vote joined in 
by Ms. Rudisill. The motion approved stated: "The VNC approves this project as 
presented (change of use from Apartments to Hotel) and appreciates the applicant's 
sensitivity to preserving the building." 

The second reason relates to the filing fee which we understand will be 
addressed in the upcoming Staff Report for the above application and in the Special 
Conditions. We thought it helpful to provide more information on that issue. 

As you know, Mr. Lambert purchased 2 Breeze in February 2007 from a 
bankruptcy trustee. At that time, the property was substantially vacant and in serious 
disrepair. After receiving a CDP exemption and building permit, Mr. Lambert 
proceeded with his remodel of the building, preserving its historic character while 
installing new plumbing, electrical, and kitchens. The work was completed in July 
2008. To fill the building, he then began to rent both short-term and longer-term 
rentals. In May 2009, LAHD filed a complaint for the short term rentals. That 
complaint, however, was subsequently dismissed. 
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The building progressively transitioned to the transient occupancy residential, 
i.e., hotel use now proposed. In 2012, Mr. Lambert was again cited by LAHD and 
required to do make further improvements to the building -- an ADA room remodel 
chair lift and Fire Life safety upgrades to the building, including sprinklers and a roof 
fire escape. As you know, he also pursued his Mello Act compliance with the City, 
which, between the staff of LAHD and City Attorney's office, took approximately a 
year, and then his application to the City for CDP. As noted, the VNC approved the 
change of use in April 2013. The City Zoning Administrator approved the CDP in 
May 2013. The City apparently then misfiled its notice of final action and it was not 
sent to Mr. Lambert until 17 months later in November 2014. Mr. Lambert then 
promptly filed this application with the Commission in December 2014. 

Section 13055(d) of the Commission's regulations does authorize an enhanced 
filing fee in the case of an after-the-fact (ATF) permit for unpermitted development. 
That fee can range from between two and five times the amount of the basic filing 
fee, and we assume the higher multiple is reserved for the most egregious Coastal Act 
violations (e.g., intentional and knowing violations and those which result in serious 
harm to coastal resources). Here, while we understand that Staff believes an 
enhanced filing fee is appropriate, and Mr. Lambert accepts that, we believe that an 
enhanced fee double the amount of the regular filing fee would be appropriate. The 
unpermitted development in this case was not intentional or knowing. It began as an 
effort to weather the recession. There was certainly some confusion at the City level 
regarding the nature of the use and applicable regulatory requirements. The initial 
interior work done was lawful and permitted. It was the transition to the short-term 
rental use which prompted both the City and Commission CDP applications under the 
dual permit process, and, to the extent possible, Mr. Lambert was diligent and 
cooperative in pursuing those applications. In addition, we appreciate Staff's review 
of this application to the Commission and believe despite the fact that the application 
is after-the-fact, the level of staff time necessary to process this application is the 
same as would be devoted to the usual processing of a timely application for a regular 
permit. 

Finally, this is an unusual circumstances because the use at issue amounts to a 
change from a low-priority residential use to a higher priority visitor-serving use and, 
as the VNC noted in its motion, the applicant here exercised sensitivity in restoring 
and rehabilitating this historic building on the Boardwalk and thus preserving its 
character and sense of history. The use has not harmed coastal resources, but rather 
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has benefited them. It has enabled more visitors to enjoy the coast in Venice and 
helped activate the Boardwalk and the surrounding area, thus not only making the 
historic structure more attractive and increasing its longevity, but making the area 
safer for coastal visitors. Further, it must be said that the rates charged for these short 
term rental units are very low for short term stays on the beachfront, as compared to 
the other high cost overnight accommodations available in this area, and the units 
include a number of amenities that further reduce the cost of a stay to visitors (e.g., 
kitchens, rooftop barbeque, fold-out couches, roll-away beds, free bikes, etc.) 

We hope this additional information is helpful to you in determining the fee 
amount. 

Enclosure 

Cc: Jack Ainsworth, Senior Deputy Director 
Steve Hudson, District Director 
Teresa Hemy, District Director 
Chuck Posner, Planning Supervisor 
Al Padilla, Regulatory Permits Supervisor 
Carl Lambert 
Susan McCabe 
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Steven H. Kaufman · 



May 15, 2013 

Venice Neighborhood Council 
PO Box 550, Venice, CA 90294 / www.VeniceNC.org 

Email: info@VeniceNC.org /Phone or Fax: 310.606.2015 

Via email: Greg.Shoop@lacity.org 
Los Angeles Planning Department 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2601 

Subject: CHANGE OF USE FROM EXISTING APARTMENT BUILDING 
TO HOTEL 

Project Address: 2 BREEZE A VENUE 

Case Number: ZA-2012-2841-CDP-CU-ZV-MEL 

Applicant: Venice Breeze Suites 

Madam/Sir: 

Please be advised that at a regularly held public meeting of the Venice Neighborhood 
Council's Board of Officers on April 16, 2013, upon the recommendation of our Land Use 
and Planning Committee ("LUPC"), the Board of Officers voted to approve the following 
motion: 

The Venice Neighborhood Council supports the Change of Use, as presented: 

MOTION: The VNC approves this project as presented (change of use from 
Apartments to Hotel) and appreciates the applicant's sensitivity to preserving 
the building. 

Please see attached Staff Notes from Community Outreach Meeting held February 9, 2013 
at the Westminster Senior Center at 10:00 AM. Supporting files can be found at 
\\-'WW.cityhood.org and www.VeniceNC.org. 

Please provide a copy of the decision letter to the Venice Neighborhood Council, Post 
Office Box 550, Venice, California 90294, or electronically to Board<lV,VeniceNC.org and 
LUPC@VeniceNC.org. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 



Vy"l NJ I e c 
neighborhood council 

Very truly yours, 

Linda Lucks 
President 

Venice Neighborhood Council 
PO Box 550, Venice, CA 90294 / www.VeniceNC.org 

Email: info@VeniceNC.org /Phone or Fax: 310.606.2015 

Venice Neighborhood Council 

TO: 

Planning and Zoning Departments: 
Greg.Shoop@lacity.org 
Antonio.isaiarZulacitv.org 

CC: 
Applicant: 
Carl Lambert 
2 Breeze Suites 
Venice, CA 90291 

California Coastal Commission: 
Chuck Posner, cposner@coastal.ca.gov 

Councilmember Rosendahl's Office: 
bill. rosendahl@lacity.org 
whitney.blumenfeld@lacity.org 
arturo.pina@lacity.org 

Venice Neighborhood Council, board@venicenc.org 
Jake Kaufman, Chair of Land Use and Planning Committee, Jake@Jake90291.com 
Secretary of Venice Neighborhood Council, secretary@venicenc.org 
Linda Lucks, President Venice Neighborhood Council, presidentvnc@gmail.com 
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Zach Rehm 
Coastal Program Analyst 
California Coastal Commission 
South Coast Area Office 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 

Re: Application No. 5-14-1932 (Venice Breeze Suites) 

Dear Zach: 

Thank you for meeting with Venice Breeze Suites team last week. During the 
meeting, we had a good discussion on the issue of whether the Commission has some 
sort of retained or new jurisdiction over the issue of affordable housing in Venice. 
We discussed whether affordable housing is somehow subsumed under the reference 
to "community character" in the Venice LUP and the question of whether the 
Commission has authority to require a set-aside of additional restricted rental units 
beyond the Mello determination made by the City of Los Angeles. I provided our 
view - a view consistently recognized by the Commission and echoed by your Chief 
Counsel at the August 2015 meeting - that the Commission no longer has jurisdiction 
over affordable housing in the coastal zone. I went through both the Coastal Act and 
the LUP in some detail and addressed related issues, and you asked that I provide that 
to you in writing. 

This letter is directed only to the affordable housing issue. We hope the 
analysis below helps inform your Staff Recommendation on the Venice Breeze Suites 
Project. Because the issue addressed here is one of jurisdiction, we would appreciate 
Staff including this letter as one of the initial exhibits to the Staff Report. 

Background 

The City undertook Mello Act Compliance review with respect to the Venice 
Breeze Suites Project pursuant to Government Code sections 65590 and 65590.1. On 
September 14, 2012, the Los Angeles Housing Department ("LAHD") issued its 
Mello Determination Memorandum which concluded that there is one affordable unit 
(#308) on the subject property. That determination, we note, was copied to Richard 
A. Rothchild of the Western Center on Law and Poverty, Inc., and Susanne Browne 
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of the Legal Aid Foundation of L.A. On May 20, 2013, the City Zoning 
Administrator approved, subject to conditions, the Venice Breeze Suites Project and 
also Mello Act Compliance review. As to the latter, the Zoning Administrator 
imposed Condition No. 8, which requires the owner to record a covenant with LAHD 
to restrict one unit for moderate income use, and the Zoning Administrator concluded 
that "[a]s conditioned, the project is consistent with the Mello Act." (City Findings, 
p. 13.) The City, the local government with exclusive jurisdiction over affordable 
housing in the coastal zone, did its job. 

As discussed below, while some commenters concerning the Project have 
questioned whether the City properly made its Mello Act determination, the issue is 
not properly directed to the Commission. The Legislature made that clear in Coastal 
Act section 30607.2( c) and nothing in the certified LUP states or suggests to the 
contrary. 

The Coastal Act- SB 626 (the "Mello Act") 

As you know, from 1977 to 1981, the Coastal Act included specific policy 
language requiring the provision of affordable housing in the coastal zone for persons 
of low and moderate income. As originally enacted, Section 30213 of the Coastal Act 
provided: 

"Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities and housing opportunities for 
persons of low and moderate income shall be protected, encouraged, and, 
where feasible, provided." (Emphasis added.) 

In 1981, Senator Henry Mello introduced SB 626, sponsored by the League of 
Cities. SB 626 (Ch. 1007 Statutes of 1981) repealed the Commission's statutory 
authority to protect and provide affordable housing in the coastal zone by amending 
PRC Section 3 0213 to delete the italicized language above, and by adding several 
new provisions to the Coastal Act, including one dealing with LCPs and another 
dealing with permits. 

Section 30500.1 was added to the Coastal Act to state: "No local coastal 
program shall be required to include housing policies and programs." 

Importantly, and directly applicable here - a CDP matter before the 
Commission, Section 30607.2(c) was also added to the Act to state: 
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"No new coastal development permit ... shall be denied, restricted, or 
conditioned by the commission in order to implement housing policies or 
programs." 

Despite the balance of the discussion below, Section 30607.2(c) is the 
beginning and the end of the issue on the status of Commission jurisdiction over 
affordable housing: A CDP cannot be denied, restricted, or conditioned by the 
Commission to implement a housing policy or program. 

Instead, SB 626 added Government Code Section 65590, which shifted the 
responsibility for regulating affordable housing in the coastal zone to local 
government. In simple terms, Section 65590, which supplements the housing 
elements law, prohibits local governments in the coastal zone from authorizing "[t]he 
conversion or demolition of existing residential dwelling units occupied by persons 
and families of low or moderate income, ... unless provision has been made for the 
replacement of those dwelling units with units for persons and families of low or 
moderate income." (Govt. Code,§ 65590(b); Venice Town Council, Inc. v. City of Los 
Angeles (1996) 47 Cal.App.4th 1547, 1553.) 

Thus, while prior to 1981, the Commission regulated affordable housing in the 
coastal zone, since 1981 it has neither required LCPs to include housing policies or 
programs nor denied, restricted, or conditioned CDPs to implement a housing policy 
or program. The Mello Act delegated the responsibility for regulating affordable 
housing exclusively to local government. 

The Certified Venice LUP 

As noted, during our meeting broad reference was made to "community 
character" and the question of whether that reference in the Venice LUP means that 
the Commission somehow now has jurisdiction to regulate affordable housing in 
Venice. I thought it would be helpful to actually go through the LUP to address this 
issue, noting as well that since 1981, with the enactment of SB 626, the numerous 
City of Los Angeles Mello determinations since then, and the Commission's 
certification of the Venice LUP in June 2001, the Commission has never taken the 
position that it has regulatory authority over affordable housing, either in Venice or 
anywhere else in the coastal zone. 
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The starting place is Page I-2 of the Commission-certified LUP, which states, 
in relevant part: 

"Since 1979 [actually 1981], the Coastal Act has been amended to remove the 
policies that related to the protection of affordable housing in the coastal zone. 
The responsibility for carrying-out the provisions of Government Code 
Section 65915 (Affordable Housing) now rests with local government." 
(Emphasis added.) 

Thus, the LUP itself explains that the responsibility for carrying out the Mello 
Act rests exclusively with the City. 

The introduction to the LUP also includes a "Summary of Venice Coastal 
Issues." This includes "Preservation of Venice as a Special Coastal Community," and 
in that context, it includes "Preservation of community character, scale and 
architectural diversity." (LUP, p. I-4; emphasis added.) This issue area is discussed 
further in the LUP, as noted below. 

The LUP provides: "The policy groups covered by this part of the LUP 
address the following Sections of the California Coastal Act, which are included as 
part of the Land Use Plan" (Page II-2), followed by sections of the Coastal Act, none 
of which pertain to affordable housing. One section cited is Section 30253, which 
includes a policy provision for special communities and neighborhoods, but, again, 
not for affordable housing. Section 30253 states: "Where appropriate, protect special 
communities and neighborhoods which, because of their unique characteristics, are 
popular visitor destination points for recreational uses." (Emphasis added.) 

The LUP also includes provisions for "Replacement of Affordable Housing." 
However, those provisions are specifically keyed to the Mello Act, which confers 
jurisdiction on the local governments to regulate affordable housing. Policy I.A.9 
begins: "Per the provisions of Section 65590 of the State Government Code .... " 
The affordable housing provisions are, nonetheless, significant because it reminds the 
City that it has the responsibility for regulating affordable housing in its coastal zone. 

Lastly, Policy I.E.1 addresses the "Preservation of Venice as a Special 
Community." It is in the context of this Policy that "community character" is 
addressed. However, it is not addressed in the context of affordable housing, but 
rather in terms of the physical development of Venice. Policy I.E.1 states: 
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"General. Venice's unique social and architectural diversity should be 
protected as a Special Coastal Community pursuant to Chapter 3 of the 
California Coastal Act of 1976." (Emphasis added.) 

The highlighted portions of this policy bear mention. First, some commenters 
on the Project have seized on the term "social" as meaning "affordable housing." 
Had the intent been to address affordable housing through that term, the LUP could 
simply have stated so, as in the provisions dealing specifically with affordable 
housing. It did not. Second, the policy uses the word "should," not the mandatory 
term "must." Finally, and most importantly, the context is that the protection to 
which the policy refers is "pursuant to Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 
1976." In 1981, Chapter 3 was amended to eliminate the affordable housing policy 
language in the Coastal Act. Accordingly, nothing in this policy can be read to 
reestablish Commission jurisdiction over affordable housing, especially in light of 
Section 30607.2(c), which again makes clear: 

"No new coastal development permit ... shall be denied, restricted, or 
conditioned by the commission in order to implement housing policies or 
programs." 

Policy I.E.2 is the more specific policy provision in this portion of the LUP. It 
deals with scale: 

"Scale. New development within the Venice Coastal Zone shall respect the 
scale and character of community development. Buildings which are of a 
scale compatible with the community (with respect to bulk, height, buffer and 
setback) shall be encouraged. All new development and renovations should 
respect the scale, massing, and landscape of existing residential 
neighborhoods. Lot consolidations shall be restricted to protect the scale of 
existing neighborhoods. Roof access structures shall be limited to the 
minimum size necessary to reduce visual impacts while providing access for 
fire safety. In visually sensitive areas, roof access structures shall be set back 
from public recreation areas, public walkways, and all water areas so that the 
roof access structure does not result in a visible increase in bulk or height of 
the roof line as seen from a public recreation area, public walkway, or water 
area. No roof access structure shall exceed the height limit by more than ten 
(10') feet. Roof deck enclosures (e.g., railings and parapet walls) shall not 
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exceed the height limit by more than 42 inches and shall be constructed of 
railings or transparent materials. Notwithstanding other policies of this LUP, 
chimneys, exhaust ducts, ventilation shafts and other similar devices essential 
for building function may exceed the specified height limit in a residential 
zone by five feet." 

The reference to "community character" in the Summary of Venice Coastal 
Issues," noted above, is made more specific here in the policy itself -- "character of 
community development." It is about architecture and neighborhood compatibility. 
This is brought home by the "Implementation Strategies" which follow, where the 
LUP explains: 

"The LIP shall include development regulations and procedures (with respect 
to bulk, scale, height, setbacks, density, landscaping and types of use) to 
implement those policies." (Emphasis added.) 

And this is followed by additional policies, 1.E.3 through 1.E.5, which address 
architecture, redevelopment, and nonconforming structures. The latter policy is 
telling because it specifically distinguishes between "community character" and 
"affordable housing," underscoring that they are not synonymous. Policy l.E.5 states, 
in part: 

"Unless the City finds that it is not feasible to do so, the project must result in 
bringing the nonconforming structure into compliance with the current 
standards of the certified LCP, unless in its nonconformity it achieves a goal 
associated with community character (i.e., reuse and renovation of a historic 
structure) or affordable housing that could not be achieved if the structure 
conforms to the current standards of the certified LCP." (Emphasis added.) 

Thus, there is nothing in the LUP that confers jurisdiction on the Commission 
to re-regulate affordable housing. The Commission plainly recognized this when it 
certified the Venice LUP, which, as noted, explains: "The responsibility for carrying
out the provisions of Government Code Section 65915 (Affordable Housing) now 
rests with local government." Since certification in 2001, the Commission has not 
exercised jurisdiction over the issue or second-guessed a Mello determination made 
by the City as part of its exclusive responsibility under the housing element law. 
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Reliance on the certified LUP would be misplaced for yet a further reason. 
The City does not have a fully certified LCP for the Venice area. Consequently, at 
most, the LUP would serve as guidance to the Commission concerning application of 
the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. The policies of Chapter 3 of the Act would 
instead control review. Here, if anything, the guidance provided by the City's 
certified LUP is (1) "the responsibility for carrying-out the provisions of Government 
Code Section 65915 (Affordable Housing) now rests with local government" (Page I-
2); (2) "The policy groups covered by ... the LUP" do not include any policies 
dealing with affordable housing (Page II-2); and (3) the reference in the LUP to 
"community character" has nothing to do with affordable housing. Indeed, even if 
the LUP were part of a fully certified LCP, Section 30607 .2( c) of the Coastal Act 
itself makes clear that "No new coastal development permit ... shall be denied, 
restricted, or conditioned by the commission in order to implement housing policies 
or programs." 

Conclusion 

We again wanted to thank you for taking the time to discuss the Venice 
Breeze Suites Project. Hopefully, the foregoing discussion sheds more light on the 
affordable housing issue as it relates to the Project and the Commission's jurisdiction. 
We look forward to continuing to work with Staff towards approval of the Project. 

cc: Dr. Charles Lester 
Chris Pederson, Esq. 
Jack Ainsworth 
Steve Hudson 
Teresa Henry 
Chuck Posner 
Al Padilla 
Jamee Jordan Patterson, Esq. 
Carl Lambert 
Susan McCabe 
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Project	  Vicinity	  

2	  

Venice Breeze Suites 
2 East Breeze Ave., Venice Beach 

City of Los Angeles 

Project	  Site	  



Location	  

3	  

Subject	  Site	  

Source:	  Coastal	  Records	  Project,	  Image	  200802327	  	  



Proposed	  Project	  
•  Change	  of	  use	  of	  exisCng	  building	  from	  31	  rental	  apartments	  to	  30	  
hotel	  rooms	  and	  one	  long	  term	  affordable	  housing	  rental	  unit,	  
consistent	  with	  City	  of	  Los	  Angeles	  approval	  and	  Mello	  determinaCon	  
•  Project	  located	  within	  C1-‐1	  zone	  and	  Coastal	  Zone	  “dual	  permit”	  
jurisdicCon	  area	  

•  RestoraCon	  and	  preservaCon	  of	  historic	  Venice	  oceanfront	  building	  
•  AmeniCes	  include:	  kitcheneTes	  and	  refrigerators	  in	  every	  room,	  sofa/
rollaway	  beds	  at	  no	  charge,	  free	  bicycles	  for	  guest	  use,	  bicycle	  
parking,	  surVoard	  storage,	  and	  free	  WiFi	  

•  Building	  includes	  roof	  deck	  and	  barbeque	  to	  serve	  hotel	  guests	  
•  No	  addiConal	  construcCon	  proposed	  as	  part	  of	  current	  change	  of	  use	  
permit	  

•  Prior	  work	  limited	  to	  interior	  remodel	  and	  safety/ADA	  improvements	  
only	  
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Existing	  Conditions	  	  
•  Currently	  developed	  with	  4-‐story,	  15,408	  square-‐foot,	  31-‐unit,	  
historic	  brick	  building	  operaCng	  as	  short	  term	  rental/hotel	  
available	  to	  the	  public.	  

•  Located	  along	  Ocean	  Front	  Walk	  in	  North	  Venice	  area	  of	  
Venice	  Coastal	  Specific	  Plan	  and	  lies	  within	  Beach	  Impact	  Zone	  

•  No	  exisCng	  (or	  previously	  exisCng)	  on-‐site	  parking.	  
•  No	  expansion	  or	  intensificaCon	  of	  development	  proposed	  	  
•  Proposed	  conversion	  from	  apartment	  to	  hotel	  does	  not	  
change	  density	  or	  intensity	  of	  land	  use.	  

•  Project	  enhances	  exisCng	  public	  access	  and	  provides	  visitor-‐
serving	  use	  in	  Venice	  beach	  area.	  	  
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Project	  Photos	  
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Looking seaward with building 
in foreground PHOTO 3

Looking at building front entrance 
located on Breeze Avenue 



Project	  Photos	  
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Sample interior photos 



Project	  History	  

•  Late	  1900s-‐Early	  2000s:	  Property	  had	  both	  hotel	  and	  
apartment	  use.	  (See	  sign	  from	  prior	  owner.)	  

•  2007:	  Applicant	  purchased	  subject	  property	  and	  began	  
renovaCon	  for	  interior	  remodel	  with	  Coastal	  exempCon	  
and	  building	  permit	  from	  City.	  

•  2012:	  City	  noCfied	  applicant	  that	  a	  change	  of	  use	  permit	  
was	  required	  for	  transient	  occupancy	  use.	  

•  2012:	  Applicant	  submiTed	  applicaCon	  to	  City	  for	  change	  
of	  use	  to	  30-‐room	  hotel.	  

8	  

•  1930:	  Building	  constructed	  as	  “Breeze	  
Hotel”	  and	  used	  as	  apartments.	  	  
•  Building	  footprint	  extends	  to	  property	  
lines	  w/no	  on-‐site	  parking;	  City	  
determined	  project	  has	  grandfathered	  
parking	  rights	  



Project	  History	  (cont.)	  
•  April	  2013:	  Venice	  Neighborhood	  Council	  unanimously	  
supported	  change	  of	  use	  to	  hotel.	  

• May	  2013:	  Zoning	  Administrator	  approved	  CDP	  subject	  
to	  special	  condiCons;	  did	  not	  noCfy	  applicant	  of	  need	  to	  
apply	  to	  CCC	  	  	  

• March	  2014:	  Applicant	  saCsfied	  special	  condiCons;	  City	  
issued	  CDP/building	  permit.	  

•  Nov.	  2014:	  City	  sent	  NoCce	  of	  Final	  AcCon	  to	  CCC	  and	  
applicant	  (thereby	  noCfying	  applicant	  of	  CCC	  permit	  
requirement).	  

•  Dec.	  2014:	  Applicant	  submiTed	  current	  CDP	  applicaCon	  
to	  CCC.	   9	  
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Excerpt	  from	  
City’s	  historical	  
property	  survey	  
describes	  subject	  
site	  as	  hotel	  



Public	  Access	  
•  ExisCng	  public	  access	  
available	  from	  Breeze	  
Ave.	  &	  Ocean	  Front	  Walk	  

•  Project	  promotes	  public	  
access	  and	  recreaCon,	  
consistent	  with	  Coastal	  
Act	  policies	  30210	  and	  
30212	  

•  Project	  serves	  coastal	  
priority	  use	  and	  provides	  
lower/moderately	  priced	  
visitor-‐serving	  overnight	  
accommodaCons	  
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Project	  Bene=its	  
Proposed	  project	  will	  provide:	  	  
•  Lower/moderately	  priced	  hotel	  rooms	  serving	  Venice/Santa	  
Monica	  market	  

•  KitcheneTes	  and	  refrigerators	  in	  every	  room	  
•  AddiConal	  sofa	  beds	  and	  rollaway	  beds	  provided	  at	  no	  charge	  
•  Short	  term	  rentals	  for	  overnight	  or	  weekly	  stays	  
•  Free	  bicycle	  usage	  and	  free	  bicycle	  parking	  for	  hotel	  guests	  
•  Free	  WiFi	  
•  Free	  surVoard	  storage	  
•  Parking	  provided	  offsite	  for	  hotel	  guests	  
•  Credit	  incenCves	  for	  first	  taxi	  ride	  (e.g.	  Uber)	  
•  AlternaCve	  transportaCon	  available,	  including	  free	  electric	  
shuTle	  

12	  



Staff	  Recommendation	  	  
Staff	  recommends	  approval	  subject	  to	  three	  (3)	  special	  
condiCons.	  Permit	  authorizes	  development,	  which	  includes	  30	  
hotel	  units	  and	  one	  apartment	  unit.	  No	  restaurant	  or	  commercial	  
food/beverage	  service	  is	  permiTed	  on	  the	  site.	  All	  units	  contain	  
kitchens	  and	  at	  least	  20	  units	  include	  sofa/futon	  type	  pullout	  
beds.	  	  

Other	  special	  condiCons	  require:	  	  	  
1)  Parking	  and	  TransportaCon	  Demand	  Management	  Program	  

submiTed	  prior	  to	  issuance	  to	  include	  alternaCve	  transportaCon	  
incenCves	  for	  guests	  and	  employees	  and	  provision	  of	  free	  
bicycles	  and	  free	  bicycle	  storage;	  

2)  Payment	  of	  ATF	  ApplicaCon	  Fee	  of	  $43,840	  (balance	  is	  $37,264)	   13	  



Coastal	  Act	  Consistency	  
Project	  is	  consistent	  with	  Coastal	  Act	  SecCon	  30213,	  which	  
requires	  protecCon	  and	  provision	  of	  lower	  cost	  visitor	  and	  
recreaConal	  faciliCes.	  

•  “…the	  proposed	  hotel	  differs	  from	  other	  high	  cost	  hotels	  for	  several	  
reasons.	  First,	  the	  hotel	  re-‐used	  an	  exisGng	  85	  year	  old	  building	  and	  
did	  not	  displace	  an	  exisGng	  lower	  cost	  hotel.	  It	  displaced	  30	  
residenGal	  units,	  which	  are	  a	  lower	  priority	  use	  under	  the	  Coastal	  Act	  
and	  the	  Venice	  Land	  Use	  Plan.” (Staff	  Report,	  p.	  13)	  

•  “The	  hotel	  is	  also	  not	  consistent	  with	  a	  tradiGonal	  high	  cost	  hotel	  (or	  
even	  a	  tradiGonal	  moderate	  cost	  hotel)	  because	  of	  the	  ameniGes	  and	  
flexibility	  it	  offers	  its	  guests.” (Staff	  Report,	  p.	  13)	  

•  “…because	  the	  proposed	  hotel	  offers	  ameniGes	  which	  will	  appeal	  to	  
families	  and	  larger	  groups	  of	  coastal	  visitors,	  and	  because	  its	  
construcGon	  will	  not	  displace	  or	  preclude	  the	  presence	  of	  a	  lower	  cost	  
hotel,	  the	  Commission	  finds	  that	  miGgaGon	  for	  adverse	  impacts	  to	  
public	  access	  is	  not	  required	  in	  order	  to	  ensure	  consistency	  with	  
SecGon	  30213	  of	  the	  Coastal	  Act.”  (Staff	  Report,	  p.	  14)	  
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Coastal	  Act	  Consistency	  
Project	  is	  consistent	  with	  Coastal	  Act	  requirements	  for	  
protecCon	  of	  Public	  Access,	  including	  SecCons	  30210	  to	  
maximize	  public	  access	  and	  30252	  to	  maintain	  and	  enhance	  
public	  access.	  

•  “The	  hotel	  use	  represents	  a	  decrease	  in	  intensity	  and	  a	  decrease	  
in	  parking	  demand	  compared	  to	  the	  exisGng	  residenGal	  
use.” (Staff	  Report,	  p.	  10)	  

•  “The	  change	  in	  use	  of	  the	  facility	  from	  an	  apartment	  building	  with	  
no	  parking	  to	  a	  hotel	  with	  no	  parking	  will	  not	  enGrely	  eliminate	  
impacts	  to	  public	  coastal	  access	  caused	  by	  users	  of	  the	  private	  
development,	  but	  it	  will	  reduce	  adverse	  impacts	  because	  fewer	  
vehicles	  associated	  with	  the	  private	  development	  will	  be	  parked	  in	  
public	  parking	  areas	  near	  the	  coast.” (Staff	  Report,	  p.	  10)	  
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Coastal	  Act	  Consistency	  
Proposed	  project	  is	  consistent	  with	  Coastal	  Act	  SecCon	  30222,	  
which	  establishes	  higher	  priority	  for	  publicly	  available	  
commercial	  recreaConal	  faciliCes	  over	  private	  residenCal,	  
industrial	  or	  general	  commercial	  development.	  

•  Project	  provides	  new	  visitor-‐serving	  use	  to	  replace	  private	  
residenCal	  use.	  

•  Overnight	  visitor	  accommodaCons	  are	  coastal	  priority	  use.	  

In	  addiCon,	  Policy	  I.A.17	  of	  the	  Venice	  Land	  Use	  Plan	  states,	  in	  
relevant	  part:	  	  

•  “Overnight	  visitor-‐serving	  uses,	  such	  as	  hotels	  and	  youth	  
hostels,	  are	  preferred	  uses	  in	  Community	  Commercial	  and	  
General	  Commercial	  land	  use	  categories.”	  	  
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No	  Jurisdiction	  Over	  	  
Affordable	  Housing	  
	  “The	  Commission	  has	  no	  jurisdicGon	  to	  alter	  the	  City’s	  Mello	  Act	  
determinaGons”	  because	  in	  1981	  the	  Legislature	  shiked	  the	  
responsibility	  for	  regulaCng	  affordable	  housing	  in	  the	  coastal	  zone	  
to	  local	  government.	  	  (Staff	  Report,	  p.	  16)	  
Coastal	  Act	  SecCon	  30607.1:	  	  “No	  new	  coastal	  development	  
permit	  .	  .	  .	  shall	  be	  denied,	  restricted,	  or	  condiGoned	  by	  the	  
commission	  in	  order	  to	  implement	  housing	  policies...”	  
Venice	  LUP:	  	  	  

• “The	  responsibility	  for	  carrying	  out	  the	  provisions	  of	  Government	  Code	  secGon	  
65915	  (Affordable	  Housing)	  now	  rests	  with	  local	  government.”	  	  (Page	  I-‐4)	  

• “Venice’s	  unique	  social	  and	  architectural	  diversity	  should	  be	  protected	  as	  a	  Special	  
Coastal	  Community	  pursuant	  to	  Chapter	  3	  of	  the	  Coastal	  Act.”	  	  (Page	  I.E.1)	  
• “New	  development	  within	  the	  Venice	  Coastal	  Zone	  shall	  respect	  the	  scale	  and	  
character	  of	  community	  development.”	  	  (Pages	  II-‐26-‐27)	  

• “Community	  character”	  is	  addressed	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  physical	  development	  of	  
Venice,	  i.e.,	  architecture	  and	  neighborhood	  compaGbility	  and	  the	  “reuse	  and	  
renovaGon	  of	  a	  historic	  structure.”	  	  (Pages	  II-‐27)	  
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Conclusion	  
Applicant	  is	  in	  agreement	  with	  staff	  recommendaCon	  and	  
requests	  approval	  by	  the	  Commission.	  
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Proposed	  Venice	  Breeze	  Suites	  
project:	  	  

•  Creates	  and	  provides	  new	  
visitor-‐serving	  overnight	  
accommodaCons,	  which	  is	  a	  
coastal	  priority	  use	  and	  will	  
serve	  to	  enhance	  public	  access	  
and	  recreaConal	  use	  in	  Venice	  
Beach	  area.	  

•  Conforms	  to	  Venice	  LUP	  and	  
consistent	  with	  Coastal	  Act	  
public	  access	  and	  recreaCon	  
policies.	  

	  
	  	  



Steve Clare <sclare @vchcorp.org>&' 
To: "Rehm, Zach @Coastal" <Zach.Rehm @coastal.ca.goV> 
Application #5-14-1932; 2Breeze Ave., Venice 

Dear M r. Rehm; 

October 26, 2015 4:51 PM 

2 Attachments, 1.2 MB 

Attached please find t he letter opposing the above referenced application for a CDP. Please dist ribute the letter and 
attachments t o the commissioners. Thank you . 

) Venice <ommunity Wousing 
Ceiebra1ing 25 Years of Affordable Housmg aflO CommuM'f DevelOpment 

Steve Clare 
Executive Director 
Venice Community Housing Corporation 
720 Rose Avenue 
Venice, CA 90291 
31 0-399-41 00 

CCCJe tte r re pdf li.2....Mfil 



Coalition for Economic Survival (CES) 
http://www. cesinaction. org 
Larry Gross, Executive Director 
CES is a multi-racial, multi-culture grass-roots community-based organization 
that has been dedicated to organizing low and moderate income people to win 
economic and social justice throughout the greater Los Angeles area since 1973. 

Keep Neighborhoods First (KNF) 
http://www.keepneighborhoodsfirst.com 
KNF is a collation of neighbors, renters, homeowners, small business owners, 
housing rights and social justice organizations dedicated to protecting the 
City's housing from exploitation by commercial short-term rental operators. 

Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy (LAANE) 
http://www. laane. org 
LAANE is a leading advocacy organization dedicated to building a new 
economy for all. Combining dynamic research, innovative public policy and 
the organizing of broad alliances, LAANE promotes a new economic approach 
based on good jobs, thriving communities and a healthy environment. 

People Organized for Westside Renewal (POWER) 
http://www.power-la.org 
POWER brings together residents of low-income communities, people of color, 
women, senior citizens, and immigrants to work together for their collective 
benefit. These collective campaigns form bonds and relationships that last a 
lifetime. POWER is a membership-based community organizing group. We 
employ a community organizing strategy based on relationship building and 
direct action to create meaningful change in the neighborhoods where we 
work. We start locally, working on issues that matter to people in our 
communities, such as affordable housing, community safety, and quality 
education. We then connect our issues to those of our national network, 
National People's Action (NPA), and we are part of a national movement 
focused on building an economy that works for everybody, challenging 
corporate power, and winning increasingly more inclusive and democratic 
government policies. 

UNITE HERE Local 11 
http://www.unitehere11.org/#intro 
UNITE HERE Local 11 represents more than 20,000 workers employed in 
hotels, restaurants, airports, sports arenas, and convention centers throughout 



Southern California. Members of UNITE HERE Local 11 join together to fight 
for improved living standards aqd working conditions. Local 11 is an affiliate 
of UNITE HERE, an international labor union that represents 270,000 working 
people across North America. Our members in the U.S. and Canada work in 
the hotel, gaming, food service, manufacturing, textile, distribution, laundry, 
transportation, and airport industries. 

VENICE ACTION ALLIANCE 
http://veniceaction.blogspot.com 
Venice Action Alliance is made up of residents of Venice who work together 
to solve community problems. Our objectives include maintaining Venice as a 
vibrant, inclusive and diverse community. Venice Action Alliance believes in 
combining prudent, appropriate and compassionate law enforcement with 
workable solutions that benefit the community and its residents while 
avoiding the further and gratuitous victimization of people who find 
themselves down-and-out in this difficult period of time. 

Venice Coalition to Preserve our Unique Community Character (VC-PUCC) 
http://savevenice.me/about-us/ 
VC-PUCC is an association of long-term and short-term residents organized 
to preserve and protect Venice, including the visual resources and affordable 
housing that contribute to our unique and diverse community fabric, from the 
negative effects of proposed new development driven by rampant land 
speculation. VC-PUCC works to protect the special character of our 
neighborhoods by defending against displacement of low-income residents 
and destruction of rent-stabilized housing, and advocating for the preservation 
of green space, animal habitat, and historical buildings. VC-PUCC seeks to 
ensure that new development is appropriately scaled, community conscious, 
and environmentally sensitive so that Venice remains the unique place people 
have come to know and love the world over. 

Venice Community Housing (VCH) 
http://www.vchcorp.org 
Low-income people achieve economic and personal stability through non
profit affordable housing, education, and a comprehensive network of 
supportive services. We make the community stronger and safer for all. For 
over 25 years, VCH has provided permanent, affordable housing to low
income people in and around Venice. In 2013, VCH housed over 500 people in 
its 14 properties, including 150 children and 160 formerly homeless 
individuals. 
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Item 17 a 
Coastal Commission Hearing November 4, 2015 

 
 
October 28, 2015      

        
California Coastal Commission 
South Coast District Office 
200 Oceangate - Tenth Floor 
Long Beach, CA  90802 
 
Via email to: Zach.Rehm@coastal.ca.gov 
 
Re:  Opposition to CDP Application #5-14-1932, 2 Breeze Ave, Venice 
 
Dear Coastal Commissioners: 
 
It is unfortunate that the Commission has allowed the Applicant to manipulate a public 
hearing process to secure a hearing date that cannot be further continued from a location 
that is over 400 miles away from the community that is subject to the consequence of the 
Commission’s determination.  Were this hearing in Southern California, the hearing room 
would be filled with Venice residents who would urge you to deny this application for the 
following reasons, as do the undersigned community organizations whose members are 
not able to make the journey to Half Moon Bay. 
 
I The Project Would Prejudice the Ability of the City to Prepare a Local 

Coastal Program in Conformity with the Policies of the Coastal Act 

The City of Los Angeles is the only coastal community in California to undertake to issue 
coastal development permits pursuant to Section 30600(b) of the Coastal Act (Public 
Resources Code § 30000, et seq.).  Section 30604 of the Coastal Act requires: 

“Prior to certification of the local coastal program, a coastal development 
permit shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the commission on appeal, 
finds that the proposed development is in conformity with Chapter 3 [of 
the Coastal Act] (commencing with Section 30200) and that the permitted 
development will not prejudice the ability of the local government to 
prepare a local coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200).” 

Section 30604 mandates that “no coastal development permit be issued which would 
prejudice the local government’s ability to prepare a LCP in conformity with the 
[Coastal] Act.”  (Sierra Club v. Superior Court (1985) 168 Cal.App.3d 1138, 1142.)  The 
Coastal Staff Report’s recommended Finding of no prejudice to LCP preparation is 
inadequate.  It is myopically focused and based solely on proposed conditions to mitigate 
public access impacts of the project itself, and is without regard to the impact of the 
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project on the community character of Venice as a Special Coastal Community. The 
Coastal Act states that, “ ‘cumulative effect’ means the incremental effects of an 
individual project shall be reviewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the 
effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects.” The Finding 
of no prejudice ignores the larger context in which this project, one of many undertaken 
by the Applicant that illegally converts critically sited residential neighborhood housing 
to commercial hotel use, passes the tipping point in destroying socially-diverse Venice 
neighborhoods that the Commission stated should be protected when it certified the 
Venice Land Use Plan (LUP).  (See LUP Policy I. E. 1. “Venice's unique social and 
architectural diversity should be protected as a Special Coastal Community pursuant to 
Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976.”) 

It bears emphasis that the neighborhood protection policies in the LUP are rooted in 
Section 30253(e) of the Coastal Act, which sets forth a coastal policy that requires that 
new development “protect special communities and neighborhoods which, because of 
their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for recreational uses.”  
The “Introduction” to the Chapter II Land Use Policies of the LUP makes clear that 
Venice is a Special Coastal Community because of the social, ethnic, and economic 
diversity of its residential neighborhoods: 

Developed as a beach resort, Venice was known as the Coney Island of the 
Pacific. Historically it has attracted people from all social and ethnic 
groups to the coast to live, work and play. While little remains of the 
“Venice of America” that was built by Abbot Kinney, Venice is still 
strongly influenced by its past. Each weekend hundreds of thousands of 
people are still attracted to the shore to enjoy the ambience of this coastal 
community. Kinney envisioned Venice to be more than a resort and today 
it is home to 32,270 permanent residents, many of whom inhabit the small 
summer homes built on substandard lots along paved streets over canals. 
Others live on substandard lots (many are less than 3,000 square feet in 
area) that have been redeveloped with more substantial single-family 
homes and multi-unit structures. Yet Venice remains the quintessential 
coastal village where people of all social and economic levels are able to 
live in what is still, by Southern California standards, considered to be 
affordable housing. Diversity of lifestyle, income and culture typifies the 
Venice community. United by the term Venetians with all its connotative 
meanings, Venice is really a group of identifiable neighborhoods with 
unique planning and coastal issues.  (LUP, p. II-1.) 

Moreover, the first three bullets in the LUP’s Summary of Venice Coastal Issues related 
to “Residential Land Use and Development,” on p. I-3, make clear that preservation of 
the diversity of Venice’s residential community is essential in protecting it as a Special 
Coastal Community pursuant to the Chapter 3 Policies of the Coastal Act.  These include: 

• Preservation of existing housing stock, and discouragement of 
conversion of residential uses to commercial use where 
appropriate.  
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• Provision of very low, low, and moderate-income housing for a 
cross- section of the population, including persons with special 
needs.  

• Illegal conversion of residential uses to commercial uses and 
illegal provision of residential uses.  

It is the diversity of our residential coastal community that makes Venice a Special 
Coastal Community. It is our unique, eclectic mix of families, artists, and residents of all 
colors and walks of life that make Venice a world-famous destination. Our community, 
its character, and its characters, depends on a balance between visitor-serving 
accommodations and permanent residential units.  But that balance would be 
substantially compromised given the current and cumulative effects of a high-impact 
project like 2 Breeze. As set forth below, it is just one of five buildings that have been 
illegally converted by this Applicant alone.  And, Mr. Lambert’s illegal conversions are 
part of a larger onslaught of displacement of community residents as a result of illegal 
conversions to hotel and short-term rental commercial uses.   

We respectfully submit that the “no prejudice to the LCP” Finding cannot be made here 
once this project is placed in context.  To mechanically approve in isolation the 
conversion of a yet another neighborhood residential building to commercial use takes us 
way too far down the proverbial “slippery slope.”  If our residential communities 
continue to be driven towards extinction due to conversion of housing to hotel and short-
term rental commercial uses, the goal of Coastal Act Section 30253(e) and its Policy I. E. 
1. counterpart in the LUP will be forever undermined – the very prejudice to the LCP 
planning process that the Coastal Act mandates be avoided.   

A. 2 Breeze is just one of many illegal conversions of residential dwelling 
use to hotel and short-term rental commercial use by the Applicant. 

 
The following is a list of apartment buildings that the Applicant has unlawfully converted 
to hotel/short-term rental commercial uses.  He is either the current or former owner of all 
these properties.   The Applicant has never before sought a CDP from this Commission 
for any of these conversions.  He should not now be rewarded for finally seeking 
forgiveness when he never previously first sought permission. 
 

1. Venice Suites (32 RSO units*)  
Address: 417 Ocean Front Walk  
Current Owner: Carl Lambert http://www.venicesuites.com  
 
2. Originally: Paloma Suites 
Now: Venice Beach Vacation Condos (8 RSO units*)  
Address: 52 E Paloma Ave 
Current Owner: Tayfun King 
Previous Owner: Carl Lambert  
Current website: http://venicebeachvacationcondos.com  
Previous website: http://www.venicepalomasuites.com  
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3. Venice Breeze Suites (31 RSO Units*)  
Address: 2 Breeze Ave--subject property 
Current Owner: Carl Lambert http://www.venicebreezesuites.com 
 
4. Venice Beach Waldorf (32 RSO Units*) 
Address: 1217 S Ocean Front Walk/5 Westminster Ave 
Current Owner: Carl Lambert 
Previous Owner: Lenney LLC http://www.venicebeachwaldorf.com 
Yesterday's rent-stabilized Venice homes are today's chic hotel. 
About two years ago, Lambert Management took over the responsibilities 
of managing the Waldorf apartments. Since then, Lambert has purchased 
the property, and more than half of the 32 long-term rental units disclosed 
in the latest Certificate of Occupancy have been converted to short-term 
rental units.  
 
5. Venice Admiral Suites (25 RSO units*)  
Address: 29 Navy St 
Current Owner: Not publicly available 
Previous Owner: Carl Lambert http://www.veniceadmiralsuites.com  
-------------------- 
* RSO units: Rental Units protected by the City of L.A. Rent Stabilization 
Ordinance 

 
B. The Lambert conversions are part of a larger phenomenon that is 

degrading and cumulatively changing Venice’s unique character-
defining residential neighborhoods. 

 
As of today, there are 1,207 entire homes and apartments and 333 private rooms from 
Venice listed on AirBnB, and approximately 1,000 more listed on 30 other marketing 
platforms.  Enclosed is an Airbnb map that shows the location of those 1,540 listings, 
almost all of which are located in the Venice Coastal Zone and most of which are located 
on or near the Ocean Front Walk where the Applicant’s property is located. 
 

C. The balance between commercial and residential dwelling uses would 
be essentially destroyed by approval of this project. 

 
As Coastal Staff indicates, the subject property is within the LUP’s Community 
Commercial land use designation.  And, while overnight visitor-serving uses can be a 
preferred use in certain circumstances, in the cumulative context of the many past, 
current and future conversions of residential dwelling use to short-term hotel and rental 
unit commercial uses in the Venice Coastal Zone, it is not a preferred use due to the 
adverse cumulative impact of the conversions on the balance between the commercial 
and residential dwelling uses. 
 
Policy I. B. 6 of the LUP seeks a balance between residential dwelling uses and visitor-
serving commercial uses.  It states in its pertinent part: 
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The areas designated as Community Commercial on the Land Use Policy 
Map (Exhibits 9 through 12) will accommodate the development of 
community-serving commercial uses and services, with a mix of 
residential dwelling units and visitor-serving uses…The existing 
community centers in Venice are most consistent with, and should be 
developed as, mixed-use centers that encourage the development of 
housing in concert with multi-use commercial uses. The integration and 
mixing of uses will increase opportunities for employees to live near jobs 
and residents to live near shopping. 

As the facts demonstrated above make clear, the rampant illegal conversion of residential 
dwelling units into hotel and short-term rental commercial uses is changing the fabric of 
Venice’s unique coastal community and is doing so at a scale and rate that requires the 
attention of this Commission in order to prevent prejudice of the City’s ability to prepare 
a LCP that implements the certified LUP’s Policies and reflects its commitment to 
preserve and protect Venice’s unique (mainly) residential community character. 
 
It is noteworthy that LUP Policy I.A.17 presages our concern about the loss of permanent 
rental housing. It states: 

  
“To preserve existing rental housing stock and prevent conversion of permanent 
rental housing to youth hostels, the LIP may set forth a maximum number of 
youth hostel units (based on a percentage of total number of existing rental units) 
permissible in the Venice Coastal Zone.” 

 
At the time of the LUP’s certification in 2001, its drafters were concerned about the 
impact a relatively small number of youth hostels might have on the residential 
community. They could not foresee or even imagine the extent of the loss of rental 
housing stock in the Venice Coastal Zone that has been converted and is being proposed 
for conversion to hotel and short-term rental commercial uses.  
 
And finally, the Coastal Act’s Legislative Findings and Declarations; Goals note the 
importance of balanced coastal resources in Section 30001.5(b), which states:  
 

“The Legislature further finds and declares that the basic goals of the state for the 
coastal zone are to assure orderly, balanced utilization and conservation of coastal 
zone resources taking into account the social and economic needs of the people of 
the state.” 

 
D. The Coastal Staff Report fails to inform the Commission that the City 

and the Venice Neighborhood Council have recognized the need to stop 
conversions of residential housing to commercial uses, such as hotels 
and short-term rental units. 

 
In support of its recommendation to grant the State coastal development permit, Coastal 
Staff cites support of former 11th District Councilmember Bill Rosendahl and the Venice 
Neighborhood Council. However, this support was solicited almost three years ago, long 
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before the avalanche of illegally converted hotels and short-term rentals that is now 
threatening to destroy the unique character of our protected, coastal residential 
neighborhoods and rob our City of desperately needed rental housing, including low-
income rental housing. Current Councilmember Mike Bonin opposes the conversion of 
ANY rental units subject to regulation by the City of L.A. Rent Stabilization Ordinance to 
hotel and short-term rental commercial uses. Enclosed with this letter is a copy of the 
motion that Councilmember Bonin introduced on June 2, 2015 that commits to preparing 
a City ordinance governing short-term rentals in the City of Los Angeles. And on 
September 15, 2015, after a lengthy process including several committee reviews and 
local community Public Hearings, the Venice Neighborhood Council adopted a Motion in 
support of Councilmember Bonin’s city-wide motion, which offers 20 additional 
suggestions for strengthening the ordinance to regulate and limit the proliferation of 
short-term rentals Citywide, including and especially in Venice. A copy of that motion is 
also enclosed.  
 
 
II. The City Has Incorporated Mello Act Compliance into its LUP and Has 

Failed to Comply with its Requirements. 
 
As previously argued in the July 13, 2015 letter to the Commission from the Venice 
Community Housing Corporation, a copy of which is attached for your convenience, the 
Commission may consider the requirements of the Mello Act in reaching its decision.  In 
making this argument, we recognized that the Coastal Act was amended in 1981 to 
eliminate provisions encouraging affordable housing for persons of low and moderate 
income.  We asserted, as acknowledged in the Commission’s February 10, 2015 “Report 
on Coastal Act Affordable Housing Policies and Implementation,” that nothing precludes 
cities from submitting LUPs that include affordable housing policies and Mello Act 
compliance requirements.  Because the City of L.A. included Mello Act compliance 
requirements in its certified LUP, it is those LUP Policies that guide the Commission in 
this case.  Mr. Steven Kaufmann’s letter of September 2, 2015, misses this critical point. 
 
In brief, because the LUP specifically requires compliance with the affordable housing 
requirements of the Mello Act, there must be compliance with the threshold requirement 
that a conversion of residential use to commercial use may be permitted only where the 
commercial use is coastal dependent or, if the conversion is to a non-residential use that 
is not coastal dependent, it is first determined that residential use is no longer feasible at 
that location.  Because the City did not in its Mello Act Compliance Determination 
consider or make any factual determination regarding the feasibility of continued 
residential use, the Commission should either remand the matter to the City to make that 
Finding or deny the application because the Finding has not been made.  Alternatively, 
the Commission should deny the application because it is obvious that continued 
residential use is feasible.  The Applicant admits that each of the 31 units could be rented 
for between $3,000 and $4,000 per month, or up to $1,488,000 per year.  
 
While the Applicant states he has invested $4 million in improvements in the subject 
property and preserved architectural character, he would have had to make that 
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investment to preserve the building in any case.  Moreover, that investment addresses 
only the architectural diversity element in Policy I.E.1, and not the requirement stated 
therein to protect and preserve the unique social diversity of our Special Coastal 
Community. 
 
 
III Conclusion 

As a petition circulating in our community states, our friends, families, and neighbors are 
being replaced by lockboxes, cleaning crews, loud parties, and neighborhoods of 
strangers. Tenants are facing harassment, evictions, and offers to move out quickly for 
cash. This phenomenon is destroying the very character of Venice that makes it a 
destination in the first place.  The responsibility for ensuring that the LCP planning 
process is not prejudiced falls in the first instance on the shoulders of this Commission.  
For all of the reasons above, we ask you to reject this conversion from residential to non 
coastal-dependent commercial hotel use. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
Coalition for Economic Survival  (CES)  
http://www.cesinaction.org 
 
Keep Neighborhoods First (KNF) 
http://www.keepneighborhoodsfirst.com 
 
Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy (LAANE) 
http://www.laane.org 
 
People Organized for Westside Renewal (POWER) 
http://www.power-la.org 
 
UNITE HERE Local 11 
http://www.unitehere11.org 
 
VENICE ACTION ALLIANCE 
http://veniceaction.blogspot.com 
 
Venice Coalition to Preserve Unique Community Character  (VC-PUCC) 
http://savevenice.me/about-us/ 
 
Venice Community Housing (VCH)  
http://www.vchcorp.org 
 
Enclosures 
 
cc:  the above organizations 



VeniceBreeze
PETITION TO DENY STATE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT FOR CONVERSION OF 2 BREEZE FROM
RENT-STABILIZED APARTMENTS TO HOTEL

 

Honorable Coastal Commissioners:

We, the undersigned residents, displaced residents and supporters of the Venice community STRONGLY OPPOSE
the request for after-the-fact approval to convert 2 Breeze, a 31-unit Rent Stabilized apartment building, into a
hotel.

We have signed this petition because the applicant was granted not one, but two continuances, resulting in a
hearing almost 400 miles away from Venice; and due to the cost and time involved in having to travel such a
distance we are not able to testify in person.

           We implore you to deny Coastal Development Permit (Application #: 5-14-1932) because

The Coastal Commission is tasked with protecting the unique character of our coastal community, which is
being deluged by unpermitted conversions of rental housing to short-term rentals and de facto hotels.

As of today, there are 1,207 entire homes and apartments and 333 private rooms from Venice listed on
AirBnB, and approximately 1,000 more listed on 30 other marketing platforms. This applicant himself has
owned and operated approximately 128 de facto hotel rooms spanning 5 apartment buildings that were
converted without permits from rent-stabilized apartments.

We need to Preserve and Protect our Neighborhoods and our Homes

Venice is recognized as a Special Coastal Community, pursuant to Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act —
it is a stable, economically and ethnically diverse neighborhood with a hundred-year history of social
diversity that is unmatched in the California Coastal Zone.

The existing residential housing supply is our reservoir of diversity.  It is being critically impacted by
conversion to hotels and other short-term rentals, which some property owners use as an under-the-table
shortcut to rent deregulation and quick profits.  This has contributed to a larger speculative boom and has
further diminished our housing stock.

Our neighbors, friends and families are being replaced by lockboxes, cleaning crews, loud parties and a
constant revolving door of strangers in our residential neighborhoods. Long-term tenants face harassment
and loss of their homes, and receive offers to move out quickly for cash or face eviction. This phenomenon is
destroying the very unique and special character of Venice that makes us a popular destination in the first
place.

Approving this project would set a significantly injurious precedent that would lead to Venice being further
transformed into a neighborhood without neighbors –a virtual city of strangers. The very character of our
community, that is to be preserved and protected under the Coastal Act, would be wiped out of existence by
the cumulative impact of illegal conversions to hotels of apartment buildings that should be our homes. The
owner of 2 Breeze has done one unpermitted conversion after another. It’s time to say NO MORE!

                              We respectfully ask for your “No” vote on this Coastal Development Permit.  

Total signatures: 129
Name State Comment

1. Inna Henry CA
2. Bill Przylucki CA
3. Elaine Spierer
4. Dawn Hollier CA
5. Tom Drew CA
6. Donna Grillo CA
7. Susan Shehab CA
8. Regan Kibbee CA
9. Linda McAndrew CA

10. Gail Malmuth
11. Stacy Herkert WA
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12. dori denning
13. Jamie Whitmarsh CA
14. Claire Carafello CA
15. Joan Thompson CA
16. Suzanne Feller CA
17. Cynthia Webb
18. Lucy Han
19. Sandra Bleifer
20. Sarah Shoup CA
21. Alison Mills Bean CA
22. David Ewing CA
23. chase orton CA
24. Richard Abcarian CA
25. Joan Wrede+ CA
26. Robert Mitchell CA
27. Sheeva Lapeyre CA
28. James Adams CA
29. Judith Goldman
30. Gina Maslow CA
31. Marc Cavanaugh CA
32. Roxanne Brown CA
33. Angela Durrant CA
34. Sharon Vagley CA
35. Kelly Adams
36. Rick Garvey CA
37. melodie meyer CA
38. Maria Barquin CA
39. Adam Vagley CA
40. Carlos Camara
41. Barbara Nichols CA
42. Jim Bickhart CA
43. Art Marcum CA
44. Robert Aronson CA
45. Cherrie Katayama CA
46. richard arratia CA
47. Del Hunter-white CA
48. Sandy Gooch CA
49. elizabeth rizzo
50. Kendall Mayhew CA
51. Lisa Julian CA
52. Jenny Pellicer Veneto
53. Michael Stackhouse CA
54. daniel sharkey CA
55. Julia Fontana CA
56. DeDe Audet CO
57. paul lieber CA
58. Alicia Arlow
59. Tyler Dunham CA
60. Christian Cloud CA
61. Judith grebler CA
62. Michael Soares CA
63. Gwenn Victor CA
64. Thomas Sullivan CA
65. Greta Cobar
66. Gail Rogers CA
67. Phyllis Murphy CA
68. Marshall Dunn
69. Kamille Rudisill CA

Name State Comment
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70. Jane Taguchi CA
71. margaret molloy
72. Anita Tolbert CA
73. Sol Esperanza Østvedt Pellicer
74. Gabriel Ruspini CA
75. Peter jensen CA
76. Dan Inlender
77. Carolyn Marsden CA
78. Matthew Post CA
79. Scott Plante CA
80. Patricia Cohen CA
81. Michelle Appel CA
82. Ann Marie Stanton CA
83. Sally Haskell CA
84. Linda Lucks CA
85. Marie Kennedy CA
86. Mary Cross CA
87. Cecilia Hyoun CA
88. Joann Massillo
89. Catherine Robbins CA
90. Sue Kaplan CA
91. Larry Gross CA
92. mark Kanights CA
93. Barbara Williams CA
94. Susan Spivak CA
95. James Robb CA
96. Tracy Aldridge
97. Lisa Bartoli
98. margo villarin CA
99. Mary Jack CA

100. Patricia Portugal CA
101. Gene Myers CA
102. Jytte Springer
103. David Dayen CA
104. Paul Barber CA
105. Kathleen Rawson CA
106. Barbara Mastej CA
107. janine simmel CA
108. richard carvantes CA
109. Alia Congdon
110. Eliza Smith CA
111. George Woods CA
112. A.M. Zubère CA
113. Carlene martinez CA
114. martha hertzberg CA
115. Barbara Milliken CA
116. Elena Lerma CA
117. heidi lawden
118. Ron DiSalvo CA
119. Jeanette Koustenis
120. Gary Katayama CA
121. marina litvinsky CA
122. Elizabeth Acevedo
123. Roy Samaan
124. Janet Smith CA
125. Christopher Teuber CA
126. Denise Woods CA
127. Margaret Molloy CA

Name State Comment
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128. Randi Hall CA
129. Kevin Keresey

Name State Comment
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October 26, 2015

Hon. Commissioners
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street #2000
San Francisco, CA 94105

Hon. Councilmember Mike Bonin, District 11
200 N. Spring St. #475
Los Angeles, CA 90012

VIA E-MAIL

Re: Petition opposing hearing 2 Breeze item on Nov. 4th in Half Moon Bay

Dear Coastal Commissioners and Councilmember Bonin:

Please find attached a petition with 200 signatures asking the Coastal Commission not to hear the application 
to convert 31 apartments at 2 Breeze Ave. into hotel rooms. The item is currently scheduled to be heard on 
November 4th at the Coastal Commission hearing in Half Moon Bay, roughly 400 miles away from Venice.

This will significantly reduce the ability of those residents most directly impacted by this decision to testify 
before the Commission. The 2 Breeze hearing was originally scheduled for two different Southern California 
locations, but was moved both times. We understand this was due to requests for extensions by the applicant.

We find it shameful that this case, which could set a precedent for the future of the entire neighborhood, will 
be heard in a location that is so inaccessible for Venice residents. Since sending the petition out to the public, 
we have learned that state law requires the Commission to hear this case within a statutory time limit, and 
cannot be rescheduled again.

This permit application has had so many problems with statutory requirements up to this point (such as the 
Department of City Planning not sending a Mello Act Determination to the Legal Aid Foundation of Los 
Angeles, violating the Mello Act settlement agreement), it is insulting that now the community is being 
punished due to statutory requirements. Yet here we are...

We recommend that the Commission take one or both of these steps to mitigate the impact of hearing this 
item so far away from Venice:

• Give a Venice spokesperson an extended comment period to present our arguments on the case.
• Accept comments in writing and have the clerk read them into the record.

If you have any questions, please contact POWER's Executive Director, Bill Przylucki at bill@power-la.org 
or 310-439-8564.

Sincerely,
POWER Venice Chapter

Enc.

Cc: Zach Rehm, Coastal Commission Staff



The Coastal Commission must hear the 2 Breeze
case in SoCal!
Dear Coastal Commissioners and Councilman Bonin:

We recently learned that the Coastal Commission has scheduled the appeal for 2 Breeze Ave. (Venice
Breeze Suites) to be heard at their November 2015 meeting in Half Moon Bay, CA. This is the same
case that was previously scheduled to be heard in San Diego, and then in Long Beach—both
Southern California locations.

This case involves a boardwalk apartment building whose landlord wants to convert 31 rent-
controlled apartments into permanent short-term-rental (AirBnB) hotel rooms. This case, whatever
the outcome, will be precedent-setting for Venice. Dozens of Venice residents and
organizations have written letters regarding the case. Dozens more Venetians have been
waiting for months to attend this hearing, and their voices must be heard. The Coastal Commission
should hold the hearing for this case in an area that is accessible to everyday Venetians. After
months of waiting, however, we have learned that the Coastal Commission has put the 2 Breeze Ave.
appeal on the agenda for the upcoming meeting in Half Moon Bay—almost 400 miles away from
Venice! 

Move the Venice Breeze Suites Hearing back to Southern California!

 

This petition sponsored by People Organized for Westside Renewal (POWER)

Total signatures: 200
Name State Comment

1. William
Przylucki

2. Mary Anne
Thomas CA

3. Mark
Lipman CA

4. Patrick
Langdon CA

5. Bradford
Eckhart CA

6. Lorraine
Suzuki

7. Heather
Priest NY

8. Christopher
Plourde CA Preserve affordable housing in Venice.

9. Judith
Goldman

10. Wendy
Lockett CA

11. Steve
Bevilacqua CA

12. Del Hunter-
White CA

13. Jane
Taguchi CA

14. Ilana
Marosi

15. margaret
molloy

16. marina
litvinsky

17. David
Ewing CA Obviously coyotes are not an endangered species.
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18. James
Adams CA

19. Denise
Douthard CA

20. Trinidad
Ruiz CA

21. Mindy
Meyer CA

This is a huge potentially precedent setting case. The landlord appears to purposely be
manipulating the system by canceling every time the hearing is scheduled in Southern
California. Please allow us to weigh in on this very important matter by hearing this case
in closer proximity to the impacted community. Thank you for your consideration.

22. sylvia
aroth CA Our opinions are important and the CCC venue must accommodate having them heard.

23. Angela
Durrant CA

24. Kelly
Adams

25. dori
denning

26. Judy
Branfman CA

27. hesh hipp

28. Sarah
Shoup CA

Please include the tenants and neighbors that are affected by this conversion and move
the hearing to a location in Southern California which is accessible by the residents
affected.

29. Gary
Katayama CA

30. Michele
Bradley CA

31. Daniel
Sharkey CA

32. Elaine
Spierer CA

This hearing scheduled so far from the subject property and its community,benefits the
applicant who wants to lessen the chance of opposing views being able to present them
before the Commission. This is exactly the opposite of what the CCC intended with its
public hearings.This project needs to be re-scheduled to allow the hearing to be heard
by the community most impacted.

33. Beth Katz CA

34. Sandra
Bleifer CA

35. Jennifer
Mandel

36. Barbara
Milliken CA

37. Gina
Maslow CA

38. Heather
Vescent CA

39. Stacy
Herkert

40. Kendra
Inman CA

Why would you schedule a hearing for the community outside of the city much less the
neighborhood that will be directly impacted by this decision? This hearing should be held
in LA so that ALL voices can be heard. Which I believe is the point of a hearing in the
first place.

41. Marie
Kennedy CA

42. JoAnn
Matyas CA

43. Casey
Maddren CA

44. Garrett
Smith CA

Neither pro or opposed to this project but anytime a hearing is held that impacts a
neighborhood, it should be held near those most impacted. This hearing seems like it is
being in violation of the Brown act or should be.

45. Joan
Thompson CA Keep So Cal - related property hearings IN Southern California!!!!!! No exceptions!

Name State Comment
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46. Roy
Samaan CA

47. marc
cavanaugh CA

48. martha
hertzberg

49. Marguerite
Koster

50. Rebecca
Prus CA

51. carlene
martinez CA

52. Tom Drew CA

53. melodie
meyer

54. Deborah
Nitasaka CA

Destroying communities by permitting tricksters to prevail with tactics intended to
undermine rent stabilization is terribly irresponsible. Destroying neighborhoods and
communities by turning homes into playgrounds (short-term vacation rentals) is about
opting for jurisdictional revenue generating public policies over the health, safety, and
welfare of long-term residents. All deeply concerning as fiscally and socially
reprehensible governance.

55. Sandra
Gooch CA

56. Pegarty
Long CA

57. Susanna
Schick NV This is a local issue, it should be tried in a local court!

58. Al
Mohajerian CA

59. RObert
Schlesinger

Move the hearing back to Venice. This is nothing but a ploy trying to avoid the input of
the community that will be affected by this move.

60. Donna
Grillo CA

61. Barbara
Blinderman

Holding a hearing to discourage local residents from appearing is an insult. Another
example of denigrating the value of community in order to benefit big corporations.
Their paid representatives will appear. Doesn't fairness count for anything?

62. Barbara
Blinderman

Holding a hearing to discourage local residents from appearing is an insult. Another
example of denigrating the value of community in order to benefit big corporations.
Their paid representatives will appear. Doesn't fairness count for anything?

63. Diana
Hamann CA Hearings about local issues should happen locally so comments from the people affected

will be heard.

64. Jeffrey
Levine CA

65. Barbara
Nichols CA

66. Betsy
Goldman CA

67. David King TX
Neighborhoods in Austin, TX are fighting to get commercial short-term rentals out of our
neighborhoods. Airbnb and Homeaway are harming our neighborhoods for profit! We
support neighborhoods in other cities that are fighting to stop commercial short term
rentals!

68. Cristina
Perruccio CA

69. Travis
Casper TX AirBnB, HomeAway will ruin every neighborhood they can. These are the greediest of

monsters today. Don't let them destroy the American Dream for all generations to come.

70. Gail
Gordon CA

71. Anita
Tolbert CA

72. catharine
takemoto CA

The Coastal Commission, YOU certainly have an obligation to figure out how to have a
safe public hearing for the Venice Breeze Suites that are rent-controlled no less in the
city of Los Angeles. Venice land owners deserve to be heard. Do your job. BE FAIR!

Name State Comment
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73. Brian Wald CA
This moving of a hearing is akin to Venue manipulation in a court house. We cannot
expect enough affected people to travel to their own hearing at such a distance. The
venue is Los Angeles. Do your job.

74. peter
jablonski CA

75. Edward
Kijewski CA

There's greed, there's unbridled greed, and then there's rapacious, criminal greed that
imposes a heavy price on long-term renters who are essentially powerless and pushed
aside by a growing passel of slumlords grunting their way to the trough filled with tourist
dollars.

76. Kevin
Keresey CA

The deliberate moving of venues to be as far away as possible so as to not include
citizens that are directly affected should be completely illegal. This is to insure that only
the paid employees of developers show up!. I have traveled up and down the California
coast to attend hearings so that I could confront the white collar crime that is going on
in Venice. Most people cannot afford to travel hundreds of miles. We have to work! STOP
THIS! Stop running from the citizens that suffer from your poor decision making! Your
illegal decision making!

77. jataun
valentine CA Need affordable housing not short term housing.

78. Deidre
Samuels CA

79. Manuel
Katz CA

80. Mike
Chamness CA

81. Eliza Smith CA

82. Alley Bean CA

I'm am completely opposed to this Venice housing treasure being converted into more
unneeded short term rentals, forcing renters out of Venice, mailing it impossibly
expensive to live here and ruining the diversity of our beloved neighborhood!!! please
give us a fair hearing at least!! The integrity of our neighborhood is being compromised
building by building and the line has to be drawn by our legislators to stop it!

83. Richard
Roller

84. heidi ifft CA
Why wasn't this specific issue addressed at the three local community listening
sessions? Or was it? Have they stated any sort of logistical reason the meeting was
moved?

85. Michael
Tighe CA

86. alex frank CA

87. k c CA

I am sick of all the shennanegans (however it is spelled) that politicians and other play
to make it difficult for us to protest what they are doing to Venice. Instead of being for
Venice they keep making our neighborhoods good for outsiders. Between AirB&B (all
they are concerned with is getting some tax dollars), RVs living on our streets and the
trash that is left behind in their wake, Cell phone towers being placed in our
neighborhoods, and homeless camping out in our neighborhoods, leaving trash too,
using our property for a toilet and a kitchen and a bedroom, it appears that those in
charge do not care about those of us who live in Venice. Of course they moved it to half
moon bay, what a joke...If it is about Venice 90291 then do your business here where we
can properly protest at the meetings. Shame on them. I am also tired of all the mini-
mansions going up in place of the Venice Beach bungaloes.

88. Ben
Closson CA

89. Catherine
Grasso CA

90. Elaine
Brandt CA Keep this type of real estate out of Venice Beach.

91. Gail Rogers CA

92. Michelle
Appel

93. Lucy Han

If you know someone in Half Moon Bay, they can rep you. Better to have a rep there to
speak for group. Might be able to stop permit approval if you have 3 people @ the
meeting object. Call Commission to confirm.The Coastal Commission will accept written
comments by mail. Call Commission (415-904-5200)for their address. Commission
website : http://www.coastal.ca.gov. Copy of permit application:
http://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2015/11/w17a-11-2015.pdf.
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94. Marc
Saltzberg WV

95. Ren Navez

96. DeDe
Audet CO Venice needs low rent housing.

97. Jim
Bickhart CA

98. Jed Pauker CA

99. Tracy
Aldridge Not fair for people who want their voices heard to make impossible to go.

100. Michael
McGee CA

101. Matt
Williams CA

102. bahar
badi'e CA the GREATEST VALUE KNOWN TO SANE PPL IS SPIRIT OF A TIGHT COMMUNITY ... U save

on DOCTOR BILLS and TRAGEDIES....HOPE U ACT WISELY !!!!

103. Rick
Stribling CA

104. Elena
Lerma CA

105. Vreni
Merriam CA Half Moon Bay doesn't make sense. Please move it to somewhere accessible for all of us

in Venice. Thanks/

106. john
meurer NC

107. Kimmy
Miller

108. Taylor
Crichton NY

109. Alice
Goldstein CA

110. Miguel
Bravo CA A lot is at stake for our community, the voice of Venice residents must be heard!

111. Anita
Zubere CA

112. Michele
Prichard CA

113. Kristin
Tieche TX Regulate Airbnb!

114. Linda
Lucks CA

115. Phylis
Applegate CA

116. kay gallin CA

117. Michael
Lindley CA

118. Joseph
Greco CA

This is a real problem in Venice now. Short term rentals are destroying our sense of
community and neighborhood. Lets hold on to family and neighbors and hear this case
in Southern California.

119. Sue Kaplan CA

120. Holly
Mosher CA

121. Eloise Kong CA
It is the right and just not to hold meetings in the neighborhoods most effected by
decisions? In the reverse, is it fair to hold meetings here in Venice that effect
communities 400 miles away? I think not. Please relocate.

122. Carol Beck CA

123. Julie M.
Thompson CA

124. Ron
DiSalvo CA

125. Steve Clare CA

126. Lydia
Ponce

Name State Comment
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127. Kendra
Moore

128. e. colleen
saro CA

129. E Bauer
130. Lisa Green CA

131.
Reed
Heisley-
Shellaby

CA

132. Marlon
Stern CA

133. Simeon
Carson CA

134. Juan Ayala CA
Whatever happened to "government of the people, by the people, for the people" -- for
"Life, Liberty, Equality, Justice," etc. FOR ALL?? LIFE is first and must always be
protected and cared for as the first priority. If there must be "property," surely it must
always be considered after LIFE has received all required attention and care.

135. Lonell
Powell CA

136. Pat Abbott TX

137. Lauren
Steiner

138. Mimi
Soltysik CA

139. Scott
Shuster

140. Hamid
Assian NY

141. steve
williams CA

142. Eleu Nava

143. Elijah
Carder

144. Jeffery
Martin

145.
Jaime
Simon
Zeledon
Valverde

CA Hausing Human Righ Tenemos que preserver las viviendas de los inquilinos que viven
en Aptos.en la Zona costera de Venice,CA,La vivienda el un Derecho Humano,

146. Donna
Factor CA

147. Eric
Ahlberg

148. Sharon
Tipton CA Stop Gentrification! Provide homes for those who need them! Stop the inhumanity that

is modern Venice!

149. Lawrence
Shapiro CA I object to forcing people out of their places to live for the profit of a few

150. Ellyn
Maybe

151. William
Gonzalez

California is not only for the rich. Stop Gentrification and calculated economic apartheid,
now! W.A.G

152. Ella
Archibeque CA

153. Alexandra
Nagy CA

154. Ethel
Gullette CA

155. keith
martin CA

156. Natanel
Edelson CA

157. Conney
Williams CA

Name State Comment
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158. Frances
Motiwalla CA

159. Ankur Patel

160. Antonieta
Villamil

161. Joy Cernac

162. Nazmul
Biswas AZ

163. Ramon
Castañeda CA

164. Daniel Lee CA

165. Stephanie
Tatro CA

166. Terence
Lyons CA

167. Jessica Lin CA

168. Ira Koslow CA This is a second project that affects Venice that is being heard so far away. Are the
developers this strong as to eliminate sthr input?

169. Stephen
Pouliot CA Please put a halt to this mad scheme. We are choking from lack of parking and this will

be only part of the problem.

170. Rick
Garvey CA

171. Reshima
Wilkinson Veneto

172. Alexander
Flores CA Let hardworking locals decide fairly. Say no to gentrification and the fall of western

civilization.

173. Philip
Parenteau CA

174. Alan
Kaneshiro FL

175. Milo
Gonalez CA

176. Jose
Coranel

177. Maria Rioz

178. Maria
Galan

179. Jose
Estrada

180. Veronica
Banorles

181. Dolores
Betancourt

182. Sawako
N.tao

183. Christina
Coronado

184. Genaro
Cansino

185. S. Teresa
Altero

186. Maria
Flores

187. Elva Flores

188. Francisca
Pere

189. Maria
Lande

190. Maria Tons

191. Balbina
Delgado

192. Reyna
Escobar

Name State Comment
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193. Petra
Sigala

194. Yesica
Banvelos

195. Paz Cortes

196. Mark
Farina

197. Jared Essig

198. Teresa
Vilchis

199. Jessica
Camanera

200. Delmira
Gonzalez

Name State Comment
8 of 8 Default



October 1, 2015

California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street #2000
San Francisco, CA 94105

RE: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC for Change in Use from an existing 
31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) 
(CU) (ZV) (MEL)) – Follow-up Letter

Dear Coastal Commissioners:

This is a follow-up letter from our letter dated July 13, 2015 regarding Carl Lambert's application to convert 
the 31-unit apartment building at 2 Breeze Ave. in Venice to a transient occupancy use. After researching the 
case further, including examining the case file in the Long Beach Coastal Commission office, we would ask 
the Coastal Commission to deny the application based on this finding:

The CDP must be denied because it will prejudice the City of Los Angeles against preparing a local 
coastal program that is in conformity with the California Coastal Act of 1976. 

In the case file, Mr. Lambert and his agents go to great lengths to persuade you that this is not the case. 
However, we assert that it would be impossible for the city to prepare an effective LCP if this case is 
approved, given the precedents it would set:

In his October 1, 2012 letter to you, Donald Alec Barany, Mr. Lambert's partner and the architect on the 
project, asserts that the adopted Venice Community Plan (from here VCP) “serves as the functional 
equivalent” of the LCP in this case. Your own Executive Director has asserted that, once adopted, the LCP is
the standard of review for a case both at the local and Coastal Commission levels, so this is a significant 
claim. However, for the sake of argument, we will accept his assertion and see where it leads us:

Mr. Barany goes on to assert that this project is consistent with the VCP. This assertion is inaccurate. There 
are a number of areas where the Venice Community Plan directly contradicts this assertion. On page 22 
(Objective 1-2.2) the VCP identifies the objective: “Encourage multiple-family residential development in 
commercial zones,” and references a program in the Venice Specific Plan to achieve this. On page 5 the VCP 
references the “Illegal conversion of residential uses to commercial uses” as a Residential “issue” (problem) 
facing Venice.

It is possible that Mr. Barany erroneously referred to the VCP when he meant the Land Use Plan (LUP). The 
LUP includes language to ensure the “Preservation of existing housing stock, and discouragement of 
conversion of residential uses to commercial use where appropriate” on page 8.

On page 22 the VCP also references the Mello Act as a guide for local decision makers. The LUP references 
the Mello Act as a guiding document on a number of occasions throughout the document. As we stated in 
our previous letter, the State Mello Act law does not allow the conversion of a viable residential use to a non-
coastal-dependent commercial use under any circumstances. It expressly prohibits it, as does the City's 



Interim Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act, and the City's settlement agreement 
with Venice Town Council, et al. 

In order to approve the conversion in a manner that would have been consistent with the Mello Act, the City 
would have had to make specific findings: that the proposed use is a coastal-dependent use and/or a 
residential use is no longer feasible on the site. The City never made those findings in their approval, and 
could not have legally done so according to the Mello Act settlement agreement.

At least as important, approving the project would set a precedent for Venice that any owner of a residential 
building who had illegally converted to a short-term rental use could apply for, and be granted, after-the-fact 
permits to operate a hotel.1 According to the LAANE report, which is in the case file, there are at least 1,137 
short-term rental listings in Venice. According to our count, there are 457 apartment units located just along 
Ocean Front Walk that currently have an allowed and permitted residential use, but are in commercial zones. 

Unfortunately, a decent number of these rent-stabilized apartment units along Ocean Front Walk have been 
illegally converted into short-term rentals by Mr. Lambert's imitators—and some by Mr. Lambert himself. As 
of this moment, however, the City still has the legal authority to issue an order to comply and to move those 
units back onto the rental market. That opportunity would be lost at 2 Breeze, and we anticipate very quickly 
along all of Ocean Front Walk and throughout Venice, if you approve this permit. That says nothing of what 
would happen to apartments with less brazen owners who continue to operate as residential buildings for 
now, but are unquestionably watching this case very closely.

Mr. Lambert has said (in one of the correspondence in the case file) that this is insignificant because the units 
would not be affordable due to vacancy decontrol. While we find it amusing that Mr. Lambert would draw 
attention to the fact that his illegal and unfair business practices would give him a double-windfall—once 
from illegally converting to short-term rentals, and again when converting back to rent-stabilized apartments 
for which he found a backdoor into vacancy decontrol—we would like to clarify that we are not raising the 
affordability issue at all in this case.2

In fact, we do not feel compelled to ask you to look at the City's Mello Act determination in this case at all (as
defective and error-riddled as it is), except insofar as a compliant LCP would require the City to outline its 
own role for enforcing its portion of the Coastal Act and other state laws, such as Mello, that govern land use
in the Coastal Zone. If this permit is approved, a precedent would be set that would be so injurious to 
Venice, and would so undermine a key provision of the City's Coastal Zone land use responsibilities, that it 
would make it impossible for the City to prepare an acceptable LCP.

There is no substantive difference between this case and a potential deluge of similar cases just around the 
corner if Mr. Lambert prevails. We estimate a glut of owners would seek changes of use to commercial hotels.
This case was a bad precedent waiting to happen, and it is unfortunate that the City of Los Angeles' defective 
land use enforcement has once again put you in this predicament...but here you are, and you must now decide
how to rule on this case.

1 According to Mr. Lambert's own estimation of daily rates for his illegal hotel, the increased fine imposed by the Coastal Commission is recouped 
by him within less than one month, if he rents at a very conservative 2/3rds vacancy rate—that is not accountability, it is a slap on the wrist.

2 Although, we can't help but point out that vacancy decontrol is just a snapshot in time. Within a decade, if a new tenant established tenancy and 
did not decide to leave, the apartment would be well below market again due to rent-stabilization.



We hope we do not need to persuade you that losing hundreds of currently-occupied and recently-occupied 
rent-stabilized apartments in Venice's Coastal Zone would substantially reduce coastal access for those who 
want or need to live near the beach, would decrease affordability, would intensify use in the supposedly low-
density residential area just east of Ocean Front Walk, and would permanently alter the unique character of 
Venice, which you are mandated to help preserve and protect.

You must deny this permit due to the massive precedent it would set, the negative consequences of that 
precedent, and the resulting prejudice to the City's ability to prepare an LCP. Your staff has advised you to 
deny projects before on very similar grounds. On February 21, 2013 regarding a case in Newport Beach, you 
denied a CDP based on the fact that “the amendment would set a precedent for projects in the 
future...resulting in significant cumulative adverse impacts...and prejudice the City’s ability to prepare a 
certified LCP” (NPB-MAJ-1-12).

On August 12, 2015 your staff recommended that you reject the application for 259 Hampton Drive in 
Venice (A-5-VEN-15-0038) on the grounds that “the project, as approved by the City of Los Angeles, would 
prejudice the City’s ability to prepare a certified Local Coastal Program (LCP), and therefore will negatively 
impact coastal resources.” In the same case, the staff advised you that “Additionally, such an approval would 
prejudice the City’s ability to prepare an LCP because it in inconsistent with the certified LUP.” The staff go 
on to cite a number of policies within the LUP.

Mr. Lambert's project is equally inconsistent with the LUP, as we have already demonstrated. The precedent 
would be disastrous for Venice's unique character and residential use areas. You must deny the permit.

Thank you in advance for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Bill Przylucki, Executive Director



October 28, 2015 

Via EMAIL: 
zach.rehm@coastaI.ca.gov 

California Coastal Commission 
Coastal Staff & Coastal Commissioners 
200 Oceangate, lQlh Floor 
Long Beach, CA 90802 

Re. OPPOSITION to CDP application for: 
2 Breeze Ave (5-14-1932) 
Hearing date: Wednesday November 4, 2015 
Agenda Item 17 a. 

Dear Coastal Staff and Honorable Commissioners, 

I have been asked by numerous concerned residents of Venice to provide factual information with respect to the 
Mello Act Compliance Determination and related processes performed by the City of L.A. for purposes of the 2 
Breeze CDP application. 

Please see attached Exhibits in that regard: 
1. Applicable excerpts of the Mello Interim Administrative Procedures For Complying with the Mello Act in the 
Coastal Zone Portions of the City of Los Angeles 
2. Applicable excerpt from CDP Determination Dated May 20, 2013, Coastal Development Pennit Findings 
3. September 14, 2012 Mello Determination Memorandum referred to in the CDP Finding in 2. above 

It appears to be obvious that the City is derelict in its duty in performing its Mello Act Compliance Determination for 
this project, as it appears that the project does not comply with the City's own Interim Administrative Procedures and 
the Mello Act state law. 

Many impacted citizens question whether the California State Coastal Commission can or should approve a CDP in 
light of this Finding of complete non-compliance. 

It should also be noted that the Department of Building and Safety (DBS) did not revoke the Building Permit for the 
2 Breeze Conversion from Apartments to Hotel when it was discovered that it was not authorized as all clearance 
requirements were not met as the State CDP had not yet been approved, as is required when the project is located in 
the Dual Pennit Jurisdiction Coastal Zone. I believe that this is a violation of Cily codes and procedures, and that it 
should have been !'evoked as soon as they became aware of this DBS and City Planning error/omission. 

Also, even though I am writing to you as an individual and not on behalf of the Venice Neighborhood Council or its 
Land Use and Planning Committee, as indicated in my signature plate below, I would like to note that, contrary to the 
assertion of the Applicant's lawyer, Steven H. Kaufmann, in his letter to you on October15, 2015, 1 was not a member 
of the Venice Neighborhood Council or its Land Use and Planning Committee when a vote was taken for a 
recommendation on this project on April 16, 2013. [joined the Land Use and Planning Committee in October 2013 
and was elected by the Community as Chair of the Land Use and Planning Committee and a member of the Venice 
Neighborhood Council Board in May 2014 (a 100% volu.nteer position). 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 

Citizen Robin Best 
(Rudisill) 
As an individual and not on behalf of the Venice Neighborhood Council or its Land Use and Planning Committee 
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SHALL FOLLOW THESE PROCEDURES PURSUANT TO CITY COUNCIL 
RESOLUTION AND DEPARTMENTAL ORDERS 



1.3. OVERVIEW OF THE MELLO ACT 

The Mello Act was adopted by the State Legislature in 1982_._ The Act sets forth 
requirements concerning the demolition, conversion and construction of housing within 
California 's Coastal Zone. Each local jurisdiction shall enforce three basic rules: 

Rule 1. 

Rule2. 

Rule 3. 

,. 

Existin residential structures shall be maintained, unless the c 
Jurisdiction finds tbat residential uses are no anger feasible. A local 
·urisdiction ma not a rove the Demolition or Conversion of residenttal 
structures for R..Yf&Oses of a non-Coas a - il<'.fe"nt, non-resiC!efiTiaJ use." 
unless iifirst finds that a residential use 1s no longer feasible at that locatio;-

Converted or demolished Residential Units occupied by Very Low, Low 
or Moderate Income persons or families shall be replaced. Converted 
or demolished Residential Units occupied by Very Low. Low or Moderate 
Income persons or families shall be replaced on a one-for-one basis. 

New Housing Developments shall provide lnclusionary Residential 
Units. If feasible. New Housing Oeveiopments shall provide lnclusionary 
Residential Units affordable to Very Low, Low or Moderate Income persons 
or families. 

These rules are subject to numerous exceptions and additional required feasibility 
determinations which complicate the administration of the Mello Act. 

2.0 INITIAL SCREENING AND ROUTING 

The Department of Building and Safety is responsible for the initial screening and routing 
of Non-Discretionary Applications. The Department of City Planning is responsible for the 
initial screening and routing of Discretionary Applications. C D.P 
Public Counter staff at these De artments are herebv directed to develo the appropriate 

Jorms and procedures necessary to screen, route and track all Discretionary an on
Oiscretionary Applications pursuant to steps one through SlX oelow. 

2.1. STEP ONE. IDENTIFY COMMUNITY PLAN AREA. 

Staff shall determine if a filed and deemed complete Discretionary or Non-Discretionary 
Application is located in the following Community Plan Areas: Brentwood-Pacific 
Palisades, Venice, Del Rey. Westchester-Playa Del Rey, San Pedro or Wilmington-Harbor 
City. If the Application is in one of these Community Plan Areas , go to step two. 
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2.6 STEP SIX. ROUTE NON-CATEGORICALLY EXEMPT 
APPLICATIONS TO TH1E D1EPARTMENT OF CITYl PLANN1NG, 
ZONING ADMINlSTRATJON DIVISION DCP/ZA FOR 
FURTHER MELLO ACT COMPLIANCE REVIEW AND 
PROCESSING. 

Public Counter staff at the DepaJ1ments of Building and Safety and City Planning shall 
route non-Categorically Exempt Conversions, DernoMions and New Housing 
Developments to the Department of City Plann•ng,, Zoning Administration Dtvisfon 
(DCP/ZAD) for fol'low-up Metlo Act compliance review. coordination and processlng. 

The Department of Building and Safety s haJI not ~ssue anj:'.' permits or other 
approvais until it has received clearance from the DCP/ZAD that the ('pplicant has 
satisfied alJ conditions set forth in the Mello Act and these fnterinl Administrative• 
'P'rocedures . . - - - -· · - =-~. · 

w 
~ 
~ 



4.0 DEMOLITIONS AND CONVERSIONS 

Assigned DCP/ZAD staff shi:lll complete a Mello Act compliance review for each proposed 
--Demolition and Conver~io~i;g the 'attached Mello Act Compiiance Review Worksheet 
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(Attachrrent 2) . This requirement applies to both Discretionary and Non-Discretionary 
Applicat1ons. Applica'nts are not permitted to complete this Wor"'Rshee~. 

---- ~ .. . 
~he purpose of comple1ing a Mello Act compliance review is to: 

D 'dent1fy Applications to demolish or convert residential structures for purp.oses of a 
non-Coas~a l-Dependent. non-resicenlial use. These Applications sha!I be den ied 
unless the A plicant proves with substantial evidence that a residential use s not 
e· s1 e at t at location an 

0 Identify the total number of Affordable Existing Resident.a! Units that are proposed 
for Demolition or Conversion; and 

D Determine the total number of required Affordable Replacement Units. 

Each question on the Mello Act Compliance Review \Norksheet is reproduced and further 
discussed below. Staff shall provide a wr'tten explanation for each answer recorded on 
the Worksheet. and attc::ich all supporting documentation to the fi le. The resu!ts of each 
Mello Act compliance review shall be issued as a determination pursuan,t to Part 6.0 . 



4.1(§UESTION #1) WILL RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES BE 
DEMOLISHED OR CONVERTED FOR PURPOSES OF A NON

: . RESIDENTIAL USE ? 

The Mello /\ct states th::1t the Demolition or Conversion of res idential structures for 
ur oses of a non-Coastal-Dependent. non-residential use is prohibited, unless the local 

jurisdiction firs 1nds that a residential use is no longer feasible at that location . This· 
... prohibition appties to all residential structures, regardless of the followi ngi factors: 
--- b 

0 The income of current or past occupants; 

0 The form of ownership (whether the Residential Units are for-sale un its or rentals); 
and 

0 Rents charged, for~sale prices, or appraised value. 

__!!Jpe answer to question# 1 is "yes," and existing residential structures are oro osed for 
Demolition or Conversion for purposes o a non-residential use, then staff shall go to 
que·stion #2 lo determine if The proposed use 1s Coastal-Dependent. 

If the ;mswer to question #1 is "no," staff shali skip to question #4 to determine if any of 
the Residential Ur.i ts proposed for Demolition or Conversion are occupied by Very Low. 
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Low or Moderate Income Households . These Residen tial Urnts are termed, "Affordable 
Existing Residential Units." 

4.2(QUESTION #2) IS THE PROPOSED NON-RESIDENTIAL USE 
COAST AL-DEPENDENT? 

Coastal-Dependent uses are uses which requires a site on. or adjacent to. the sea in order 
to flJnCfion at al!,., Gamples of Coastal-O""ependent uses lficiude fisheries and boating ana · 
harbor facilitiet 

-1.f.lhe answer to question #2 is "yes." and the proposed non-ras1dent1al uses are Coasta!
~pendent. staff shall sk.p toquest1on#4. The Demolition or Conversion may~proved . 
:out ot~iy up6n the condition the Applicant provides all required AHord"a'EieReplacernent 

Urnts 1dent1fied through the Mello Act compliance review process. 

Jf the answer to question #2 is "no," and the~oposed non-residential uses ™Q! Coastal
-'Dependent. staff shall go to question #3. 

4.3@ue'sr10N #UIS A RESIDENTIAL USE FEASIBLE AT THIS 
LOCATION? 

Because the site contains a residential s1ructure, the City presumes that a res dential use 
: is fmP@:. The Applicant may challenge fpe City's presumption by presenting substantiai 

evidenc.e.to the contrary directly to OCP/ZAO staff {for Non-Oiscretionary Applications); and 
to the decision-maker (for Discretionary Applications). 

The following shall be considered in reviewing an Applicant's challenge of the City's 
presumption : 

Cl The Applicant has the burden of proof. Proximity to other existing. viable residential 
uses is s~rong evidence that a residential use is feasible. 

D An Appiicnrt may not claim infeasibility merely because the site is zoned 
commercial. Commercial zones in the City of Los Angeles generally permit 
residential uses. However. in some cases a ''Q'' or "D" limitation may be imposed 
on a particular property whicll prohibits residentia l uses . 

0 If the existing, underlying zoning or any other applicable regulation prohibits ail 
residential uses, then the Applicant may cite those facts if the Applicant is 
challeng•ng the City's presumption. If an Applicant has non-conforming or other 
rights which permit a continued res1der. t1al use, then the Applicant rnay not contend 
that the existing zoning renders a residential use infeasible. 
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0 An Applicant may rot initrate and obtain approval for a zone change which prohibits 
residential uses and subsequently claim infeasibility based on that zone change. 

D An Applicnnt may not claim infeasibility merely because the site is zoned industrial 
if a Zoning Administrator had prP.viously approved joint living and work quarters for 
that site. A Zoning Administrator's grant runs with the land . 

0 An Applicant may not clarm finaricial infeasibility unless it can clearly dccument an 
inability to rent or self the current premises based on the site's unique 
characteristics or circumstances. Unique characteristics or circumstances include 
proximity to noxious ;:ind incompatible existing uses that are hkely to remain. and 
that render a continued residential use infeasible. If challeng ing the City's 
presumption , an Applicant may not cite mere proximity to commercial of industrial 
uses. 

0 An Applicart may clairn infeasib ility due to the site 's unique geologic or other 
topographica l features which render it unsafe for human habitation . Appiicants must 
provrde supponing documentation . 

- 1 An Applicant may not claim infeasibility because the current premises are 
dilapidated or are in a state of disrepair due to tl1e Applicant's failure to make 
reasonable repairs or to adequately maintain the site . The City may require the 
Applicant to correct substandard conditions before it will further consider an 
Applicant's. challenge of the City's presumption. 

If the Applicant h~s oroved w:th substantial evidence that a residential use is infeasible, 
staff shall record a ''no" answer to question #3, and go to quest ion #4 . 

If the Applicant has not proved with substantia! evidence that a residential use is infeasible. 
staff sha ll record '5 "yes an;wer to question #3. This stops the Mello Act Compliance 
Review process The Discretionary or Non-Oiscr~onary Application sha!I be denied . A * 
determination shall be issued pursuant to Part 6.0. 

--+l 

~ 



6.0 DETERMINATIONS 

A determination shall be iss1.ied for each non-Categorically Exempt Demolition, 
Conversion, and New Housing Development. 

For Discretionar A lications, the decision-maker shalt issue the determination as written 
conditions attached to the etermination made witn respect to the underlyin · case. All 
completeaforms, correspondence receive and sent. and other supporting documen ation 
shall be attached to the file created for the underlying case. 

For Non-Discretionary Applications, DCP/ZAD staff shall issue the determination as a 
Director's Determination. Staff shall also prepare a file. and attach alt completed forms, 
correspondence received and sent . and other supporting documentation. 

A copy of each determination shall be simdtaneously transmitted to the Applicant. the 
Department of Building and Safety. LAHD. all building occupants. and: 

Richard A. Rothschild 
Western Center on Law and Poverty, Inc. 
3701 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 208 
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2809 

6.1 DEMOLITIONS AND CONVERSIONS 

Each determination shall include the following : 

0 Results of the Mello Act compliance review process completed in Part 4.0; 

CJ Total number of Affordable Existing Residential Units identified by LAHO; 

0 Total numher of required Affordable Replacement Un its recorded on the Mello Act 
Compliance Review Worksheet: 

C A requirement that theAgJ2.!!Eantcompfywrth the requirements set forth in Parts 7.2. 
7.4. and 7.5: 

2 A staten1ent that the Application is not approveo until LAHD has approved the 
Affordable housing Provision Plan prepared pursuant lo Part 7 4 and 
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8.0 APPEALS 

Determinations may be aooealed. Th~determif1ation shall identify deadlines. filing fees, 
the appellt=tte body, and other necessary procedures and requirements for considering the 
appear. 

Appellants have the burden of proof and shall present substantial evidence to support their 
appea l A cooy of the results of each appeal shall be simultaneously transrnittP.d to the 
Applicant. the Derartment of Building and Safety, LAHO, all building occupants, and: 

Richard A Rothschild 
Western Center on Law and Poverty, Inc. 
3701 vVilsllire Boulevard, Suite 208 
Los Angeles, CA 900'10-2809 

8.1 DISCRETIONARY APPLICATIONS 

The appeals orocedures and appellate body shall be those connected to the underlying 
case. -

8 .2 NON-DISCRETIONARY APPLICATIONS 

Appellants may appeal a Directors Determination using the forms and fo llowing the 
procedures promu lgated by ~he DCP/ZAD. Ur.tit July 1. 2000 the appellate body shall be 
the Board of Zon.ng Appeals. After July 1. 2000. t!:e appellate body shall _be the Area 
Planning Commission. 

8.3 DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY ACTIONS 

Appellants may appeal Department of Buildmg and Safety decisions and determinations 
to the Board of Building and Safety Commissioners pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal 
Code Section 98 .0403.1. 
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7. The project is consistent with the special requirements for low and moderate 
income housing units in the Coastal Zone as mandated by California 
Government Code Section 65590 [Mello Act]. 

The Mello Act is a State law which mandates local governments to comply with a 
variety of provisions concerning the demoUtion, conversion, and construction of 
residentia[ units in California's Coastal Zone. The Mello Act requires that very low, 
low and moderate income housing units that are demoljshed or converted must be 
replaced and that new residential developments. must reserve at least 20 percent of 
all new residential units for low or very low income persons or families or reserve at 
least 10 percent of alt new residential units for very low income persons or families. 
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The Metro Act....Qrohibits change of use_or demolition projects that removt? existing. 
residential units (including market-rate residential units) for purposes of a new non
residential use unless the new use is coastal dependent. 

The proposed project is located in the Coastal Zone, as defined in California Public 
Resources Code, Division 20 (commencing with Section 30000), as depicted on the 
City of Los Angeles Coastal Zone Maps. On September 141 2012, the Los Angeles 
Housing Department issued a Mello Determination Memorandum which concluded 
that there is one affordable unit (#308) located at the subject property. A condition 
of approval requires the owner to record a covenant with LAHD to restrict one unit 
for moderate income use. As conditionedt the eroject is consistent with the Mello 
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Mello DeforrnJnation Memorandum 

Date: September 14, 2012 

To: 

From: 

Subject 

.t.nbr6:> r_vi:hrbl.f..""..1ti,..,,._ ,~1 

Co".,1t',,.._ (yt~~Gtntt.:1 \'.&rC(jH 

Based on the rental information provided by the oWller, Venice Breez.e Suites, LLC, it is 
determined tr.at one (1) affordable unit exists at 2 Breeze Avenue , Unit# 308, Venice, 
CA 90291. The 01VJ1er proposes to convert the property irom an extended sta 
vacation rental into a hotel. 

--~ ~ 

On June 13, 2012, LAHD sent a Request for Detern1ination as Eligible Household 
Under Mello Act Regulations package via certified mail to Units# 308 and# 400. Apart 
from the tenants in these two units, all units are occupied by snort-t:enn renters, 
aocording to the owner. Unit# 406 opted not to provide financial information for tile 
Mello Act affordable rent determination. Unit # 308 provided incomplete income 
information and did not respond to ful1fier queries. 

~ 
On August 8, 2012, LP.HD sent a Request for Determination as Eligible Househo~~ 
Under Mello Act Regulations pad<age \lia certifioo mail to ttie remalnln units. The \ 
tenants either did not respond or opted not to provide 1nancaa information for the Mello v-D ~x 
Act affordable rent determination. ~~ 

(!:::r Uie ovmer's rent log for the past 1hree yea~ly uni!# 308 has affortlabte rent. ~ r;(:'.J--
f-- -----=--~ 1£' y 

Los Angeles H ous_ing Department Flle - ~Jo~ -
Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, Owller ~ c!a__.., 
Richard A Rothschild, Western Center on l..a\.v and Poverty. Inc. Y't::vtCt,u 
Susanne Browne. Legal Aid Foundation of L.A. ~ ~ 

C!_p IAJ lfM / 
qs~ CL 

~~ 
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Robin Rudisill <Chair-LUPC@venicenc.org>& October 26, 2015 5:41 PM 
To: "zach.rehm@coastal.ca.gov Rehm" 
<Zach.Rehm@coastal.ca.goV> 
Cc: "jrgposte@aol.com D. 11 <jrgposte@aol.com> 
Bee: Robin Rudisill <wildrudi@mac.com> 
Fwd: CIS and Motion in support of Council File 14-1635-82 with amendments from the Venice 
Neighborhood Council 

3 Attachments, 446 KB 

Hi Zach, 

This email with the Venice Neighborhood Council Community Impact Statement regarding 
Short-Term Rentals was sent out on October 15th by Mike Newhouse's assistant. I told him to 
put you on the list of cc's but he did so only on the letter but not in the email sending the letter. 

I just realized today that it was inadvertently not sent to you. 

Thus, I'm forwarding the email and VNC letters to you now, and I ask that you please put this 
into the Coastal Commission's Meeting Agenda Addendum for 2 Breeze. It's very pertinent 
evidence to this CDP .case, as it s;tates, among many other things: 

( 

No conversions to "legal hotels" or "corporate housing" of ) 
residentially zoned, rent stabilized apartment buildings and 
multi-unit properties 

This Motion was prepared via a very inclusive and detailed process, with several Public 
Hearin&s taking place over several weeks. Both the \!enice Land Use and Planning Committ~ 
~the Venice Neighborhood CommitteJiad'131blic Hearings and fully vetted the Motion ~d 
Commmuty Impact Statement before sending it on to the VNC Board for the final Public 
Hearin&. I know you're familiar with the role of the LUPC, but FYI, this is the role of the 
Neighborhood Committee: 

Neighborhood Committee 

(

This committee promotes. greater aware. ness. of available Ciry resources and services) 
and acrs as a condu it between the Board and Venice neighborhoods, assisting In 

communiry outreach and bringing neighborhood issues to the attention of the Board. 

This Venice Neighborhood Council recommendation and official City Council Community 
Impact Statement, which can be found as fl featured item on the City Clerk's official websit~ f~r 
all documentati0n with respect to this City Council Motion, was approved by the Venice 
Neighborhood Council Board on September 15, 2015 by a laiidslide vote: 11-1-1. 

Robin Rudisill 



Venice Neighborhood Council 
Land Use and Planning Committee, Chair 
(310) 721-2343 
Vwcvthe,-V~V~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: VNC Assistant <vncassistant@venicenc.org> 
Subject: CIS and Motion in support of Council File 14-1635-52 with amendments from 
the Venice Neighborhood Council 
Date: October 15, 2015 8:36:22 PM PDT 
To: m1ke.bonin@lacity.org 
Cc: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org, councilmember.wesson@lacity.org, 
council member.krekorian@lacity.org, councilmember. koretz@lacity.org, 
council member.fuentes@lacity.org, councilmember. price@lacity.org, 
council member.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org, 
jesus.d.orozco@lacity.org, michael.logrande@lacity.org, faisal.roble@lacity.org, 
kevin.jones@lacity.org, Claire.Bowen@laCity.org, Ken.Bernstein@lacity.org, 
charles.lester@coastal.ca.gov, steve.hudson@coastal.ca.gov, cposner@coastal.ca.gov, 
al.padilla@coastal.ca.gov, tricia.keane@lacity.org, LUPC <LUPC@venicenc.org>, 
rushmore.cervantes@lacity.org, anna.ortega@lacity.org, jeff.paxton@lacity.org, 
Mike.teuer@lacity.org, Capri.maddox@lacity.org, coucilmember.cedillo@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, councilmember.ryu@lacity.or:g, 
council member.martinez@lacity.org, councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org, 
ouncilmember.englander@lacity.org, councilmember.huizar@lacity.org, 
lisa. webber@lacity.org, david.weintraub@lacity.org, Board <board@venicenc.org>, 
councilmember.englander@lacity.org, linn.wyatt@lacity.org, john.ainsworth@coastal.ca.gov, 
Debbie.DynerHarrjs@lacity.org 

Dear Councilmember Bonin: 

Attached please find a letter and CIS from the Venice Neighborhood Council re: Motion in support of Council File 14-1635-52 
with amendments. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Newhouse 
President 
Venice Neighborhood Council 

Motion in s . nts (JQUBJ 

Yernce Com .. -S2 LU.i.KID 
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Venice Neighborhood Council 
PO Box 550, Venice, CA 90294 I www.VeniceNC.org 

Email: info@VeniceNC.org / Phone or Fax: 310.606.2015 

October 14, 2015 

Council Member Mike Bonin 
Room 475 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: Motion in support of Council File 14-1635-52 with amendments 

Dear Councilmember Bonin: 

This will advise that at a regularly scheduled meeting of the Venice 
Neighborhood Council's (VNC) Board of Officers on September 15, it was moved 
and passed by the Venice Neighborhood Council as follows: 

MOTION: 

he Venice Neighborhood Council thanks Council members Bonin, Koretz• 
and Wesson for their short-term rentals motion (Council File: 14-1635-82) 
and for taking this important step toward reining in the proliferation of 
commercial short-term rentals that have impacted the affordable housing 
stock in Venice and the quality of life in our neighborhoods. We appreciate 
the goal of differentiating sharing of a primary residence from commercial 
exploitation and the Council's responsiveness to our prior motions 
regardinQ1his issue. 

Whereas: Venice is the Cit 's most severely impacted nei hborhood in 
Los Angeles, w1 , 18 non-owner-occup1e s ort-term rentals {STRs), 
whi le approximately 822 more, non-duplicate, entire apartments or homes 
are listed on the other 22 on-line platforms serving Venice, and we are 
losing affordable and Rent Stabilized housing to STRs at an ararming ~ 
rate1. ana 

~ ~ 

Whereas: STRs are impacting the ualit of life in nei hborhoods 
throughout os City enforcement and regulation is urgently 
needed, and 

1 Roy Samaan,LAANE Policy Brief: Short--Term Rentals and Los Angeles' Lost Housing, July, 2014, supplement 
to "Airbnb, Rising Rent, and the Housing Crisis in Los Angeles," (LAANE, 2014) 

It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 



Venice Neighborhood Council 
PO Box 550, Ven ice, CA 90294 I www.VeniceNC.org 

Ema il: info@VeniceNC.org / Phone or Fax: 310.606.2015 

Whereas: City Council Motion 14-1635-82: 

• Authorizes a host to rent all or part of their primary residence to 
short-term visitors, permitting someone to rent a spare room, a 
back house, or even their own home while they are out of town. 

• Prohibits hosts from renting units or buildings that are not their 
primary residence or are units covered by the Rent Stabilization 
Ordinance (RSO), forbidding speculators from creating a syndicate 
of short-term rental properties, and prohibiting the loss of valuable 
rental housing stock. 

Therefore, be it Resolved, the Venice Neighborhood Council supports 
the concept of owner-occupied home sharing and asks that the first bullet 
of Motion 14-1635-82 above be modified to say: 

Authorizes a host to rent part of their primary residence to short
term visitors, permitting someone to rent a spare room or a back 
house, so long as the owner also occupies the house. 

(

We urge Council members Bonin, Koretz, Wesson and the entire City :) 
Council to take additional assertive actions to protect our endangered .. 
affordable housing and RSO housing stock1 and to protect home sharinq 
from speculators and profiteers who are undermining jts success,, We ask 
that the City immediately begin enforcing current zoning and occupancy 
laws that outlaw short-term rentals for fewer than 30 days in residential 
neighborhoods 

The Venice Neighborhood Council further suggests that while motion 14-
1635-82 is a positive step forward, it is incomplete as written because it 
does not include suggestions to enhance regulation and enforcement of 
STRs. We suggest the following list of recommendations be reviewed for 
inclusion in any final ordinance (see list below and linked report) 
"Suggestions from the Venice Neighborhood Council on Regulating Short
Term Rentals" at www.venicenc.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/09/150903 Attachment Motion-CIS 14-1635-
82 ShortTermRentals.pdf). We further suggest that this list be expanded 
through a series of regional meetings to be held throughout the City to 
gather additional input. 

It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 
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Any new ordinance regulating Short Term Rentals should include the 
above referenced link which details the following items: 

ust be primary residence, owner occupied required 
o randfatherin or a to! existing STRs and de facto 

/J'~S 
(V No r~nt stabilized properties (RSO properties) should be 

permitted to operate as a STR 
Mello Act provisions must be strictly adhered to 
l\Jo conversions to "le al hotels" or "corporate housing" of 
res1 entially zoned, rent stabilized apartment buildings and 
multi-unit oroperties 

6. Neighborhood specific density caps 
7. Posting of STR contact information 
8. Parking for STR occupants 
9. STRs must comply with applicable noise ordinances 
10. Health and Safety Regulations 
11. Eviction and remedies available to Home-Sharers 
12. Protection of Home-Sharing service workers 
13. A New STR Oversight Department should be created within the 

City to unify STR permitting, collection of fees (including TOT) 
and enforcement of STR regulations 

14.An STR permit should be required for the operation of an STR 
15.A Home-Sharing/STR Enforcement Unit should be created 
16. Owners and/or Third-Party Service Agents of all STR units to be 

offered for rental must report monthly 
17. STRs listed for rental shall include their Permit Number in 

advertisements 
18. Fines for operating an STR without a permit, non-payment of 

STR TOT and non-reporting 
19. Tiered Performance Standards 
20. Citizens will be allowed the Right of Private action 

ACTION: Motion made by Marc Saltzberg, seconded by Kristopher Valentine. 
Motion approved 11-1-1. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Newhouse 
President 
Venice Neighborhood Council 

It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 



Venice Neighborhood Council 

Cc: 

PO Box 550, Venice, CA 90294 I www.VeniceNC.org 
Email: info@VeniceNC.org /Phone or Fax: 310.606.2015 

Mayor Eric Garcetti: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org 

City Council: 
Council President Herb Wesson: councilmember.wesson@lacity.org 
Council Member Gil Cedillo: councilmemb~er.cedillo@lacity.org 
Council Member Paul Krekorian: councilmember.krekorian@lacity.org 
Council Member Bob Blumenfield: councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org 
Council Member David Ryu: councilmember.ryu@laci~org 
Council Member Paul Koretz: councilmember.koretz@lacity.org 
Council Member Nury Martinez: couucilmember.martinez@lacij:y&[g 
Council Member Felipe Fuentes: councilmember.fuentes@lacity.org 
Council Member Marqueece Harris-Dawson: councilmember.harris
dawso11.@Jacity.org 
Council Member Curren Price: councilmember.Qrice@lacity.org 
Council Member Mitchell Englander: councilmember.englander@lacity.org 
Council Member Mitch O'Farrell: councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org 
Council Member Jose Huizar: councilmember.huizar@lacity.org 
Council Member Joe Buscaino: councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org 

Council District 11 
Council Member Mike Bonin: mike.bonin@lacity.org 
Field Deputy - Del Rey & Venice, Jesus Orozco, jesus.d.orozco@lacity.org 

L.A. Department of City Planning: 
Michael LoGrande: michael.logrande@lacit_Y-.org 
Lisa Webber: lisa.webber@lacity.org 
Faisal Roble: faisal.roble~.org 
David Weintraub: david.weintraub@lacity.org 
Linn Wyatt: linn.wyatt@lacity.org 
Kevin Jones: kevin.jones@lacity.org 
Claire.Bowen@laCity.org 
Ken.Bernstein@lacity.org 

California Coastal Commission: 
Charles Lester: charles.lester@coastal.ca.g.QY 
Jack Ainsworth: john.ainsworth@coastal.ca.g.QY 
Steve Hudson: steve.hudson@coastal.ca.g.QY 
Teresa Henry: teresa.henry@co~stal.ca.gov 

Chuck Posner: cposner@coastal.ca.gp_y 
Al Padilla: al.padilla@coastal.ca.gov 

It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 



Venice Neighborhood Council 
PO Box 550, Venice, CA 90294 I www.VeniceNC.org 

Email: info@VeniceNC.org /Phone or Fax: 310.606.2015 

-76 Zach Rehm: zach.rehm@coastal.g,gQY 

Council District 11: 
Tricia Keane: tricia.keane@lacity.org 
Debbie Dyner Harris: debbie.dynerharris@lacity.org 
Chuy Orozco: jesus.d.orozco@lacity.org 

Venice Neighborhood Council: 
Venice Neighborhood Council Board: board@venicenc.org 
Land Use & Planning Committee: LUPC@venicenc.org 

Housing: 
rus hmore.cervantes@lacity.org 
anna.ortega@lacity.org 
jeff.paxton@lacity.org 

City Attorney: 
Mike.feuer@lacity.org 
Capri.maddox@lacity.org 

It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 
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October 9, 2015 

COMMUNITY IMP ACT STATEMENT 

COUNCJL FILE 14-1635-S2 

TO: The Honorable City Council of Los Angeles and Committees in c/o the Office of the 
City Clerk at the Los Angeles City Hall 200 North Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012 

The Venice Neighborhood Council requests that the following Community Impact 
Statement be attached to Council File 14-1635-S2. 

On September 15, 2015, by a vote of 11-1-1, the Venice Neighborhood Council urges the 
City Council to support l 4- l 635-S2 if the following change is made: 

Change From: 

Authorizes a host to rent all or part of their primary residence to short-term visitors, 
permitting someone to rent a spare room, a back house, or even their own home while they 
are out of town. 

Change To: 

• Authorizes a host to rent part of their primaiy residence to short-term visitors, pennitting 
someone to rent a spare room or a back house, so long as the owner also occupies the 
house. 

We also urge the City Council to take additional actions to protect our endangered 
affordable housing and RSO housing stock, and to protect borne sharing from speculators 
and profiteers who are undennining its success. 

We ask that the City immediately begin enforcing current zoning and occupancy laws that 
outlaw sho1t-term rentals for fewer than 30 days in residential neighborhoods. 

We also make suggestions that apply to creating a system ofregulations and enforcement 
under 14-1635-52. 

MOTION: 

The Venice Neighborhood Council thanks Council members Bonin, Koretz and Wesson 
for their sbort-tem1 rentals motion (;ounc1l File: I 4-l 635-S2 an o · takin this important 
ste toward reining int e pro era ion o commercial short-term rentals that have 
impacted the aftor a e ousmg stock in Venice and the ualit oflife in our 
ne1g borboods. We appreciate t e goal of differentiating sharing of a pnmary residence -

It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 
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onsiveness to our rior motions 

Whereas: Venice is the City's most severely impacted neighborhood in Los ) 
Angeles, with 1,118 non-owner-occupied short-term rentals (STRs), while 
approximately 822 more, non-duplicate, entire apartments or homes are listed on the other 
22 on-line platforms serving Venice, and we are losing affordable and Rent Stabilized 
housing to STRs at an alarming rate 1

, and 

Whereas: STRs are in1pacting the quality oflifc in neighborhoods throu bout Los 
Angeles and 1 y en orcement an regulation is urgently needed, and 

Whereas: City Council Motion 14- L635-S2: 

Authorizes a host to rent all or part of their primary residence to short-tenn visitors, 
permitting someone to rent a spare room, a back house, or even their own home while they 
arc out of town. 

Prohibits hosts from renting units or buildings that are not their primary residence or are 
units covered by the Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO), forbidding speculators from 
creating a syndicate of short-tem1 rental properties, and prohibiting the loss of valuable 
rental housing stock. 

Therefore, be it Resolved, the Venice Neighborhood Council supports the concept of 
owner-occupied home sharing and asks that the first bullet of Motion 14-l 635-S2 above be 
modified to say: 

Authorizes a host to rent part of their primary residence to short-term visitors, permitting 
someone to rent a spare room or a back house, so long as the owner also occupies the 
house. 

We urge Council members Bonin, Koretz, Wesson and the entire City Council to take 0 
additional assertive actions to protect o. ur endangered affordable housing and RSO housing 
stock, and to protect home sharing from speculators and profiteers who are undermining its 
success. We ask that the City immediately begin enforcing current zoning and occupancy "' 
laws that outlaw short-term rentals for fewer than 30 days in residential neighborhoods 

The Venice Neighborhood Council farther suggests that while motion 14-1635-S2 is a 
positive step forward, it is incomplete as written because it does not include suggestions to 
enhance regulation and enforcement of STRs. We suggest the following list of 
recommendations be reviewed for inclusion in any final ordinance. We further suggest that 
this list be expanded through a series of regional meetings to be held throughout the City 
to gather additional input. 

1 Roy Samaan,LAANE Policy Brief: Short-Term Rentals and Los Angeles' Lost Housing, July, 2014, supplement 
to "Airbnb, Rising Rent, and the Housing Crisis in Los Angeles," (LAANE, 2014) 

- ---------------
It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 
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1. Must be primary residence, owner occupied required Absolutely no investment 
property owners or owners with 2nd (and 3rd and 4th) "homes." Many STRs are currently 
commercial operations with multi le units offered for rent often i 
Thes s ·equently resemble hotels rather than residentia l properties. 

Most of these commercial operators cunently claim to be "hosts" and to live on their 
properties. However, tbe majority of these commercial operators do not live on tbe 
property, or live there only a few days out of the year. Many operate multiple short-term 
rentals as a commercial enterpiise and falsely claim "guests" are family members or 
friends. Regulations designed to end this practice must be incorporated into the motion to 
insure that no loophole allowing this practice to continue is created. 

(Y._ No grandfathering or amnesty for existing ST Rs and de facto "hotels" Existing STR's jr 
l( 

should not be granted amnesty. Rather they should be required to begin an application 
process and required to register with the City under any new ordinance(s) or regulations to 
insure that cunent operators of STRs are baned from continuing operation. No 
commercial operators should be pennitted. 

3. No rent stabilized properties (RSO properties) should be permitted to operate as an 
STR City Council must claTify how this will be accomplished and how to ensure that RSO) 
units are not converted to short-term rentals. One solution would be to enact the proposed 
Rent Registry, which would record occupancy and rental amount on every RSO unit, as a 
matter of comse, on an annual basis. This will give city departments the data necessary to 
evaluate if a m1it has been illegally converted from RSO. 

@ Mello Act provisions must be strictly adhered to Special Coastal Zone provisions in any 
new short-term rental regulations should implement the protections of the Mello Act. The 
,three Coastal Zone neighborhoods within the City (Venice, San Pedro, and Pacific 
Palisades) warrant special attention, and possibly arleXeiiipt1on fr01;:r thi s ordinance in 

fu\,or ot stTicfer rules. lhe Mello Act, a state law, expressly prohibits the conversion of 
residential housing to non-residential uses in most circumstances. An RSO bui lding owns: 

___ currently operating an illegal h?tel (which we have many of in Venice) cannot be granted 
the requrred zoning chan es ennits or certificates of occu anc to their o eration 
to a egal hotel, because the Depattment of City Planning~ould be compelled by the 

: Mello Act to aenv these requests. CuITently, ma!!)' operators of,STRs ar~operatin&, 
without the required zoning, certificates of occupancy, or permits to operate a commercial --1. Therefore, in the Coastal Zone especially (and tbrnughout tbe City, as a matter of 
good public policy), the Council should first address how to bring all residential properties 
into compliance with applicable laws and rules, including the Mello Act. Secondly, tbe 
Ci!Y should address if and how a property owner could operate an STR legally. If no 
measures can be found, we have no choice but to ban STR's in the Coastal Zone, in 

.. ccordance with State Law and in the int t of rotectin our neio-hborboods and 
residential ousmg stock. 

As} No conversions to "legal hotels" or "corporate housing" of residentiaJiy zoned, rent 
~V stabilized apartment buildings and multi-unit properties This is a violation of the 

It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 
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Mello Act and removes long-tenn affordable and rent stabilized housing from the long
t'enn rentalSr~u~ck~.~~~--=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~___;;__~~~~.::._-

6. Neighborhood specific densi~ In order to protect quali ty oflife, neighborhood 
stability and neighborhood diversity, the burden of STRs must be shared fairly by all 
residential neighborhoods. Limits must be placed on the number and concentration of 
STRs in any given residential neighborhood. 

7. Posting of STR contact information A sign with the name, phone number, email address 
and mailing address of an emergency contact (who shall be available 24/7) shall be posted 
in a public viewable location on the STR's premises whenever the STR is occupied. 

8. Parking for STR occupants STRs shall supply parking spaces in accordance with 
standards set by the City Council and other regulatory agencies (such as the California 
Coastal Commission). 

9. STRs must comply with applicable noise ordinances STR contracts must inform STR 
renters of applicable noise ordinances. Fines for excessive noise shall be levied to insure 
compliance. Noise complaints shall be tracked and repeated complaints shall be grounds 
for revoking an STR Permit. 

10. Health and Safety Regulations The City shall establish health and safety regulations as 
are necessary to protect Renters of STRs 

11. Eviction and remedies available to Home-Sharers The City shall establish regulations 
as necessary to protect home-sharers from renters. Such protections shall include a right of 
eviction for non-payment of fees and property damage claims. 

12. Protection of Home-Sharing service workers The City shall establish regulations as 
necessary to protect the health and safety of STR service workers. 

13. A New STR Oversight Department should be created within the City to unify STR 
permitting, collection of fees (including TOT) and enforcement of STR regulations 

14. An STR permit should be required for the operation of an STR Permits would be 
issued by the new STR Oversight Department to properties that qualify under the STR 
ordinance and to qualified applicants who agree to provide reporting of STR activities, 
payment of the STR TOT and abide by STR regulations. Permits would not be issued 
without complete registration information including provision of certificates of insurance, 
STR address, owner name, contact infonnation, emergency contact information, number of 
STR units on-site, number of parking spaces available for STR's, etc should be 
collected.as well as any other permitting requirements deemed necessary by the city. The 
city should consider whether STR Permit applicants should advertise a pending application 
to their neighbors to allow for comment prior lo issuing a permit. 

A permitting fee would be collected with the permit application. A permit number will be 
issued at the time the permit is issued. 

It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 
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15. A Home-Sharing/STR Enforcement Unit should be created within the STR Oversight 
Department The Enforcement Unit would house STR enforcement staff who will inspect 
properties, maintain registration data and regulatory reports, issue fines , investigate 
complaints and initiate Legal action as necessary to insure that the City's STR regulations 
are complied with. The STR Enforcement Unit should be self-financed by permit fees for 
new STRs and adding a fee to the TOT that applies to STRs. 

16. Owners and/or Third-Party Service Agents of all STR units to be offered for rental 
must report monthly Owners and Internet platforms, agents, realtors and others receiving 
payments from STR rental activity shall rep01t such activity monthly. Using the permit 
number to identify the STR, they will report the number of occupancies, the dates of each 
occupancy, the number of renters per unit per occupancy, the names of the occupants, the 
number of vehicles per unit per occupancy, the rent charged per occupancy, the amount 
received per occupancy, STR TOT due per occupancy, and any other information required 
by the STR Coordinating Department. A check for the total STR TOT due for the month 
must be included with the report. 

17. STRs listed for rental shall include their Permit Number in advertisements internet 
platforms, websites, realtors and other parties advertising STRs for rent should identify the 
STR in its advertisement with the Permit Number issued to the STR operator. No STR 
may be listed as available for rent in the City of Los Angeles without a valid Pemlit 
Number. 

18. Fines for operating an STR without a permit, non-payment of STR TOT and non
reporti!!g Fines shall be levied for not reporting as required and I or non-payment of the 
STR TOT. The fines assessed should be sufficient to deter non-reporting I non-payment 
and should escalate for continued infractions. 

19. Tiered Performance Standards A "three-sttike" system in which properties that incur 
ongoing, verifiable complaints will receive escalating penalties and loss of abil ity to rent 
as an STR. 

20. Citizens will be allowed the Right of Private Action 

Yours truly, 

~/?71~ 
Mike Newhouse 
President 
Venice Neighborhood Council 

It's YOUR Venice - get involved! 



 October 26, 2015 via Zach.Rehm@coastal.ca.gov  
 
RE: ZA-2012-2841-CDP-CU-ZV-Mel -Venice Breeze Suites  
 
To the Members of the California Coastal Commission:  
 
As immediate past president emeritus of the Venice Neighborhood Council, I am the signatory to the May 15, 
2013 VNC letter approving the conversion of 2 Breeze Avenue, I am writing to express my sincere regret for 
the short sighted action of the VNC during my tenure as president. 
  
At the time, although it was known that Mr. Lambert’s illegal “hotel” had historically been occupied by 
permanent, lower income, rent stabilized tenants, it was not obvious that our board’s action was precedent 
setting and that many other residentially zoned, older beach area apartment buildings would soon also be 
illegally converted, as have close to 2000 other units! Had we the foresight to see the big picture, and not give 
Mr. Lambert a pass because he is a nice guy, because the apartments were remodeled nicely, and because 
no one was aware of the many other conversions in the pipeline, I am sure the board would not have voted 
to approve the project.  
 
The proliferation of short term rentals in Venice is rapidly and drastically changing the fabric of a historically 
close, primarily residential beach neighborhood where knowing your neighbors is essential for your safety. The 
balance of residential and commercial uses is a high priority and visitors from around the world are always 
welcomed. But, the loss of a socially, economically and culturally diverse residential neighborhood, where I 
lived from 1970-2012 and. Because I knew every neighbor, safely raised my children, is catastrophic to the 
social ecology of Venice Beach.  
 
It’s bad enough that as many as ½ the properties on any short block west of Main Street have become de-facto 
hotels. It is almost worse that the owners of older, large apartment buildings on or very near the boardwalk, 
with no onsite parking and therefore low rents, are eliminating their longtime tenants in a feeding frenzy, by 
hook or by crook, merely to make more money, with no respect for the law, the neighbors, or cultural, racial, 
class, or economic diversity: the very qualities that define the uniqueness of our community.  
 
Please do not buy the argument that Venice is hotel poor and needs more hotel rooms to justify illegal activity. 
Or, if you believe Venice needs more hotels, be aware that plans for several new hotels are moving forward 
legally, so illegal activity should not be rewarded because you will broadcast  the message that it’s alright to 
break the law to make more money, and that your Commission condones it, unforgivably as my VNC board 
did in 2013. You have more information now that we did then, so please heed the warnings of many who are 
trying so hard to maintain the unique identity of our neighborhoods. Although few of us attend regular CCC 
meetings, hundreds would have been present for this meeting, had it been held in LA, as happened at each of 
the three failed attempts to impose overnight parking districts a few years ago.  
 
**Please ask Mr. Lambert how many other beach area apartment buildings he and his partners alone have 
purchased and are in the process of illegally converting. The answer will confirm what I am telling you. People I 
know personally live in several of them and live in fear or have already been evicted.  
Please do not encourage acting first and asking for forgiveness after the fact. It’s an immoral scam.  
 
Most sincerely, 

      Linda Lucks 
Linda Lucks, 13100 Maxella Avenue, Marina del Rey, CA 90292 cell: 310-505-4220 
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Application Number:  5-14-1932 
 

Applicant:    Carl Lambert 
 

Agents:    Donald Alec Barany Architects and McCabe and Company 
 

Project Location:   2 Breeze Avenue, Venice, City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles 
County (APN No. 4226-003-001).  

 

Project Description:  After-the-fact request for change of use from 31-unit apartment 
building to transient occupancy residential building with 30 
short term rental units and one moderate cost apartment unit; 
and improvements to lobby and roof-deck. 

 
Staff Recommendation:  Approval with conditions. 
 
 
 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
Carl Lambert requests after-the-fact approval to convert the use of a 31-unit apartment building 
to a transient occupancy residential building (hotel) with 30 short-term rental units (hotel rooms) 
and one moderate cost apartment unit. The building faces Ocean Front Walk (the Venice 
boardwalk) in Los Angeles. The applicant also proposes improvements to the lobby, interior 
renovation, and roof-deck of the 85-year old four-story brick building.  
 
Proposals to change the uses of residential buildings to non-residential (hotel) uses may be found 
to improve public access to the coast, but must be considered in the context of the existing 
character and development plan for the area, including both physical and social considerations. 
Coastal Act Section 30253(e) requires that “new development shall…where appropriate, protect 
special communities and neighborhoods that, because of their unique characteristics, are popular 
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visitor destination points for recreational uses.” The Commission certified the Venice Land Use 
Plan on June 14, 2001 but has not certified an Implementation Plan. The Land Use Plan 
contemplates potential conversions of residential buildings into commercial uses (specifically 
hotels and hostels), but also identifies preservation of existing housing stock as a priority.  
 
In this case, the proposed building conversion would result in the loss of 30 rental housing units, 
which project opponents argue were previously affordable units but which the applicant states he 
could currently rent for $3,000 to $4,000 per month. The transient occupancy residential (hotel) 
units vary in rental price based on the size and orientation of the room (ocean fronting or not), 
and based on the day and season, but can be generally categorized as moderate in price. The 
applicant’s rate sheet indicates that room rates vary from approximately $160 to $350 per night. 
The applicant’s analysis of hotels in Venice estimated an average daily rate of $182 in Venice at 
year end 2014. The applicant states that all of his hotel rooms feature kitchens, accommodate up 
to six guests, and that he provides extra bedding for sofas, futons, and roll away beds at no 
charge. The applicant also provides free wireless internet and other amenities that other hotels 
typically charge extra fees for. The site is designated as Community Commercial in the certified 
Venice Land Use Plan and LUP Policy I.B.6. states that overnight visitor-serving uses, such as 
hotels and youth hostels, are preferred uses in the Community Commercial land use category.       
 
The building was constructed in 1930 without any vehicle parking and the site does not have 
space for any vehicle parking. The applicant provides up to 20 vehicle parking spaces for free 
use of guests at off-site locations which he leases month-to-month. Additionally, the applicant 
provides free use of bicycles for guests and encourages guests and employees to use alternative 
forms of transportation. Based on the tables in the Commission’s Regional Interpretive 
Guidelines and the Venice Land Use Plan, the proposed hotel use will result in a reduction in 
parking demand (and associated parking requirements) compared to the existing residential use. 
The Commission has previously found that proposals to change the use of existing buildings in 
Venice to uses with a reduced parking demand will not have an adverse effect on the public’s 
ability to access the shoreline.   
 
Commission staff recommends approval of Coastal Development Permit Application No. 5-14-
1932, as conditioned to require the applicant to undertake development in accordance with the 
approved permit, implement the transportation demand management program included in the 
application, and pay the balance of the application fee for after-the-fact development. 
 
 
 
Note:  The applicant submitted a fee of $6,576 with his coastal development permit application 
on December 22, 2014. The application included an estimated cost of development of $120,000. 
Upon further discussions with staff, the applicant acknowledged that he completed a $4,000,000 
renovation in 2009, which included remodeling all 31 units to adapt them to their current 
(unpermitted) hotel uses (and one apartment). The physical improvements subject to this 
application, including the renovated hotel rooms, the lobby, and the roof-deck, have been 
constructed and the applicant has been operating the building as a hotel without the benefit of a 
coastal development permit for more than six years. Based on the filing fee schedule, the fee for 
development cost of $2,000,001 to $5,000,000 is $21,920, which shall be multiplied by five 
times for applications which include after-the-fact development, unless the fee is reduced by the 
Executive Director pursuant to Section 13055(i) of the California Code of Regulations. The 
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Executive Director reduced the after-the-fact fee to two times the application fee. Therefore, the 
required application fee is $43,840. Special Condition 3 requires the applicant to pay the balance 
of $37,264. 
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION 
 
Motion: 
 

I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit Application 
No. 5-14-1932 subject to the conditions set forth in the staff recommendation. 

 
Staff recommends a YES vote of the foregoing motion. Passage of this motion will result in 
conditional approval of the permit and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The 
motion passes only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 
 
Resolution: 
 

The Commission hereby approves Coastal Development Permit No. 5-14-1932 for 
the proposed development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that 
the development as conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 
3 of the Coastal Act and will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming 
to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of the permit complies with the 
California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible mitigation 
measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any 
significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there are 
no further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that will substantially 
lessen any significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 

 
 
II. STANDARD CONDITIONS 
 
This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions: 
 
1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment.  The permit is not valid and development shall 

not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the applicant or authorized agent, 
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned 
to the Commission office. 

 
2. Expiration.  If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the 

date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a 
diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of 
the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

 
3. Interpretation.  Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved 

by the Executive Director or the Commission. 
 
4. Assignment.  The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files 

with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 
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5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land.  These terms and conditions shall be 
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the applicant to bind all future 
owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 
 

 
III. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
 
This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions: 
 
1. Approved Development. Coastal Development Permit 5-14-1932 only authorizes the 

development expressly described and conditioned herein, which includes 30 hotel units and 
one apartment unit. No restaurant or commercial food/beverage service is permitted on the 
site. All units contain kitchens and at least 20 units include sofa/futon type pullout beds. 
The applicant shall undertake development in accordance with the approved coastal 
development permit. Any proposed changes to the development shall be reported to the 
Executive Director. No changes to the approved development shall occur without a 
Commission-approved amendment to this coastal development permit unless the Executive 
Director determines that no amendment is legally required.  
 

2. Parking and Transportation Demand Management Program.  In order to protect 
nearby public parking facilities from the parking impacts of the proposed development and 
to maximize public access to the coast, the applicant shall: 

 
A. Maintain a minimum of six (6) bicycles on-site and provide free use of bicycles for 

hotel guests.  
 
B. Provide free secure bicycle storage for hotel guests and employees who bring their 

own bicycles. 
 

C. Provide incentives for employees to carpool and ride public transit to and from work. 
The applicant shall reimburse the full transit fares for employees using public transit.  

 
D. Provide free Big Blue Bus tokens for guests. 
 
E. Encourage and provide incentives for guests to utilize alternative transportation, 

including Venice Electric Shuttle Free Ride, public taxis, mobile rideshare 
applications, and future City Bike Share locations. 

 
The applicant shall feature these alternative transportation incentives prominently on the 
hotel’s website and shall inform all hotel guests and employees of their availability. 

 
3. Application Fee.  PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT 

PERMIT, the applicant shall pay the balance of the application fee for after-the-fact 
development, which equals $37,264.    
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IV.   DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION AREA 
 
Within the areas specified in Section 30601 of the Coastal Act, which is known in the City of 
Los Angeles permit program as the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area, the Coastal Act requires that 
any development which receives a local coastal development permit also obtain a second (or 
“dual”) coastal development permit from the Coastal Commission. The Commission's standard 
of review for development in the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area is the Chapter 3 policies of the 
Coastal Act. For projects located inland of the areas identified in Section 30601 (i.e., projects in 
the Single Permit Jurisdiction area), the City of Los Angeles local coastal development permit is 
the only coastal development permit required. 
 
In this case, the project site is within the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area. The applicant obtained 
local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA-2012-2841-CDP CU-ZV-MEL from the City of Los 
Angeles on May 20, 2013. 
 
 
V. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 
 
A.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

Carl Lambert requests after-the-fact approval to convert the use of a 31-unit apartment building 
to a transient occupancy residential building with 30 short-term rental units and one moderate 
cost apartment unit. The existing four-story, 49’6” high, 15,408 square foot brick masonry 
building was constructed in 1930 and received a certificate of occupancy for 30 apartment units. 
The applicant purchased the property in 2007 and states that the previous owner illegally 
converted the apartment building into a hotel.  
 
The building is being operated as a hotel (Venice Breeze Suites) by the current owner’s 
management company, with units available for rent by the night, the week, or the month. Units 
are rented on-site, by phone, and online. Prices range from $160 per night for a weekly rental of 
a studio in the winter to $350 per night for a weekend rental of a one-bedroom ocean-fronting 
unit in the summer. The applicant states all units have kitchens and can accommodate up to six 
visitors. The applicant provides extra bedding for sofas, futons, and roll away beds at no charge. 
The applicant’s analysis characterizes the hotel as moderate cost compared to other hotels in 
Venice.     
 
The building is constructed nearly lot-line to lot-line on a flat 4,398 square foot lot (Lot 1, Block 
2, Country Club Tract) in the North Venice subarea within the City of Los Angeles Dual Permit 
Jurisdiction area (Exhibit 1). The lot is zoned C1-1 (Commercial) in the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code and designated Community Commercial by the certified Venice Land Use Plan. The front 
door is accessed from Breeze Avenue, near the street end abutting Ocean Front Walk (the Venice 
boardwalk). There is a 36-foot long façade adjacent to the boardwalk but no entry-point there. A 
secondary entry to the building is located at Speedway alley (Exhibit 2). There is currently no 
parking on-site and the applicant proposes no parking on-site. 
 
The applicant also requests after-the-fact approval of a roof-deck with an approximately 550 
square foot area for outdoor cooking and seating. The applicant states that the deck is available 
for guest use and is not operated as a restaurant or bar. There is an existing roof access stairway 
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enclosure and elevator equipment area atop the roof. The proposed plans include a new ladder 
and landing to the fire escape adjacent to Ocean Front Walk and new guardrails around the 
perimeter of the deck (Exhibit 3).  
 
Finally, the applicant requests after-the-fact approval for interior improvements, principally 
completed in 2009, including renovation of all 31 units and improvements to the lobby and 
ground floor to establish ADA compliance (Exhibit 3 and Exhibit 4).    
 
B.  PROJECT HISTORY 
 

The applicant purchased the property in 2007, which the applicant states was converted from a 
31-unit apartment building to a hotel by the previous owner. According to records from the City 
of Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department (LAHD), the apartment 
building is subject to the City of Los Angeles Rent Stabilization Ordinance (Municipal Code 
151.09) because it was constructed prior to 1978 and includes at least two units. Neither the 
applicant nor LAHD has provided a rental rate history, but the Rent Stabilization Ordinance 
restricts rent increases to 3% per year and includes regulations for evictions. The applicant 
indicates that he did not evict any former tenants and that the rent stabilization ordinance allows 
increases in rental rates when one tenant leaves and another tenant signs a new lease. 
 
The applicant states that he completed a $4,000,000 renovation in 2009 (see Exhibit 4, local 
coastal development permit), which included remodeling all 31 units. A complaint was filed with 
the City of Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department on May 7, 2009, 
indicating that there had been a change of use/occupancy without a building permit or certificate 
of occupancy (Exhibit 5). LAHD staff, including the enforcement division, worked to resolve 
the complaint regarding the illegal conversion for five years before referring the case to the City 
Attorney on May 20, 2014. A previous complaint was filed with LAHD on October 30, 2007 and 
a third complaint was filed on January 13, 2015.   
 
On May 20, 2013, during the period the enforcement division of LAHD was handling the second 
complaint, the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning approved Zoning Administrator 
Case No. ZA-2012-2841-CDP-CU-ZV-MEL (Exhibit 4). The coastal development permit 
findings included, in part: 1) “The development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California 
Coastal Act of 1976;”  and 7) “The project is consistent with the special requirements for low 
and moderate income housing units in the Coastal Zone as mandated by California Government 
Code Section 65590 [Mello Act].” The Zoning Administrator made further findings related to 
affordable housing within the “Coastal Development Permit Findings” section of her report, 
including: “On September 14, 2012 the Los Angeles Housing Department issued a Mello 
Determination Memorandum which concluded that there is one affordable unit (#308) located at 
the subject property. A condition of approval requires the owner to record a covenant with 
LAHD to restrict one unit for moderate income use. As conditioned, the project is consistent 
with the Mello Act.” A copy of the Mello Act Memorandum is included as Exhibit 6.  
 
The Zoning Administrator’s approval included a variance from the municipal code, eliminating 
the requirement to provide a loading space for a commercial use (hotel). The Zoning 
Administrator’s approval also included a conditional use permit to allow a transient occupancy 
residential structure within 500 feet of a residential zone. That was necessary because the parcels 
immediately across the street are zoned RD1.5 (Medium Density Residential) and comprised of 
single family residences, duplexes, and triplexes. The Zoning Administrator’s action to approve 
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a coastal development permit, Mello Act compliance, conditional use permit, and zoning 
variance was not appealed at the local level.  
 
On November 14, 2014, one-and-a-half years after the Zoning Administrator approved ZA-2012-
2841-CDP-CU-ZV-MEL, the City of Los Angeles notified the Coastal Commission of its final 
action on the local coastal development permit and the Commission opened a 20 working-day 
appeal period, during which time no appeal was filed. The applicant submitted the subject coastal 
development permit application on December 22, 2014 and Commission staff filed it as complete 
on March 10, 2015. 
 
Although it was noted that the project was proposed within the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area on 
the first page of the local approval (Exhibit 4), the City did not require the applicant to obtain a 
coastal development permit or a coastal development permit exemption determination from the 
Coastal Commission prior to commencing development. In 2007, 2008, 2014, and 2015 the Los 
Angeles Department of Building and Safety issued building permits for new floors, new 
plumbing and fixtures, replacement windows and doors, a new HVAC system, disabled access 
features in the lobby and lower floor, and conversion of the roof-deck into usable area. The 
Department of Building and Safety issued a certificate of occupancy for the hotel use on January 
8, 2015 (Exhibit 7). The City closed the original complaint regarding the change of use on 
January 16, 2015 after all violations were declared resolved (Exhibit 5). The City’s actions to 
approve building permits, a new certificate of occupancy, and close the violation file before the 
applicant applied for a coastal development permit from the Coastal Commission are inconsistent 
with the City’s coastal development permit issuing ordinance adopted by the City in 1978. 
 
The Venice Neighborhood Council passed a resolution in support of the project on April 16, 
2013. Former State Assemblymember Steven Bradford, former City Councilmember Bill 
Rosendahl, and the Venice Chamber of Commerce also supported the proposed project in written 
correspondence to the applicant in February and March of 2013. Those letters of support are 
included in Exhibit 9 of this staff report.  
 
The Venice Community Housing Corporation, advocacy group People Organized for Westside 
Renewal, and 23 Venice residents submitted comments in opposition to the proposed project in 
July 2015. The primary concern of those opposed to the project is that the applicant’s proposal is 
not consistent with the affordable and market rate housing provisions of the Mello Act and the 
Venice Land Use Plan. Those letters of opposition are included in Exhibit 10 of this staff report.  
      
C.  PUBLIC ACCESS 
 

One of the basic goals stated in the Coastal Act is to maximize public access and recreational 
opportunities to and along the coast. The proposed project must conform with the following 
Coastal Act policies which protect and encourage public access and recreational use of coastal 
areas.  
 
Section 30210 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 
 

In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California 
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and 
recreational opportunities shall be provided for all people… 
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Section 30252 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 
 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance 
public access to the coast by (1) facilitating the provision or extension of transit 
service…(3) providing non-automobile circulation within the development, 
(4)providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute means of serving 
the development with public transportation... 

 
The Commission has consistently found that a direct relationship exists between public access 
and the provision of adequate parking and transportation related mitigation at new developments 
near the coast. The subject development is located adjacent to Ocean Front Walk and Venice 
Beach, in a neighborhood where demand for parking is intense at all times of day throughout the 
year for the general public visiting the very popular visitor-serving resources along the stretch of 
the coast. There is currently no parking on-site and the applicant proposes no parking on-site. 
When a development provides insufficient parking to accommodate demand, patrons of the 
development consume public parking spaces that would otherwise be utilized by the general 
public, which has the effect of minimizing access to the coast for the general public. 
 
The Commission, on June 14, 2001, certified the Venice Land Use Plan (LUP), which contains 
specific policies to carry out the requirements of the Coastal Act. The certified Venice LUP may 
be used as guidance in analyzing the proposed project’s consistency with the Coastal Act. In 
order to ensure maximum access to the coast is provided to coastal visitors, LUP Policy II.A.3, 
sets forth the parking requirements for hotels in Venice:  
 

2 spaces; plus 
2 spaces for each dwelling unit; plus 
1 space for each guest room or each suite of rooms for the first 30… 

 
Based on the parking requirements table, the subject hotel is required to provide 34 parking 
spaces (2 parking spaces plus 2 times 1 dwelling unit plus 1 times 30 guest rooms), plus an 
additional four parking spaces to comply with the Beach Impact Zone requirement in LUP Policy 
II.A.4, for a total of 38 parking spaces.  
 
For multi-unit residential structures, the LUP requires two parking spaces per unit, plus one guest 
space for each four units, plus the Beach Impact Zone spaces. For the subject site, 73 spaces 
would be required.  
 
The hotel use represents a decrease in intensity of use and a decrease in parking demand 
compared to the existing residential use. The parking requirements table bears out the reality that 
hotel visitors are likely to arrive by alternate modes of transportation or in one shared vehicle, 
while apartment dwellers are likely to own one vehicle per person and multiple vehicles per 
apartment. The change in use of the facility from an apartment building with no parking to a 
hotel with no parking will not entirely eliminate impacts to public coastal access caused by users 
of the private development, but it will reduce adverse impacts because fewer vehicles associated 
with the private development will be parked in public parking areas near the coast.  
 
In order to further mitigate public access impacts of the development, the applicant has agreed to 
implement a Transportation Demand Management program. The applicant states that he already 
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encourages guests and employees to utilize alternative modes of transportation rather than 
driving to his hotel. The applicant encourages employees to carpool to work and one of his 
employees rides a skateboard. The applicant states that he assists hotel guests in signing up for 
the Uber mobile ridesharing application, which allows them to reach destinations near Venice at 
minimal cost. The applicant also provides free bicycles for his guests to use in Venice and has 
agreed to provide information on the locations for the City-sponsored Bike Share facilities that 
are coming soon to Venice. As part of the subject coastal development permit application, the 
applicant has agreed to expand the incentives in his programs to include free tokens for the Big 
Blue Bus, which features multiple stops within ¼ mile of the hotel. In addition, the applicant has 
agreed to reimburse the full transit fares for employees using public transit. The applicant will 
also continue to provide a minimum of six bicycles for free use of guests and offer secure bike 
storage for guests who bring their own bicycles to the hotel. In order to protect nearby public 
parking facilities from the parking impacts of the proposed development and to maximize public 
access to the coast, Special Condition 2 requires the applicant to implement the Transportation 
Demand Management program consistent with the incentives described above and feature the 
alternative transportation incentives prominently on the hotel’s website and inform all hotel 
guests and employees of their availability.     
 
In the City’s action to approve local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA-2012-2841-CDP, it 
found that “the development does not involve an increase in the number of residential units… 
and has grandfathered rights… and does not constitute a change in density or the intensity of 
land use.” Neither the Coastal Act nor the certified Venice Land Use Plan award parking credits 
for grandfathered rights – the City’s analysis appears to be based on its municipal code and on 
the Venice Coastal Specific Plan, which has not been certified by the Coastal Commission.  
 
The standard of review for the proposed project is the Coastal Act. In past actions, the 
Commission has approved projects which result in a less intense use than the existing use, even 
if fewer parking spaces were provided than would be required by a local government’s Land Use 
Plan. In Venice, the Executive Director has waived the requirements for a coastal development 
permit when applicants have proposed to reduce the number of units in multi-unit residential 
structures, even where parking was non-conforming, because doing so reduced the non-
conformity and improved public access to the coast [5-01-399-W (Woodward); 5-05-340-W (Jill 
C Latimer Trust); 5-06-477-W (Messina); 5-07-006-W (Perez)]. Because the subject application 
proposes less intense development than the existing use and proposes to further mitigate parking 
demand associated with the hotel, the Commission finds that the proposed development will 
enhance public access and is consistent with Sections 30210 and 30252 of the Coastal Act.   
   
D.  LOWER COST OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS  
 

Section 30213 of the Coastal Act states:  
 

Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, 
where feasible, provided.  Developments providing public recreational 
opportunities are preferred. 

 
Policy I.A.17 of the Venice Land Use Plan states, in relevant part:  
 

Overnight visitor-serving uses, such as hotels and youth hostels, are preferred 
uses in Community Commercial and General Commercial land use categories.  
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Historically, the Commission has approved new hotel developments along the coastline because 
hotels are inherently visitor-serving facilities. However, many hotels are exclusive because of 
their high room rates. Often, the Commission has secured public amenities when approving these 
hotels (e.g., public accessways, public parking, and open space dedications) to address the 
Coastal Act priorities for lower cost public access/recreation and visitor support facilities. The 
Commission has also required mitigation for the use of land that would have been available for 
lower cost and visitor serving facilities (e.g. NPB-MAJ-1-06A). The expectation of the 
Commission, based upon several recent decisions, is that developers of sites suitable for 
overnight accommodations will provide facilities which serve the public with a range of incomes 
[HNB-MAJ-2-06-(Huntington Beach-Timeshares); A-6-PSD-8-04/101 (San Diego-Lane Field); 
A-5-RPV-2-324 (Rancho Palos Verdes-Long Point); RDB-MAJ-2-08 (Redondo Beach); SBV-
MAJ-2-08 (Ventura); 5-98-156-A17 (Long Beach-Pike Hotel); LOB-MAJ-1-10 (Long Beach-
Golden Shore)]. If the development does not propose a range of affordability on-site, the 
Commission has required off-site mitigation, such as payment of an in-lieu fee to fund 
construction of lower cost overnight accommodations such as youth hostels and campgrounds. 
 
Lodging opportunities for budget-conscious visitors to the coast are increasingly limited. As the 
trend to demolish or convert low-cost hotels/motels continues, and most newly constructed 
hotels are designed and marketed as high cost products, persons of low and moderate incomes 
will make up fewer of the guests staying overnight in the coastal zone. Without low-cost lodging 
facilities, a large segment of the population will be excluded from overnight stays at the coast. 
Access to coastal recreational facilities, such as beaches, harbors, piers, and special coastal 
communities, is enhanced when lower cost overnight lodging facilities exist to serve a broad 
segment of the population. 
 
Defining Lower Cost 
In a constantly changing market, it is difficult to define what price point constitutes low cost, 
moderate cost, and high cost accommodations for a given area. In its previous actions, the 
Commission has established appropriate terms for defining low cost and high cost hotels 
(Coastal Development Permit Nos. 5-04-291, 5-88-062, 5-84-866, 5-81-554, 5-94-172, 5-06-328, 
5 A-253-80, and A-69-76, A-6-IMB-07-131, 3-07-002, 3-07-003). More recent Commission 
actions have utilized a formula that compares the average daily rate of lower cost hotels in a 
specific coastal area with the average daily rates of hotels and motels across the entire state 
(SBV-MAJ-2-08).  
 
For the subject application, the applicant submitted an analysis of market demand in Venice 
(Exhibit 8), which indicated that the statewide average daily rate in the year 2014 was $140.16, 
as reported by Smith Travel Research. The analysis defined lower cost accommodations as those 
charging 25% less than the statewide average daily rate ($105 or less) and higher cost 
accommodations as hotels with average daily rates 25% higher than the statewide average ($175 
or more). Values in-between are considered moderate cost. 
 
The analysis indicated that the average daily rate in Venice was $182 at year end 2014 and that 
Venice features two low cost hotels as defined by Smith Travel Research’s modified rate of less 
than $105. Venice features five moderate cost hotels as defined by Smith Travel Research and 
seven high cost hotels (greater than $175 average daily rate). The analysis also noted that most of 
the hotels in nearby Santa Monica and Marina del Rey (22 out of 26) are high cost. Compared to 
other hotels in Venice, the subject hotel may be characterized as moderate cost.      
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Mitigation Requirement 
The Commission has found in past actions that the loss of existing, low cost hotel units should, 
under most circumstances, be mitigated at a 1:1 ratio of units lost to new units provided. 
Additionally, for new high cost hotels where low cost alternatives are not included on-site, a 
mitigation fee has been required for 25% of the high cost rooms in recent Commission actions. 
The proposed development would not result in the loss of any existing low cost hotel rooms.  
 
The room rates submitted with the subject application (Exhibit 8) indicate that the hotel is 
moderate to high cost. The lowest posted rate is $160 for a studio room at a weekly rate during 
the winter. During the summer, the lowest posted daily rate is $200 and the highest posted daily 
rate is $350. The applicant indicates that based on demand, he sometimes offers specials for less 
than the posted rates. Likewise, during periods of peak demand, rates for all classes of rooms 
may be higher than the posted rates.  
 
However, the proposed hotel differs from other high cost hotels for several reasons. First, the 
hotel re-used an existing 85 year old building and did not displace an existing lower cost hotel. It 
displaced 30 residential units, which are a lower priority use under the Coastal Act and the 
Venice Land Use Plan. Second, the building is not located in an area which is specifically zoned 
for hotels and thus its presence is not precluding the presence of a lower cost hotel on the same 
site. If the hotel were not established by the applicant, the site would continue to support 
residential uses (which the applicant indicates would command rents of $3,000 to $4,000 per 
unit). Even if the current building were demolished, the site could be developed with a variety of 
uses, including residential, commercial, hotel, or mixed-use. 
 
Policy I. B. 6 of the Venice Land Use Plan states: 
 

The areas designated as Community Commercial on the Land Use Policy Map 
(Exhibits 9 through 12) will accommodate the development of community-serving 
commercial uses and services, with a mix of residential dwelling units and visitor-
serving uses. The Community Commercial designation is intended to provide 
focal points for local shopping, civic and social activities and for visitor-serving 
commercial uses. They differ from Neighborhood Commercial areas in their size 
and intensity of business and social activities. The existing community centers in 
Venice are most consistent with, and should be developed as, mixed-use centers 
that encourage the development of housing in concert with multi-use commercial 
uses.  The integration and mixing of uses will increase opportunities for 
employees to live near jobs and residents to live near shopping. Overnight visitor-
serving uses, such as hotels and youth hostels, are preferred uses in the 
Community Commercial land use category. 

 
The hotel is also not consistent with a traditional high cost hotel (or even a traditional moderate 
cost hotel) because of the amenities and flexibility it offers its guests. Very few hotels offer in-
room kitchens (featuring refrigerator, stove, and dishwasher) in all rooms – and those that do 
include kitchens often charge an extra fee. Few high cost hotels offer rooms which can 
accommodate up to six guests at no additional fee, as the subject application proposes to do. The 
applicant argues that his hotel appeals to families and groups who wish to stay together in larger 
rooms (300 to 400 square feet) near the beach, bringing the cost per person down to potentially 
$58.33 per person for even the highest rate assuming six guests are staying in the room. It is very 
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unusual to have an ocean fronting hotel in the Los Angeles area with a number of the rooms at a 
moderate room rate. The hotel also offers a roof-deck with self-service grills and tables for the 
use of its guests and free use of amenities including bikes in the lobby which reduces the cost of 
staying at hotel because the guests can enjoy the Venice environment from above while making 
their own food on the deck and if they decide to venture out, they don’t need to pay for 
transportation since bikes are available to use. Finally, the proposed hotel is unique in its 
provision of free wireless internet and free off-site vehicle parking, although only when available 
and not guaranteed permanently by the applicant or market supply.  
 
Because the proposed hotel offers some moderate cost rooms (there are approximately 10 studio 
non-ocean fronting rooms which tend to be moderately priced, although prices vary by the date), 
because the proposed hotel offers amenities which will appeal to families and larger groups of 
coastal visitors, and because its construction will not displace or preclude the presence of a lower 
cost hotel, the Commission finds that mitigation for adverse impacts to public access is not 
required in order to ensure consistency with Section 30213 of the Coastal Act. Special 
Condition 1 is necessary to ensure that the applicant shall undertake development in accordance 
with the approved coastal development permit. Any proposed changes to the development shall 
be reported to the Executive Director. No changes to the approved development shall occur 
without a Commission-approved amendment to this coastal development permit unless the 
Executive Director determines that no amendment is legally required. The Commission finds 
that, as conditioned, the proposed development is consistent with Section 30213 of the Coastal 
Act encouraging lower cost accommodation.    
 
E.  DEVELOPMENT 
 

The Venice community – including the beach, the boardwalk, the canals, and the eclectic 
architectural styles of the neighborhoods (Exhibit 2) – is one of the most popular visitor 
destinations in California. According to the Venice Chamber of Commerce, 16 million people 
visit annually, drawn by the unique characteristics of the area including “the Pacific Ocean, 
Boardwalk vendors, skaters, surfers, artists, and musicians.”1 The North Venice subarea includes 
Abbot Kinney Boulevard and Grand Boulevard, each developed in the early 20th century as part 
of Mr. Kinney’s vision for a free and diverse society. North Venice also includes the subject site 
between Speedway alley and Ocean Front Walk, part of a 30-block stretch of boardwalk popular 
with coastal visitors, recreational users, and artists and musicians. Venice was the birthplace of 
The Doors and The Lords of Dogtown and its unique characteristics attracted myriad artists and 
musicians from the Beat Generation to the poets and street performers that people still travel to 
Venice to see.    
 
Section 30253 of the Coastal Act states in part: 
 

New development shall… 
 
e) where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods that, 
because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for 
recreational uses.  
 
 

                                                           
1 Venice Chamber of Commerce website. <http://venicechamber.net/visitors/about-venice/> 
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Policy I. E.1, of the Venice Land Use Plan states: 
 

Venice's unique social and architectural diversity should be protected as a 
Special Coastal Community pursuant to Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976. 
 

Policy I. F.2, of the Venice Land Use Plan states: 
 

Wherever possible, the adaptive reuse and renovation of existing historic 
structures shall be encouraged so as to preserve the harmony and integrity of 
historic buildings identified in this LUP. This means: 
 
a. Renovating building facades to reflect their historic character as closely   as 

possible, and discouraging alterations to create an appearance inconsistent 
with the actual character of the buildings. 
 

b. Protecting rather than demolishing historic or culturally significant 
properties by finding compatible uses which may be housed in them that 
require a minimum alteration to the historic character of the structure and its 
environment. 
 

c. Rehabilitation shall not destroy the distinguishing feature or character of the 
property and its environment and removal or alteration of historical 
architectural features shall be minimized. 
 

d. The existing character of building/house spaces and setbacks shall be 
maintained. 
 

e. The existing height, bulk and massing which serves as an important 
characteristic of the resource shall be retained. 

 
As Venice transitions to a community with more high-income homeowners and renters, the City 
faces a greater responsibility to develop plans and specific policies to preserve the existing 
housing stock which is still feasible for rental use. The California Legislature amended the 
Coastal Act to remove specific policies related to the Commission’s direct authority to protect 
affordable housing in the coastal zone.  
 
Section 30604 of the Coastal Act, as amended, contains the following policies: 
 

(f) The commission shall encourage housing opportunities for persons of low and 
moderate income. In reviewing residential development applications for low- and 
moderate-income housing, as defined in paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of 
Section 65589.5 of the Government Code, the issuing agency or the commission, 
on appeal, may not require measures that reduce residential densities below the 
density sought by an applicant if the density sought is within the permitted density 
or range of density established by local zoning plus the additional density 
permitted under Section 65915 of the Government Code, unless the issuing 
agency or the commission on appeal makes a finding, based on substantial 
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evidence in the record, that the density sought by the applicant cannot feasibly be 
accommodated on the site in a manner that is in conformity with Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200) or the certified local coastal program. 
 
(g) The Legislature finds and declares that it is important for the commission to 
encourage the protection of existing and the provision of new affordable housing 
opportunities for persons of low and moderate income in the coastal zone. 

 
These policies require the Commission to encourage cities and property owners to provide 
affordable housing opportunities, but they have not been interpreted as a basis for the 
Commission to mandate the provision of affordable housing through its regulatory program. In 
1982, the legislature codified California Government Code Section 65590 (the Mello Act), 
requiring local governments to protect and increase the supply of affordable housing in the 
Coastal Zone.  
 
The City of Los Angeles has struggled to implement the Mello Act in its segments of the Coastal 
Zone, and especially in Venice. Its initial regulatory program for Mello compliance was 
challenged by a 1993 lawsuit brought by displaced low income tenants at 615 Ocean Front Walk 
(approximately 600 feet north of the subject site), where the City approved a new development 
with no replacement affordable housing. That lawsuit resulted in a 2001 settlement agreement 
between the aggrieved parties, the Venice Town Council et al, and the City of Los Angeles2. 
Since 2001, the City has regulated development which has the potential to remove affordable 
housing units through its Interim Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act, 
which is the City’s responsibility. 
     
The Commission has no jurisdiction to alter the City’s Mello Act determinations, which found 
that only one of the 31 residential units in the apartment building was an affordable unit (Exhibit 
4 and Exhibit 6). The applicant has recorded a covenant promising to rent that unit to a person of 
moderate income for a period of 30 years. The Commission must review whether the proposed 
project is consistent with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, using relevant LUP policies as guidance.  
 
The application includes the preservation of a building which is an example of the architectural 
character of Venice. The applicant indicated that his renovation of the building restored both the 
interior and the exterior brick façade of the 85 year old building, which is an example of the 
early architecture of Venice (see photos in Exhibit 3). The proposed development is also 
consistent with Section 30253 because it offers visitors the opportunity to visit the Special 
Coastal Community of Venice at a moderate cost. The hotel’s design and character appear to 
provide a unique opportunity to coastal visitors who wish to immerse themselves in Venice’s 
culture, which is flourishing right out the side door on Ocean Front Walk. Unlike a large resort, 
which might be separated from the surrounding physical and social environment, the proposed 
hotel celebrates the culture of Venice through its aesthetic, its barrier-free pedestrian entryways, 
and its provision of bicycles for guests to explore the area. This hotel will also help to active and 
draw visitors to Ocean Front walk at night which will make this beachfront area more inviting to 
visitors. The Commission therefore finds that the proposed development is consistent with 
Section 30253 of the Coastal Act.  

                                                           
2 No. B091312. Second Dist., Div. Seven. Jul 31, 1996. Venice Town Council Inc. et al., Plaintiffs and 
Appellants, v. City of Los Angeles et al., Defendants and Respondents 
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F.  UNPERMITTED DEVELOPMENT 
 

Unpermitted development has occurred at the project site subject to this coastal development 
permit application. The unpermitted development includes the remodel, addition to, and change 
of use of a 15,408 square foot building without a valid coastal development permit issued by the 
Coastal Commission. The physical improvements subject to this application, including the hotel 
rooms, the lobby, and the roof-deck, have been constructed and the applicant has been operating 
the building as a hotel without the benefit of a coastal development permit from the Commission 
for more than six years. Any non-exempt development activity conducted in the Coastal Zone 
without a valid coastal development permit, or which does not substantially conform to a 
previously issued permit, constitutes a violation of the Coastal Act. 
 
The applicant is proposing after-the-fact approval of the unpermitted development noted above 
and described in more detail in the project description. Although the development has taken 
place prior to submittal of this application, consideration of this application by the Commission 
has been based solely upon the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. Commission review and 
action on this permit will resolve the violations identified in this section once the permit has been 
fully executed and the terms and conditions of the permit complied with by the applicant.  
 
Section 30620 of the Coastal Act states, in relevant part: 
 

The Commission may require a reasonable filing fee and the reimbursement of 
expenses for the processing by the Commission of any application for a coastal 
development permit… 

 
Section 13055 of the California Code of Regulations sets the filing fees for coastal development 
permit applications, and states in relevant part: 
 
 (a)(5)(B)(1) Fees based upon development cost shall be as follows: 

  $2,000,001 to $5,000,000:   $21,920 
 
(d) Fees for an after-the-fact (ATF) permit application shall be five times the 
amount specified in section (a) unless such added increase is reduced by the 
Executive Director when it is determined that either: 
 

(1) the ATF permit application can be processed by staff without 
significant additional review time (as compared to the time required for 
the processing of a regular permit,) or 

 
(2) the owner did not undertake the development for which the owner is 
seeking the ATF permit, but in no case shall such reduced fees be less than 
double the amount specified in section (a) above. For applications that 
include both ATF development and development that has not yet occurred, 
the ATF fee shall apply only to the ATF development. In addition, payment 
of an ATF fee shall not relieve any persons from fully complying with the 
requirements of Division 20 of the Public Resources Code or of any permit 
granted thereunder or from any penalties imposed pursuant to Chapter 9 
of Division 20 of the Public Resources Code. 
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(i) The required fee shall be paid in full at the time an application is filed. 
However, applicants for an administrative permit shall pay an additional fee after 
filing if the executive director or the commission determines that the application 
cannot be processed as an administrative permit. The additional fee shall be the 
amount necessary to increase the total fee paid to the regular fee. The regular fee 
is the fee determined pursuant to this section. In addition, if the executive director 
or the commission determines that changes in the nature or description of the 
project that occur after the initial filing result in a change in the amount of the fee 
required pursuant to this section, the applicant shall pay the amount necessary to 
change the total fee paid to the fee so determined. If the change results in a 
decreased fee, a refund will be due only if no significant staff review time has 
been expended on the original application. If the change results in an increased 
fee, the additional fee shall be paid before the permit application is scheduled for 
hearing by the commission. If the fee is not paid prior to commission action on the 
application, the commission shall impose a special condition of approval of the 
permit. Such special condition shall require payment of the additional fee prior to 
issuance of the permit. 

 
The applicant submitted a fee of $6,576 with his coastal development permit application on 
December 22, 2014. The application included an estimated cost of development of $120,000. 
Upon further discussions with staff, the applicant acknowledged that he completed a $4,000,000 
renovation in 2009, which included remodeling all 31 units to adapt them to their current 
(unpermitted) hotel uses. Based on the Filing Fee Schedule for the 2014/2015 fiscal year 
(Section 13055, subsection (a)(5)(B)(1) of the California Code of Regulations), the fee for 
development cost of $2,000,001 to $5,000,000 is $21,920.  
 
Subsection (d) of California Code of Regulations Section 13055 indicates that the fee for an 
after-the-fact permit application shall be five times the amount specified in section (a) unless 
such added increase is reduced by the Executive Director when it is determined that either: the 
permit application can be processed by staff without significant additional review time or the 
owner did not undertake the development for which the owner is seeking the after-the-fact 
permit. In this case, the owner did undertake the development for which he is seeking the after-
the-fact permit. In reviewing this application, staff met with the applicant, the City, and project 
opponents, as well as researched the development’s history, including the six year period of 
unpermitted development. However, the Executive Director increased the fee to two times, as 
opposed to five times, because staff did not spend significant additional review time. Therefore, 
the required application fee is $43,840. Because the applicant has already paid $6,576, Special 
Condition 3 requires the applicant to pay the balance of $37,264 prior to issuance of the permit, 
consistent with the requirements of California Code of Regulations Section 13055(i). 
 
In order to ensure that the applicant complies with the terms of the permit, Special Condition 1 
states that coastal development permit 5-14-1932 only authorizes the development expressly 
described and conditioned herein, which includes 30 hotel units and one apartment unit. No 
restaurant or commercial food/beverage service is permitted on the site. All units contain 
kitchens and at least 20 units include sofa/futon type pullout beds. No changes to the approved 
development shall occur without a Commission-approved amendment to this permit unless the 
Executive Director determines that no amendment is legally required. 
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G.  LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM 
 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a coastal development 
permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program (LCP) which conforms with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act: 
  
Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a Coastal Development Permit shall be issued if 
the issuing agency, or the Commission on appeal, finds that the proposed development is in 
conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) of this division and 
that the permitted development will not prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a local 
coastal program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 
30200). 
 
The City of Los Angeles does not have a certified Local Coastal Program for the Venice area. The 
City of Los Angeles Land Use Plan (LUP) for Venice was effectively certified on June 14, 2001. The 
Commission's standard of review for the proposed development is the Chapter 3 policies of the 
Coastal Act. The certified Venice LUP is advisory in nature and may provide guidance. 
 
As conditioned to mitigate impacts to public access, the proposed development is consistent with 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and with the certified Land Use Plan for the area. Approval of the project, 
as conditioned, will not prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare an LCP that is in 
conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 
 
H.  CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 
 

Section 13096 Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations requires Commission approval of a 
coastal development permit application to be supported by a finding showing the application, as 
conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any applicable requirements of 
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits 
a proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible 
mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect 
which the activity may have on the environment. 
 
The City of Los Angeles is the lead agency for the purposes of CEQA. The City identified 
environmental impacts of the proposed project and issued a mitigated negative declaration for 
the proposed project in 2013 (ENV-2012-2839-MND). Additionally, the proposed project, as 
conditioned to mitigate impacts to public access, has been found consistent with the Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act. All adverse impacts have been minimized by the recommended 
conditions of approval and there are no feasible alternatives or additional feasible mitigation 
measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact that the 
activity may have on the environment. Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed 
project, as conditioned, can be found consistent with the requirements of the Coastal Act to 
conform to CEQA. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Appendix A – Substantive File Documents 
1. City of Los Angeles Certified Land Use Plan for Venice (2001) 
2. City of Los Angeles File for Case No. ZA-2012-2841-CDP-CU-ZV-MEL (5/20/13) 
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1
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~~..:...:...:..~ii:!' 
SECT. 111111.4.3 

o I 
I 

8'-2" 

0'11 

5'-11" 

lYP. EXIST. 
2-HR. WALL. 
STAIR SIWT 

#105 
PACMDE \15181.E ALRAllS. 
NDllFICAllDH DEWEI a 

lE..El'tlONE FDR PER9DHS 
WllH HE'NI~ llllWRllENIS 

PEA sa:T. 1111&4.5 

15'-11" 

#106 
E 

® 
0 

F.E.C. 

<I 

<l REF. 

25'-6" 

lYP. DISJ. 1-HR. ML '1 04 
UllJ T'5IK' 

DI 
E 

® E 

F.H.C. 

N 

® 
CORRIDOR~ 
I-HR. FllE-f!AlEll 

E nP. EXIST. 1-fR. Ml 
CCRllDOR 

® 
E 

#103 
PACMDE WlllLE ALRAllS, 
NDllFICAllON DIMCES a 

1E..EFHQNE FDR PEl&liS 
WllH l£NIWG lllPlllRllENIS 

PER SECI'. 1111M.I 

REF. 

NEW FIRE DEPT. 
CONNECTION. VERIFY EXACT 

LOCATION WITH FIRE DEPT.----. 

NE.W 20-MN. FlllE-IWED DOOR I: 
.------_j'IMME WllH LE.V!R IWllJlllME 

tP'tllNICt IJICIO, SBF-" oSFP a 
24

' 
6

,. S.OKE IMSICEllril. IUITCH 
- ElOSlllG DOOR SIZE I: SM.E. 

9'-2" 

CDN'JDll EXISmC 
M..I. TD BE 
1-HR. 
FIRE_.1ED 

:: 
-.:!" 

: . I 
(0 -.:!" 
I 

• 

6' -5" 

Nf.W LAV. a 
___,~ 111111111 TD 

IMJCH EXl!nNIJ 
IH OIHER lllRS 

NE.W 10IEI' a 
11:111.EJ Plfflt ~ 

12" WIDE 
TRANSACllOH 
OOUNIERIOP 

N 
HCILD£R TD <O 

'----- __.,.,=NO IN • I 
OIHER UNRS .-

LOBBY 

• z 

+34" 

EXIST. 
FIRE 

ALARM 
PANEL 

REF. 

'i ~s .1i' 
~ Cj'~ - "'""""-Ii+-+- NOTE: OWNER WILL 

-.. APPROPRIATE SIGN IN 
AT THE DESK AREA. 

SHALL INFORM GU 
ASSISTANCE IS AVAi 

ANY GUEST REQUIR 
GETTING TO THE R 

EXIST • .,.... 
ARE 

ESCAPE 
ABOVE 

: ...... 
• 
0 
N 

~ 
_J 

~ 
1-z 
0 a::: 
LL 

z 
L5 
u 
0 

1·-11· 1·-11· 

22' -11" 16'-0" 6'-0" 25'-1" 5' -6" 10'-9" 
EXISf.ARE-+tJ""-------------=------.r--1"----PiPULilB~LKlc:S:s1mo8c:NmAL~K-----....... ,f----~1'f----------------------.j'f=::;......;:=--t---t-ff----+ 
IMW.HT +----+ 

4'-3" 

1ST FLOOR M •• I • 

E EltlSI". M..I. llOllllEll F11E HORN. 

E EXISI". SUIRCE WALL MOUNIDl EllEROENCr IJGlll". CONSTRUCTION PLAN 

NOTE: THIS IS THE 
HANDICAP ENTRY TO THE -----' 
BUILDING. THERE IS NO 

PARKING PROVIDED. 

I E EltlSI". CEIJNG SURl'M:E llOUHIED EllEiiiW LIGHT. 

~E ElllST. CEIJHG SURFAC£ llOUHIED EJCl1' SK:H. 

~E DIST. SURFACE WAil. llJIJNllD E.w:IMllON SDI. 

<;> E DIST. SURFACE WAil. llJIJNllD FIRE IPUU. MNlll. 

'E DIST. 1111111'1.CE WAil. llJIJNllD Sl'ROIE LIGHT. 

BREEZE AVENUE 7 ROOMS GRAPHIC SCALE FEET 
NOTE: SHADED AREAS INDICATE NEW CONST. 
NOTE: EXISTING STAIRS ARE TO REMAIN (11" TREADS & 7" RISERS). 
PROVIDE CONTRASTING STRIPE FOR HANDICAP WHERE NONE EXISTS. 

0 5' 1 o· 15' 20' 
@)E EXIST. CEIJNG SURFAC£ llOUHIED SllCICE llEIECIOR. 

GE"EIW. NOif$; CONSJRUCDQN PLAN ICEX NQlf5: @ EXISTING 3'-6" WIDE DOOR, FRAME WITH LEVER HANDLE (LOCKSET) 

1 ALL TRADES TO INSPECT EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS PRIOR TO SUBMITTING (D PROVIDE NEW BLDG. STD. WALL CONST. W/ BATT INSULATION. MATCH LLl ~ ~~~~lE~Ew FULL KT TEMP GLASS WALL MATCH EXIST 
. BIDS. CONTRACTOR TO NOTIFY THE ARCHITECT OF ANY CONFLICT'S WITH EXIST. ~ ~ • · · • 

THE WORK. @ EXIST. J'-0" WIDE DOOR AND FRAME (BOTH 90 MIN. FIRE RATED) WITH 9 PROVIDE NEW 1-1/2"e! WALL MOUNTED HANDRAIL AT +34" A.F.F. 
2. CONSTRUCT NEW PARTlllONS AS SHOWN ON PLAN. PROVIDE AND INSTALL LEVER HARDWARE & SELF-CLOSER RELOCATED. PROVIDE NEW SMOKE @ PROVIDE NEW "GARAVENTA" VERTICAL LIFT MODEL "GENESIS OPAL" WITH 

NEW DOORS, FRAMES AND HARDWARE. 6!'81<!J!NG. IF EXIST. DOOR IS NOT 3' -0" WIDE THEN PROVIDE NEW 90' ENTRY /EXIT CONFIGURATION, PLAlFORM CONTROLS. VERIFY EXACT 

J. lYPICAL: REPAIR AND PATCH ALL SURFACES WHERE WAUS HAVE BEEN 
REMOVED OR SCARRED FROM DEMOLITION. 

4. REPAIR AND SKIM COAT AS REQUIRED ALL EXISTING WAUS TO RECEIVE 
NEW WALL FINISHES. 

5. EXISTING SLAB SHALL BE REPAIRED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOOR FINISHES, 
PATCH ALL HOLES IN THE SLAB TO MATCH EXISTING CONSTRUCTION. 

6. CONTRACTOR TO COORDINATE MILLWORK INSTAUATION AND PROVIDE 
ADEQUATE FIRE RETARDANT SUPPORT BACKING INSIDE WAl.lS WHERE 
MILLWORI< IS TO BE INSTALLED. 

7. WHERE NEW WORK ADJOINS EXISTING, SUCH NEW WORK SHALL BE 
PROPERLY INTEGRATED WITH THE EXISTING TO INSURE UNIFORM 
APPEARANCE. NEW SURFACES SHALL ALIGN WITH EXISTING ADJACENT 
SURFACE. 

8. FURNITURE IS SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY &: IS N.l.C. 

9. NOTE: UNIT f108 & #107 TO BE EQUIPPED FOR HEARING IMPAIRED. 

1 O. •D" = DEMO. "E" = EXIST. TO REMAIN. •R" = RELOCATED, 
"N" = NEW TO MATCH EXIST. 

l -0 DOOR & FRAME (BOTH 90-MIN. FIRE-RATED). RE-USE EXIST. S CLEARANCES REQUIRED WITH THE MANUFACTURER. 
LEVER HARDWARE. PR E O ,QF-~O~~JCt-.1.'-...., 

@ PROVIDE NEW J' -o· WIDE DOOR AND FRAME (BOTH 90 MIN. FIRE RATED) @ PROVIDE NEW 3' -0" w x 7 -o· KT. WOOD DOOR & MET FRAME BOT 
WITH LEVER HARDWARE, SELF-CLOSER &: NEW SMOKE CASKETING. 90-MIN. FIRE-RATED) WITH LEVER HARDWARE (LATCHSET), SELF-CLOSER 

@ PROVIDE NEW BLDG. STD. METAL STUD & GYPSUM BOARD WALL CONST. 
IN-FILL MATCH EXIST. 

@ PROVIDE NEW BLDG. STD. METAL STUD & GYPSUM BOARD WALL CONST. 
(60 MIN. FIRE RATED), MATCH EXIST. ~ 

@ EXIST. WATER CLOSET RELOCATED. ~ 

CV 3•-0• AND/OR 3'-6" LONG GRAB BAR. CONCEALED MOUNTED STAINLESS 
STEEL, SATIN FINISH. AT +34" A.F.F. 

@ PROVIDE NEW BUILT-IN LAVATORY COUNTERTOP AT +34" A.F.F. WITH 
UNDER-COUNTER MTD. LAVATORY WITH LEVER HANDLE FAUCET. 

@ NEW SHOWER STALL W/ SEAT AT +19" A.F.F. MAX. & GRAB BARS AT 
+36" MAX. 

@ PROVIDE NEW P-1.AM. WALL/BASE CABINETS W/ P-LAM COUNTERTOP (AT 
+34" A.F.F.) S.S. SINK W/ LEVER HANDLE FAUCET. & SWITCH 
CONTROLLED GARBAGE DISPOSAL. COOKTOP /OVEN &: UNDERCOUNTER 
DISWWASHER. 

(!} NEW EXHAUST FAN TO HAVE ENERGY STAR DESIGNATION. 

& SMOKE GASl<ETING. DOOR OPERATION TO BE TIED INTO HANDICAP LIFT 
OPERATION IN LIEU OF PROVIDING HANDICAP SWINGING GATE AT LOW __ _,,, 

@ PROVID THE 
BUILDING FIRE LIFE SAFETY SYSTEM. 

@ PROVIDE NEW PUSH BUTTON FOR AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENING FOR 
DISABLED ACCESS AT +48• A.F.F. MAX. 

@ PROVIDE NEW METAL STUD & GYP. BOARD LOW WALL CONST. WITH 
BUILT-IN COUNTERTOP AT +JO" WITH 12• WIDE TRANSACTION COUNTER 
AT +34" A.F.F. 

@ EXIST. CONTRASTING STAIR TREAD STRIPES TO REMAIN. 

q} PROVIDE NEW SURFACE WALL MOUNTED SIGNAGE THAT DENOTES 
"HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE ENTRY". LOCATE SIGN 60 INCHES TO CENTERLINE 
OF SIGN ABOVE FINISHED SIDEWALi< SURFACE. 

@ PROVIDE NEW PUSH BUTTON FOR AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENING OF HANDICAP 
LIFT DOOR, AT +48" A.F.F. MAX. 

@ f)(ISI EMERGfNcy fGBfSS WINDOW· 
NET Cl.EAR OPENING AREA - 9 SQ. FT. (5.7 MIN. SQ. FT. REQ'D.) 
NET Cl.EAR OPENING WIDTli = 43" INCHES (20" INCHES MIN. REQ'D.) 
NET CLEAR OPENING HEIGHT JO" INCHES (24-" INCHES MIN. REQ'D.) 
WINDOW SIU. HEfGHT • 14" INCHES (44" INCHES MAX. REQ'D.) 

1 ST FLOOR CONSTRUCTION PLAN AND KEY NOTES 

@ E)(ISI EMEB¥NCV EGRESS WINQOW• 
NEI' CLEAR OPENING ARFA • 11 SQ. FT. (5.7 MIN. SQ. FT. REQ'D.) 
NET CLEAR OPENING WIDTli • 48" INCHES (20" INCHES MIN. REQ'O.) 
NET CLEAR OPENING HEIGHT 34-" INCHES (24" INCHES MIN. REQ'O.) 
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT = 14" INCHES (44" INCHES MAX. REQ'D.) 

@ PROVIDE NEW 1-1/2"• WALL MOUNTED ..W.DRNL AT +34" A..F.F. 
WITH EXTENSIONS (12" AT TOP OF STAIRS 6: 12" + STAIR TRE"AD WIDTli AT BOITOM 
OF STAIRS). lYP. BOTH SIDES OF STAIRS AT ALL FLOORS. 

@ EXIST. 3'-0" WIDE DOOR AND FRAME (BOTH 20 MIN. FIRE RAm>) WITH LE.VER 
HARDWARE a: SELF-CLOSER RELOCAm>. PROVIDE NEW SMOl<E CASl<ETING. 

@ EXIST. J'-0" WIDE DOOR AND FRAME WITH LE.VER HARDWARE 6: SELF-Cl.OSER 
RELOCATED. 

@ NEW ::1:2'-9" WIDE X ::1:6'-8" HIGH WOOD DOOR (90-MIN. FIRE-RATED) wml Dl!W!LED 
ACCESS DOOR PULL (LATCHSET), SELF-CLOSER & SMOl<E CASKETING. PROVIDE 1 O" X 
10" FIRE-Lm: WEIY GLASS IN DOOR AT EYE HEIGHT. DOOR LATCH RR EASES UPON 
ELEVATOR LANDING AT RELEYANT Fl.DOR. EXISTING 90-MIN. DOOR FRAME TO REMAIN. 

@ PROVIDE NEW 3' -0" WIDE DOOR AND FRAME WITH LEVER HARDWARE. 

@ NEW WET STANDPIPE (INTERCONNECTED) WITH TAMPER & FLOW VALVES & 
HOSE CONNECTION WITHIN EXIT STAIR SHAFT. 

MEA SUMMAR"I' N.\lUIW. VEN11A110N Ni\lUM.. LIGHT 
GUEST ROOM .I AREA PROVIDED '2£.~lf PROVIDED ':'J£.~lf 
GUEST ROOM "102" = 398 SQ. FT. 95 SO. FT. 16 SQ. FT. 221 SQ. FT. 32 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "103" - 339 SQ. FT. 34 SO. FT. 14 SO. FT. 7S SQ. FT. 27 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "104" = 333 SQ. FT. 34 SO. FT. 13 SQ. FT. 71 SQ. FT. 27 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "105" - 313 SQ. FT. 34 SO. FT. 13 SO. FT. 73 SQ. FT. 25 SO. FT. 
GUEST ROOM "106" = 305 SQ. FT. 34 SO. FT. 12 SO. FT. 71 SQ. FT. 24 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "107" - 312 SQ. FT. 34 SO. FT. 13 SQ. FT. 73 SQ. FT. 2ll SQ. FT. 
GUEST ROOM "1 OB" • 218 SQ. FT. 26 SO. FT. 12 SO. FT. 71 SQ. FT. 24 SQ. FT. 
7 GUEST ROOMS = 2,298 SQ. FT. 

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0" 
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Exhibit 3 
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Page of IT. SlllflloCE 11111..1. llOUNIED FIRE l'W. /U.RM. 

1--------------------l IT. SlllF'ACE 11111..1. llOUNIED SIRl&O L.Drr. 
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CD 
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• ,.., 

n==== 

California Coastal 
Commission 8' -2" 5' -11" 15'-11" 26' -2" 

CD 
I ii--ii I 

ElCIST. :t-4" 'fllDE WOOD DOOR WllH I STAIR-02 . 4 
IE. FllAllE (B01H 80 11111. F11E lll\'IED) : I 2-HR. FllE-RA'IED - -
WllH LE.WR IWIDWNIE llRCHSEn _'"'1 ~ • 3• -3': . ~3,'cl-s=t" :dt1.tA:' :t:1zJ ~ · I EXBr. :r-4" 'MDE WOOD DOCll WllH salJKE-DEIWIUR ACRWm MMllEnc + 1, A ":l A I • Er. FRAM l'DftTLI ~ 
HOLD ClFEN DE.VICE:,, SEIF-" oSFP a ,,.. I rv .......... , - 01$1. 3-0 WIDE WOOD DOOR WllH • E ..-•n ID llN. FllE Mm>, 
SllDICE IMSICElllG TO llEMAll """· .. , ' • I .... ._... ..__... ... lolEf. FIWilE (8Cml 20 .... FIRE RA'IED) ' WllH LEll!R HARDllME CUll'CltSEI), 

... ~ I .. .. ...... ~ .......... ""' WllH LE.\'BI IWllWAllE (LDCKSEn SMDKE-DEIWICJR .MmMlm MM!ilEnc 
S1ilR DCCII U.O.N.) ------::::=== :::s:::::it:±' :::f1~b.r-1r--;,,,..,iu· ., SIAR SIWT SEIF-Cl.OStR a SllCICE Qt.SK~ TO HOLD OPEii DE.VICE:, !Elf'-" "'FR a IT'"::~-;:;;;-r'11i=~l·-1 .. - - llEW<jft (rlP, L'tlr DOCIR u.o. I SMOKE CMSICEllNO 10 REMAIN (l'IP, 
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EXIST.
FIRE 

~ ESCAPE 
,-( ABOVE 
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DRY 
STANDPIPE 
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G I • I REF. ffi 11----.i~-1 11-~;...~---11 I I •••••• --- ... - --, r-,-,,...,.. D''' ~ • ,___ • nw -., -~ REF. ' ... • I -------- II .A' ' <1 
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#307 
<1 L.. .. 

L.. p 

_1 . ·• 4'-o...., 
I ~~~ ~ . 4'-0" 

.... .. -

22'-11" 

GRAPHIC SCALE FEET 

• 

1 s' -o" s'-o" 

BREEZE AVENUE 

3RD FLOOR PLAN 
N CONSTRUCTION PLAN 

8 ROOMS 

25'-1" 

0 5' 1 Q' 15' 20' 
NOTE: EXISTING STAIRS ARE TO REMAIN (11" TREADS &: 7H RISERS). 
PROVIDE CONTRASTING STRIPE FOR HANDICAP WHERE NONE EXISTS. 

NATURAL LIGHT 
PROVIDED R~~gR e~g-

AREA SUMMARY NATURAL VENTILATION 
,_G_U_E_S_T.......;;;RO...;;O...,;.M..;.;,_Jl. ____________ A_R_EA_---1-_P_R_O_V_ID_E_D_ R;~gR 4;Rg 
GUEST ROOM "301" - 324 SQ. FT. 59 SQ. FT. 13 SQ. FT. 129 SQ. FT. 26 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "302" - 335 SQ. FT. 57 SQ. FT. 13 SQ. FT. 118 SQ. FT. 27 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "303" - 349 SQ. FT. 34 SQ. FT. 14 SQ. FT. 75 SQ. FT. 28 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "304" = 353 SQ. FT. 34 SQ. FT. 14 SQ. FT. 71 SQ. FT. 28 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "305" - 325 SQ. FT. 34 SQ. FT. 13 SQ. FT. 73 SQ. FT. 26 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "306" - 318 SQ. FT. 34 SQ. FT. 13 SQ. FT. 71 SQ. FT. 25 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "307" = 332 SQ. FT. 34 SQ. FT. 13 SQ. FT. 74 SQ. FT. 26 SQ. FT. 

GUEST ROOM "308" = 314 SQ. FT. 34 SQ. FT. 13 SQ. FT. 71 SQ. FT. 25 SQ. FT. 
8 GUEST ROOMS 2,650 SQ. FT. 

! ():--+ .... 

- 9'-5" 22'-4" 

SHEET NOTES 

CD EXIST. EMERGENCY EGRESS WINDOW: 
NET CLEAR OPENING AREA - 9 SQ. FT. (5.7 MIN. SQ. FT. REQ'D.) 
NET CLEAR OPENING WIDTH = 43" INCHES (20" INCHES MIN. REQ'D.) 
NET CLEAR OPENING HEIGHT= 30" INCHES (24" INCHES MIN. REQ'D.) 
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT - 14" INCHES (44" INCHES MAX. REQ'D.) 

@ EXIST. EMERGENCY EGRESS WINDOW: 
NET CLEAR OPENING AREA - 11 SQ. FT. (5.7 MIN. SQ. FT. REQ'D.) 
NET CLEAR OPENING WIDTH = 48" INCHES (20" INCHES MIN. REQ'D.) 
NET CLEAR OPENING HEIGHT= 34" INCHES (24" INCHES MIN. REQ'D.) 
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT = 14" INCHES (44" INCHES MAX. REQ'D.) 

@ REMOVE EXISTING DOOR {90-MIN. FlRE-RATED FRAME TO REMAIN). PROVIDE NEW 
±2' -9" X ±6' -8" WOOD DOOR {90-MIN. FIRE-RATED) WITH DISABLED ACCESS DOOR 
PULL (LATCHSET), SELF-CLOSER &: SMOKE GASKETING. PROVIDE 10" X 10" FIRE-UlE 
SAFETY GLASS IN DOOR AT EYE HEIGHT. DOOR LATCH RELEASES UPON ELEVATOR 
LANDING AT RELEVANT FLOOR. 

{±) PROVIDE NEW 1-1 /2"f WALL MOUNTED HANDRAIL AT +34 • A.F.F. 
WITH EXTENSIONS (12" AT TOP OF STAIRS & 12u + STAIR TREAD WIDTH AT BOTTOM 
OF STAIRS). lYP. BOTH SIDES OF STAIRS AT ALL FLOORS. 

@ NEW WET STANDPIPE (INTERCONNECTED) WITH TAMPER &: FLOW VALVES WITHIN EXIT 
STAIR SHAFT. 

3RD FLOOR EXISTING PLAN SCALE: 1/4" = 1"-0" I 1 

RE.VS.: BY: DATE: 

LA DB 07.09.14 
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California Coastal 
Commission 

<I 

8'-2" 5'-11" 

I STAIR-0~2 2 
: I 2-HR. FllE-MIED ~ -

15'-11" 26'-2" 

REF. 

'I ~ 3'-3" 3jl6' r 1 · ~ . l '": ~~~t---1~3.:v EXIST. ~-<I' fllDE WOCO OOOR wmt 
EXIST. ::s·-o• WllE WOOD DOOR WllH ---""""T"""'TmHfi> I ~ _ .... {, ' ~ • - ' ElCISI". 3"-<I' WEE WOOD DOOR 1111111 
MET. FRME (IOIH IO Mii. FIRE RATED) • Tl'P. EXISI". 2-Hl WllH lEl!R IWlllWARE (l.DCICSEl1. °'"' MET. FIWIE (llJlll 110 Mii. FR RATED) 

L J 

\ 

~1 • lllEI". FllAME (llJnt ZD MIN. FllE IWED) ll'"'l'i ~ 

11111 LE.\U I Wll7IWIE RATCMSEl1. • SfMt Slwr !9EIF-CI OSER fl W c:i\Sl1Ellfl0 TO '1 Wlllt LNR HMl~TCllSEO. 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
CITY PLANNING 

ASSOOATE ZONING ADMINISTRATORS 

R. NICOLAS BROWN 

MICHAEL J. LOGRANDE 
DIRECTOR 

SUE CHANG 
LOURDES GREEN 

CHARLES J. RAUSCH, JR. 

OFFICE OF 
ZONING ADMINISTRATION 

200 N. SPRING STREET, 7'" FLOOR 
Los ANGELES, CA 90012 

IU • 

(213) 978-1318 

JIM TOKUNAGA 
FERNANDO TOVAR 
DAVID WEINTRAUB 

MAYA E. ZAITZEVSKY ANTONIO R. VILLARAIGOSA FAX: (213) 978-1334 

MAYOR www.planning.lacity.org 

May 20, 2013 

Carl Lambert (A)(O) 
Venice Breeze Suites 
2 Breeze Avenue, #101 
Venice, CA 90291 

CASE NO. ZA 2012-2841(CDP)(CU) 
(ZV)(MEL) 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, 
CONDITIONAL USE, VARIANCE, 
MELLO COMPLIANCE 

Don Barany (R) 2 East Breeze Avenue 
Donald Alec Barany Architects, Inc. 
116 26th Street 

Venice Planning Area 
Zone C1-1 

Santa Monica, CA 90402 D. M. 108.A143 
C. D. 11 
CEQA ENV 2012-2839-MND 
Legal Description: Lot 1, Block 2, 

Country Club Tract 

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 12.20.2, I hereby APPROVE: 

a Coastal Development Permit and Mello Act Compliance review to allow a change 
of use from a 31-unit apartment building to a 31 .. guestroom transient occupancy 
residential structure on a property located in the C1-1 Zone and within the Dual 
Permit Jurisdiction area of the Coastal Zone, 

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 12.24-W,24, I hereby APPROVE: 
a Conditional Use to permit the continued use of a transient occupancy residential 
structure within 500 feet of an R Zone, 

Pursuant to Charter Section 562 and Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 12.27-B, I 
hereby APPROVE: 

a variance from LAMC Section 12,21-C,6, to not provide a loading space, 

Pursuant to Government Code Sections 65590 and 65590.1, I hereby APPROVE: 

Mello Act Compliance review, 

upon the following additional terms and conditions: 

1. All other use, height and area regulations of the Municipal Code and all other 
applicable government/regulatory agencies shall be strictly complied with in the 

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 



CASE NO. ZA 2012-2841 (CDP)(CU)(ZV)(MEL) PAGE2 

development and use of the property, except as such regulations are herein 
specifically varied or required. 

2. The use and development of the property shall be in substantial conformance with 
the plot plan submitted with the application and marked Exhibit "A", except as may 
be revised as a result of this action. 

3. The authorized use shall be conducted at all times with due regard for the character 
of the surrounding district, and the right is reserved to the Zoning Administrator to 
impose additional corrective Conditions, if, in the Administrator's opinion, such 
Conditions are proven necessary for the protection of persons in the neighborhood 
or occupants of adjacent property. 

4. All graffiti on the site shall be removed or painted over to match the color of the 
surface to which it is applied within 24 hours of its occurrence. 

5. A copy of the first page of this grant and all Conditions and/or any subsequent 
appeal of this grant and its resultant Conditions and/or letters of clarification shall be 
printed on the building plans submitted to the Development Services Center and 
the Department of Building and Safety for purposes of having a building permit 
issued. 

6. The applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, its agents, 
officers, or employees from any claim, action or proceedings against the City or its 
agents, officers, or employees relating to or to attack, set aside, void or annul this 
approval which action is brought within the applicable limitation period. The City 
shall promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding and the City 
shall cooperate fully in the defense. If the City fails to promptly notify the applicant 
of any claim action or proceeding, or if the City fails to cooperate fully in the 
defense, the applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, or 
hold harmless the City. 

7. Approved herein is a coastal development permit to allow the conversion of a 31-
unit apartment building to a 31- guest room transient occupancy residential structure 
with zero on-site parking spaces and no loading zone. 

8. Within 30 days of the effective date of this action, per State Government Code 
Section 65590, the applicant shall initiate all necessary proceedings with the 
Housing Department of the City of Los Angeles ("LAHD") to set aside one guest 
room (No. 308) as an affordable housing unit for Moderate Income household as 
implemented by LAHD. Copies of documentation that such process has been 
initiated shall be submitted to the Zoning Administrator for inclusion in the file, 
including subsequent copy of the covenant entered into with LAHD. 

9. Submit an Affordable Housing Provision Plan for approval by LAHD as required by 
Section 7.4 of the Interim Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello 
Act. 
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10. If at any time during the period of the grant, should documented evidence be 
submitted showing continued violation(s) of any condition(s) of the grant, resulting in 
a disruption or interference with the peaceful enjoyment of the adjoining and 
neighboring properties, the Zoning Administrator will have the right to require the 
petitioner(s) to file for a plan approval application together with the associated fees, 
to hold a public hearing to review the petitioner's compliance with and the 
effectiveness of the conditions of the grant. The petitioner(s) shall submit a 
summary and supporting documentation of how compliance with each condition of 
the grant has been attained. 

11 . Off-street parking shall be provided as required per Section 12.21-A,4 of the Code 
and Section 13.D of the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan, or the applicant shall 
provide proof of any legal nonconforming parking status to the satisfaction of the 
Department of Building and Safety. No variance or specific plan exception from the 
off-street parking requirements has been requested or granted herein. 

12. The applicant shall prepare a Transportation Demand Management Plan for the 
hotel which shall include the following measures: 

• Preferential hiring of employees who live within walking or biking distance 
• Incentives to encourage employees to walk, bike, take public transit, or 

carpool to work 
• Installing bike racks for use by the guests and employees 
• Employee training shall include notification to not park on the street 

13. Amplified recorded-music shall not be audible beyond the area under control of the 
applicant. 

14. Prior to the issuance of the building permit, the Project shall comply with applicable 
requirements of the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan, to the 
satisfaction of the Department of Transportation. 

15. The applicant shall submit a plot plan to the satisfaction of the Fire Department prior 
to the sign-off of plans by the Zoning Administrator. 

16. The applicant shall install and maintain security cameras and a 30-day DVR that 
covers all common areas of the business, high-risk areas and entrances or exits. 
The DVRs shall be made available to police upon request. 

17. Loitering is prohibited on or around these premises or the area under control of the 
applicant. 

18. Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, so that the light 
source does not overflow into adjacent residential properties. 

19. Within 30 days of the effective date of this grant, a covenant acknowledging and 
agreeing to comply with all the terms and conditions established herein shall be 
recorded in the County Recorder's Office. The agreement (standard master 
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covenant and agreement form CP-6770) shall run with the land and shall be binding 
on any subsequent owners, heirs or assigns. The agreement with the conditions 
attached must be submitted to the Development Services Center for approval 
before being recorded. After recordation, a certified copy bearing the Recorder's 
number and date shall be provided to the Zoning Administrator for attachment to the 
subject case file. 

OBSERVANCE OF CONDITIONS - TIME LIMIT - LAPSE OF PRIVILEGES 

All terms and conditions of the approval shall be fulfilled before the use may be 
established. The instant authorization is further conditional upon the privileges being 
utilized within three years after the effective date of approval and, if such privileges are not 
utilized or substantial physical construction work is not begun within said time and carried 
on diligently to completion, the authorization shall terminate and become void. 

TRANSFERABILITY 

This authorization runs with the land. In the event the property is to be sold, leased, rented 
or occupied by any person or corporation other than yourself, it is incumbent upon you to 
advise them regarding the conditions of this grant. 

VIOLATIONS OF THESE CONDITIONS, A MISDEMEANOR 

Section 12.29 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code provides: 

"A variance, conditional use, adjustment, public benefit or other quasi-judicial 
approval, or any conditional approval granted by the Director, pursuant to the 
authority of this chapter shall become effective upon utilization of any portion of the 
privilege, and the owner and applicant shall immediately comply with its Conditions. 
The violation of any valid Condition imposed by the Director, Zoning Administrator, 
Area Planning Commission, City Planning Commission or City Council in connection 
with the granting of any action taken pursuant to the authority of this chapter, shall 
constitute a violation of this chapter and shall be subject to the same penalties as 
any other violation of this Code." 

Every violation of this determination is punishable as a misdemeanor and shall be 
punishable by a fine of not more than $2,500 or by imprisonment in the county jail for a 
period of not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. 

APPEAL PERIOD - EFFECTIVE DA TE 

The applicant's attention is called to the fact that this authorization is not a permit or license 
and that any permits and licenses required by law must be obtained from the proper public 
agency. Furthermore, if any Condition of this grant is violated or not complied with, then 
this authorization shall be subject to revocation as provided in Section 12.27 of the 
Municipal Code. The Zoning Administrator's determination in this matter will become 
effective after JUNE 4, 2013, unless an appeal therefrom is filed with the City Planning 
Department. It is strongly advised that appeals be filed early during the appeal period and 
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in person so that imperfections/incompleteness may be corrected before the appeal period 
expires. Any appeal must be filed on the prescribed forms, accompanied by the required 
fee, a copy of the Zoning Administrator's action, and received and receipted at a public 
office of the Department of City Planning on or before the above date or the appeal will not 
be accepted. Forms are available on-line at http://cityplanning.lacity.org. Public 
offices are located at: 

Figueroa Plaza 
201 North Figueroa Street, 

4th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 482-7077 

Marvin Braude San Fernando 
Valley Constituent Service Center 

6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Room 251 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 37 4-5050 

Furthermore, this coastal development permit shall be subject to revocation as provided in 
Section 12.20.2-J of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, as authorized by Section 30333 of 
the California Public Resources Code and Section 13105 of the California Administrative 
Code. 

Provided no appeal has been filed by the above-noted date, a copy of the permit will be 
sent to the California Coastal Commission. Unless an appeal is filed with the California 
Coastal Commission before 20 working days have expired from the date the City's 
determination is deemed received by such Commission, the City's action shall be deemed 
final. 

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be 
filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which the City's decision became final 
pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be other time 
limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial review. 

NOTICE 

The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact with this Office regarding this 
determination must be with the Zoning Administrator who acted on the case. This would 
include clarification, verification of condition compliance and plans or building permit 
applications, etc., and shall be accomplished BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, in order to assure 
that you receive service with a minimum amount of waiting. You should advise any 
consultant representing you of this requirement as well. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

After thorough consideration of the statements contained in the application, the plans 
submitted therewith, the report of the Zoning Analyst thereon, the statements made at the 
public hearing on February 21, 2013, all of which are by reference made a part hereof, as 
well as knowledge of the property and surrounding district, I find thatthe requirements and 
prerequisites for granting a coastal development permit as enumerated in Section 12.20.2 
of the Municipal Code have been established by the following facts: 
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BACKGROUND 

The property is a rectangular-shaped double-corner lot located on Breeze Avenue between 
Ocean Front Walk and Speedway. The property is located in the North Venice subarea of 
the Venice Coastal Specific Plan and is in the Beach Impact Zone. The 4,398 square-foot 
property has 40 feet of frontage on Speedway and 110 feet on Breeze Avenue and is 
zoned C1-1 . It is developed with a brick four-story, 15,408 square-foot, 31-unit apartment 
building constructed in 1930. The apartment building was illegally converted to a 31-guest 
room hotel by the prior owner. The project is a coastal development permit to allow a 
change of use from an apartment house to a transient occupancy residential structure; as 
required per a Los Angeles Housing Department Order to Comply. Also requested are a 
conditional use permit to allow a hotel within 500 feet of an R Zone, a variance to not 
provide a loading zone, and Mello Act compliance review. 

The applicant states that the proposed change of use from an apartment building to a 
transient-occupancy hotel will provide a function that is beneficial to the community. 
Attached to the file is the original Certificate of Occupancy, dated August 6, 1930, for a 
four-story Class C apartment building, with 60 rooms and 30 apartments. 

The adjacent properties to the east are zoned RD1 .5-1 and developed with multiple-family 
uses. The properties to the north and south along Ocean Front Walk are zoned C1-1 and 
developed with offices and retail uses. Venice Beach is located to the west of Ocean Front 
Walk and is zoned OS-1XL-O. 

Previous zoning related actions on the site/in the area include: 

Subject Property 

Notice and Order to Comply No. 247834-0n February 12, 2010, the Los Angeles 
Housing Department issued the property owner that a new certificate of occupancy 
is required for the use of the property as short term rentals. 

Ordinance No. 146.313 - On July 24, 1974, the City Council approved a zone 
change from C2-1 to C1-1. 

Certificate of Occupancy No. 19463 - On August 6, 1930, the LADBS issued a 
certificate of occupancy for a four-story, 30-unit apartment building. 

Surrounding Properties 

Case No. ZA 2008-0278(CDP)(ZV)(ZAD)(SPP) - On July 14, 2008, the Zoning 
Administrator approved a Coastal Development Permit, Zone Variance and Specific 
Plan Project Permit Compliance, to convert a portion of the ground-floor of a hotel 
lobby and storage to a cafe/kitchen, and allow the continued use of a hotel in the R3 
Zone in lieu of the five-year phase-out period, located at 401 South Ocean Front 
Walk ("Cadillac Hotel"). 
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Case No. APCW-2003-1123-ZV-SPE-ZAA-CDP-SPP-MEL- On July 17, 2003, the 
West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission approved a zone variance to permit a 
commercial development to provide a 115 square-foot loading space in lieu of the 
minimum 400 square feet required in the C2-1-CA Zone, located at 70 East 
Windward Avenue. 

Case No. ZA 2002-2526(CDP)(CU)(SPP)(MEL) - On July 10, 2003, the Zoning 
Administrator approved a coastal development permit, conditional use permit to 
allow commercial corner deviations, and project permit compliance to allow the 
construction of six Joint Live Work condominium units and one commercial 
condominium unit located at 701 Ocean Front Walk. 

Breeze Avenue is a Local Street with width of 40 feet. The curb on Breeze Avenue 
adjacent to the subject property is a no-parking, tow away zone. Breeze Avenue is a Walk 
Street northeast of Speedway. 

Ocean Front Walk is a Public Walk improved to a width of 50 feet and is closed to 
vehicular traffic. 

Speedway is a Local Street improved to a width of 20 feet. 

Public Hearing 

The public hearing was held on February 21, 2013 in the West Los Angeles Municipal 
Building. The hearing was attended by the applicant and two residents. 

Carl Lambert: 

We have requested that DOT allow us to provide a 15 minute loading zone on 
Breeze Avenue 

• The building was constructed as apartments 
• The transient occupancy residence is less intense than apartments 

We did a $4 million dollar renovation four years ago 
20 to 25% of our guests don't use cars 

• People who bring cars park at the lot on the boardwalk 
We have bike storage on-site, we have five bikes for use by guests and room for 
seven additional spaces 
The variance is requested because we have no physical room for a loading zone 
We have had no complaints from neighbors 

• The prior use of the building as short-term rentals was not well-run 
The Council Office supports the use 

• We went to the Venice Neighborhood Council last night, the Planning and Land Use 
Committee voted in support 8 to 1 
The full board will hear it on March 19 
I purchased the property in 2007 
We have a long-term tenant in Unit 308, we have agreed with LAHD to set aside 
that unit for a 30-year term 
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• This is not a project under the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan 
• We received a citation from LAHD for an illegal change of use 
• I have not met with the Coastal Commission staff 
• The hotel provides affordable access to the coast for visitors 
• Our average stay is two weeks 
• I spoke to DOT about painting the curb yellow on Breeze Avenue 
• The sign on Speedway is not on my property 
• We are 150 feet away from Mr. Shishido's property 
• Speedway is a commercial alley, we don't control it 
• The back door on Speedway is not the primary entrance 

Sarah Dennison stated there was no opposition to the request at the PLUM meeting, and 
asked that the case be taken under advisement until the March 19, 2013 board meeting. 

Keiko Noda: 

• I am here on behalf of Masako Shishido, the owner of 14 Brooks Avenue 
• He has owned the building since 1972 and is concerned about this project 
• There is an architecture firm 50 feet away with 100 cars 
• People park on Speedway blocking it (pictures submitted) 
• There are cars, trucks, using bikes Speedway 
• The motel door opens onto Speedway 
• There is a sign on Speedway that says "5-minute Loading Zone" 
• We want his guests to park on Breeze Avenue not Speedway 
• We love how he cleaned up the building 

Susan Kalinowski: 

• I have no problem with the Breeze Suites 
• Will it change the operating or stay the same? 
• Can guests stay one night? 

Correspondence 

On January 28, 2013, Masako Shishido emailed the following concerns about the project: 
1) his property was previously a motel but was required to convert it to motel when the 
zoning changed, 2) they don't have any parking for the 31 rooms; 3) the motel's guest don't 
have an area to unload and end up using Speedway which is a non-stopping zone; 4) this 
will effect neighboring businesses; and, 5) a traffic study should be prepared. 

On February 11, 2013, Whitney Blumenfeld from Council District 11 emailed that the 
Councilmember is in support of the request because of: 1) the extensive renovation done 
to the building; 2) it maintains the Venice Boardwalk character; 3) it has operated as a 
transient occupancy residential use for four years without complaints; 4) and one unit will 
be set aside for low income purposes. 
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On March 18, 2013, Linda Lucks of the Venice Neighborhood Council emailed to request 
that the record be held open until the end of April because the case will not be heard on 
March 19. 

On April 22, 2013, Carl Lambert submitted an email stating that the LADOT approved a 15 
minute loading zone on Breeze Avenue, and attached a letter of support from the 
neighboring property owner. The letter March 15, 2013 letter from Janice Jerde of JJ
Seabreeze 11, LTD stated that the Venice Breeze Suites has been a positive addition to the 
area offering short-term furnished rentals without negatively impacting the neighborhood. 

On April 28, 2013, Jake Kaufman of the Venice Neighborhood Council emailed to say that 
the request had been approved by the Board and a letter would be sent by April 30. 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT FINDINGS 

In order for a coastal development permit to be granted all of the requisite findings 
maintained in Section 12.20.2 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code must be made in the 
affirmative. Following is a delineation of the findings and the application of the facts of this 
case to same. 

1. The development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976. 

The subject property is a rectangular-shaped, 4,398 square-foot corner lot located 
on Breeze Avenue on the landward side of Ocean Front Walk in the C1-1 Zone. 
The property is located in the North Venice subarea of the Venice Coastal Specific 
Plan, the Beach Impact Zone. The site is developed with a four-story, 15,408 
square-foot 31-unit apartment building constructed in 1930. There is no on-site 
parking. The applicant stated that the apartment building was illegally converted to 
a 31-guest room extended stay motel by the prior owner. He purchased the 
property in 2007 and renovated the building. It is operating under the name "Venice 
Breeze Suites". Each of the guest rooms contains a sleeping area with one bed, a 
sitting area with a kitchenette, and a bathroom. The room rates start at $155 for a 
standard studio unit and discounts are available for longer stays. The Venice 
Breeze Suites' website describes the rooms as affordable extended-stay living 
accommodations. The website indicates there are three other Venice Beach 
properties managed by the applicant's company. 

The development requires a coastal development permit to allow a change of use 
from a 31-unit apartment building to a 31-guest room transient occupancy 
residential structure (''TORS"). The property is located in the Dual Permit 
Jurisdiction area of the Coastal Zone. Pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30600(b), 
any development which receives a local coastal development permit from the City 
must also obtain a second coastal development permit from the Coastal 
Commission ifthe development is within the areas specified in Section 30601 (e.g., 
within 300 feet of the beach or sea). 
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Coastal Act Section 30222 establishes a higher priority for publicly available 
visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities over private residential, 
industrial, or general commercial development. Section 30252 of the Coastal Act 
states: 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and 
enhance public access to the coast by (1) facilitating the provision or 
extension of transit service, (2) providing commercial facilities within or 
adjoining residential development or in other areas that will minimize the 
use of coastal access roads, (3) providing non-automobile circulation 
within the development, (4) providing adequate parking facilities or 
providing substitute means of serving the development with public 
transportation, (5) assuring the potential for public transit for high intensity 
uses such as high-rise office buildings, and by (6) assuring that the 
recreational needs of new residents will not overload nearby coastal 
recreation areas by correlating the amount of development with local park 
acquisition and development plans with the provision of onsite 
recreational facilities to serve the new development. 

No construction is proposed as part of the change of use permit. The development 
does not involve an increase in the number of residential units or new floor area that 
would change the parking demand of the property. The building was constructed to 
the property lines and has grandfathered parking rights. The proposed development 
is a retroactive conversion of 31 apartment units to 31 TORS units, and it does not 
constitute a change in density or the intensity of land use. One unit (#308) was 
determined by the Los Angeles Housing Department ("LAHD") to have affordable 
rent. The applicant has been required to record a covenant, to the satisfaction of 
LAHD, restricting the unit for Moderate Income level tenants. The operation of a 
visitor-serving use will not impede public access to Venice Beach. 

The applicant has requested that LADOT change the Breeze Avenue street 
frontage from a no parking zone to 15 minute parking. If approved, this will allow 
the guests of the TORS to unload their vehicles without blocking traffic on 
Speedway which was a complaint of a nearby property owner. The Venice Breeze 
Suites has bicycles for use by the guests as well as room for parking of seven 
additional bicycles. Ocean Front Walk The development will not adversely affect 
public access to the public beach and recreation area or affect public views. There 
will be no dredging, filling or diking of coastal waters or wetlands associated with the 
request or with any sensitive habitat areas, archaeological or paleontological 
resources identified on the site. 

2. The development will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program (LCP) that is in conformance with Chapter 3 
of the California Coastal Act. 

Coastal Act Section 30604(a) states that prior to the certification of a Local Coastal 
Program ("LCP"), a coastal development permit may only be issued if the a finding 
can be made that the proposed development is in conformance with Chapter 3 of 
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the Coastal Act. The Venice Local Coastal Land Use Plan ("LUP") was certified by 
the California Coastal Commission on June 14, 2001; however, the necessary 
implementation ordinances have not been adopted. The LUP designates properties 
along Ocean Front Walk from 17th Avenue to the Santa Monica City Line as North 
Venice Community Commercial. 

The LUP encourages "visitor-serving and personal services emphasizing retail and 
restaurants" at the subject location. Policy I. A. 17 of the LUP states that "overnight 
visitor-serving uses, such as hotels and youth hostels, are preferred uses in 
Community Commercial and General Commercial land use categories. A transient 
occupant residence is a permitted use under the subject zoning and the LUP. As 
conditioned, the development will not prejudice the ability of the City to prepare a 
LCP. 

3. The Interpretive Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established 
by the California Coastal Commission and any subsequent amendments 
thereto have been reviewed, analyzed and considered in making this 
determination. 

The California Coastal Commission's interpretive guidelines have been reviewed 
and considered in preparation of these findings. However, following prevailing case 
law (e.g., Pacific Legal Foundation v. Coastal Commission (1982) 33 Cal.3d 158), 
the City's determination is based on the cited provisions of the California Coastal 
Act and other legally established laws and regulations. 

4. The decision herein has been guided by applicable decisions of the California 
Coastal Commission pursuant to Section 30625(c) of the California Public 
Resources Code. 

The decision on the development permit was guided by the Coastal Commission's 
approval of Coastal Development Permit No. 5-11-265 for the property located at 
401 Ocean Front Walk. The December 26, 2006 Memorandum issued by the 
Coastal Commission on Condominium-Hotel Development in the Coastal Zone was 
reviewed as well. Generally, the Coastal Commission has tended to support and 
encourage the retention of viable visitor-serving facilities, particularly those with 
historical significance or that provide low cost accommodations. This project does 
not appear to create any precedent contrary to what is established in the vicinity. 
Further, the exterior of the building will not be altered and patronage will not be 
affected. 

5. · If the development is located between the nearest public road and the sea or 
shoreline of any body of water located within the coastal zone that the 
development is in conformity with the public access and public recreational 
policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 
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Section 30210 of the Coastal Act states the following in regards to public access: 

In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California 
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and 
recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with 
public safety needs and the need to protect public rights, right of private 
property owners, and natural resources from overuse. 

Section 30211 of the Coastal Act states the following in regards to public recreation 
policies: 

Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea 
where acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not 
limited to, the use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of 
terrestrial vegetation. 

The development is located on a property that has frontage on Breeze Avenue and 
Speedway, two public roads which are open to vehicular traffic, however, Breeze 
Avenue terminates at Ocean Front Walk and there is no public parking located at 
that section of Venice Beach. The property's westerly frontage is adjacentto Ocean 
Front Walk which is not a public road. There is a bikeway located on the seaward 
side of Ocean Front Walk and the project provides bicycles for their guests. The 
building was constructed in 1930 and there is no construction proposed as part of 
this permit and no change in public access. Visitors seeking recreational activities at 
the beach will continue to have unimpeded pedestrian access. The development is 
conformity with the public access and public recreational policies of the Coastal Act. 

6. An appropriate environmental clearance under the California Environmental 
Quality Act has been granted. 

A Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV-2012-2839-MND) was prepared for the 
proposed project consistent with the provisions of the California Environmental 
Quality Act and the City CEQA Guidelines. The MND concluded that after the 
implementation of the mitigation measures, the proposed development will not 
result in any significant impacts to the environment. The MND prepared for the 
proposed development was appropriate pursuant to CEQA. 

7. The project is consistent with the special requirements for low and moderate 
income housing units in the Coastal Zone as mandated by California 
Government Code Section 65590 [Mello Act]. 

The Mello Act is a State law which mandates local governments to comply with a 
variety of provisions concerning the demolition, conversion, and construction of 
residential units in California's Coastal Zone. The Mello Act requires that very low, 
low and moderate income housing units that are demolished or converted must be 
replaced and that new residential developments must reserve at least 20 percent of 
all new residential units for low or very low income persons or families or reserve at 
least 10 percent of all new residential units for very low income persons or families. 
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The Mello Act prohibits change of use or demolition projects that remove existing 
residential units (including market-rate residential units) for purposes of a new non
residential use unless the new use is coastal dependent. 

The proposed project is located in the Coastal Zone, as defined in California Public 
Resources Code, Division 20 (commencing with Section 30000), as depicted on the 
City of Los Angeles Coastal Zone Maps. On September 14, 2012, the Los Angeles 
Housing Department issued a Mello Determination Memorandum which concluded 
that there is one affordable unit (#308) located at the subject property. A condition 
of approval requires the owner to record a covenant with LAHD to restrict one unit 
for moderate income use. As conditioned, the project is consistent with the Mello 
Act. 

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FINDINGS 

8. The project will enhance the built environment in the surrounding 
neighborhood or will perform a function or provide a service that is essential 
or beneficial to the community, city or region. 

The applicant is requesting a change of use permit to legalize the conversion of a 
31-unit apartment building into a 31-guestroom TORS. Pursuant to LAMC Section 
12.24-W,24, In the C1-1 Zone, TORS located within 500 feet of an A or R Zone 
require approval of a conditional use permit. The subject property is located 
adjacent to RD1 .5-1 zoned property developed with a triplex. The Venice Breeze 
Suites provides long and short term accommodations for visitors of Venice Beach. 
No construction is proposed and there will be no changes in the operation of the 
use. The conditions of approval provide an inherent incentive to the applicant to 
operate the business with regard to the established community and to maintain a 
viable track record. As conditioned herein, the project will continue to provide a 
beneficial service to the Venice Beach community. 

9. The project's location, size, height, operations and other significant features 
will be compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade 
adjacent properties, the surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, 
welfare and safety. 

The project is located on a 4,398 square-foot corner lot located on Breeze Avenue 
adjacent to Ocean Front Walk in North Venice Beach. The site is developed with a 
four-story 31-unit apartment building. No changes are proposed to the project's 
location, size, operations or other significant features. The adjacent properties to 
the east are zoned RD1 .5-1 and developed with multiple-family uses. The 
properties to the north and south along Ocean Front Walk are zoned C1-1 and 
developed with offices and retail uses. Venice Beach is located to the west of 
Ocean Front Walk and is zoned OS-1XL-O. Venice Beach is a popular tourist 
destination spot and the Venice Breeze Suites has been operating since 2007. 
The property owner has renovated the building and the operation of the use has 
been compatible with adjacent properties. The application was supported by 
numerous property owners, the Council Office, and the Venice Neighborhood 
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Council. Conditions of approval requiring the installation of surveillance cameras, 
graffiti removal, and a TOM program have been imposed to ensure the operation of 
the use does not adversely affect or degrade the surrounding neighborhood or 
public health, welfare and safety. 

10. The project substantially conforms with the purpose, intent and provisions of 
the General Plan, the applicable community plan, and any specific plan. 

There are eleven elements of the General Plan. Each of these elements establishes 
policies that provide for the regulatory environment in managing the City and for 
addressing environmental concerns and problems. The majority of the policies 
derived from these Elements are in the form of Code requirements of Los Angeles 
Municipal Code. Except for the entitlements described herein, the project does not 
propose to deviate from any of the requirements of the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code. The Land Use Element of the City's General Plan divides the city into 35 
Community Plans. The Venice Community Plan designates the property for 
Community Commercial land uses with corresponding zones of CR, C2, C4, RAS3, 
and RAS4, and Height District No. 1. The site is within the North Venice subarea of 
the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan and the LA Coastal Transportation Corridor 
Specific Plan. The proposed change of use is not a project in the Specific Plan. 
Granting of the request is consistent with the following Venice Community Plan 
Policy and Programs: 

Policy 1-2.2: Encourage multiple-family residential development in 
commercial zones. 

Program: 

Program: 

The Plan permits mixed-used or residential only developments 
in commercial zones. 

The Venice Coastal Specific Plan contains residential density 
provisions that encourage residential uses in commercial zone 
for projects located in the Coastal Zone. 

Policy 1-4.2: Ensure that new housing opportunities minimize displacement 
of residents. 

Program: 

VARIANCE FINDINGS 

A decision-maker shall adopt a finding which addresses any 
potential displacement of residents as part of any decision 
relating to the construction of new housing pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 65590.C of the State Government Code, 
referred to as the Mello Act. 

In order for a variance to be granted, all five of the legally mandated findings delineated in 
City Charter Section 562 and Municipal Code Section 12.27 must be made in the 
affirmative. Following (highlighted) is a delineation of the findings and the application of 
the relevant facts of the case to same: 
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11. The strict application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would result 
in practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the 
general purpose and intent of the zoning regulations. 

The applicant is requesting a variance from LAMC Section 12,21-C,6, to deviate 
from the requirement to maintain a loading space. Section 12,21-C,6 requires a 
loading space to be provided and maintained on the same lot with every hospital, 
hotel, or institution building. The LAMC contains an exception to the loading space 
requirement for lots that abut an alley in the C Zone when all the buildings are 
erected, structurally altered, enlarged or maintained and used solely as dwellings or 
apartment houses. The subject property is located in the C1-1 Zone, abuts 
Speedway, and contains a residential use. However, the proposed TORS is not an 
enumerated use listed in the exception, and as such, the property owner was 
advised to file for a variance as there is no room on the property to provide a 400-
foot loading space. Loading spaces are required for hotels to allow for the safe 
delivery of goods without impeding vehicular access on the public right-of-way. The 
subject 31-room TORS does not contain any commercial uses, such as a 
restaurant, gift shop, or bar, which require the delivery of goods to the property. 
The property owner is working with LADOT to provide 15-minute parking on the 
Breeze Avenue street frontage to allow for the loading and unloading of passengers 
and luggage. The strict application of the zoning regulations would require a portion 
of the structure to be demolished in order to provide an unnecessary loading space 
which would be a practical difficulty inconsistent with the general purpose and intent 
of the regulations. 

12. There are special circumstances applicable to the subject property such as 
size, shape, topography, location or surroundings that do not apply generally 
to other property in the same zone and vicinity. 

The subject property is a rectangular, substandard 4,398 square-foot corner lot 
fronting on Breeze Avenue and Speedway in the C1-1 Zone. The Venice Beach 
property is developed with a four-story 15,408 square-foot apartment building. The 
special circumstances applicable to the subject property are that the building was 
constructed in 1930 prior to the requirement for parking, and the building was 
constructed to the lot lines leaving no area to provide a loading space. The Venice 
Coastal Zone Specific Plan and the Venice LCP encourage the provision of visitor
serving uses such as TORS, however, due to the small size of the property and the 
location of the existing improvements the owner is unable to provide the required 
loading space. 

13. Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a 
substantial property right or use generally possessed by other property in the 
same zone and vicinity but which, because of such special circumstances and 
practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships, is denied the property in 
question. 
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The LAMC provides an exception to the loading space requirement for dwellings or 
apartment houses but is silent on the proposed use as a TORS. The Cadillac Motel 
located at 401 Ocean Front Walk was granted a variance in 1993 to allow the 
continued use of a 30-bed hostel in the R3-1 Zone and was not required to provide 
a loading space (Case No. 93-0631(ZV)). In 2003, the West Los Angeles Area 
Planning Commission approved a zone variance to permit the construction of a 
commercial development with a 115 square-foot loading space in lieu of the 400 
square feet required. There is a similar TORS use called Su Casa at Venice Beach 
located at 431 Ocean Front Walk which was not required to provide a loading 
space. The applicant here is seeking to be on par with those properties. Therefore, 
approval of the request will permit the applicant to enjoy a substantial property right 
while providing loading in a manner substantially similar to other properties in the 
area. 

14. The granting of such variance will not be materially detrimental to the public 
welfare or injurious to the property or improvements in the same zone or 
vicinity in which the property is located. 

The granting of the variance to not require a loading zone as part of the legalization 
of the 31-room Venice Breeze Suites will not result in any changes to the operation 
of the use or result in an increase in the size of the building. The use has been 
operating without a loading space for over six years. The request was supported by 
neighboring property owners, the Council Office, and the Neighborhood Council. 
The one objection raised to the operation was by the owner of a property located at 
Brooks Avenue who was required to convert her motel to a multi-family dwelling 
after the zoning of the property was changed from C1-1 to R3-1. The subject 
building is located in a commercial zone not a residential zone. As there will be no 
change in the operation, there is no evidence that the granting of the variance will 
be materially detrimental to other properties in the same zone or vicinity. 

15. The granting of the variance will not adversely affect any element of the 
General Plan. 

The Venice Community Plan designates the property for Community Commercial 
land uses with corresponding zones of CR, C2, C4, RAS3, and RAS4, and Height 
District No. 1. The site is within the North Venice subarea of the Venice Coastal 
Zone Specific Plan. The Venice Community Plan and the Venice Coastal Zone 
Specific Plan are silent in regards to loading spaces. Granting of the variance is 
consistent with Objective 7.3 of the General Plan Framework Element which states 
"maintain and enhance the existing businesses in the City". Allowing the use to 
continue to operate without providing a loading space will not adversely affect any 
element of the General Plan. 

ADDITIONAL MANDATORY FINDINGS 

16. The National Flood Insurance Program rate maps, which are a part of the Flood 
Hazard Management Specific Plan adopted by the City Council by Ordinance No. 
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172.081, have been reviewed and it has been determined that this project is located 
in Zone B, areas between limits of the 100-year flood and 500-year flood. 

17. On January 141 2013, the Department of City Planning issued Mitigated Negative 
Declaration No. ENV-2012-2839-MND. On the basis of the whole of the record 
before the lead agency. including any comments received, the lead agency finds 
that with imposition of the mitigation measures described in the MND, there is no 
substantial evidence that the proposed project will have a significant effect on the 
environment. I hereby adopt that action. ·This Mitigated Negative Declaration 
reflects the lead agency's independent judgment and analysis. The records upon 
which this decision is based are with the Environmental Review Section of the 
Department of City Planning. 200 North Spring Street. Room 7501 Los Angeles, CA 
90012. 

"'m Ml " C. l o.4 ?JY silv( 
MAYA E. ZAITZEVSKY 
Associate Zoning Administrator 
Direct Telephone No. (213) 978-1416 

MEZ:lmc 

cc: Councilmember Bm Rosendahl 
Eleventh District 

Adjoining Property Owners 



Untitled Document 

Home 

Property Activity 
Report 

Property Profile 

Report A Property 
Violation 

SCEP 

Owners/Managen> 

Tenants/Renters 

Residential Property 
Report 

Ellissed Properties 

CODE ENFORCEMENT DIVISION 

Property Activity Report 

Assessor Parcel Number: 4226003001 

Council District: Council District 11 

Census. Tract: 273402 

Rent Registration: 0322164 

Historical Preservation 
Overlay Zone: 

TcmilUnitS: 31 

Regional Office: 
VIiest Regional Office 

Regional Office Contact: (310)-996-1723 

Official Address: 

Case Number: 

Case Type: 

Inspector: 

Case Manager: 

Total Exemption Units: 

2 E BREEZE AVE, 
VENICE 90291 

247834 

Complaint 

Julian Amaya 

Lowna McKinney 

Nature of Complaint:Change of use/occupancy without Building permit and Certificate of Occupancy 

I Status 

1/16/2015 8:00:00 AM All Violations Resolved Date 

5/20/2014 12:00:00 AM Referred to City Attorney 

4/30/2014 12:05:00 PM Photos 

4/16/2013 12:00:00 AM Notice of General Manager Hearing 

5/9/2012 1:06:00 PM Referred to Enforcement Section 

5/9/2012 1:06:00 PM Complaint Closed 

3/8/2012 1:13:00 PM Order Issued to Property Owner 

3/23/2010 2:30:00 PM Site Visit/Compliance Inspection 

3/21/2010 12:00:00 AM Compliance Date 

5/21/2009 1:34:00 PM Site Visit/Initial Inspection 

5/7/2009 12:00:00 AM Complaint Received 

http://cris.lacity.org/ cris/infonnationcenter/ code/index.htm 
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Search Results e Calif omia Coastal 

2 Properties matching your search criteria found: Cormnission 

APN Address 

+ 4226003001 2 E BREEZE AVE, VENICE, CA 90291 

+ 4226003001 2 E BREEZE AVE, LOS ANGELES, CA 90291 

Report a Violation 

Assessor Parcel 
Number: 422soo3001 Official Address:2 E BREEZE AVE, VENICE, CA 90291 

Total Units:(legal 
unit count may 31 
vary) 
Rent 
Registration 0322164 

Number: 

*Census Tract: 273402 

Total Exemption 
0 Units: 

Rent Office ID: West 

Code Regional 
Area: 

Year Built: 

West Regional Office 

1930 *Council District: Council District 11 

* - Bureau of Engineering Data 
the labels. 

Note: For more information please place your mouse over 

Please click on a Case Number to view "Property Activity Report" 
Property Cases 
Case Type Case Number Date Closed 

Complaint 502902 01/13/2015 

Legal 247834 01/16/2015 

Hearing 247834 03/06/2014 

Case Management 247834 01/16/2015 

Franchise Tax Board 247834 08/17/2010 

Substandard 247834 

Franchise Tax Board 247834 08/12/2010 

Property Management Training 247834 Program 

Complaint 247834 05/09/2012 

Systematic Code Enforcement 174349 06/05/2008 Program 

Complaint 27468 10/30/2007 

0 

f City of Los Angeles Housing + Community Investment Department 

http://cris.lacity.org/cris/PublicPropProfile.aspx 7/27/2015 
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Me1 lo Cefermination Memorandum 

September 14, 2012 

Greg Shoop, City Planner 
City Planning Department 

Suzette Ftynn, Dlrector of Housing Se;~ 
Los Angeles Housing Department O 
Mello Act Deterrnin8fon for 
2 Breeze Avenue, Venice, CA 90291 

• ' lnl:Dri> IL VlhmljW, llJl~'Or 

~~ C:t1tre.G1:11~ lf.OC~-~ 

Based on the rental information provided by the owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, it is 
determined that one (1) affordable unit exists at 2 Breeze Avenue, Unit# 308, Venice, 
CA 90291. The Owner proposes to convert the property from an extended stay 
vacation rental into a hotel. 

On June 13, 20121 LAHD sent a Request for Determination as Eligible Household 
Under Mello Act Regulations package via certified mail to Units# 308 and# 406. Apart 
from the tenants in these two units, all untts are occupied by short-term renters, 
according to the owner. Un it # 406 opted not to provide financial information for the 
Mello Act affordable rent determination. Unit # 308 provided incomplete income 
information and did not respond to further queries. 

On August 81 2012, LAHD sent a Request for Determinatlon as Eligible Household 
IJnder Mello Act Regulations package via certified mail to tile rema in!ng units. The 
tenants either d(d not respond or opted not to provide financial information for the Mel lo 
Act affordable rent determination. 

Per the ovmer1s rent log for the past three years, only unit# 308 has affordable rent. 

cc: Los Angeles Housing Department File 
Venioe Breeze Suites, LLC, OWner 
Richard A. Rothsch1ld1 Western Center on Law and Poverty, Inc. 
Susanne Browne> Legal Aid Foundation of L.A. 

SF:MAC:rpb 
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~·,;~f if~.J~_Q~4.5j.? ______ ~-·~ .. -~ .. -~ ···-·~-Owner 

Owner•s 
~ ............ - .......... .._ ...... ......- ......... -~-·--·""~"""· ...... _ ...... , . ..Address CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY-

Date Certificate Issued: ~ ......... # ............................ ,....,. ...... ~·~ .. ~ ...... ~ .... ~-.···· ..... ~ •••• , ... ~ •• ~ .... ,M •• * •• 
(Post Offl<:e) {Zone) {State) 

.. l9.~_6J.. .. _ .... ~:;r -.... b9J..Q·--···-···Year g1~,130 . 
........... ,. ............ t~9L ............ ,,_ ........... -~ ... - .......... ~,. ......... ,.,.-> ............ , lt_ .... 

This eerilltes tbati so lat' as ascertained bf or made blown to the undersip~ the 
building at the above address eompllea wUh the applicable requirements of the l\luni~ipat 
Code, u follows~ Cbapter 11 as to perniJtt84 nses of sai4 property; Chapter 9, Attic Jes 
l, 3, fi and 5; and with the applleable requirements «>f Ute State Housinr Act.,-for the 
tollowin6 oecnpan.ries: 

4 Stories, Class c, 60 tiooms, 30 ~partments, 

Apartment Building, 

COPY 
NOTE: Any change of use or o:eupancy 
mun bft "'"''~Jh.U ... ~ .,.._ the Department of 
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~ 

CITY OF Los ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 

ANTONIO R. VILLARAIGOSA 
MAYOR 

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY 
VENICE BREEZE SUITES LLC No building or structure or portion thereof and no trailer park or portion 

thereof shall be used or occupied until a Certificate of Occupancy has been 
.L ,, 

~-- ... ~-

DATE: 
2 BREEZE A VE APT 101 

I CERTIFICATE: 
BY: 

Issued-Valid' 
RICKEY JACKSON 01/08/2015 

VENICE CA 9G291 I GREEN - MANDATORY 

SITE IDENTIFICATION 

ADDRESS: 2 E BREEZE AVE 1-3190291 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

TRACT BLOCK LOT<s> ARB CO.MAP REF# PARCEL PIN 

COUNTRY CLUB TRACT 2 1 MB3-76 108A14J 

This certifies that, so far as ascertained or made known to the undersigned, the building or portion of building described below and located at the above address(es) 

complies with the applicable construction requirements (Chapter 9) and/or the applicable zoning requirements (Chapter 1) of the 1..-0s Angeles Municipal Code for 

the use and occupancy group in which it is classified and with applicable requirements of the State Housing Law for the following occupancies and is subject to any 

COMMENT CONVERT (E) 31 UNITS APARTMENT TO 30 ROOMS HOTEL wtm 1 AFFORDABLE MODERATE INCOME DWELLING UNIT. 

RENOVATE lST FLOOR, ADD WHEELCHAIR LIFT AT E1''TRANCE AND CONVERT 545 SF ROOF AREA TO ROOF DECK. 

I USE 
PRIMARY 

Hotel 

PERMITS 

13016-10000-12979 I 13016-10002-12979 

OTHER 

Apartment 

I 13016-10003-12979 I 

252 

APN 

4226-003-001 

STR~~TURALINVENTQRY 

&LA fl DBS ITEM DESCRIPTION CHANGED TOTAL 

Stories 0 Stories 4 Stories 
Basement (ZC) OLeveh I Levels 

Length OFeet 
Width 0 J<' eet 
Height(ZC) 

Floor Area (ZC) 

Type Ill-A Construction 

NFPA-13 Fire Sprinklers Thru-out 

RI Occ. Group 

R2 Occ. Group 

Parking Req'd for Site (Auto+Bicycle) 

Provided Disabled for Site 

Provided Offsite for Site 

Provided Standard for Site 

E xhibit 7 
Page of 

Calif omia Coastal 
Commission 

OFeet 

OSqft 

15094 Sqft 

·15094 Sqft 

OSlalls 

0 Stalls 

0 Stalls 
0 Stalls 

DIPAR1MENT OF BUUING AND SAFETY 

APP ROYAL 

15094 Sqft 
CERTIFICATE NUMBER 121760 

314 Sqft BRANCH OFFICE: WLA 

COUNCIL DISTRICT: 11 

BUREAU: INSPECTN 

DTVTSION: BLDG IN SP 

STATUS: Coro Issued 

STATUS BY: RICKEY JACKSON 

STATUS DATE: 01/08/2015 

~oc~--
APPROVED BY: RICKEY JACKSON 

EXPIRATION DATE: 

I 
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Page 2 of2 Certificate No: *121760 

PERMIT DETAIL 

PERMIT NUMBER 
13016-10000-12979 

13016-10002-12979 

13016-10003-12979 

PERMIT ADDRESS 
2 E Breeze Ave 1-31 

2 E Breeze Ave 1-31 

2 E Breeze Ave 1-31 

PARCEL IN1''0RMA1'JON 

Area Planning Comminlon: West Los Angeles 

Coastal Zone Cons. Act: YES 

District Map: l 08A 143 

LADBS Branch Office: WLA 

School Within 50@ Foot Radius: YES 

PARCEL DOCUMENT 

City Planning Cam (CPC) CPC-1987-648-ICO 

City Planning Cases (CPC) CPC-2IOS-82S2-CA 

Ordinance (ORD) ORD-146323 

Ordinance (ORD) ORD-175693 

Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RENT) YES 

Zoning Admlnistrator"s Case (ZA) 

ZA-2012-2841-CDP-CU-ZV-MEL 

CHECKLIST ITEMS 

Attachment - Owner-Builder Declaration 
Fabricator Reqd - Structural Steel 
Special Inspect - Epoxy Boltli 
Std. Work Descr-Seismic Gas Shut Off Valve 

PERMIT DESCRIPTION 
CONVERT (E) 31 UNITS APARTMENT TO 30 ROOMS HOTEL WITH 1 

AFFORDABLE MODERATE INCOME DWELLING UNIT. RENOVATE tST 

FLOOR, ADD WHEELCHAIR LIFT AT ENTRANCE AND CONVERT 545 SF 

ROOF AREA TO ROOF DECK. SEE COMMENT. 

SUPPLEMENTAL PERMIT TO ADJUST CHAIRLIFI' ENCLOSURE FRAMING 
DETAIL DUE TO FIELD CONDJTION DISCREPANCY 

SUPPLEMENTAL PERMIT OF 13016--10000-12979 TO CHANGE 

WHEELCHAIR LDT GATE TO 90 MINUTE 111RE RA TING 

DOOR/OVERHEAD FRAMING AND RELOCATE STANDPIPE AT ST AIR# 01. 

STATUS- DATE- BY 
Coro Issued. Ol l&ll/2015 

RICKEY JACKSON 

Permit Floaled- 11110/2014 

TONY T HARTONO 
Permit Floaled- l tll0f2tl4 

TONY T HARTONO 

Census Tract: 2734.02 

Community Plan Area: Venice 

Earthquake-lod•ced Liquefaction Area: Yes 

Methane Hazard Site: Methane Zone 

Thomas Brothers Map Grid: 671-G6 

Certified Neig•borhood Council: Venice 

Council District: 11 

City Planning Cam (CPC) CPC-1998-J19-LCP 

City Planning Cam (CPC) CPC-24819 

Ordinance (ORD) ORD-172019 

Ordinance (ORD) ORD-17~694 

Specific Plan Area (SP A) Los Angeles Coastal Transportation 

Corridor 

Zoning Information File (ZI) Zl-2406 Dir Inter of Venice SP 

for Small Lot Sub 

Attachment - Plot Plan 
Permit Flag - Fire Life Safety Clearnce Reqd 

Special Inspect - Structural Observation 

Energy Zone: 6 
Near So•rce Zone Distance: "4.9 

Zone: Cl-I 

City Plannlag Cases {CPC) CPC-2000-4046-CA 

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) LARZ-Venlce 

OrdlnHce (ORD) ORD-172897 

Parklo1 Layout (PKL Y) PKG-111 

Specific Pl•n Area (SPA) Venice Coast•! Zone 

Fabricator Reqd - Shop Welds 
Special Inspect - Anchor Bolts 
Std. Work Descr - Patch Plaster/Drywall 

PROPERTY OWNER. TENANJ APPLICANT lNFORMAIION 

OWN£RCSl 
Venice Breeze Suites Uc 2 Breeze Ave APT 101 

APPLICANT 
Relalion&hip: Archltttt 

Erle Sanchez-

I BUILDING RELOCATED FROM: 

116 26th St 

!C)ONTRACTO~ !AIBCHITECT & {E}NGINEER INFORMATION 

NAME ADDRESS 
(A) Schloeder, Architects 9402 South 47th Place, 

(E) Lambert, John 14225 Margate St, 

(E) Ng, Edward T W 979 E Muncie Ave, 

(0) , Owner-BuUder I 

(0) , Owner-Builder 
' 

SITE IDENTIFICATION-ALL 

ADIJRESS : 2 E BREEZE A VE 1-31 90291 

LEGAL DESCRIPTlON-ALL 

TRACT BLOCK 
COUNTRY CLUB TRACT 2 

Exhibit 7 
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LOT<sl 

1 

VENICE CA 90291 (310) 453-9656 

SANTA MONICA, CA 90402 (310) 395-3308 

~ LICENSE# PHONE# 
Phoenix, AZ 85044 NA BUS12803 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91401 NA C38381 

Fresno, CA 93720 NA C38!!2 

' 
NA 0 (310) 453-%56 

' 
NA 0 

ARB CO.MAPREF # PAR!;;ELPrN APN 
MB3-76 108A143 252 4226-003-001 
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VENICE BREEZE SUITES 

Winter: Oct 1 to May 21 
Type Rate Weekend Weekly Weekly W/E 

ADA Studio 175 190 160 175 
UV Studio 175 190 160 175 
UV 1 BR 175 190 160 175 

POV Studio 250 275 225 250 
POV 1 Br 225 250 200 200 

OF Jr. Studio 260 280 240 240 
OF Studio 275 310 250 275 
OF 1 BR 275 310 250 275 

Summer: May 22 to Sep 31 
Type Rate Weekend Weekly Weekly W/E 

ADA Studio 200 200 180 180 
UV Studio 215 215 190 190 
UV 1 BR 200 200 180 180 

POV Studio 275 275 250 250 
POV 1 Br 250 250 225 225 

OF Jr. Studio 300 300 275 275 
OF Stud1o 350 350 325 325 
OF 1 BR 350 350 325 325 
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February 24, 2015 

Mr. Carl J. Lambert 
President/ Attorney at Law 
Lambert Investments 
2 Breeze Avenue 
Suite 101 
Venice, California 90291 

Dear Mr. Lambert: 

PKF 
CONSULTING 
USA 
A CBRE COMPANY 

Pursuant to your request, we have completed our analysis of current market demand for 
overnight accommodations in the Venice neighborhood of in Los Angeles, California 
and surrounding coastline. The purpose of this study is to: 

• Analyze supply and demand by type and cost of accommodations; 

• Evaluate whether the region has adequate supply of overnight hotel and 
motel accommodation to meet its current and projected demand; and, 

Our market research for this project was undertaken in February 2015. Our analysis of 
overnight visitor-serving accommodations in Venice and surrounding areas is focused on 
hotels and motels, and does not include RV parks, campgrounds, vacation rentals, or 
short term apartment rentals. These overnight accommodations are difficult to identify 
and track. This is largely due to varying availability, private rental, and unlicensed 
operations. Our primary data sources included our internal database, PKF Monthly 
Trends, interviews of management of lodging properties, and our knowledge of the 
market. PKF Consulting obtained operating data for 85.0 percent of the total 4,011 
rooms in the designated area. For properties that we were unable to obtain data for, we 
prepared estimates based on comparable properties in the area and published rates. 

This report is subject to the General Statement of Assumptions and Limiting Conditions 
presented in the Addenda. 

PKF Consulting USA, a Subsidiary of CBRE, Inc. 1400 S. Hope Street, 25111 Floor I Los Angeles, CA 90071 

TEL: 213-680-0900 I FAX: 213-613-3005 I www.pkfc.com 



Mr. Carl Lambert 
Lambert Investments ii 

We would be pleased to hear from you if we can be of further assistance in the 
interpretation of our findings. We express our appreciation to you for the cooperation 
extended to us during the course of this engagement and look forward to working with 
you further. We thank you for the opportunity to complete this assignment on your 
behalf. 

Sincerely, 
PKF Consulting 

tf2-µ_ 
Bruce Baltin 
Senior Vice President 



Venice Beach Lodging Analysis Page 11 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In connection with your Coastal Commission Application No. 5-14-1932 for the 
redevelopment of Venice Breeze Suites, the Coastal Commission has requested that you 
compile data related to hotel rates in the vicinity. This analysis is intended to respond to 
this request. 

As shown by our proceeding analysis, we have concluded that Venice is a moderately 
priced destination. Venice is a more affordable location when compared to the coastal 
zone of Santa Monica and the harbor of Marina Del Rey. As presented below, the 
designated area has consistently posted occupancies higher than 75 percent, even reaching 
over 80 percent in recent years, which represents a lack of supply to accommodate 
demand during peak seasons and presents an opportunity for additional supply to the 
market. 

VENICE BEACH AFFORDABILITY VERSUS OTHER COASTAL DESTINATIONS 
Venice Beach as a whole is an affordable destination as compared to other upscale and 
moderate areas in Southern California. The average daily rate (ADR) for Venice Beach was 
approximately $172 in 2013 and estimated to be approximately $183 in 2014. It should be 
noted that the below data from PKF Monthly Trends® Report is based on actual average 
daily rates of moderate and upper priced hotels only and does not include low cost 
accommodations. 

·1 I f d Avera2e Dai1v Rate - Samp e o Mo erate an d . d Upper Price Hotes 
Actual Year End Year End Es ti mate3 

Coastal Area 2013 2014 
long Beach $135.45 $138.05 
Venice Beach 171.80 182.61 1 

Mission Bay 176.07 192.00 
San Diego Bay Areas 195.31 204.45 
Marina del Rey 200.13 217.47 
Newport Beach 225.18 234.65 
Huntington Beach 231.93 247.78 
South Orange County2 275.13 284.84 
Santa Barbara Coast 284.88 311.31 
Santa Monica 309.47 336.92 
1Estimates based on data obtained for the purpose of this study 
21ncludes Laguna Beach, Dana Point, and San Clemente. 

Forecasted Year End 
2015 3 

$144.26 
192.151 

203.52 
215.70 
234.87 
251.07 
262.65 
301.93 
333.10 
362.19 

3 Estimates based upon PKF Consulting's 2015 Southern California Lodging Forecast. 
Source: PKF Monthly Trends® 

Supply of Accommodations 

To develop conclusions and recommendations concerning the supply and market demand 
of visitor-serving accommodations in and around Venice Beach, PKF Consulting conducted 
an analysis of the supply of overnight visitor-serving accommodations within the boundary 
of Venice, as well the coastal area up to Fourth Street of Santa Monica, and the harbor area 
of Marina Del Rey. A map is presented in a proceeding page. 

Venice Breeze Suites, Venice, California 
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For the designated area, we analyzed the supply and demand by three price tiers. The price 
tiers were calculated by utilizing the 2014 ADR for the State of California of $140.16, as 
reported by Smith Travel Research. Low cost is defined by multiplying the California ADR 
by 75 percent. High cost is defined by multiplying the California ADR by 125 percent. The 
moderate price tier is between 75 and 125 percent. The identified lodging properties were 
allocated to these three tiers based on the 2014 estimated ADR. 

The tiers are defined as: 

• Low - ADR below $105 
• Moderate - ADR between $105 and $1 75 
• High - ADR above $175 

The following presents a summary of the supply within the designated area: 

S fDfedA S ummaryo e'" rea UPPliV 

Tier Hotels Hotel Ratio Room Count Room Ratio 

Low 2 5.0% 50 1.2% 
Moderate 9 22.5% 452 11.3% 
High 29 72.5% 3,509 87.5% 
Total 40 100.0% 4,011 100.0% 

PKF has concluded that there is a sufficient supply of high cost hotels within our designated 
area. It is important to note the majority of high cost accommodations are located within 
Coastal Santa Monica and the only two low cost accommodations are located in Venice. 
The table below summarizes the number of hotels within each observed area. 

H I b A dT' ote s 1y rea an 1er 
Venice Santa Monica Marina Del Rey 

Low 2 0 0 
Moderate 5 2 2 
High 7 18 4 
Total 14 20 6 

Of the total hotels in the set, Venice contains the most low and moderate cost 
accommodations with two low cost and five moderate cost accommodations when 
compared to the observed areas in Santa Monica and Marina Del Rey. It is important to 
note that the areas observed in Santa Monica and Marina Del Rey did not include the 
entire city. 

VENICE BEACH OVERVIEW 

The neighborhood of Venice is located within the city limits of Los Angeles, directly south 
of Santa Monica and north of Marina Del Rey along the Pacific Ocean. It is generally 
bordered by Navy Street to the north and Washington Boulevard to the south. Current 
references related to Venice include Venice Beach, Muscle Beach, Windward Plaza, Abbot 
Kinney Boulevard, and the Venice Beach bike paths where in-line skaters abound. 
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Named one of the "funkiest towns in America" along with the San Francisco's Mission 
District and New Orleans, Venice is now home to a melting pot of unique and creative 
diversity. Modeled after Venice, Italy, this beach neighborhood is home to canals and 
colonnades, artists and visionaries, musicians, entertainers, street performers, weight-lifters, 
and many others all in a funky atmosphere. The eclectic mix of people, sights, and 
experiences that make the area a virtual year-round carnival also make it a desired 
destination for travelers from around the world. In fact, Venice is one of Southern 
California's largest tourist attractions, welcoming approximately 16 million visitors every 
year. The area is also very popular for shooting commercials and movies. 

The weather in the Venice area is comfortable year-round, with a cooling ocean breeze. 
Average summer temperatures range from highs around 70 degrees Fahrenheit to lows in 
the low- to mid-60s. Winter temperatures range from highs in the mid-60s to lows in the 
low-SOs. Average annual precipitation is approximately 13 inches of rainfall. 

NEIGHBORING CITY: MARINA DEL REY 

Marina Del Rey is located approximately 15 miles southwest of downtown Los Angeles on 
the Pacific Ocean coast. It is the largest man-made small craft harbor in the world 
providing dock and dry storage to more than 4,300 recreational boats. Marina Del Rey 
encompasses 11.5 square miles. Marina Del Rey offers an exceptional quality of life that 
has increasingly attracted an affluent resident base. Approximately 8,900 people live in 
Marina Del Rey. 

NEIGHBORING CITY: SANTA MONICA 

The City of Santa Monica encompasses 8.3 square miles. Santa Monica's seaside location 
and shopping environment have made the city a popular visitor destination. Since MGM 
Studios moved to Santa Monica from Culver City in 1993, there has been an increasing 
influx of motion picture and entertainment firms moving into the city. Numerous small 
editing companies, post-production houses, ad agencies, and support services have filled 
office space nearly to capacity, lured by the low-rise, small-town atmosphere and good 
weather, as well as by the presence of many creative businesses within proximity to each 
other. 

DEFINED AREA 

As previously discussed, we have focused on the Venice neighborhood in Los Angeles, as 
well as portions of Santa Monica and Marina Del Rey. A map of the defined area is 
presented on the following page. 

Venice Breeze Suites, Venice, California 
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In order to develop conclusions about the overnight accommodations in Venice Beach and 
surrounding areas, the current visitor-serving accommodations supply is broken into three 
groups. We find these ranges reasonable given the California Coastal Commission's 
definition of affordable lodging. 

Tier Averaize Dailv Rate 
Low Below $105 
Moderate Between $105 and $175 
High Above $175 

Total Hotel Supply in Defined Area 
An inventory of the lodging accommodations available within the defined area was 
completed. The following table presents the lodging supply within the defined area of 
focus, followed by a map of their locations, the supply and demand for lodging therein, 
and our conclusions. 

The following table presents all hotels within our defined area with their price tier and 
room count. 
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Hotel Citl'.'. Rooms Price Tier 

Hotel Erwin Venice 119 High 
Inn at Marina Del Rey Venice 61 Moderate 
Inn at Venice Beach Venice 43 High 
Joi ly Roger Hotel Venice 82 Moderate 
Lincoln Inn Venice 27 Low 
Marina Seven Motel Venice 23 Low 
Ramada MDR Venice 33 Moderate 
Su Casa at Venice Beach Venice 12 High 
The Cadillac Hotel Venice 43 Moderate 
The Rose Hotel Venice Venice 15 High 
The Venice Beach House Venice 9 Moderate 
Venice Beach Suites & Hotel Venice 20 High 
Venice Breeze Suites Venice 30 High 
Venice on the Beach Hotel Venice 17 High 
Bayside Hotel Santa Monica 45 High 
Cal Mar Hotel Suites Santa Monica 36 High 
Casa Del Mar Santa Monica 129 High 
Fairmont Miramar Santa Monica 302 High 
Hotel California Santa Monica 35 High 
Hotel Carmel Santa Monica 95 High 
Hotel Oceana Santa Monica Santa Monica 63 High 
Hotel Shangri-La Santa Monica 70 High 
Huntley Hotel Santa Monica 204 High 
Le Merigot JW Marriott Santa Monica 175 High 
Loews Santa Monica Santa Monica 347 High 
Ocean Lodge Hotel Santa Monica 20 High 
Ocean View Hotel Santa Monica 66 High 
Sea Shore Motel Santa Monica 20 Moderate 
Seaview Hotel Santa Monica 17 Moderate 
Shore Hotel Santa Monica 164 High 
Shutters on the Beach Santa Monica 198 High 
The Georgian Hotel Santa Monica 84 High 
Viceroy Santa Monica 168 High 
Wyndham Santa Monica Santa Monica 132 High 
Foghorn Harbor Inn Marina Del Rey 23 Moderate 
Hilton Garden Inn MOR Marina Del Rey 135 High 
Jamaica Bay Inn Marina Del Rey 111 High 
Marina Del Rey Hotel Marina Del Rey 164 Moderate 
Marriott M DR Marina Del Rey 370 High 
The Ritz-Carlton MDR Marina Del Rei: 304 High 

Venice Breeze Suites, Venice, California 
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The following is a list of all properties within the defined area with their respective map 
codes. This is followed by a map setting forth the locations. 

Venice 
A Venice Breeze Suites 
B Inn at Venice Beach 
c Inn at Marina Del Rey 
D Jolly Roger Hotel 
E Ramada MDR 
F Venice Beach Suites & Hotel 
G Hotel Erwin 
H The Venice Beach House 
I Marina Seven Motel 

J Lincoln Inn 
K The Rose Hotel Venice 
L The Cadillac Hotel 
M Su Casa at Venice Beach 
N Venice on the Beach Hotel 

Santa Monka 
A Casa Del Mar 
B Loews Santa Monica 
c Fairmont Miramar 
D Hotel Oceana Santa Monica 
E Huntley Hotel 
F Hotel Shangri-La 
G The Georgian Hotel 
H Shore Hotel 
I Wyndham Santa Monica 
J Shutters on the Beach 
K Ocean View Hotel 
L Hotel California 

M Seaview Hotel 
N Bayside Hotel 
0 Sea Shore Motel 
p Le Meri got JW Marriott 

Q Viceroy 
R Ocean Lodge Hotel 
s Cal Mar Hotel Suites 
T Hotel Carmel 

Marina Del Rey 
A Marriott MOR 
B Hilton Garden Inn MDR 
c The Ritz-Carlton MDR 
D Marina Del Rey Hotel 
E Jamaica Bay Inn 
F Foghorn Harbor Inn 

Venice Breeze Suites, Venice, California 
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Demand for Accommodations 
The following table presents the historical operating performance for all tiers in the defined 
area. We have presented 2009 through 2013, as well as year-to-date November 2014 
versus the same period in 2013, the most current data available. 

Definitions to the terms in the subsequent charts are as follows: 

Year 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 

CAAG 
13 ytd 
14 ytd 

• Annual Supply of rooms represents the total number of room nights available in 
a year. 

• Occupied Rooms is the total number of room nights sold in a year. 

• Market Occupancy equals the total number of occupied rooms divided by total 
supply. 

• Average Daily Room Rate is the room revenue divided by the occupied rooms 
rented. 

• Revenue per Available Room (REVPAR) is the market occupancy times the 
average daily rate or the total room revenue divided by the number of rooms 
available. 

• Compound Annual Average Growth (CAAC) is the year-over-year growth rate 
over a specified period of time. For the purpose of this study CAAG reflects 
growth from 2009 to 2013 for supply, occupied rooms, average daily rate, and 
RevPAR. 

H' ' IM k 1stor1ca ar et Per ormance - D . d es1gnate Area 
Annual Percent Occupied Percent Market Average Percent Percent 
Supply Change Rooms Change Occupancy Dailv Rate Change REV PAR Change 

1,362,180 NIA 981,933 NIA 72.1% $222.06 NIA $160.07 NIA 
1,354,515 -0.6% 1,068,582 8.8% 78.9% 227.66 2.5% 179.60 12.2% 
1,409,995 4.1% 1, 130,785 5.8% 80.2% 246.77 8.4% 197.91 10.2% 
1,440,518 2.2% 1, 182,655 4.6% 82.1% 259.73 5.3% 213.24 7.7% 
1,415,546 -1.7% 1, 180,354 -0.2% 83.4% 280.34 7.9% 233.76 9.6% 

1.0% 4.7% 6.0% 9.9% 
1,297,575 NIA 1,094,084 NIA 84.3% $282.76 NIA $238.43 NIA 
1,281,515 -1.2% 1,088,782 -0.5% 85.0% 310.50 9.8% 263.80 10.6% 

Source: PKF Consulting USA 

Properties in the defined area have historically operated with occupancy levels in the high 
70's to mid-80's, and hit 85 percent occupancy in November year-to-date, suggesting that 
there is an undersupply of rooms in the market. Average daily rate for all tiers in 2013 was 
$280.34, which is in the high accommodation tier range. The decrease in annual supply 
and occupied rooms for 2013 and November year-to-date 2014 is due to the closing of the 
Marina Del Rey Hotel which reopened in January 2015 after an extensive renovation. 

Venice Historical Performance 

The following table presents the historical performance of all price tiers within Venice. 

Venice Breeze Suites, Venice, California 
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Historical Market Performance· Venice 
Annual Percent Occupied Percent Market Average Percent Percent 

Year Suoolv Change Rooms Change Occupancy Daily Rate Change REV PAR Change 
2009 189,435 N/A 129,808 N/A 68.5% $135.34 N/A $92.74 NIA 
2010 189,435 0.0% 144,048 11.0% 76.0% 144.89 7.1% 110.17 18.8% 
2011 189,435 0.0% 149,274 3.6% 78.8% 150.66 4.0% 118.72 7.8% 
2012 189,435 0.0% 150,218 0.6% 79.3% 160.32 6.4% 127.13 7.1% 
2013 189,070 -0.2% 156,976 4.5% 83.0% 171.80 7.2% 142.64 12.2% 

CMG 0.0% 4.9% 6.1% 11.4% 
11/13ytd 173,375 N/A 145,740 N/A 84.1% $174.65 NIA $146.81 N/A 
11/14 ytd 173,010 -0.2% 148,013 1.6°/o 85.6% 185.24 6.1% 158.47 7.9% 

Source: PKF Consulting USA 

As presented above the hotels and motels in the Venice neighborhood ended 2013 with an 
ADR of $171.80, which is in the moderate price tier. The properties in the set achieved 
occupancy levels ranging from 68.5 percent to 83.0 percent, representing a strong market 
in need of additional accommodations. 

Breakdown by Tier 

The following presents a breakout of historical supply and demand by tier within the 
designated area. 

Low Tier Historical Performance (Below $105) 

While there are two low cost accommodations located in the designated area, we were not 
able to obtain historical operating data for these two properties. After researching published 
rates during peak and off-season and analyzing comparable hotels, we have concluded that 
these two hotels operate with an ADR at the top of the low cost tier. 

Moderate Tier Historical Performance ($105 • $175) 

The moderate properties posted occupancies in the high 70's to low BO's consistently 
during the five year period. The moderate properties within this set continue to position 
themselves as a good value relative to other more pricey coastal areas such as Laguna 
Beach and San Diego. 

Historical Market Performance - Moderate Price Tier 
Annual Percent Occupied Percent Market Average Percent Percent 

Year Supply Change Rooms Change Occupancy Daily Rate Change REV PAR Chan Re 
2009 161,330 NIA 111,890 N/A 69.4% $125.82 N/A $87.26 NIA 
2010 161,330 0.0% 123,586 10.5% 76.6% 129.41 2.9% 99.13 13.6% 
2011 161,330 0.0°/o 125,846 1.8% 78.0°/o 132.24 2.2% 103.15 4.1% 
2012 161,330 0.0% 130,408 3.6% 80.8% 141.92 7.3% 114.72 11.2% 
2013 144,905 -10.2% 118,599 -9.1% 81.8% 148.26 4.5% 121.35 5.8% 

CAAG -2.6% 1.5% 4.2% 8.6% 
13 ytd 132,860 N/A 109,827 NIA 82.7% $149.26 NIA $123.38 NIA 
14 vtd 96,360 -27.5% 84,422 -23.1 % 87.6% 164. 11 10.0% 143.78 16.5% 

Source: PKF Consulting USA 
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High Tier Historical Performance (Above $175) 

The high tier properties posted occupancies ranging from 72.5 percent to 83.6 percent, 
with consistent increases in occupancy throughout the five year period. The high cost tier 
ended 2013 with an ADR of $295.88, a 7.4 percent increase over 2012. The high cost tier 
continues to post strong growth as presented by a 9.7 percent increase in year-to-date 
November 2014 RevPAR as compared to the same period in 2013. 

H" 'I kPf 1stor1ca Mar et er ormance - H' hC T' 1g ost 1er 
Annual Percent Occupied Percent Market Average Percent Percent 

Year Supply Change Rooms Change Occupancy Daily Rate Change REV PAR Chan~e 
2009 1, 196, 105 NIA 866,959 NIA 72.5% $235.34 NIA $170.58 NIA 
2010 1, 188,440 -0.6% 941,577 8.6% 79.2% 241.51 2.6% 191.34 12.2% 
2011 1,243,920 4.7% 1,001,961 6.4% 80.5% 262.36 8.6% 211.33 10.4% 
2012 1,274,580 2.5% 1,049,815 4.8% 82.4% 275.53 5.0% 226.94 7.4% 
2013 1,274,215 0.0% 1,065, 187 1.5% 83.6% 295.88 7.4% 247.34 9.0% 
CMG 1.6% 5.3% 5.9% 9.7% 

11/13 ytd 1, 168,000 N/A 987,290 NIA 84.5% $298.50 NIA $252.32 NIA 
11/14 vtd 1, 159,970 -0.7% 983,387 ~0.4% 84.8% 326.56 9.4% 276.85 9.7% 

Source: PKF Consulting USA 

Venice Breeze Suites 
Venice Breeze Suites is a smal I boutique all-suite hotel located on Ocean Front Walk in the 
Los Angeles neighborhood of Venice. Venice Breeze Suites currently operates with an ADR 
at the bottom of the range for a high cost accommodation. As presented in the above 
analysis, this places Venice Breeze Suites as a more affordable alternative to Santa Monica 
and Marina Del Rey. All rooms in the hotel include complete kitchens, free high speed 
internet access, and complimentary parking. These amenities are not commonly offered 
complimentarily at comparable hotels in this market and therefore, provide a more 
affordable option for visitors; allowing them to prepare their own meals, save on parking 
which can be costly along the coast, and utilize the internet without a fee. In an effort to 
make the suites more affordable, visitors are given the option to choose suites with rates 
ranging from the low tier to the high tier. Venice Breeze Suites currently offers one suite at 
$35 per night, and is available at this price all year. This room provides a low cost 
accommodation to a market that traditionally markets their rooms for above $100 per 
night. 

Venice Breeze Suites, Venice, California 
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STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS 

This report is made with the following assumptions and limiting conditions: 

Economic and Social Trends -The consultant assumes no responsibility for economic, physical or demographic 
factors which may affect or alter the opinions in this report if said economic, physical or demographic factors were not 
present as of the date of the letter of transmittal accompanying this report. The consultant is not obligated to predict future 
political, economic or social trends. 

Information Furnished by Others - In preparing this report, the consultant was required to rely on information 
furnished by other individuals or found in previously existing records and/or documents. Unless otherwise indicated, 
such information is presumed to be reliable. However, no warranty, either express or implied, is given by the consultant 
for the accuracy of such information and the consultant assumes no responsibility for information relied upon later found 
to have been inaccurate. The consultant reserves the right to make such adjustments to the analyses, opinions and 
conclusions set forth in this report as may be required by consideration of additional data or more reliable data that may 
become available. 

Hidden Conditions -The consultant assumes no responsibility for hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, 
subsoil, ground water or structures that render the subject property more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for 
arranging for engineering, geologic or environmental studies that may be required to discover such hidden or unapparent 
conditions. 

Hazardous Materials - The consultant has not been provided any information regarding the presence of any 
material or substance on or in any portion of the subject property or improvements thereon, which material or substance 
possesses or may possess toxic, hazardous and/or other harmful and/or dangerous characteristics. Unless otherwise stated 
in the report, the consultant did not become aware of the presence of any such material or substance during the 
consultant's inspection of the subject property. However, the consultant is not qualified to investigate or test for the 
presence of such materials or substances. The presence of such materials or substances may adversely affect the value of 
the subject property. The value estimated in this report is predicated on the assumption that no such material or substance 
is present on or in the subject property or in such proximity thereto that it would cause a loss in value. The consultant 
assumes no responsibility for the presence of any such substance or material on or in the subject property, nor for any 
expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover the presence of such substance or material. Unless otherwise 
stated, this report assumes the subject property is in compliance with all federal, state and local environmental laws, 
regulations and rules. 

Zoning and Land Use - Unless otherwise stated, the projections were formulated assuming the hotel to be in full 
compliance with all applicable zoning and land use regulations and restrictions. 

Licenses and Permits - Unless otherwise stated, the property is assumed to have all required licenses, permits, 
certificates, consents or other legislative and/or administrative authority from any local, state or national government or 
private entity or organization have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which the value estimate 
contained in this report is based. 

Engineering Survey - No engineering survey has been made by the consultant. Except as specifically stated, data 
relative to size and area of the subject property was taken from sources considered reliable and no encroachment of the 
subject property is considered to exist. 

Subsurface Rights - No opinion is expressed as to the value of subsurface oil, gas or mineral rights or whether the 
property is subject to surface entry for the exploration or removal of such materials, except as is expressly stated. 

Maps, Plats and Exhibits -Maps, plats and exhibits included in this report are for illustration only to serve as an 
aid in visualizing matters discussed within the report. They should not be considered as surveys or relied upon for any 
other purpose, nor should they be removed from, reproduced or used apart from the report. 



STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS 
(continued} 

Legal Matters - No opinion is intended to be expressed for matters which require legal expertise or specialized 
investigation or knowledge beyond that customarily employed by real estate consultants. 

Right of Publication - Possession of this report, or a copy of it, does not carry with it the right of publication. 
Without the written consent of the consultant, this report may not be used for any purpose by any person other than the 
party to whom it is addressed. In any event, this report may be used only with proper written qualification and only in its 
entirety for its stated purpose. 

Testimony in Court - Testimony or attendance in court or at any other hearing is not required by reason of 
rendering this appraisal, unless such arrangements are made a reasonable time in advance of said hearing. Further, unless 
otherwise indicated, separate arrangements shall be made concerning compensation for the consultant's time to prepare 
for and attend any such hearing. 

Archeological Significance - No investigation has been made by the consultant and no information has been 
provided to the consultant regarding potential archeological significance of the subject property or any portion thereof. 
This report assumes no portion of the subject property has archeological significance. 

Compliance with the American Disabilities Act - The Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA") became 
effective January 26, 1992. We assumed that the property will be in direct compliance with the various detailed 
requirements of the ADA. 

Definitions and Assumptions · The definitions and assumptions upon which our analyses, opinions and 
conclusions are based are set forth in appropriate sections of this report and are to be part of these general assumptions as 
if included here in their entirety. 

Dissemination of Material - Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report shall be disseminated to the 
general public through advertising or sales media, public relations media, news media or other public means of 
communication without the prior written consent and approval of the consultant(s). 

Distribution and Liability to Third Parties - The party for whom this report was prepared may distribute 
copies of this appraisal report only in its entirety to such third parties as may be selected by the party for whom this report 
was prepared; however, portions of this report shall not be given to third parties without our written consent. Liability to 
third parties will not be accepted. 

Use in Offering Materials - This report, including all cash flow forecasts, market surveys and related data, 
conclusions, exhibits and supporting documentation, may not be reproduced or references made to the report or to PKF 
Consulting in any sale offering, prospectus1 public or private placement memorandum, proxy statement or other 
document ("Offering Material") in connection with a merger, liquidation or other corporate transaction unless PKF 
Consulting has approved in writing the text of any such reference or reproduction prior to the distribution and filing 
thereof. 

Limits to Liability- PKF Consulting cannot be held liable in any cause of action resulting in litigation for any dollar 
amount, which exceeds the total fees collected from this individual engagement. 

Legal Expenses - Any legal expenses incurred in defending or representing ourselves concerning this assignment will 
be the responsibility of the client. 
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  Venice Neighborhood Council  
 PO Box 550, Venice, CA 90294 / www.VeniceNC.org 

 Email: info@VeniceNC.org / Phone or Fax: 310.606.2015 
 
 
 

neighborhood council

 
May 15, 2013 
 
Via email: Greg.Shoop@lacity.org 
Los Angeles Planning Department 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2601 

 
 
 
Subject:  CHANGE OF USE FROM EXISTING APARTMENT BUILDING 

TO HOTEL  
Project Address: 2 BREEZE AVENUE 
 
Case Number: ZA-2012-2841-CDP-CU-ZV-MEL 
 
Applicant: Venice Breeze Suites 
 
 
 
Madam/Sir: 
 
Please be advised that at a regularly held public meeting of the Venice Neighborhood 
Council’s Board of Officers on April 16, 2013, upon the recommendation of our Land Use 
and Planning Committee (“LUPC”), the Board of Officers voted to approve the following 
motion: 
 

The Venice Neighborhood Council supports the Change of Use, as presented: 
 
MOTION:  The VNC approves this project as presented (change of use from 
Apartments to Hotel) and appreciates the applicant’s sensitivity to preserving  
the building. 

 
Please see attached Staff Notes from Community Outreach Meeting held February 9, 2013 
at the Westminster Senior Center at 10:00 AM. Supporting files can be found at 
www.cityhood.org and www.VeniceNC.org. 
 
Please provide a copy of the decision letter to the Venice Neighborhood Council, Post 
Office Box 550, Venice, California 90294, or electronically to Board@VeniceNC.org and 
LUPC@VeniceNC.org. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 



  Venice Neighborhood Council  
 PO Box 550, Venice, CA 90294 / www.VeniceNC.org 

 Email: info@VeniceNC.org / Phone or Fax: 310.606.2015 
 
 
 

neighborhood council

 
Very truly yours, 
 

 
Linda Lucks 
President 
Venice Neighborhood Council 
 
 
 
 
TO: 
 
Planning and Zoning Departments: 
Greg.Shoop@lacity.org 
Antonio.isaia@lacity.org 
 
CC: 
Applicant:  
Carl Lambert 
2 Breeze Suites 
Venice, CA  90291 
 
California Coastal Commission: 
Chuck Posner, cposner@coastal.ca.gov 
 
Councilmember Rosendahl’s Office: 
bill.rosendahl@lacity.org 
whitney.blumenfeld@lacity.org 
arturo.pina@lacity.org 
 
Venice Neighborhood Council, board@venicenc.org 
Jake Kaufman, Chair of Land Use and Planning Committee, Jake@Jake90291.com 
Secretary of Venice Neighborhood Council, secretary@venicenc.org 
Linda Lucks, President Venice Neighborhood Council, presidentvnc@gmail.com 
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2/20/2013  LUPC Motion Recommendation;  Approve as presented. 

Neighborhood Outreach Meeting 2/9/2013, Westminster Senior Center 10:00 AM 

2 Breeze, Venice 90291 -- Change of Use from Residential Apartments to Transient Stay Living 

Meeting called to order at 10:15.  In attendance were two neighbors and one nearby residence, the 

applicant, his architect and property manager and the applicant’s mother.  After I introduced myself, I 

spoke about the approval process and which steps the public would be allowed to make comments. 

One of the neighbors in support of the project commented he felt this sort of project would help to 

improve the quality of life for local residences.  We talked about what issues normally come up with new 

projects such as parking, height and setbacks.  Because this project exists all of these issues would be 

waved as non-conforming rights and be grandfathered into a new approval. 

In talking about parking it was pointed out that a transient (hotel) use is actually a reduction in parking 

requirements since most guests will come in one car or by taxi.  Although the building does offer bike 

racks on the interior, one comment included adding more racks to the exterior which might help reduce 

the number of bikes being chained up to sign posts. 

As the conversation about bike usage continued, the suggestion was make to install bike racks along the 

sidewalk that were works of art.  Everyone seemed to like this idea.  We also talked about giving 

incentives to employees and guests that used bikes rather than cars.  The applicant said he would 

consider how this might work.  The applicant currently offers bikes for guests to check out. 

The rooftop patio was talked at some length.  The applicant has added new guardrails for guest security.  

The applicant has self-imposed hours of use to include a nightly closing time of 10 PM every day.   The 

area is also fitted with security close circuit cameras and monitored 24/7 by onsite staff.  The rooftop 

patio is a common space area available to all visitors of said project. 

The project employs a total of 3-4 workers.  Of these two are considered the property managers who 

live onsite 24/7.  The property managers contact information is posted on the front glass door of the 

project. 

The project is equipped with three washers and dryers for guest usage.  They also have a linin service to 

clean all bedding and linins.  Trash is picked up by a commercial trash company.  The trash dumpster is 

located on the property behind a locked entry. 

There are two interior fire rated stairway and two existing emergency fire escapes.  There is also a small 

5 person elevator.  One of the units is being maintained as low income for a resident who has lived there 

for many years.  All other units will be at market rate.  This does not constitute any change in present 

use restrictions. 

Improvements will be required to the existing building before the City will issue a new certificate of 

occupancy which includes ADA handicap access.  All fire, life and safety issues will be address prior to 

final approval. 

Everyone in attendance agreed this is a great project and would like to see it quickly approved. 

#### 



Carl Lambert 

From: Antonio lsaia [antonio.isala@lacity.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:02 PM 

To: Carl Lambert 

Subject: Fwd: 2 Breeze - Council Support 

- -------Forwarded message----------
From: Whitney Blumenfeld <wh.itnev.blumenfeld(@laci~.o_rg> 
Date: 11Febrnary2013 15:14 
Subject: 2 Breeze 

Page 1 of2 

To; Antonio lsaia <Antonio.Isaia@lacity.org>, Maya Zaitzevsky <Maya.Zaitzevskv@Jacity.org> 

Hi there, 

I am emailing you regarding this project on behalf of the Councilmember. 

The Councilmernber is supporting this project for a variety of reasons; the extensive renovation of the 
existing structme, the character and integrity of the Venice Boardwalk has been maintained, the building 
has been operating as a transient occupancy residential use for the last four years with no complaints, 
and a dedicated low income unit as requested by LAHD will be provided. 

Thank you. 

Whitney 

Whitney Blumenfeld, LEED AP 
Senior Planning Deputy 
Councilman Bill Rosendahl~, District 11 
200 N. Sp1ing Street, Room 415 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
ph. (213) 4 73-7011 
fax. (213) 473-6926 
whitney.blumenfeld@lacitv.org 

Antonio Isaia *(Washington's Birthday - Feb. 22)* 

2/19/2013 



STATE CAPITOL 
P.O. BOX 942849 

SACRAMENTO, CA 94249·0051 
(916) 319-2062 

FAX (916) 319-2162 

DISTRICT OFFICE 
ONE WEST MANCHESTER BLVD. SUITE 601 

INGLEWOOD, CA 90301 
(310) 412-6400 

FAX: (310) 412-6354 

WEBSITE 
WWW.ASSEMBL y .CA.GOV/BRADFORD 

March 18,2013 

Dear Carl. 

l\ss:emhl11 
©:alif nrnht !U~Bislafur~ 

STEVEN BRADFORD 
ASSEMBL YMEMBER, SIXTY-SECOND DISTRICT 

COMMITIEES 
CHAIR, UTILITIES AND COMMERCE 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
APPROPRIATIONS 
INSURANCE 

Thank you for your presentation to the Venice Chamber of Commerce to discuss the 
proposed changes to your prope1ty on the Venice Boardwalk. The Chamber has 
thoroughly reviewed your request and has voted to supp0tt it. The Venice chamber 
members are particularly impressed with tbe extensive renovation of the existing 
structure. It has tastefully updated the building while maintaining the character and 
integrity of the Venice Boardwalk and neighborhood. 

We understand that you have operated the building as transient occupancy residential use 
for the last four years with no complaints. Therefore. the proposed use change is really 
just a formality. 

We appreciate that you will be providing a dedicated low income unit as requested by 
LAHD. Tt is important to give back. 

The approval as a transient occupancy residential use will also mean that you can 
continue to pay the bed tax that helps the City's revenue base. You also provide 
affordable visitor serving experience for the coastal area consistent with the California 
Coastal Plan. I am glad that you provide for bicycle storage in order to encourage green 
transportation and to reduce parking impacts. 

Sincerely, 

STEVEN BRADFORD 
AssembJvmember, 62nd District 



March 15, 2013 

Carl Lambert 
Venice Breeze Suites 
2 Breeze Avenue 
Venice, CA 90291 

Chamber of Commerce 

... the creative soul of LA 

Re: 2 Breeze Avenue, Venice CA 

Dear Carl, 

Thank you for your presentation to the Venice Chamber of Commerce to discuss the 
proposed changes to your property on the Venice Boardwalk. The Chamber has thoroughly 
reviewed your request and has voted to support it. The Venice chamber members are 
particularly impressed with the extensive renovation of the existing structure. It has 
tastefully updated the building while maintaining the character and integrity of the Venice 
Boardwalk and neighborhood. 

We understand that you have operated the building as transient occupancy residential use 
for the last four years with no complaints. Therefore, the proposed use change is really just 
a formality. 

We appreciate that you will be providing a dedicated low income unit as requested by LAHD. 
It is important to give back. 

The approval as a transient occupancy residential use will also mean that you can continue 
to pay the bed tax that helps the City's revenue base. You also provide affordable visitor 
serving experience for the coastal area consistent with the California Coastal Plan. We are 
glad that you provide for bicycle storage in order to encourage green transportation and to 
reduce parking impacts. 

Sinc/1)~ 

:AY!~ 
Alex Rosales 
2012/13 Presid nt 

r.o, Box 202. Venice, CA 90294 
www.venicechamber.net 

Phone: 310.822.54.25 Email: lnfo@venlcechamber.net 



Carl Lambert 

from: 

Sent: 
keikozone@pacbell.net 
Saturday, August 22, 2015 3:02 PM 

Carl Lambert To: 
· Subject: RE: VENICE BREEZE SUITES, 2 Breeze Ave, Venice, CA 90291 

22 August 2015 

Dear Carl, 

BLUEOCE 
APARTMENTS 

14 BROOKS A.VE 
VENICE, CA, 902.91 

My 85 years old mother, Masako Shishido wanted me to thank you for concentrated effort to beautify 
the neighborhood and the building at 2 Breeze 

Since 1975, my mother personally witnessed the building deteriorate to such a point that she was so 
scared for her personal safety to walk past the building because of all the drug dealers passing drugs 
out the ground-floor windows of the building. 

Now as she walks past the Venice Breeze Suites she sees an attractive maintained building and 
meets wonderful polite tourists from all around the world. 

The loading zone for the building has been resolved since you rectified the situation with your 
management personnel; and our tenants have not had any problems of getting their vehicles onto 
Speedway from our parking lot. 

I hope to see you in Venice soon , 

Keiko Noda, daughter 
on behalf of Masako Shishido, Owner 
Blue Ocean Apartments 



March 15, 2013 

Venice Neighborhood Council 
PO Box 550 
Venice, CA 90294 

Re: Breeze Suites 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing in support of Venice Breeze Suites obtaining the Conditional Use Permit it needs in 
order to operate as a hotel. I support this move .. . 

l. As an 18-year Venice resident. Venice Breeze Suites, along with the other properties owned by 
Lambert Investments, Inc, contribute to Venice's vibrant atmosphere. The clientele drawn to each 
of these properties serves only to enhance the residential neighborhoods surrounding them. 

2. As a Venice historian. It is important that the classic 1930 building occupied by Venice Breeze 
Suites has a responsible steward who appreciates its historical value and who is able and willing to 
protect its integrity. 

3. As a Venice business owner. The visitors Venice Breeze Suites brings to Venice go on to spend 
their dollars at many local businesses, including mine. 

For all these reasons, Venice Breeze Suites is an asset to the Venice community and should be 
allowed to remain so. Thank you for your consideration. 

Vintage Venice Reel to Real Tours 
vintagevenicetours.com 

®CBS 
Chamber of Commerce Member One of the 8 most unique tours in U\ 

15 18th Avenue, Venice CA 90291 424-999-8687 
vintagevenicetours@gmail.com 



Dear Carl Lambert. 

Jt was such a pleasure to meet you. You have inspired me - no bullshit. When you 
shared your story about your mom being able to cut you down to nothing like that I guess 
it just made me no! reel so alone. When I first broke my back I asked people in my life to 
pray for my back to heal - even doctors thought I would be in a wheelchair forever. 
Needless to say ... 

Last Monday before meeting you I asked some people to pray for my broken spitit - thru 
all I have been thru that never broke until this past year. I figured ir I could get my spirit 
back T can do anything. I'm sure it's not all you, but ... something switched after meeting 
you. I seemed to have gotten a bit of me back. f had a four hour conversation with my 
mom Friday and she amazingly took down all her defenses and heard me for the first time 
in my life - couldn't stop saying she was so sorry. ft was unbelievable, My dad's next, 
but I have little hope for him - he is a narcissistic son of a bitch. The fuckers left me -
both of them - at L 7, r went to college, studied a year abroad, held amazing jobs working 
mostly with execs for fortune 500 companies. never let go of my passion of writing, met 
with scientists to discuss quantum physics and have a invite to meet Stephen Hawkins 
this winter and i r you spoke to my dad you'd think I was a loser. Fucker. Any other dad 
would be proud to have a daughter like me. 

Anyway, you are a great person. l believe I nailed our common acquaintance - Enzo 
Morabito. He is a real estate guy in the Hamptons (J grew up with the Baldwin Bros and 
he sold Alec a house - so that was the immediate connection). J met Enzo in March at the 
Coronado Hotel, same time I became familiar with you buying the building. l was there 
for the day and we were having such a great/fun convo he actually got me a suite to spend 
the night. We ended the evening playing scrabble. Wl1en I told my fiiends they couldn't 
stop laughing b/c they were like - "Nanc, you were supposed to sleep with him." I told 
them f didn't get that handbook. Anyway 1 believe he was the gentleman that said he 
knew of you and heard great things - does he sound familiar at all. You 
can see his photo on the internet. 

f've also decided l am going to stay living in #308 and am as thankful and grateful as a 
person could be that you are letting Edwin and 1 stay on. We went to look at #15 Horizon 
and met with Tanya, she's great. 

We spoke of ifl didn't stay for some months (say, Oct - Nov.) I would not have to puy 
rent - but if you don't think you will fill up the room - I will continue to pay rent, because 
you really are being too great, it's the least I could do. 

Since 1 got my spirit back I had a bunch or ideas come to me about your building being a 
more desirable place then your competition. One is to sell the elevator - il's the only 
elevator on the boardwalk in Venice and maybe you all could market to elders <luting the 
wmter months. Another is if you could do some pro - environmental stuff. like make all 
the light bulbs those kind that don't nm out - it would save you money too and if you can 
stand out amongst the others in that aspect - that could be appealing to many, b/c it is the 



hottest topic of recent. These were just things that came to my head. Use it, toss it 
whatever. 

l know you mentioned you were all staffed and f'm not looking for full time (I'm working 
on a documentary I wrote) but I've got a Jot of great business background although find it 
hard lo think I'm a good sales person (when I was little I delivered newspapers and was 
too embaITassed to ask people for tbe money so I took it out of my own allowance until I 
couldn't anymore) not my finest selling point, but anytime I had to sell or collect 'gifts' 
for charity - J always had the highest success rate - still baffeling to me, but it's true. 

Below I've listed some friends who I met thru business and have remained friends - good 
friends for many many years, many have wives l am friendly with as well. In case you 
ever think of something I maybe can help out with you can call them and they will 
vouche for my character, work ethics: 

Roy Nicderhoffer: (212) 245-0400 (Investment Contrarian) spent the last 10 plus years of 
New Years Eve with he and wife. 

Charles Stewaii III: (212) 239-5500 (Lawyer) Worked for him for a year or two ten years 
ago, gives me advise and has always been a good friend. 

Tom lseghohi: (860) 652-8660 {CEO Hudson Group Consulting). He and I worked 
together at Arn Ex during the 9/ 11 devastation and remain friends. He gives me good 
business advise. 

Sam Sheth; (213) 438-6384 (Clarks Consulting) Met thru going to meetings with Tom 
(above) Sam could not believe I was only a temp and when I moved out here he and his 
wire took me to a dinner honoring Chief Bratton. I slay in the closest contact with him 
b/c he lives here. 

ljust thought l'd throw it out there if maybe in the future anything comes up. 

Most importantly, thank you again for being so lovely to us. Edwin said one of his 
workers has a chi Id in yotu- daughters school and your reputation is wonderful there as 
well. You seem to just be one of those rare souls. God Bless you for that. Edwin was 
blown away that you remembered he had been diving with sharks. Who knows maybe he 
and I will be an asset to your hotel. Just wanted to express my gratitude and to let you 
know meeting you seriously altered something. [ used lo cry so much and go thru boxes 
of Kleenex wishing r had the sense to have bought stock first. If J had, I'd sell now. 

I tm1 going to start collecting boxes and packing little stuff, [know the move is tlus 
weekend, so I'll start preparing. 

!'bank you again. 

With Va: wishes, 
Nancy1 

.• a/Vt rw-v 
.. o .fr 3 or 



November 1, 2012 

Venice Breeze Suites 
2 Breeze Ave. 
Venice, CA 90291 

Dear Mr. Lambert, 

EDWIN CHAN ~RCHITECT 

As a long term resident of the Venice Breeze Suite since the year 200.Q, I would like to let you know that I am 
very pleased with all the improvements that you have provided for the property. In addition, I am satisfied with 
the management of the building under the leadership of Mike and Cindy. The public spaces are always clean 
and orderly, and maintenance is efficient and professional. I have no complains, and look forward to the 
continuation of my tenancy. 

Ev@EDWINCHAN.US 
•,1 PIER AVE~ -"l:i .iANTA MON!< ' C/1 1l1110f., US.\ 



JJ - SEABREEZE II, LTD 
909 OCEAN FRONT WALK, VENICE, CA 90291 (310) 399-1987 

March 15, 2013 

Re: Venice Breeze Suites 

The management of" Seabreeze II, ltd. supports the planned conversion of Venice Breeze Suites from 
short-term furnished apartments to a hotel. 

Venice Breeze Suites is located across Breeze Avenue from this building. It is a neighbor as well as a 
parking tenant. 

In the past S years that Venice Breeze Suites has been here in Venice, its building has been substantially 
upgraded and is well maintained and clean, definitely a verv positive addition to our area. 

The owners/management of Venice Breeze Suttes have been active Jn the community promoting and 
fostering a better Venice. 

Venice Breeze Suites is definitely a business that we want to keep in Venice. It has operated as a short
term furnished rental in the most professional and community manner over the past five years and we 
believe that It wlll continue to do so as a hotel without a negative Impact on the neighborhood. 

~ ..... e:z_...,c,,; 
Janice Jerde 
President, Jerde Development Company 
General Partner of JJ Seabreeze II, Ltd. 



Carl Lambert 

From: 
Sent: 

Randy Ellevold [randy@venicesuites.com] 
Friday, April 12, 2013 3:14 PM 

To: Carl Lambert 
Subject: FW: Support letter 

-----Original Message-----
From: Nancy Linehan [mailto:savannah85@verizon.net) 
Sent: E'riday, April 12, 2013 3:09 PM 
To: Randy Ellevold 
Subject: letter 

To Whom It May Concern (VNC) : 

This letter is written in support of the Venice Breeze Suites being issued a 

Conditional Use Permit, so that it may operate as a hotel. 

The Venice Breeze Suites is an essential part of the west side community; I have 
personally sent out-of-town visitors to the Suites, because of the location, convenience, 

and security of the accommodations. 

Please issue a Conditional Use Permit to this invaluable property as part of tourism in 
southern California. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Nancy Linehan Charles 

1 



Hi Carl and Venice Chamber board members, 

You ha'{'e done a beautiful job on this property and it is real asset to the Venice boardwalk. 

I fully support the efforts to convert this property to a hotel and support the Venice chambers 
endorsement of this project. You may also use this email to show my support at the VNC 
meeting on the 19th. 

l am sorry I will be unable to attend the VCC meeting this week. 

Best of Luck 

Andy 
Andy Layman, proprietor 
Venice Beach Suites & Hotel 
1305 Ocean Front Walk 
Venice Beach, CA 90291 
venicebeachsuites.com 
310-871-0215 .Cell# 
andylayman@aol.com 

Let's work together toward a greener tomorrow. J'r:J Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

Carl Lambert 

From: Stephen Wolf [swolfswolf@gmail.com] 

Sent: Saturday, February 09, 2013 2:02 PM 

To: Carl Lambert 

Subject: Re: FW: 2 Breeze avenue 

Carl--

good luck with your project, am happy to support it. 

best, 

Stephen 

On Sat, Feb 9~ 2013 at 1:57 PM, Carl Lambert <carl@lambertinc.com> wrote: 

Page 1of1 



Carl-

Good afternoon. Thank you for including me on this email. I will be in attendance for the VNC 
public meeting. I support you 100% and if I can be of any assistance please let me know. Good 
luck! 

Rick Macaya 
818-222-2800 x 204 

From: RMoest@aol.com [mailto:RMoest@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 6:23 PM 
To: randy@venicesuites.com 
Cc: Carl Lambert 
Subject: Re: FW: Venice Breeze Suites VNC hearing on Tuesday, March 19 

I'm sorry but I will not be able to attend the meeting on Tuesday. March 19. 

I wholeheartedly support the application for the conditional use permit. 

As you know, I am an attorney specializing in land use and free expression cases. Many years 
ago twas involved in litigation on the side of a Venice neighborhood association who had been 
sued by developers of a proposed project that threatened the character of Venice Beach. For 
several years I lived in Venice, on Shell Avenue! and I still live right next door in Mar Vista, with 
my office in Santa Monica. 

I am familiar with the Venice Breeze Suites as well as other Lambert properties, and believe they 
offer a necessary service for visitors to Venice. They are attractive, very well maintained and 
managed, and carry no substantial negative implications for either vehicular or pedestrian traffic. 
I have never heard anyone say anything critical about your properties. On the contrary, they are 
admired as being a creative and useful addition to the Venice Beach environment. 

Please convey my sentiments to the neighborhood council and if I may be of any further 
assistance please let me know. 

Robert C. Moest, Esq. 
LAW OFFICES OF ROBERT C. MOEST 
2530 Wilshire Boulevard. Second Floor 
Santa Monica, California 90403 
(310) 915-6628 
(310)- 915-9897 (fax) 
RMoest@aol.com 



Carl Lambert 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Randy Ellevold [randy@vepicesuites.com] 
Friday, April 12. 2013 3:14 PM 
Carl Lambert 
FW: Support letter 

-----Original Message-----
From: Nancy Linehan (mailto:savannah85@verizon.net) 
Sent: Friday1 April 12, 2013 3:09 PM 
To: Randy Ellevold 
Subject: Support letter 

To Whom It May Concern (VNC}: 

This letter is written in support of the Venice Breeze Suites being issued a 

Conditional Use Permit, so that it may operate as a hotel. 

The Venice Breeze Suites is an essential part of the west side community; I have 
personally sent out-of-town visitors to the Suites, because of the location, convenience, 
hospitality and security of the accommodations. 

Please issue a Conditional Use Permit to this invaluable property as part of tourism in 
southern California. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Nancy Linehan Charles 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ferrell Uesebus@verizon.net] 

Thursday, February 14, 201310:59 AM 

Carl Lambert 

Subject: Change of use for 2 Breeze 

Dear Mr. Lambert: 

Thank you for the presentation of your project last Saturday. I attended the meeting because I have 
property on Brooks A venue and wanted to see what impact your project will have on our community. 

I support your change-of-use application and hope the approval process goes smoothly. Your work has 
not only arrested the previous deterioration of the property but adds quality improvements to the interior 
while retaining the historic appearance of the structure. Y ou1ve managed to restore and modernize at the 
same time. ' 

Another asset of your project is providing quality housing for short-term residents. This adds a more 
balanced mix in types of housing available in the neighborhood. I believe tenants in this type of housing 
will spend more at local businesses than pennanent residents and because fewer will have personal 
automobiles, will be less of a burden on our transportation system and parking. 

Congratulations on your accomplislunents and thank you for improving our connnunity. 

George Ferrell 





We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze A venue 

SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3 of 3 

SIGNATURES of adjoining or neighboring property O'M"lers In support of the request; not required but helpful, especially for projects In single.family 
residential areas. (Attach additional sheet, if necessary) 

CP-n71 (09/9/2011) 
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We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze A venue 

SJGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3 of 3 

SIGNATURE& of adjoining or neighboring property owner& In support of the request; not required but helpful. especially for projecls in slngl&-family 
re.sldentia1 areas. (Altacn addttlonal a.heet. if nec:enaty} 



We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze Avenue 

SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3 of 3 

SIGNATURES of adjoining or neighboring property owners in support of the request; not required but helpful. especially for projects in single-famiy 
residential areas. (Attach additional sheet, if necessary) 

;001 

16 ) ) 



We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze Avenue 

SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3 of 3 

SIGNATURES of adjoining or neighboring property owners In sup ort ot the request; not re utred but helpful, especially for projects ln single.family 
residential areas. (Attach aadltlcnal sheet, trnecessary) 

Ann Everest 

550 

9 Ocean Front Walk 15 O 

45 Horizon 

CP-7771 (0919/2011) 



. ···-··--.. ------------------------
We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hoiel 

@ 2 Breeze Avenue 
SIGNA t\JRE SHEET 

Page3of3 

JOANNA. BURKE 
ART CONSULTANTS INC. 

6ib Venin.• Bnulev;J:rd I Studio 3 / Ventre. Ca~itorni;i 90291 
l 310 305 1313 l F 310 1556 I v-;-..vw.jc:3nrt~hurke.com 

Confidentiality notice: This message and any files or text attached to it are intended only for the recipients named 
above, and contain infom1ation that may be confidential or privileged. If you are .not an intended recipient, you 
must not read, copy, use or disclose this communication. Please also notify the sender by replying to this message, 
and then delete all copies of it from your system. 

10/l/2012 

Page 2 of3 



We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze A venue 

SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3 of 3 

SIGNATURES of adjoining or neighboring property owners In support of the request; not required but helpful. especially for projects in slngle-family 
residential areas. (Attach additional sheet, if necessary) 

Oo 

) ) TJ 

CP~7771 {09/9/2011) 



We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze Avenue 

SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3of3 

SIGNATURES of adjoining or neighboring prvperty owners In support of the request not requited but helpful, especially for projects In sln9le-famlly 
resldentlal areas. (Allach addlUOnal sheet. If necessary) 

CP-m1 (091912011) 



We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze Avenue 

'SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3 of 3 

SIGNATURES or adjoining or neighboring property owners In support of the request: not required but helpful, especially for projects In slngle·famlly 
residential areas. {Attach addlUonal sheet, If necessary) 

2. 0 (j ,e, c<J(',>)/ J lf'V' t:!' • 

'Je;(.)1 c cA 

cp.7711 (091012011) 



We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze Avenue 

SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3of3 

SlONATURES of adjoining or nelghbonng prorJerty owners In support of th& request; not required bul 11e!pf1,1f1 especially for pro}ecta In :!.!ng!e~fsmily 
raaldGntia! areas. (Attach addlUona:I aheel, lfneccuery) 

CP-7171 (09/912011) 



We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze A venue 

SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3 of 3 

SIGNATURES of adjoining or neighboring property owners in support of the request; not required but helpful, especially for projects in single-family 
residential areas. {Attach additional sheet, if necessary) 

CP-7771 (09/9/2011} 



09/28/2012 18:13 310-649-2320 R FELDMAN 

We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze Avenue 

SIGNATURIE SHEET 

PAGE 01/01 

Page 3of3 

SIGNATURES of adjoining or neighboring proper\y o'M'!ers In support of the requef.t; not required but hetpful1 especlafly for projects In slngla·famlly 
res:ldenUal areas. (Attaeh ~ddiUonal aheat. If nGoa:asery) 

CP-7771 (09/9/2011) 



28 12 05:25p Copperworks Sheet Metal 310-313-2198 

We support.The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze A venue 

SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page 3of3 

SJGNA llJRES of adjolriln9 or ne.ighborlng property ovvners 111 support of tile request; not required but hetprur. especlany for projects In slngle-,arnlly 
r.as,u::tent1a1 Qre:a~. (Attach ~ddltlonal sheet, tf necessary} 

CP~7771 (09/9/201 f) 
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We support The Venice Breeze Suites, Hotel 
@ 2 Breeze A venue 

SIGNATURE SHEET 
Page3 of3 

SIGNATUflfS of adjoining or neighboring property awnera In support of the reque$t not required but helpful, especially for projects in singfe..family 
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July 13, 2015 

Venice Community Housing Corporation 
710 Rose Avenue, Venice, California qo2q1-2710 
Tel: (310) 3qq-4100 fax: (310) 3qq-1130 
Web: www.VCHCorp.org 

California Coastal Commission 
South Coast Area Office 
200 Ocean Gate, suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 

Re: Opposition to CDP Application #5-14-1932; 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice. 

Dear Coastal Commissioners: 

Venice Community Housing (VCH) is a Venice based community development non 
profit corporation that has worked to protect and increase affordable housing in 
Venice and surrounding neighborhoods for over 26 years. 

VCH opposes the CDP application of Carl Lambert for a change of use of a 31 unit 
multi-family residential structure to a hotel at 2. E. Breeze Avenue in Venice, 
California. As the Attachment B to the applicant's application acknowledges, this 
residential apartment building was illegally converted to a 31-guest room extended 
stay hotel by the prior owner. This development is in the dual permit jurisdiction 
area of the Venice coastal zone and, therefore, requires a CDP from both the City of 
Los Angeles and the Coastal Commission. 

In approving a CDP, among other things, for this project, the City of Los Angeles 
made findings under the Los Angeles Municipal Code required before a CDP may be 
issued pursuant to the Coastal Act. See Applicant's Attachment B; May 20, 2013 City 
of Los Angeles Approval in Case No. ZA 2012-2841 (CDP)(CU)(ZV)(MEL). In 
particular, the City improperly found the project was "consistent with the special 
requirements for low and moderate income housing units in the coastal zone as 
mandated by California Government Code §65590 [Mello Act]." Id at pp. 12-13; see 
finding #7. The City was required to make this finding because compliance with the 
Mello Act is a policy of the City's certified Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use 
Plan ("LUP"). Accordingly, as discussed below, the Commission should consider de 
nova the issue of Mello Act compliance in the context of LUP consistency and 
disapprove the application based on noncompliance with the Act. 



Standard of Review 

VCHC has reviewed the February 10, 2015 "Report on Coastal Act Affordable 
Housing Policies and Implementation" to the Commissioners and Interested Parties, 
and recognizes that amendments to the Coastal Act have eliminated the 
Commission's statutory authority to protect and provide for affordable housing for 
persons of low and moderate income in the coastal zone. However, as the report 
concludes, nothing precludes local governments from submitting LUPs with 
provisions that protect and encourage affordable housing. And, once certified, 
"these Land Use Plan policies become the standard ofreview for both 
implementation plan amendments and coastal development permits issued by the 
local government and the Commission on appeal." Here, too, in the context of dual 
jurisdiction, the City's LUP policies recognizing the requirements of Mello Act 
compliance should guide the Commission. 

The City of Los Angeles Venice LUP and its Implementation 

Venice LUP Policy 1.A.p (LUP p. 2-15) requires the conversion or demolition of 
existing residential units to comply with the Mello Act. Although the policy 
addresses specifically compliance with the requirements for the replacement of 
units occupied by persons and families of low and moderate income, by implication, 
that compliance must extend to the threshold requirement in the Mello Act that 
"[t]he conversion or demolition of any residential structure for purposes of a 
nonresidential use which is not "coastal dependent", as defined by Section 30101 of 
the Public Resources Code, shall not be authorized unless the local government 
has first determined that a residential use is no longer feasible at that location." 
(Emphasis added.) Gov. Code §65590( c). Only if a local government makes this 
threshold infeasibility determination may it proceed to compliance with the 
replacement requirement for low and moderate income dwelling units. The City 
failed to make this infeasibility finding and the Commission should not approve the 
proposed CDP until that analysis is completed and reviewed by the Commission. 

The City of Los Angeles acknowledges this linkage and threshold requirement in the 
broad manner in which it states the specific Mello Act finding that it must be make 
to issue a CDP: "The project consistent with the special requirements for low and 
moderate income housing units in the coastal zone as mandated by California 
Government Code §65590 [Mello Act]." Moreover, in making finding #7 for this 
project the City recognized the threshold infeasibility finding it failed to make: 

"The Mello Act prohibits change of use or demolition projects that remove 
existing residential units (including market-rate residential units) for 
purposes of a new non-residential use unless the new use is coastal
dependent." May 20, 2013 City of Los Angeles Approval in Case No. ZA 2012-
2841 (CDP)(CU)(ZV)(MEL), p. 13. 



A hotel at 2. E.Breeze Avenue in Venice clearly is not coastal-dependent. Therefore, 
the infeasibility analysis required by the Mello Act must be performed and it must 
be determined that residential use at that location is not longer feasible. 

The applicant should not be given preferential treatment because the property has 
been illegally converted. VCHC requests that the Commission deny the CDP until 
compliance with the Mello Act, as required by the City LUP, is made. 

Thank you for your kind consideration. 

~ '--------.. 
Steve Clare 
Executive Director 



July 13, 2015

California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street #2000
San Francisco, CA 94105

RE: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., 
Venice, CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment 
building to transient occupancy use (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL)) 

Dear Coastal Commissioners:

We are writing request that you to deny the application to convert the 31-unit apartment building at 2 
Breeze in Venice, CA into a 31-room short-term rental de facto hotel. This conversion is a clear violation of 
the Mello Act, and it sets a dangerous precedent for many other vulnerable apartment buildings throughout
the Coastal Zone area of Venice that could become targets for similar conversions.

The applicant, Carl Lambert, has already illegally converted 106 units covered by the LA Rent Stabilization 
Ordinance into illegal short-term rental de facto hotel units throughout the Venice neighborhood. These 
conversions exacerbate the immense pressures on our affordable rental housing stock. Any conversion of 
housing units into non-coastal-dependent commercial uses is also prohibited under the Mello Act.

The City's Interim Administrative Procedures, which are currently used to enforce the Mello Act in the 
City of Los Angeles' Coastal Zone, define a Coastal Use as “uses which requires a site on, or adjacent to, 
the sea to function at all. Examples of Coastal-Dependent uses include fisheries and boating and harbor 
facilities.” (Interim Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act, 4.2, p. 12). This 
definition does not cover hotels, which can operate in any area, regardless of their proximity to the sea.

The City's own determination letter for the site states, “The Mello Act prohibits change of use or 
demolition projects that remove existing residential units (including market-rate residential units) for 
purposes of a new nonresidential use unless the new use is coastal dependent” (p. 13). Despite this, in the 
same determination letter, the City approved the illegal conversion.

The settlement agreement between the City of Los Angeles and the Venice Town Council, Inc., et al., 
which is the legal settlement requiring the City of Los Angeles to enforce the Mello Act through its Interim
Procedures, requires that all Mello Act determinations be sent to the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles 
and the Western Center on Law and Poverty as attorneys of record on the settlement, and to all building 
applicants. In the case of the 2 Breeze determination to illegally convert 31 apartments into hotel units, the 
Department of City Planning did not send these notices to the parties specified in the legal settlement, 
which is why no appeal to this illegal conversion was filed within the 10-day appeal window.

As you can see, there are serious concerns about this project, the process by which the City handled the 
application, and the implications of the approval of the application for future enforcement of land-use laws
in the Coastal Zone, such as the Mello Act.



To review, we request that you deny the illegal conversion of 31 apartments into de facto hotel units at 2 
Breeze, as requested by Carl Lambert, for the following reasons:

1. The Mello Act prohibits the conversion of residential to non-residential uses within the Coastal 
Zone, unless the new proposed use is Coastal-Dependent

2. The use proposed by the applicant is not Coastal-Dependent, as defined by the City's Interim 
Procedures for enforcing the Mello Act

3. The City violated its settlement to enforce the Mello Act by not giving proper notice to the Legal 
Aid Foundation of Los Angeles and Western Center on Law and Poverty when they approved the 
illegal conversion proposed by the applicant

4. The applicant has already illegally converted many other LA-RSO apartments into de facto, illegal 
hotels, which has decreased the affordable housing stock throughout Venice's Coastal Zone, 
violating the spirit, as well as the letter, of the Mello Act.

Thank you for considering our request on this matter.

Yours,

Bill Przylucki, Executive Director

Enc.



From: Todd Darling
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: CARL LAMBERT"S BREEZE PROPOSAL IN VENICE
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 7:22:18 PM

Dear Commissioners,

Quite simply put, the conversion of what were once apartment houses to hotels along
Speedway, Breeze and in other parts of Venice, including the Lambert properties, is illegal
and should not be allowed.  

Before there is any notion of making this conversion legal, I would urge the Coastal
Commission to do require Carl Lambert to do a thorough accounting of each and every
tenant who was evicted and follow up interviews and histories.  Based on other cases near by,
I am doubtful that any of the evictions used to clear these buildings could stand close legal
scrutiny.   

Converting apartments into hotels is illegal according to local law.  Air BnB has incentivized
this behavior, and the profit margin is so high, that it makes the property owner's down side -
return to long term apartment rentals - seems worth the risk.

Mr. Lambert's actions are not in the community's best interest: they violates local housing
law on short term rentals, they violate the land use plan by removing affordable housing from
the market, and they violate the state's Mello Act and the other Coastal Commission rules. 

Please, deny this attempt to subvert the law, destroy housing opportunities for a diverse
community, and profit from illegal behavior that the City of Los Angeles is unwilling or
unable to stop.

Sincerely,
Todd Darling
Venice, CA
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From: Hugo
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 1:13:36 PM
Importance: High

 
 
Hugo Sosa
Venice Resident

July 11, 2015

(City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))

Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use.

Dear Mr. Rehm,

 
I have worked in Venice for several years and find it a very agreeable place to work and live.

Having read data about the above application, I am writing with great opposition to the proposal.

 
It is important to understand the history of the building at 2 Breeze, known as the Venice Breeze Suites. The
owner has operated and continues to operate illegally as a short-term rental commercial building when its existing
legal use is as an apartment building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC,  incurred a citation for the
illegal change of use of the property. Instead of complying with the Code, it has decided to remedy these
infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los Angeles ordinance on conversions of  Residential Hotels makes
a clear distinction between residential use and tourist (transient) use in its definitions, hence it is misleading to
claim that the current hotel use remains a "residential" use. It is a tourist, transient-occupancy use, not a
residential (primary living unit) use. The city merely turned a blind eye and failed to enforce the violations and
conversion of apartments to transient use, and now that more than a year has passed, they have allowed, in their
LAHD Mello Act Determination letter in your file, the applicant to simply inform them that there is only '"one"
residential unit to be kept under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated September 14, 2012, states, "Based
on the rental information provided by the owner",  that only one affordable residential unit exists at the site, and
occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry for financial information. This is clearly a fiction, since the
other 30 illegally converted units cannot claim to be "grandfathered" as transient uses now, due to mere inaction
by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 31 units are still residential apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act
clearance is based on the fiction that only one unit is an apartment. Your staff should examine how many units
qualified under the Mello Act before they were used as transient hotel rooms without lawful conversion and
approval by this Commission.
 
I trust that the above objections will be taken fully into account in determining this application.

Sincerely,
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Hugo Sosa
Venice Tax Profession

 

 



From: margaret sinks
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL)
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 11:35:48 AM

7/10/15

Dear Mr. Rehm,

Planning Reference: (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))

Description: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice,
CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient
occupancy use.

I write in connection with the above planning application. I have examined the plans and I know the site well.
I wish to object strongly to the inappropriate alteration of this listed historic building.

Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units hinges on whether the
unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of the property requires a site on or adjacent to the
sea.  Here, neither the apartment building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-dependent, and the
application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current residential use (as an
apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello Act Interim Administrative Procedures, there is
a presumption that residential use is feasible because the site contains an existing residential structure.  This
project must conform to both the Mello Act and Coastal Act requirements, and since the Mello Act does not
permit the change of use from residential to commercial, then the Coastal Commission should deny the
request.
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the most profitable use for the
property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to operate the property legally as an apartment
building.

Please reconsider the granting of this application, as I stand for my community and the integrity of this city
and its people.

Yours faithfully,

M. Sinks
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From: Roy Edwards
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 9:42:10 AM

Mr. Rehm:
 
I write as a resident of Venice to express my concerns about the above application and to request that
the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the related CEQA
case, be denied. 

I am concerned that the Cadillac Hotel is erroneously being used as a precedent in the application for
change of use for the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue from a 31-unit rent-
stabilized apartment building to a hotel. The only precedent is that the hotel was given a variance for
the loading dock and continued hotel operation after the zone was changed, but it was always a hotel,
not apartments.
 
The Cadillac Hotel has, since its establishment in 1927, been a hotel. The oldest available Certificate of
Occupancy issued on September 23, 1966 states that the building is used as a “Four-story Type III-A,
47’6” x 123’6” Hotel, having 1-Dwelling Unit, 42 Guest Rooms and Three Two-Room Suites”. This is
further evidenced by the fact that none of the units at the Cadillac Hotel (other than the dwelling
unit) were constructed with or have ever contained kitchens.  Although a variance was issued
in 1993 to allow for the continued use of the property after a zoning change was made in the area, the
Cadillac Hotel has always been a legally operating hotel.
 
Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not result in any reduction
in the number of residential units at the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue.  However, this is
not possible given that 31 apartments, a residential use, are being removed from
the residential market to be converted to transient occupancy use, which is a commercial use.
This application is for the direct removal of 31 residential dwelling units.  Also, it is my understanding
that there is no existing off-street parking for the subject property, and that no new parking has been
proposed as a part of the application for change of use. While the applicant claims that the room rates
should be considered affordable because other hotels charge for parking while his parking is "free", in
truth free means they have to park on the street or find their own paid parking elsewhere. Hence, the
staff needs to analyze this issue more closely. Moreover, having "no parking" as an apartment building
built in 1930 does not mean that parking is simply ignored and grandfathered when the use
is changed to commercial transient hotel. When a use is changed, the new use is required to comply
with code or obtain a variance for off-site parking, which has not occurred here. Parking is a huge
issue in Venice impacting casual resources.

In Mr. Lambert’s application he alleges that there have been no complaints related to his current use of
the property. However, on January 28, 2013, Masako Shisiko, a neighboring business owner, emailed
his concerns with regard to the lack of parking at the property.  He expressed concern that the 31 hotel
rooms lacked any parking, that guests did not have a place to load and unload their luggage and were
doing so on Speedway (a vehicle corridor, not a loading area), that the project would affect neighboring
businesses, and that a traffic study should be conducted.
 
It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as the Venice Breeze Suites, has
operated and continues to operate illegally as a short-term rental commercial building when its existing
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legal use is as an apartment building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC,  incurred
a citation for the illegal change of use of the property. Instead of complying with the Code, it has
decided to remedy these infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los Angeles ordinance on
conversions of  Residential Hotels makes a clear distinction between residential use and tourist
(transient) use in its definitions, hence it is misleading to claim that the current hotel use remains a
"residential" use. It is a tourist, transient-occupancy use, not a residential (primary living unit) use. The
city merely turned a blind eye and failed to enforce the violations and conversion of apartments to
transient use, and now that more than a year has passed, they have allowed, in their LAHD Mello Act
Determination letter in your file, the applicant to simply inform them that there is only '"one" residential
unit to be kept under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated September 14, 2012, states, "Based
on the rental information provided by the owner",  that only one affordable residential unit exists at the
site, and occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry for financial information. This is clearly
a fiction, since the other 30 illegally converted units cannot claim to be "grandfathered" as transient
uses now, due to mere inaction by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 31 units are still residential
apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is based on the fiction that only one unit is an
apartment. Your staff should examine how many units qualified under the Mello Act before they were
used as transient hotel rooms without lawful conversion and approval by this Commission.
 
If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the numerous other short-term
rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would result in a domino effect of reductions in the
residential rental unit stock from the Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable
housing crisis”.
 
Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units hinges on whether
the unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of the property requires a site on or adjacent
to the sea.  Here, neither the apartment building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-
dependent, and the application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current
residential use (as an apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello Act
Interim Administrative Procedures, there is a presumption that residential use is feasible because the
site contains an existing residential structure.  This project must conform to both the Mello Act and
Coastal Act requirements, and since the Mello Act does not permit the change of use from residential
to commercial, then the Coastal Commission should deny the request. 
 
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the most profitable use for the
property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to operate the property legally as an apartment
building. If Mr. Lambert desires to be a hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property
that was properly operating as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007,, he
obviously did so knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of operating lawfully, he
has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now wishes to be rewarded for that misconduct
with an change in use that would allow him and others to skirt the requirements of the Mello Act in
order to unfairly gain economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area, resulting in a
significant cumulative adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.
 
I write this letter as a concerned neighbor and Venice resident and ask that it be considered
in your determination process and included in your recommendations to the Coastal Commission.  It is
clear to me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the
related CEQA case, must be denied.



From: Mark Kleiman
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Pam; Judy Goldman
Subject: Fwd: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291

for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use
(City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841...

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 11:04:12 PM

Dear Mr. Rehm,

I hope you will accept this late submission.  As you can see from the email I am
forwarding to you, I sent it to your colleagues on the Commission staff at three p.m.
yesterday afternoon.  I did not discover my inadvertent misspelling of your name
until recently, and have promptly moved to rectify this flaw in my otherwise timely
submission.

Thank you,

Mark Kleiman

Jul 13, 2015 at 3:00 PM
Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E.
Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an
existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City Planning Case:
ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))
To: zack.rehm@coastal.ca.gov
Cc: Charles Lester <charles.lester@coastal.ca.gov>, john.ainsworth@coastal.ca.gov,
Steve.Hudson@coastal.ca.gov, teresa.henry@coastal.ca.gov,
chuck.posner@coastal.ca.gov, al.padilla@coastal.ca.gov, tricia.keane@lacity.org,
chris.robertson@lacity.org, lincoln.lee@lacity.org, anna.ortega@lacity.org,
kevin.keller@lacity.org, ashley.atkinson@lacity.org, kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Dear Mr. Rehm:

 

I write as someone who lives, works, and owns in Venice, and not as a member of the
Land Use and Planning Committee.

 

Venice has already lost hundreds of affordable units – and this application proposes
to strip us of 31 more – all rent-stabilized.  This flies in the face of the Coastal Act
which calls upon the Commission to “encourage housing opportunities for persons of
low and moderate income” and to “encourage the protection of existing and the
provision of new affordable housing opportunities for persons of low and moderate
income in the coastal zone.”  Public Resource Code §30604 (f) and (g).

 

We are entirely dependent on the Coastal commission to enforce these guidelines
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since the City of Los Angeles has – yet again – simply refused to follow the law and
protect these scarce resources.  This situation is especially dire.  The applicant and
his business associates are eager to establish a precedent that would allow removing
many more rent-stabilized units from the market and converting them to STRs. 

 

This application also jeopardizes the one thing that is even more scarce than
affordable housing – parking.  Long-term residents of 2 Breeze and their neighbors
know that there is no parking.  Many of them don’t even own cars.  Moving dozens of
tourists into this overburdened neighborhood will only increase the demand for
extremely limited parking and worsen the parking conditions.

 

One final point:  Because the applicant is a repeat offender, this cannot be ‘fixed’ or
adjusted.  Only an unequivocal denial of the CDP and variance will work.  This
applicant has repeatedly flouted the law in other buildings in the neighborhood, and
on buying a building does everything he can to drive existing residents in rent-
stabilized units from the building. 

 

Please deny this application.

 

Sincerely,

 

Mark Kleiman

Law Office of Mark Kleiman
2907 Stanford Avenue
Venice, California 90292
310-306-8094
mkleiman@quitam.org 
www.quitamspecialist.com

                                                              WARNING!!
 
This email is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2521 and is legally privileged.  

The information contained in this email is only for use by the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, or
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intend- ed recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately call us collect at (310) 306-8094 and destroy the
original message.

Thank you.

tel:310-306-8094
mailto:mkleiman@quitam.org
http://www.quitamspecialist.com/
tel:%28310%29%20306-8094


-- 
Mark Kleiman

Law Office of Mark Kleiman
2907 Stanford Avenue
Venice, California 90292
310-306-8094
mkleiman@quitam.org 
www.quitamspecialist.com

                                                              WARNING!!
 
This email is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2521 and is legally privileged.  

The information contained in this email is only for use by the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, or
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intend- ed recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately call us collect at (310) 306-8094 and destroy the
original message.

Thank you.
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From: Devona w
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: harles.lester@coastal.ca.gov; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal;

Posner, Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org;
lincoln.lee@lacity.org; anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org;
kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 5:47:15 PM

7/8/2015

Dear Mr. Rehm,

Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for 
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use.

Reference: (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))

I am writing to object to the above application.

By allowing Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC to modify the current zoning and use of this apartment 
building, This would result in a domino effect of reductions in the residential rental unit stock from the Venice area 
in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable housing crisis”.

If Mr. Lambert desires to be a hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property that was properly operating 
as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007, he obviously did so knowing that the property was 
an apartment building. Instead of operating lawfully, he has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now 
wishes to be rewarded for that misconduct with an change in use that would allow him and others to skirt the 
requirements of the Mello Act in order to unfairly gain economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area, 
resulting in a significant cumulative adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.

Overall, I feel the approval of this application would not be in the best interest of the citizens of Venice, and I 
strongly urge you to reconsider your decision.

Sincerely,

D.L. Williams

www.imdb.com/name/nm3654598/
310-954-7970
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From: Jed Pauker
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 5:25:26 PM

Date: July12, 2015
 
To: Zach Rehm, Coastal Program Analyst, California Coastal Commission
 
cc:Dr. Charles Lester, Executive Director, California Coastal Commission
      Jack Ainsworth, Senior Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Steve Hudson, Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Teresa Henry, District Manager, South Coast District Office, California Coastal
Commission:
      Chuck Posner, California Coastal Commission: 
      Al Padilla, Regulatory Permit Supervisor, California Coastal Commission
      Tricia Keane, Planning Director, CD 11
      Chris Robertson, Senior Planner, CD 11
      Lincoln Lee, Chief, Code Enforcement Bureau, LADBS
      Anna Ortega, Director Rent Stabilization Division HCIDLA
      Kevin Keller, Director, Planning and Housing Policy
      Ashley Atkinson, Planning and Housing Specialist
      Deputy Mayor, Economic Development
 
Re: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E.
Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an
existing 31 unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City Planning Case:
ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))
 
Dear Mr. Rehm et al:

I write this letter representing only myself, as an individual Venice Coastal  Zone
stakeholder.  

Please oppose the above-referenced project as proposed.  Instead of increasing
visitor-serving resources as purported, its effects will be detrimental, including, but not
limited to:

1) Decrease of coastal access for current visitors and residents of the Venice Coastal
Zone,
2) Reduction of equal beach access for visitors from all walks of life, 
3) Intensification of existing congestion of the Venice Coastal Zone (whose main
intersections have rated "D" and "F" levels since their initial measurements some
thirty years ago), and 
4) Further erosion of Venice's unique community character, mandated for protection
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under the Coastal Act.

While time does not permit me a detailed response to the project applicant's claims,
nor to list the City's repeated and regrettable failures to protect Coastal residents and
visitors from continuing abuses of its own regulations, please understand that this
project is just one of many constant and diverse assaults on Coastal Venice, with
regard neither for its residential diversity nor the Coastal Act's mandate.  

I am sure that you hear similar concerns up and down the coast.  Please be assured
that Venice is a community that is fighting - in the public forum, the courts and, with
gratitude, at your meetings - to preserve its unique and most endearing attributes, for
all who would come here.  I hope we can count on your support. 

As always, thank you for your ongoing and dedicated public service.

Sincerely,

Jed Pauker
824 Amoroso Place
Venice, CA 90291

For information purposes only:  Communications Officer, Venice Neighborhood
Council Board of Officers



From: William Ballough
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Subject: Lambert Breeze Ave. application
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 5:24:19 PM

It appears the city “allowed”  hotels to convert guest rooms to long term apartments with stoves
without providing necessary parking some years ago because they served the itinerant poor.
http://www.sandorarchitecture.com/cofu.html
There is now a ban on such conversions because the stove added rooms were rather being rented to
long term (average income) individuals. Airbnb has changed this situation. Owners like Lambert
now wish to convert back to hotel use because it will permit them to rent to even more affluent
vacationers. The current parking requirement is one parking space per 500 square feet. That
requirement is too low, given the fact that such rentals are being made to groups and individuals
with additional local visitors. The permit should be denied unless the applicant can provide the
current Commission required parking for apartments.  
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From: Keep Neighborhoods First Team
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; Tricia Keane; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org; Anna
Ortega; Kevin Keller; Ashley Atkinson; Kelli Bernard

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31 unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 4:50:45 PM

Date: July12, 2015
 
To: Zach Rehm, Coastal Program Analyst, California Coastal Commission
 
CC:Dr. Charles Lester, Executive Director, California Coastal Commission
      Jack Ainsworth, Senior Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Steve Hudson, Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Teresa Henry, District Manager, South Coast District Office, California Coastal Commission:
      Chuck Posner, California Coastal Commission: 
      Al Padilla, Regulatory Permit Supervisor, California Coastal Commission
      Tricia Keane, Planning Director, CD 11
      Chris Robertson, Senior Planner, CD 11
      Lincoln Lee, Chief, Code Enforcement Bureau, LADBS
      Anna Ortega, Director Rent Stabilization Division HCIDLA
      Kevin Keller, Director, Planning and Housing Policy
      Ashley Atkinson, Planning and Housing Specialist
      Deputy Mayor, Economic Development
 
Re: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E.
Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an
existing 31 unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City Planning Case:
ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))

Mr. Rehm:

I write to you on behalf of the hundreds of Venice and greater Los Angeles residents
that make up Keep Neighborhoods First. We are a grassroots coalition that protects
the interests of ordinary people against commercial short-term rental operations that
remove our affordable housing, threaten our safety, and diminish our quality of life. 

Carl Lambert seeks to legitimize one such illegal operation at 2 E. Breeze. We
respectfully request that his application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act
Determination, as well as the related CEQA case, be denied. 

Mr. Lambert has approached the Coastal Commission to seek amnesty from justice
for his illegal activities. It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as
the Venice Breeze Suites, has operated and continues to operate as a short-term
rental commercial building when it's existing legal use is as Rent Stabilized apartment
building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, incurred a citation for
a Change of use/occupancy without a building permit and Certificate of
Occupancy.  Instead of complying with the Code, it appears that Mr. Lambert has
decided to remedy these infractions by continuing to operate as a rent stabilized hotel
and to apply for approval ex post facto. 
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Mr. Lambert's claim that the current hotel use remains a "residential" use is
misleading. The Los Angeles ordinance on conversions of Residential Hotels makes
a clear distinction between residential use and tourist (transient) use in its definitions,
and 2 Breeze clearly fits the description of the latter. 

Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not
result in any reduction in the number of residential units at the property located at 2 E.
Breeze Avenue. This is not possible: 31 apartments are being removed from
the residential market to be converted to a transient occupancy use, which is a
commercial use.  

It is also our understanding that there is no existing off-street parking for these units,
and that no new parking has been proposed as a part of the application for change of
use. While the applicant claims that the room rates should be considered affordable
because other hotels charge for parking while his parking is "free", he means they
have to park on the street or find their own paid parking elsewhere. Hence, the staff
needs to analyze this issue more closely. Moreover, having "no parking" as an
apartment building built in 1930 does not mean that parking is simply ignored and
"grandfathered" or granted amnesty when the use is changed to commercial transient
hotel. When a use is changed, the new use is required to comply with code or obtain
a variance for off-site parking, which has not occurred here. Parking is a huge issue in
Venice, which negatively impacts coastal resources.

The absence of parking and the influx of out-of-state visitors will diminish coastal
access. Out of state visitors will tie up resident day and visitor parking while they
explore both coastal and non-coastal attractions. Merchants are the only individuals
to benefit from such visitors. Though short-term rentals are frequently lauded
because they promote “cultural exchanges,” such exchanges do not depend on
coastal venues. 

The city turned a blind eye and failed to enforce the violations and conversion of
apartments to transient use at 2 Breeze and, now that more than a year has passed,
they have allowed, in their LAHD Mello Act Determination letter in your file, the
applicant to simply inform them that there is only '"one" residential unit to be kept
under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated September 14, 2012, states, "Based
on the rental information provided by the owner", that only one affordable residential
unit exists at the site, and occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry for
financial information. This is clearly a fiction, since the other 30 illegally converted
units cannot claim to be "grandfathered" as transient uses now, due to mere inaction
by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 31 units are still residential apartments and
the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is based on the fiction that only one unit is an
apartment. Your staff should examine how many units qualified under the Mello
Act before they were used as transient hotel rooms without lawful conversion and
approval, first by the City of Los Angles and now by this Commission.

Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units
hinges on whether the unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of



the property requires a site on or adjacent to the sea.  Here, neither the apartment
building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-dependent, and the
application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current
residential use (as an apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello
Act Interim Administrative Procedures, there is a presumption that residential use is
feasible because the site contains an existing residential structure.  This project must
conform to both the Mello Act and Coastal Act requirements, and since the Mello Act
does not permit the change of use from residential to commercial, then the Coastal
Commission should deny the request.  Furthermore, please note that on page 6 of his
Application in "Background", the ZA recites: "The apartment building was  illegally
converted to a 31-guest room hotel by the prior owner"

If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the
numerous other short-term rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would
result in a domino effect of reductions in the residential rental unit stock from the
Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable housing crisis”.

Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the
most profitable use for the property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to
operate the property legally as an apartment building. If Mr. Lambert desires to be a
hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property that was properly
operating as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007, he obviously
did so knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of
operating lawfully, he has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now wishes
to be rewarded for that misconduct with a change in use that would allow him and
others to skirt the requirements of the Mello Act in order to unfairly gain economically
at the expense of tenants in the Venice area, resulting in a significant cumulative
adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.

I write to you on behalf of Keep Neighborhoods First and the campaign supporters
listed on our website. I also write to you as a private resident of Venice that cares
about seeing justice done in his community. I ask that my concerns be considered
in your determination process and included in your recommendations to the Coastal
Commission.  It is clear to me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and
Mello Act Determination, as well as the related CEQA case, must be denied.

-- 
James Adams

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Director of Communications
Keep Neighborhoods First
www.keepneighborhoodsfirst.com
310.488.3624

http://www.keepneighborhoodsfirst.com/
tel:310.488.3624


 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



From: Phyllis Murphy
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 4:05:49 PM

Mr. Rehm:
 
I write as a 25+-year resident of Venice to express my concerns about the above
application and to request that the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and
Mello Act Determination, as well as the related CEQA case, be denied. 
 
Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not
result in any reduction in the number of residential units at the property located
at 2 E. Breeze Avenue.  However, this is not possible given that 31 apartments, a
residential use, are being removed from the residential market to be converted
to transient occupancy use, which is a commercial use. This application is for the
direct removal of 31 residential dwelling units.  Also, it is my understanding
that there is no existing off-street parking for the subject property, and that no new
parking has been proposed as a part of the application for change of use. While the
applicant claims that the room rates should be considered affordable because other
hotels charge for parking while his parking is "free", in truth free means they have
to park on the street or find their own paid parking elsewhere. Hence, the staff
needs to analyze this issue more closely. Moreover, having "no parking" as an
apartment building built in 1930 does not mean that parking is simply ignored and
grandfathered when the use is changed to commercial transient hotel. When a use
is changed, the new use is required to comply with code or obtain a variance for
off-site parking, which has not occurred here. Parking is a huge issue in Venice
impacting casual resources.
 
In Mr. Lambert’s application he alleges that there have been no complaints related
to his current use of the property. However, on January 28, 2013, Masako Shisiko,
a neighboring business owner, emailed his concerns with regard to the lack of
parking at the property.  He expressed concern that the 31 hotel rooms lacked any
parking, that guests did not have a place to load and unload their luggage and were
doing so on Speedway (a vehicle corridor, not a loading area), that the project
would affect neighboring businesses, and that a traffic study should be conducted.
 
It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as the
Venice Breeze Suites, has operated and continues to operate illegally as a short-
term rental commercial building when its existing legal use is as an apartment
building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC,  incurred a citation for
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the illegal change of use of the property. Instead of complying with the Code, it
has decided to remedy these infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los
Angeles ordinance on conversions of  Residential Hotels makes a clear distinction
between residential use and tourist (transient) use in its definitions, hence it is
misleading to claim that the current hotel use remains a "residential" use. It is a
tourist, transient-occupancy use, not a residential (primary living unit) use. The
city merely turned a blind eye and failed to enforce the violations and conversion
of apartments to transient use, and now that more than a year has passed, they have
allowed, in their LAHD Mello Act Determination letter in your file, the applicant
to simply inform them that there is only '"one" residential unit to be kept under the
Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated September 14, 2012, states, "Based on the
rental information provided by the owner",  that only one affordable residential
unit exists at the site, and occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry
for financial information. This is clearly a fiction, since the other 30 illegally
converted units cannot claim to be "grandfathered" as transient uses now, due to
mere inaction by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 31 units are still residential
apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is based on the fiction that
only one unit is an apartment. Your staff should examine how many units
qualified under the Mello Act before they were used as transient hotel rooms
without lawful conversion and approval by this Commission.
 
If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the
numerous other short-term rental properties operating illegally in the area. This
would result in a domino effect of reductions in the residential rental unit stock
from the Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable housing
crisis”.
 
Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential
units hinges on whether the unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function
of the property requires a site on or adjacent to the sea.  Here, neither the
apartment building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-dependent, and
the application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current
residential use (as an apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the
Mello Act Interim Administrative Procedures, there is a presumption that
residential use is feasible because the site contains an existing residential
structure.  This project must conform to both the Mello Act and Coastal Act
requirements, and since the Mello Act does not permit the change of use from
residential to commercial, then the Coastal Commission should deny the
request.  Further more, please note that a t page 6, of his Application in
"Background", the ZA recites: "The apartment building was illegally converted to
a 31-guest room hotel by the prior owner". 
 
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the



most profitable use for the property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible
to operate the property legally as an apartment building. If Mr. Lambert desires to
be a hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property that was properly
operating as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007,, he
obviously did so knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of
operating lawfully, he has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now
wishes to be rewarded for that misconduct with a change in use that would allow
him and others to skirt the requirements of the Mello Act in order to unfairly gain
economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area, resulting in a significant
cumulative adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.
 
I write this letter as an extremely concerned neighbor and Venice resident and ask
that it be considered in your determination process and included in your
recommendations to the Coastal Commission.  It is clear to me that this
application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the
related CEQA case, must be denied.

The impact that this decision will have could very well devastate the very
neighborhoods tourists come here to explore and enjoy.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Murphy
 



From: Windy Buhler
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner, 

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; Tricia Keane; Chris Robertson; lincoln.lee@lacity.org; Anna Ortega; 
kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Re: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 
for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31 unit apartment building to transient occupancy use 
(City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 ...

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 3:47:40 PM

Dear Mr. Rehm, et al:

I'm writing to express my deep concern about Mr. Lambert's application and 
to request that the application for a CDP,  Zone Variance, and Mello Act 
Determination, as well as the related CEQA case, be denied. As you're aware, 
we're in the midst of the worst housing crisis in the history of Los Angeles, 
especially in Venice and the coastal areas. It has come to my attention that 
Lambert requested a change of use for "2 Breeze" aka "Venice Beach Suites" 
from its legal status as a residential apartment building ( long-term tenants) 
to a permanent short-term "transient" rental property, as in a "commercial"  
hotel-like property, and I ask you on behalf of the vanishing neighborhood and 
community, to just say "no" and to properly enforce the laws that are already 
on the books. 

Apparently, "2 Breeze" has operated and continues to operate illegally as a 
short-term rental commercial building, when its existing legal use is as an 
apartment building. The Los Angeles ordinance on conversions of  Residential 
Hotels makes a clear distinction between residential use and tourist 
(transient) use in its definitions. Hence, it is misleading to claim the current 
hotel use remains a "residential" use, when it is a tourist, transient-occupancy 
use, not a residential (primary living unit) use, and I ask your staff to carefully 
examine and make an unbiased determination of how many units qualified 
under the Mello Act before they were used as transient hotel rooms without 
lawful conversion and approval by this Commission.

If approved, this application would set a very bad precedent and allow others 
to continue their illegal short-term rental activity, which has diminished the 
housing market and quality of life for people who live and work in the area, 
and has created a negative impact with over occupancy, health, safety and 
security issues, excessive noise and constant nuisance from increased density. 
Instead of operating lawfully, this change in use will allow Lambert and others 
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in the short-term "hotel" rental business to avoid the requirements of the 
Mello Act, and to unfairly gain economically at the expense of tenants, 
neighbors, legal hotels and motels in the Venice area, and will result in an 
even more drastic, cumulative and adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone 
residential and residential rental markets.

As a concerned neighbor and long-time Venice resident, please take my 
concerns into strong consideration in your determination process and include 
the concerns of all who have spoke against the short-term rental crisis in your 
recommendations to the Coastal Commission. Based on the facts, it should be 
clear, that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act 
Determination, and the related CEQA case, must be denied. Please save our 
community and protect tenants from this abuse.

Thank you for your attention in this matter.

Sincerely, 

Windy Buhler



From: Olmodalco@aol.com
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: re: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E.
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 3:14:18 PM

July 13, 2015
 
RE: Carl Lambert/Venice Breeze Suites: application for Change in Use
from 31-unit apartment into a HOTEL!!!
 
 
Dear Mr. Rehm,
 
I am a furious Venitian!  One of an outraged multitude.  And we
residents of Venice want to know: how much longer must we be
subjected to the demeaning and continuous mayhem caused in our
neighborhoods by the unbridled avarice of investors like Carl Lambert?
 
I have direct experience with this malevolent trend of landlords evicting
tenants from their rent-controlled apartments, then converting the
property into an illegal, de-facto hotel – in a strictly residential zone -- to
make matters worse.  I’m a pensioner, living on a limited income: it took
me nine months to get into a new apartment and, of course, my rent
went up.
 
But you already know the unsavory facts related to these insidious and
metastasizing problems in Venice and elsewhere: the question is, will
you be part of the solution?  Or will you serve as water boy to the
wealthy?  Will you serve the residents in our community?   Or service
those who turn a profit by dishonestly turning affordable housing into
illegitimate hotels and neighborhoods into hovels?
 
In a masterful stroke of low cunning, Mr. Lambert has made all sorts of
fanciful claims in his application to the CCC requesting a Zoning
Variance for a Change of Use regarding the Venice Breeze Suites at 2
East Breeze Avenue, Venice, CA 90291.    I won’t get into all the details
of how and why his application is based on spurious claims – you’ve
been presented with them plenty of times by plenty of concerned
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residents.
 
But it’s worth stating that a myriad of assertions in the application are
untrue or misleading, at best: from claims that what is already an illegal
use of the property – essentially as a hotel – should be re-zoned
because it is unsuitable as a residential property; and far-fetched claims
of available parking; claims that the “hotel” is currently being used for
residential purposes, etc. 
 
If the CCC abdicates their responsibility to the community of Venice and
allows Carl Lambert his so-called “Change in Use,” it will set an
abominable precedent which will sound a death knell for affordable
housing in Venice and her surrounding communities. 
 
Lambert’s cynical request to the CCC for a Zoning Variance for Change
of Use is in fact an extrajudicial Chance for Abuse.  The inch you give
him will serve as an unprecedentedly egregious GREEN LIGHT for
corporate real estate to deploy further destruction – by the mile -- to the
beautiful residents and neighborhoods of Venice. 
 
As a longtime and concerned resident of Venice, I ask that my letter be
added to the recommendations to the Coastal Commission for their
determination process.  And that the CCC VOTE TO DENY Carl
Lambert’s request for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act
Determination. 
 
Thank you,
 
Paul S. Barber
533 ½ Washington Blvd.
Venice, CA 90291



From: Tracy Aldridge
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Subject: Fw: Request to deny Carl Lambert"s Application
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 2:37:20 PM

Dear Mr. Rehm

As a long term resident living on Dudley ave.  A quiet walk street right near Breeze
ave.  I feel giving Mr. Lambert Permission to change his apartment building to short
term rental is adding to the Gentrification of Venice.  People like me are being
pushed out of their neighborhoods.  This is a SOCIAL INJUSTICE and we don't have
anyone looking out for the little guy.  The person who lived in Venice when no one
else would.  Please help us keep our neighborhood.  Set a precedent right NOW you
guys have the power to protect us.  I am free to talk at any time about this issue.  I am
afraid for my own living situation.  I know the my building is already doing airbnb and
they would love to kick me out.  Let my voice be heard!

Sincerely 
Tracy Aldridge
41 dudley ave apt1
Venice, ca 90291

On Sunday, July 12, 2015 8:48 PM, James Adams <jadams828@gmail.com> wrote:

Hello again,

One very important thing I forgot to mention: the CCC must receive your letter by

Monday, July 13th. That's tomorrow...or today, depending on when you read this.
Thank you in advance for the quick turnaround!

- James

On Sun, Jul 12, 2015 at 8:29 PM, James Adams <jadams828@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Venice neighbors and protectors,

Carl Lambert has already removed 106 rent controlled apartments from the scarce
Venice housing market with his unethical and largely illegal de facto hotels. Now he
has applied to legalize his activities with the California Coastal Commission (CCC).
We intend to stop him, if we can.

We need to make sure the CCC knows the truth about Lambert and his property at
2 Breeze, which he has applied to convert into permanent short-term rentals.  

If you'd like to join forces with us, all you need to do is send the letter below to the
emails provided. I strongly encourage you to personalize the letter by beginning the
letter with your own story, thoughts, and feelings about Lambert's activities, and
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deleting whichever preexisting paragraphs you see fit.  

If you have any questions whatsoever, please feel free to contact me by email or
phone. I will be sending my own very pointed letter this evening. Thank you for all
that you do.

Sincerely, 
James Adams

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Director of Communications
Keep Neighborhoods First
www.keepneighborhoodsfirst.com
310.488.3624

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE LETTER:

Date: July12, 2015
 
To: Zach Rehm, Coastal Program Analyst, California Coastal Commission

cc:Dr. Charles Lester, Executive Director, California Coastal Commission
      Jack Ainsworth, Senior Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Steve Hudson, Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Teresa Henry, District Manager, South Coast District Office, California Coastal
Commission:
      Chuck Posner, California Coastal Commission: 
      Al Padilla, Regulatory Permit Supervisor, California Coastal Commission
      Tricia Keane, Planning Director, CD 11
      Chris Robertson, Senior Planner, CD 11
      Lincoln Lee, Chief, Code Enforcement Bureau, LADBS
      Anna Ortega, Director Rent Stabilization Division HCIDLA
      Kevin Keller, Director, Planning and Housing Policy
      Ashley Atkinson, Planning and Housing Specialist
      Deputy Mayor, Economic Development

Re: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave.,
Venice, CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31 unit
apartment building to transient occupancy use (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841
(CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))

Mr. Rehm:

http://www.keepneighborhoodsfirst.com/


 
I write as a resident of Venice to express my concerns about the above application and to request
that the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the related
CEQA case, be denied. 

I am concerned that the Cadillac Hotel is erroneously being used as a precedent in the application
for change of use for the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue from a 31-unit rent-
stabilized apartment building to a hotel. The only precedent is that the hotel was given a variance for
the loading dock and continued hotel operation after the zone was changed, but it was always a
hotel, not apartments.
 
The Cadillac Hotel has, since its establishment in 1927, been a hotel. The oldest available Certificate
of Occupancy issued on September 23, 1966 states that the building is used as a “Four-story Type
III-A, 47’6” x 123’6” Hotel, having 1-Dwelling Unit, 42 Guest Rooms and Three Two-Room
Suites”. This is further evidenced by the fact that none of the units at the Cadillac Hotel (other than
the dwelling unit) were constructed with or have ever contained kitchens.  Although a variance was
issued in 1993 to allow for the continued use of the property after a zoning change was made in the
area, the Cadillac Hotel has always been a legally operating hotel.
 
Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not result
in any reduction in the number of residential units at the property located at 2 E. Breeze
Avenue.  However, this is not possible given that 31 apartments, a residential use, are being
removed from the residential market to be converted to transient occupancy use, which is a
commercial use. This application is for the direct removal of 31 residential dwelling units.  Also, it is
my understanding that there is no existing off-street parking for the subject property, and that no
new parking has been proposed as a part of the application for change of use. While the applicant
claims that the room rates should be considered affordable because other hotels charge for parking
while his parking is "free", in truth free means they have to park on the street or find their own paid
parking elsewhere. Hence, the staff needs to analyze this issue more closely. Moreover, having "no
parking" as an apartment building built in 1930 does not mean that parking is simply ignored and
grandfathered when the use is changed to commercial transient hotel. When a use is changed, the
new use is required to comply with code or obtain a variance for off-site parking, which has not
occurred here. Parking is a huge issue in Venice impacting casual resources.

In Mr. Lambert’s application he alleges that there have been no complaints related to his current use
of the property. However, on January 28, 2013, Masako Shisiko, a neighboring business owner,
emailed his concerns with regard to the lack of parking at the property.  He expressed concern that
the 31 hotel rooms lacked any parking, that guests did not have a place to load and unload their
luggage and were doing so on Speedway (a vehicle corridor, not a loading area), that the project
would affect neighboring businesses, and that a traffic study should be conducted.
 
It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as the Venice Breeze Suites, has
operated and continues to operate illegally as a short-term rental commercial building when its
existing legal use is as an apartment building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites,
LLC,  incurred a citation for the illegal change of use of the property. Instead of complying with the
Code, it has decided to remedy these infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los Angeles
ordinance on conversions of  Residential Hotels makes a clear distinction between residential use
and tourist (transient) use in its definitions, hence it is misleading to claim that the current hotel use
remains a "residential" use. It is a tourist, transient-occupancy use, not a residential (primary living
unit) use. The city merely turned a blind eye and failed to enforce the violations and conversion of
apartments to transient use, and now that more than a year has passed, they have allowed, in their
LAHD Mello Act Determination letter in your file, the applicant to simply inform them that there is only
'"one" residential unit to be kept under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated September 14,
2012, states, "Based on the rental information provided by the owner",  that only one affordable
residential unit exists at the site, and occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry for
financial information. This is clearly a fiction, since the other 30 illegally converted units cannot claim



to be "grandfathered" as transient uses now, due to mere inaction by the city. In legal parlance, the
entire 31 units are still residential apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is based on
the fiction that only one unit is an apartment. Your staff should examine how many units qualified
under the Mello Act before they were used as transient hotel rooms without lawful conversion and
approval by this Commission.
 
If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the numerous other short-term
rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would result in a domino effect of reductions in
the residential rental unit stock from the Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an
“affordable housing crisis”.
 
Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units hinges on
whether the unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of the property requires a site on
or adjacent to the sea.  Here, neither the apartment building use nor the transient occupancy use
is coastal-dependent, and the application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the
current residential use (as an apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello Act
Interim Administrative Procedures, there is a presumption that residential use is feasible because the
site contains an existing residential structure.  This project must conform to both the Mello Act and
Coastal Act requirements, and since the Mello Act does not permit the change of use from
residential to commercial, then the Coastal Commission should deny the request. 
 
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the most profitable use for the
property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to operate the property legally as an apartment
building. If Mr. Lambert desires to be a hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property
that was properly operating as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007,, he
obviously did so knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of operating lawfully,
he has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now wishes to be rewarded for that
misconduct with an change in use that would allow him and others to skirt the requirements of the
Mello Act in order to unfairly gain economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area,
resulting in a significant cumulative adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental
market.
 
I write this letter as a concerned neighbor and Venice resident and ask that it be considered
in your determination process and included in your recommendations to the Coastal Commission.  It
is clear to me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well
as the related CEQA case, must be denied.
 

THE EMAIL RECIPIENTS:

To: zach.rehm@coastal.ca.gov

cc: charles.lester@coastal.ca.gov, john.ainsworth@coastal.ca.gov,
Steve.Hudson@coastal.ca.gov, teresa.henry@coastal.ca.gov, chuck.posner@coastal.ca.gov,
al.padilla@coastal.ca.gov, tricia.keane@lacity.org, chris.robertson@lacity.org, lincoln.lee@lacity.org,
anna.ortega@lacity.org, kevin.keller@lacity.org, ashley.atkinson@lacity.org, kelli.bernard@lacity.org   

bcc: info@keepneighborhoodsfirst.com

THE SUBJECT LINE:

Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice,
CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to
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transient occupancy use (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))

-- 
James Adams

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Director of Communications
Keep Neighborhoods First
www.keepneighborhoodsfirst.com
310.488.3624

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From: William Ballough
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Lambert 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 2:05:44 PM

To: Zach Rehm, Coastal Program Analyst, California Coastal Commission
 
cc:Dr. Charles Lester, Executive Director, California Coastal Commission
      Jack Ainsworth, Senior Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Steve Hudson, Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Teresa Henry, District Manager, South Coast District Office, California Coastal Commission:
      Chuck Posner, California Coastal Commission: 
      Al Padilla, Regulatory Permit Supervisor, California Coastal Commission
      Tricia Keane, Planning Director, CD 11
      Chris Robertson, Senior Planner, CD 11
      Lincoln Lee, Chief, Code Enforcement Bureau, LADBS
      Anna Ortega, Director Rent Stabilization Division HCIDLA
      Kevin Keller, Director, Planning and Housing Policy
      Ashley Atkinson, Planning and Housing Specialist
      Deputy Mayor, Economic Development
 
Re: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice,
CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31 unit apartment building to
transient occupancy use (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))
 Dear Mr. Rehm:
 

Hotels have been previously touted as promoting coastal access.  The same claim is
now being made with respect to short term rentals, and old hotels, both of which have
grossly inadequate parking and deny access to day visitors.  Most guests who stay in coastal
short term rentals and old coastal hotels, are out of state residents who drive here from other
states. Old Los Angeles hotels and short term rentals are not vacation resorts. Staying on or
near the Coast is only a part of the guest’s  vacations and they need their vehicles to visit
non-coastal Los Angeles attractions.

The Coastal Act was not intended to give out of state residents priority over resident
day visitor access to the coast. Out of state visitors, and their frequent local guests, co-opt
day visitor parking. The city parking rules are far too lenient to guarantee that hotel and short
term guests do not diminish or impede day visitor coastal access. The City rules dealing with
guest parking requirements do not take into consideration the frequency of visits by local
residents to hotel and short term accommodations in the Coastal zone which co-opt additional
spaces. The hotel or short term rental which does not generate additional guests, is rare.

 It is not unusual for guests to arrive in several cars, and have visitors who co-opt
additional on-street parking. These visitors are there primarily to socialize. The Coastal Act
does not value in house socialization over the passive coastal activities enjoyed by day
visitors. There is also a parking problem with respect to local hotel and short term rental
guests. Many such accommodations are rented to local groups of people for occasions such
as weddings, class reunions, graduations and other vehicle intensive affairs.       
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From: Carlos Camara
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Ainsworth, John@Coastal; lincoln.lee@lacity.org; Posner, Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal;

tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org;
ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; Lester, Charles@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 2:01:24 PM

Dear Mr. Rehm:
 
I write as a long time resident of Venice to express my concerns about the above application and to
request that the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the
related CEQA case, be denied. 

I have been living at the Waldorf apartments in Venice Beach for the past 12 years. During this time I have been
a part of the diverse creative community that forms our neighborhood. This is our most valuable asset in my
opinion and the reason why people wish to visit and live in Venice Beach. During my time in Venice I have started
a technology company that now employs more than 40 people and I'm very proud to be an active member of our
growing economy. I am also a member of a creative collective based in the neighborhood.  

About two years ago, Lambert Management took over the responsibilities of managing the Waldorf apartments.
Since then, more than half of the 32 long term rental units disclosed in the latest certificate of occupancy have
been converted to short term rental units. To the best of my knowledge, several long term tenants have been
paid off to vacate their apartments and at least one has been evicted. The motivation behind these actions is
purely to maximize profits for the management company. They do not take into account the Venice community in
any meaningful way. In fact, these actions represent a significant force which has been eroding the very
community that gives the property its value. The economics are simple; anyone is willing to pay 5 to 10 times
more per night on vacation than for long term living. The profits however, are leaving our community. In particular,
if I wanted to share my apartment on AirBnB, I would be evicted so that my vacated apartment be offered as a
short term rental by the management company. It is my belief that the responsibility of our community is to serve
those who are a part of it, not those who exploit it.  

Please consider this in your determination process and include it in your recommendations to the Coastal
Commission.  If Carl Lambert is granted the above application, he will have precedence to convert the Waldorf
apartments and further erode our community. Furthermore, it will give impetus to other commercial operations
wishing to convert the already short supply of long term rental units to de facto hotel rooms. It is self evident to
me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the related CEQA
case, must be denied to conserve the Venice community. 

Sincerely,
Carlos Camara
310-592-4861
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From: Elaine Spierer
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner, 

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; Tricia Keane; Chris Robertson; Lincoln Lee; anna.ortega@lacity.org; 
kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: 2 E Breeze, Venice-Carl Lambert Application for Venice Breeze Suites Change of Use
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 1:38:41 PM

Dear Commissioners,

You have Carl Lambert's application before you asking you to consider allowing him 
to change the  legal use of what is, in fact, a 31 unit Apartment Building.  This 
building has been cited for its illegal use as a short-term rental. Unfortunately, as is 
often the case in Venice, more frequently then I like to think about, the City has 
done nothing to enforce their citations. And, this citation effects many and its impact 
is wide and harmful.

This is a professional's  grab to steal housing from what would be as was critically 
needed  apartment stock. It was apartment stock before Mr. Lambert's illegal 
conversion to transient housing.  The 'roque hotels' popping up all over Venice have 
actually devastated our housing stock. They have hit hard those units which were 
actually either rent control stabilized or were within reach of the normal mortal who 
could afford to live and breathe what has become rarefied air.  

Mr. Lambert is well-known to be heavily involved in management and ownership of 
these kinds of properties.  Your approval to what would effectively be a hotel in 
Venice which has no parking, loading area for guests nor meets any of the 
requirements necessary to get a new permit to establish a hotel in Venice. It is a   
burden on the neighborhood's existing housing and shops and what little parking it 
has now.

Please do not reward Mr. Lambert for his illegal operation. It would be a terrible 
precedent. This kind of approval  which he is hoping to get from you will send a loud 
message to the others who are waiting for your approval so they can legalize what 
they too are doing now  and  others planning to do the exact thing.  These units fall 
under the Mello act and any claim otherwise is pure smoke and mirrors.  Before, the 
illegal operation as a short-term-rental destination, it was an apartment building fully  
under the control of the Mello Act requirements.

Please take a stand for Venice's housing availability and its critical housing stock and 
reject the entire application for a change-of-use to transient housing. Because of the 
huge money grab going on now to convert every possible unit to short-term-rentals 
we have already lost 2000 units.

If this keeps up, there will be room at the inn, but not just about anywhere else.

We need you again, to step in and do what the City has not done.  We need you to 
be the steady hand with a history of righteous judgement again in assuring the 
Coastal area is available to all of us--not just those who can pay the big bucks to 
spend a couple of vacation nights here.

Normal housing is being devastated by this new business model in this new so-
called 'sharing economy' promulgated by Wall Street and Silicon Valley. It  shares 
nothing with anyone except the monies it rakes in breaking the law-- it generously 
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shares that  with its investors.

Respectfully,

Elaine Spierer
Venice Resident and Landlord



From: Mike
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 1:26:42 PM

Mr. Rehm:
 
I write as a resident of Venice to express my concerns about the above application and to request that
the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the related CEQA
case, be denied. 

I am concerned that the Cadillac Hotel is erroneously being used as a precedent in the application for
change of use for the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue from a 31-unit rent-
stabilized apartment building to a hotel. The only precedent is that the hotel was given a variance for
the loading dock and continued hotel operation after the zone was changed, but it was always a hotel,
not apartments.
 
The Cadillac Hotel has, since its establishment in 1927, been a hotel. The oldest available Certificate of
Occupancy issued on September 23, 1966 states that the building is used as a “Four-story Type III-A,
47’6” x 123’6” Hotel, having 1-Dwelling Unit, 42 Guest Rooms and Three Two-Room Suites”. This is
further evidenced by the fact that none of the units at the Cadillac Hotel (other than the dwelling
unit) were constructed with or have ever contained kitchens.  Although a variance was issued
in 1993 to allow for the continued use of the property after a zoning change was made in the area, the
Cadillac Hotel has always been a legally operating hotel.
 
Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not result in any reduction
in the number of residential units at the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue.  However, this is
not possible given that 31 apartments, a residential use, are being removed from
the residential market to be converted to transient occupancy use, which is a commercial use.
This application is for the direct removal of 31 residential dwelling units.  Also, it is my understanding
that there is no existing off-street parking for the subject property, and that no new parking has been
proposed as a part of the application for change of use. While the applicant claims that the room rates
should be considered affordable because other hotels charge for parking while his parking is "free", in
truth free means they have to park on the street or find their own paid parking elsewhere. Hence, the
staff needs to analyze this issue more closely. Moreover, having "no parking" as an apartment building
built in 1930 does not mean that parking is simply ignored and grandfathered when the use
is changed to commercial transient hotel. When a use is changed, the new use is required to comply
with code or obtain a variance for off-site parking, which has not occurred here. Parking is a huge
issue in Venice impacting casual resources.

In Mr. Lambert’s application he alleges that there have been no complaints related to his current use of
the property. However, on January 28, 2013, Masako Shisiko, a neighboring business owner, emailed
his concerns with regard to the lack of parking at the property.  He expressed concern that the 31 hotel
rooms lacked any parking, that guests did not have a place to load and unload their luggage and were
doing so on Speedway (a vehicle corridor, not a loading area), that the project would affect neighboring
businesses, and that a traffic study should be conducted.
 
It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as the Venice Breeze Suites, has
operated and continues to operate illegally as a short-term rental commercial building when its existing
legal use is as an apartment building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC,  incurred
a citation for the illegal change of use of the property. Instead of complying with the Code, it has
decided to remedy these infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los Angeles ordinance on
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conversions of  Residential Hotels makes a clear distinction between residential use and tourist
(transient) use in its definitions, hence it is misleading to claim that the current hotel use remains a
"residential" use. It is a tourist, transient-occupancy use, not a residential (primary living unit) use. The
city merely turned a blind eye and failed to enforce the violations and conversion of apartments to
transient use, and now that more than a year has passed, they have allowed, in their LAHD Mello Act
Determination letter in your file, the applicant to simply inform them that there is only '"one" residential
unit to be kept under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated September 14, 2012, states, "Based
on the rental information provided by the owner",  that only one affordable residential unit exists at the
site, and occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry for financial information. This is clearly
a fiction, since the other 30 illegally converted units cannot claim to be "grandfathered" as transient
uses now, due to mere inaction by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 31 units are still residential
apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is based on the fiction that only one unit is an
apartment. Your staff should examine how many units qualified under the Mello Act before they were
used as transient hotel rooms without lawful conversion and approval by this Commission.
 
If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the numerous other short-term
rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would result in a domino effect of reductions in the
residential rental unit stock from the Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable
housing crisis”.
 
Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units hinges on whether
the unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of the property requires a site on or adjacent
to the sea.  Here, neither the apartment building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-
dependent, and the application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current
residential use (as an apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello Act
Interim Administrative Procedures, there is a presumption that residential use is feasible because the
site contains an existing residential structure.  This project must conform to both the Mello Act and
Coastal Act requirements, and since the Mello Act does not permit the change of use from residential
to commercial, then the Coastal Commission should deny the request. 
 
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the most profitable use for the
property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to operate the property legally as an apartment
building. If Mr. Lambert desires to be a hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property
that was properly operating as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007,, he
obviously did so knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of operating lawfully, he
has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now wishes to be rewarded for that misconduct
with an change in use that would allow him and others to skirt the requirements of the Mello Act in
order to unfairly gain economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area, resulting in a
significant cumulative adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.
 
I write this letter as a concerned neighbor and Venice resident and ask that it be considered
in your determination process and included in your recommendations to the Coastal Commission.  It is
clear to me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the
related CEQA case, must be denied.

Thank you,

Mike Chamness
232 3rd, #1
Venice, CA 90291

 



From: ilana marosi
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: APPLICATION FOR 2 BREEZE AVE, VENICE (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 1:09:10 PM

corrections added. Many thanks,
Judy

-----Original Message-----
From: ilana marosi <ilanam18@yahoo.com>
To: Judy Goldman <jrgposte@aol.com>
Sent: Mon, Jul 13, 2015 12:48 pm
Subject: proof please asap

 
Re: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E.

Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an

existing 31 unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City Planning

Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))

Mr. Rehm,
 
I am very alarmed by the above application and request that you DENY the request
for CDP, Zone Variance and e Mello Act Determination, as well as the related CEQA
case. 

I am a resident of Venice for 15 years now, having moved from 8000 miles around the
globe to be a part of this diverse, creative and vibrant residential community.  The
community and thus the city, and state, have benefitted tremendously from the supply
of affordable and rent stabilized residential units to house our wonderful community.
The fact that the this operator removed 31 residential units stealthily from the rental
market, to unlawfully convert them to a commercial hotel operation, goes against
what I believe the spirit Venice is about, and against what I know the spirit of our laws
are about.  I also understand that Carl Lambert, the operator is responsible for similar
shenanigans on several other Venice properties, resulting in a total loss of 106
precious residential units.

The city of Los Angeles struggles daily with a dearth of affordable and low income
housing, much of which is suffered by the residents of Venice.  Many long term
Venetians who make up the fabric of our "jewel in the crown of the California
Coast"  are being turfed out for the sake of a commercial operator making a quick and
hefty buck.  It is unconscionable to think that OUR Coastal Commission, who we look
to to protect our jewel in the crown, Venice, would usher through such activities.  Mr
Lambert does not provide affordable housing here at 2 Breeze or at any of his other
locations.  He has been operating this establishment, and his other RESIDENTIAL as
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a COMMERCIAL SHORT-TERM operation which are illegal in the city of LA.  His
"hotel" provides ZERO parking in the Coastal zone, and ZERO loading and delivery
access. Isn't there a certain parking requirement with a change of use, in the Coastal
Act?

I find it very alarming and unacceptable that someone, as Mr Lambert has done in this
case, can purchase a RESIDENTIAL apartment building, then illegally convert it to
TRANSIENT HOTEL use, and get rewarded for his misconduct.  A change of use is
not warranted in this case because Mr Lambert skirted the Mello Act requirements, in
order to unfairly gain economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area,
resulting in a significant cumulative adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone
residential rental market.

If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the
numerous other short-term rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would
result in a domino effect of reductions in the residential rental unit stock from the
Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable housing crisis”.  I
have seen this happen in the worst possible way over the past several years in
Venice, and I fear that permitting this would result in a complete decimation of
housing stock, including my own, to be replaced only by a transient tourist
commercial ventures.  It's a very ugly prospect indeed!  I fear that the character of
Venice we know and love, and that you are charged with preserving and protecting
will soon be extinct. 

It is clear to me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act
Determination, as well as the related CEQA case, must be denied.  Thank you.

Ilana Marosi,
Venice Stakeholder

 



From: Sarah Norman
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 9:39:16 AM

Date: July 13, 2015
 
To: Zach Rehm, Coastal Program Analyst, California Coastal Commission

cc:Dr. Charles Lester, Executive Director, California Coastal Commission
      Jack Ainsworth, Senior Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Steve Hudson, Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission
      Teresa Henry, District Manager, South Coast District Office, California Coastal
Commission:
      Chuck Posner, California Coastal Commission: 
      Al Padilla, Regulatory Permit Supervisor, California Coastal Commission
      Tricia Keane, Planning Director, CD 11
      Chris Robertson, Senior Planner, CD 11
      Lincoln Lee, Chief, Code Enforcement Bureau, LADBS
      Anna Ortega, Director Rent Stabilization Division HCIDLA
      Kevin Keller, Director, Planning and Housing Policy
      Ashley Atkinson, Planning and Housing Specialist
      Deputy Mayor, Economic Development

Re: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice,
CA 90291 for Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31 unit apartment building to
transient occupancy use (City Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP) (CU) (ZV) (MEL))

Mr. Rehm:
 
I write as a resident of Venice to express my concerns about the above application and to request that
the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the related CEQA
case, be denied. 

I am concerned that the Cadillac Hotel is erroneously being used as a precedent in the application for
change of use for the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue from a 31-unit rent-
stabilized apartment building to a hotel. The only precedent is that the hotel was given a variance for
the loading dock and continued hotel operation after the zone was changed, but it was always a hotel,
not apartments.
 
The Cadillac Hotel has, since its establishment in 1927, been a hotel. The oldest available Certificate of
Occupancy issued on September 23, 1966 states that the building is used as a “Four-story Type III-A,
47’6” x 123’6” Hotel, having 1-Dwelling Unit, 42 Guest Rooms and Three Two-Room Suites”. This is
further evidenced by the fact that none of the units at the Cadillac Hotel (other than the dwelling
unit) were constructed with or have ever contained kitchens.  Although a variance was issued
in 1993 to allow for the continued use of the property after a zoning change was made in the area, the
Cadillac Hotel has always been a legally operating hotel.
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Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not result in any reduction
in the number of residential units at the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue.  However, this is
not possible given that 31 apartments, a residential use, are being removed from
the residential market to be converted to transient occupancy use, which is a commercial use.
This application is for the direct removal of 31 residential dwelling units.  Also, it is my understanding
that there is no existing off-street parking for the subject property, and that no new parking has been
proposed as a part of the application for change of use. While the applicant claims that the room rates
should be considered affordable because other hotels charge for parking while his parking is "free", in
truth free means they have to park on the street or find their own paid parking elsewhere. Hence, the
staff needs to analyze this issue more closely. Moreover, having "no parking" as an apartment building
built in 1930 does not mean that parking is simply ignored and grandfathered when the use
is changed to commercial transient hotel. When a use is changed, the new use is required to comply
with code or obtain a variance for off-site parking, which has not occurred here. Parking is a huge
issue in Venice impacting casual resources.

In Mr. Lambert’s application he alleges that there have been no complaints related to his current use of
the property. However, on January 28, 2013, Masako Shisiko, a neighboring business owner, emailed
his concerns with regard to the lack of parking at the property.  He expressed concern that the 31 hotel
rooms lacked any parking, that guests did not have a place to load and unload their luggage and were
doing so on Speedway (a vehicle corridor, not a loading area), that the project would affect neighboring
businesses, and that a traffic study should be conducted.
 
It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as the Venice Breeze Suites, has
operated and continues to operate illegally as a short-term rental commercial building when its existing
legal use is as an apartment building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC,  incurred
a citation for the illegal change of use of the property. Instead of complying with the Code, it has
decided to remedy these infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los Angeles ordinance on
conversions of  Residential Hotels makes a clear distinction between residential use and tourist
(transient) use in its definitions, hence it is misleading to claim that the current hotel use remains a
"residential" use. It is a tourist, transient-occupancy use, not a residential (primary living unit) use. The
city merely turned a blind eye and failed to enforce the violations and conversion of apartments to
transient use, and now that more than a year has passed, they have allowed, in their LAHD Mello Act
Determination letter in your file, the applicant to simply inform them that there is only '"one" residential
unit to be kept under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated September 14, 2012, states, "Based
on the rental information provided by the owner",  that only one affordable residential unit exists at the
site, and occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry for financial information. This is clearly
a fiction, since the other 30 illegally converted units cannot claim to be "grandfathered" as transient
uses now, due to mere inaction by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 31 units are still residential
apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is based on the fiction that only one unit is an
apartment. Your staff should examine how many units qualified under the Mello Act before they were
used as transient hotel rooms without lawful conversion and approval by this Commission.
 
If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the numerous other short-term
rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would result in a domino effect of reductions in the
residential rental unit stock from the Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable
housing crisis”.
 
Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units hinges on whether
the unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of the property requires a site on or adjacent
to the sea.  Here, neither the apartment building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-
dependent, and the application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current
residential use (as an apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello Act
Interim Administrative Procedures, there is a presumption that residential use is feasible because the
site contains an existing residential structure.  This project must conform to both the Mello Act and
Coastal Act requirements, and since the Mello Act does not permit the change of use from residential
to commercial, then the Coastal Commission should deny the request. 



 
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the most profitable use for the
property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to operate the property legally as an apartment
building. If Mr. Lambert desires to be a hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property
that was properly operating as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007,, he
obviously did so knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of operating lawfully, he
has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now wishes to be rewarded for that misconduct
with an change in use that would allow him and others to skirt the requirements of the Mello Act in
order to unfairly gain economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area, resulting in a
significant cumulative adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.
 
I write this letter as a concerned neighbor and Venice resident and ask that it be considered
in your determination process and included in your recommendations to the Coastal Commission.  It is
clear to me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the
related CEQA case, must be denied.

Sincerely,

Sarah Norman



From: Heidi
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner, 

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org; 
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for 
Zoning Variance for Change in Use

Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 9:28:41 AM

Mr. Rehm:
 
I am  a resident of Venice writing to express my concerns about the above application 
and to request that the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act 
Determination, as well as the related CEQA case, be denied. 

I am concerned that the Cadillac Hotel is erroneously being used as a precedent in 
the application for change of use for the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue from 
a 31-unit rent-stabilized apartment building to a hotel. The only precedent is that the 
hotel was given a variance for the loading dock and continued hotel operation after 
the zone was changed, but it was always a hotel, not apartments.
 
The Cadillac Hotel has, since its establishment in 1927, been a hotel. The oldest 
available Certificate of Occupancy issued on September 23, 1966 states that the 
building is used as a “Four-story Type III-A, 47’6” x 123’6” Hotel, having 1-Dwelling 
Unit, 42 Guest Rooms and Three Two-Room Suites”. This is further evidenced by the 
fact that none of the units at the Cadillac Hotel (other than the dwelling unit) were 
constructed with or have ever contained kitchens.  Although a variance was issued in 
1993 to allow for the continued use of the property after a zoning change was made 
in the area, the Cadillac Hotel has always been a legally operating hotel.
 
Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not 
result in any reduction in the number of residential units at the property located at 2 E. 
Breeze Avenue.  However, this is not possible given that 31 apartments, a residential 
use, are being removed from the residential market to be converted to transient 
occupancy use, which is a commercial use. This application is for the direct removal 
of 31 residential dwelling units.  Also, it is my understanding that there is no existing 
off-street parking for the subject property, and that no new parking has been 
proposed as a part of the application for change of use. While the applicant claims 
that the room rates should be considered affordable because other hotels charge for 
parking while his parking is "free", in truth free means they have to park on the street 
or find their own paid parking elsewhere. Hence, the staff needs to analyze this issue 
more closely. Moreover, having "no parking" as an apartment building built in 1930 
does not mean that parking is simply ignored and grandfathered when the use is 
changed to commercial transient hotel. When a use is changed, the new use is 
required to comply with code or obtain a variance for off-site parking, which has not 
occurred here. Parking is a huge issue in Venice impacting casual resources.

In Mr. Lambert’s application he alleges that there have been no complaints related to 
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his current use of the property. However, on January 28, 2013, Masako Shisiko, a 
neighboring business owner, emailed his concerns with regard to the lack of parking 
at the property.  He expressed concern that the 31 hotel rooms lacked any parking, 
that guests did not have a place to load and unload their luggage and were doing so 
on Speedway (a vehicle corridor, not a loading area), that the project would affect 
neighboring businesses, and that a traffic study should be conducted. I too have been 
extremely negatively effected by Air BnB occupants in my appt building, that my 
landlords think they can directly lease to, with these appts as their example. Most 
recently my car was towed from my parking space to allow a 3 day resident to take 
it's place.
 
It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as the Venice Breeze 
Suites, has operated and continues to operate illegally as a short-term rental 
commercial building when its existing legal use is as an apartment building. The 
property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC,  incurred a citation for the illegal change 
of use of the property. Instead of complying with the Code, it has decided to remedy 
these infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los Angeles ordinance on 
conversions of  Residential Hotels makes a clear distinction between residential use 
and tourist (transient) use in its definitions, hence it is misleading to claim that the 
current hotel use remains a "residential" use. It is a tourist, transient-occupancy use, 
not a residential (primary living unit) use. The city merely turned a blind eye and failed 
to enforce the violations and conversion of apartments to transient use, and now that 
more than a year has passed, they have allowed, in their LAHD Mello Act 
Determination letter in your file, the applicant to simply inform them that there is only 
'"one" residential unit to be kept under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated 
September 14, 2012, states, "Based on the rental information provided by the 
owner",  that only one affordable residential unit exists at the site, and occupants of 
other units failed to respond to the inquiry for financial information. This is clearly a 
fiction, since the other 30 illegally converted units cannot claim to be "grandfathered" 
as transient uses now, due to mere inaction by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 
31 units are still residential apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is 
based on the fiction that only one unit is an apartment. Your staff should examine how 
many units qualified under the Mello Act before they were used as transient hotel 
rooms without lawful conversion and approval by this Commission.
 
If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the numerous 
other short-term rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would result in a 
domino effect of reductions in the residential rental unit stock from the Venice area in 
the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable housing crisis”.
 
Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units 
hinges on whether the unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of the 
property requires a site on or adjacent to the sea.  Here, neither the apartment 
building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-dependent, and the 
application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current 
residential use (as an apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello 
Act Interim Administrative Procedures, there is a presumption that residential use is 
feasible because the site contains an existing residential structure.  This project must 



conform to both the Mello Act and Coastal Act requirements, and since the Mello Act 
does not permit the change of use from residential to commercial, then the Coastal 
Commission should deny the request. 
 
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the most 
profitable use for the property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to operate 
the property legally as an apartment building. If Mr. Lambert desires to be a hotel 
owner, he should be advised to purchase property that was properly operating as a 
hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007,, he obviously did so 
knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of operating lawfully, he 
has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now wishes to be rewarded for 
that misconduct with an change in use that would allow him and others to skirt the 
requirements of the Mello Act in order to unfairly gain economically at the expense of 
tenants in the Venice area, resulting in a significant cumulative adverse impact to the 
Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.
 
I write this letter as a concerned neighbor and Venice resident and ask that it be 
considered in your determination process and included in your recommendations to 
the Coastal Commission.  It is clear to me that this application for a CDP, Zone 
Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the related CEQA case, must be 
denied.
 
Heidi and Harley Lawden
Dudley Avenue



From: cwilli7269@aol.com
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Sunday, July 12, 2015 11:35:57 PM

To Mr Zach Rehim

The Cadillac HoteI  is a  great historical monument in the city of Venice. To know that it no longer will
house people who would like to live near the wonderful Venice Boardwalk and to enjoy the great
Venice Boardwalk is sade. I write to you  as a resident of Venice to express my concerns about the
above application and to request that the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act
Determination, as well as the related CEQA case, be denied. 

I am concerned that the Cadillac Hotel is bougsly  being used as a precedent in the application for
change of use for the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue from a 31-unit rent-
stabilized apartment building to a 'hotel' used for Air BNB. The only precedent is that the hotel was
given a variance for the loading dock and continued hotel operation after the zone was changed, but it
was always a hotel, not apartments.
 
The Cadillac Hotel has, since its establishment in 1927, been a hotel. The oldest available Certificate of
Occupancy issued on September 23, 1966 states that the building is used as a “Four-story Type III-A,
47’6” x 123’6” Hotel, having 1-Dwelling Unit, 42 Guest Rooms and Three Two-Room Suites”. This is
further evidenced by the fact that none of the units at the Cadillac Hotel (other than the dwelling
unit) were constructed with or have ever contained kitchens.  Although a variance was issued
in 1993 to allow for the continued use of the property after a zoning change was made in the area, the
Cadillac Hotel has always been a legally operating hotel.
 
Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not result in any reduction
in the number of residential units at the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue.  However, this is
not possible given that 31 apartments, a residential use, are being removed from
the residential market to be converted to transient occupancy use, which is a commercial use.
This application is for the direct removal of 31 residential dwelling units.  Also, it is my understanding
that there is no existing off-street parking for the subject property, and that no new parking has been
proposed as a part of the application for change of use. While the applicant claims that the room rates
should be considered affordable because other hotels charge for parking while his parking is "free", in
truth free means they have to park on the street or find their own paid parking elsewhere. Hence, the
staff needs to analyze this issue more closely. Moreover, having "no parking" as an apartment building
built in 1930 does not mean that parking is simply ignored and grandfathered when the use
is changed to commercial transient hotel. When a use is changed, the new use is required to comply
with code or obtain a variance for off-site parking, which has not occurred here. Parking is a huge
issue in Venice impacting casual resources.

In Mr. Lambert’s application he alleges that there have been no complaints related to his current use of
the property. However, on January 28, 2013, Masako Shisiko, a neighboring business owner, emailed
his concerns with regard to the lack of parking at the property.  He expressed concern that the 31 hotel
rooms lacked any parking, that guests did not have a place to load and unload their luggage and were
doing so on Speedway (a vehicle corridor, not a loading area), that the project would affect neighboring
businesses, and that a traffic study should be conducted.
 
It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as the Venice Breeze Suites, has
operated and continues to operate illegally as a short-term rental commercial building when its existing
legal use is as an apartment building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC,  incurred
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a citation for the illegal change of use of the property. Instead of complying with the Code, it has
decided to remedy these infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los Angeles ordinance on
conversions of  Residential Hotels makes a clear distinction between residential use and tourist
(transient) use in its definitions, hence it is misleading to claim that the current hotel use remains a
"residential" use. It is a tourist, transient-occupancy use, not a residential (primary living unit) use. The
city merely turned a blind eye and failed to enforce the violations and conversion of apartments to
transient use, and now that more than a year has passed, they have allowed, in their LAHD Mello Act
Determination letter in your file, the applicant to simply inform them that there is only '"one" residential
unit to be kept under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated September 14, 2012, states, "Based
on the rental information provided by the owner",  that only one affordable residential unit exists at the
site, and occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry for financial information. This is clearly
a fiction, since the other 30 illegally converted units cannot claim to be "grandfathered" as transient
uses now, due to mere inaction by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 31 units are still residential
apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is based on the fiction that only one unit is an
apartment. Your staff should examine how many units qualified under the Mello Act before they were
used as transient hotel rooms without lawful conversion and approval by this Commission.
 
If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the numerous other short-term
rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would result in a domino effect of reductions in the
residential rental unit stock from the Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable
housing crisis”.
 
Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units hinges on whether
the unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of the property requires a site on or adjacent
to the sea.  Here, neither the apartment building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-
dependent, and the application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current
residential use (as an apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello Act
Interim Administrative Procedures, there is a presumption that residential use is feasible because the
site contains an existing residential structure.  This project must conform to both the Mello Act and
Coastal Act requirements, and since the Mello Act does not permit the change of use from residential
to commercial, then the Coastal Commission should deny the request. 
 
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the most profitable use for the
property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to operate the property legally as an apartment
building. If Mr. Lambert desires to be a hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property
that was properly operating as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007,, he
obviously did so knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of operating lawfully, he
has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now wishes to be rewarded for that misconduct
with an change in use that would allow him and others to skirt the requirements of the Mello Act in
order to unfairly gain economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area, resulting in a
significant cumulative adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.
 
I write this letter as a concerned neighbor and Venice resident and ask that it be considered
in your determination process and included in your recommendations to the Coastal Commission.  It is
clear to me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the
related CEQA case, must be denied.
 

 Laddie Williams 
310-908-7174cell

https://mail.aol.com/IM/?sn=cwilli7269&locale=en_US&pd=0


From: Stephanie Tatro
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (CDP...

Date: Sunday, July 12, 2015 9:22:05 PM

Mr. Rehm:
 
I am writing as an area resident and local social worker express my concerns about the above
application and to request that the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act
Determination, as well as the related CEQA case, be denied. 

I am concerned that  the increasing disappearance of rent-stabilized units in Los Angeles are causing
the increase in marginally housed, and ultimately the 12% increase in homelessness that we have
observed in the last two years. It is important that every opportunity to preserve rent stabilized units is
taken and that projects which jeopardize the stabilization of the local rental market and the character of
a neighborhood are blocked. Short term rentals have not only contributed to out of control cost of
housing in Venice and throughout Los Angeles, but have also resulted in the loss of the neighborhood
culture. Especially given Vencie's unique character, it is important to preserve its diversity and integrity
of the community. 

I am concerned that the Cadillac Hotel is erroneously being used as a precedent in the application for
change of use for the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue from a 31-unit rent-
stabilized apartment building to a hotel. The only precedent is that the hotel was given a variance for
the loading dock and continued hotel operation after the zone was changed, but it was always a hotel,
not apartments.
 
The Cadillac Hotel has, since its establishment in 1927, been a hotel. The oldest available Certificate of
Occupancy issued on September 23, 1966 states that the building is used as a “Four-story Type III-A,
47’6” x 123’6” Hotel, having 1-Dwelling Unit, 42 Guest Rooms and Three Two-Room Suites”. This is
further evidenced by the fact that none of the units at the Cadillac Hotel (other than the dwelling
unit) were constructed with or have ever contained kitchens.  Although a variance was issued
in 1993 to allow for the continued use of the property after a zoning change was made in the area, the
Cadillac Hotel has always been a legally operating hotel.
 
Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not result in any reduction
in the number of residential units at the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue.  However, this is
not possible given that 31 apartments, a residential use, are being removed from
the residential market to be converted to transient occupancy use, which is a commercial use.
This application is for the direct removal of 31 residential dwelling units. 
Los Angeles and Venice are in a housing crisis! We cannot afford to lose these 31 units from the rental
market!

It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as the Venice Breeze Suites, has
operated and continues to operate illegally as a short-term rental commercial building when its existing
legal use is as an apartment building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC,  incurred
a citation for the illegal change of use of the property. Instead of complying with the Code, it has
decided to remedy these infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los Angeles ordinance on
conversions of  Residential Hotels makes a clear distinction between residential use and tourist
(transient) use in its definitions, hence it is misleading to claim that the current hotel use remains a
"residential" use. It is a tourist, transient-occupancy use, not a residential (primary living unit) use. The
city merely turned a blind eye and failed to enforce the violations and conversion of apartments to
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transient use, and now that more than a year has passed, they have allowed, in their LAHD Mello Act
Determination letter in your file, the applicant to simply inform them that there is only '"one" residential
unit to be kept under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD dated September 14, 2012, states, "Based
on the rental information provided by the owner",  that only one affordable residential unit exists at the
site, and occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry for financial information. This is clearly
a fiction, since the other 30 illegally converted units cannot claim to be "grandfathered" as transient
uses now, due to mere inaction by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 31 units are still residential
apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is based on the fiction that only one unit is an
apartment. Your staff should examine how many units qualified under the Mello Act before they were
used as transient hotel rooms without lawful conversion and approval by this Commission.
 
If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the numerous other short-term
rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would result in a domino effect of reductions in the
residential rental unit stock from the Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable
housing crisis”.
 
Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units hinges on whether
the unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of the property requires a site on or adjacent
to the sea.  Here, neither the apartment building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-
dependent, and the application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current
residential use (as an apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello Act
Interim Administrative Procedures, there is a presumption that residential use is feasible because the
site contains an existing residential structure.  This project must conform to both the Mello Act and
Coastal Act requirements, and since the Mello Act does not permit the change of use from residential
to commercial, then the Coastal Commission should deny the request. 
 
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the most profitable use for the
property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to operate the property legally as an apartment
building. If Mr. Lambert desires to be a hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property
that was properly operating as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007,, he
obviously did so knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of operating lawfully, he
has continuously operated in an illegal manner, and now wishes to be rewarded for that misconduct
with an change in use that would allow him and others to skirt the requirements of the Mello Act in
order to unfairly gain economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area, resulting in a
significant cumulative adverse impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.
 
I write this letter as a concerned neighbor and Venice resident and ask that it be considered
in your determination process and included in your recommendations to the Coastal Commission.  It is
clear to me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the
related CEQA case, must be denied.

 
Stephanie Tatro, MSW



From: Garvey, Richard
To: Rehm, Zach@Coastal
Cc: Lester, Charles@Coastal; Ainsworth, John@Coastal; Hudson, Steve@Coastal; Henry, Teresa@Coastal; Posner,

Chuck@Coastal; Padilla, Al@Coastal; tricia.keane@lacity.org; chris.robertson@lacity.org; lincoln.lee@lacity.org;
anna.ortega@lacity.org; kevin.keller@lacity.org; ashley.atkinson@lacity.org; kelli.bernard@lacity.org

Subject: Deny Application by Carl Lambert of Venice Breeze Suites, LLC, as owner of 2 E. Breeze Ave., Venice, CA 90291 for
Zoning Variance for Change in Use from an existing 31-unit apartment building to transient occupancy use (City
Planning Case: ZA-2012-2841 (C

Date: Sunday, July 12, 2015 8:49:24 PM

Mr. Rehm:
 
I am writing you as a resident of Venice to express my concerns about the above application and to request
that the application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the related CEQA
case, be denied. 
 
I have lived in Venice since 1995 and have witnessed the recent tactic of landlords taking apartments off the
rental market in favor of using them for short term rentals.  As you probably know many communities
including Santa Monica have started to enact legislation to stop this trend.  I am seeing it all over Venice
and it needs to stop.
 
Mr. Lambert’s application contends that an approval of his change of use will not result in any reduction in
the number of residential units at the property located at 2 E. Breeze Avenue.  However, this is
not possible given that 31 apartments, a residential use, are being removed from the residential market to be
converted to transient occupancy use, which is a commercial use. This application is for the direct removal
of 31 residential dwelling units.  Also, it is my understanding that there is no existing off-street parking for
the subject property, and that no new parking has been proposed as a part of the application for change of
use. While the applicant claims that the room rates should be considered affordable because other hotels
charge for parking while his parking is "free", in truth free means they have to park on the street or find their
own paid parking elsewhere. Hence, the staff needs to analyze this issue more closely. Moreover, having
"no parking" as an apartment building built in 1930 does not mean that parking is simply ignored and
grandfathered when the use is changed to commercial transient hotel. When a use is changed, the new use
is required to comply with code or obtain a variance for off-site parking, which has not occurred here.
Parking is a huge issue in Venice impacting casual resources.
 
In Mr. Lambert’s application he alleges that there have been no complaints related to his current use of the
property. However, on January 28, 2013, Masako Shisiko, a neighboring business owner, emailed his
concerns with regard to the lack of parking at the property.  He expressed concern that the 31 hotel rooms
lacked any parking, that guests did not have a place to load and unload their luggage and were doing so on
Speedway (a vehicle corridor, not a loading area), that the project would affect neighboring businesses, and
that a traffic study should be conducted.
 
It is important to note that the building at 2 Breeze, known as the Venice Breeze Suites, has operated and
continues to operate illegally as a short-term rental commercial building when its existing legal use is as an
apartment building. The property owner, Venice Breeze Suites, LLC,  incurred a citation for the illegal
change of use of the property. Instead of complying with the Code, it has decided to remedy
these infractions by applying for a change of use. The Los Angeles ordinance on conversions of  Residential
Hotels makes a clear distinction between residential use and tourist (transient) use in its definitions, hence it
is misleading to claim that the current hotel use remains a "residential" use. It is a tourist, transient-
occupancy use, not a residential (primary living unit) use. The city merely turned a blind eye and failed to
enforce the violations and conversion of apartments to transient use, and now that more than a year has
passed, they have allowed, in their LAHD Mello Act Determination letter in your file, the applicant to simply
inform them that there is only '"one" residential unit to be kept under the Mello Act. The letter from LAHD
dated September 14, 2012, states, "Based on the rental information provided by the owner",  that only one
affordable residential unit exists at the site, and occupants of other units failed to respond to the inquiry for
financial information. This is clearly a fiction, since the other 30 illegally converted units cannot claim to be
"grandfathered" as transient uses now, due to mere inaction by the city. In legal parlance, the entire 31 units
are still residential apartments and the city's grant of Mello Act clearance is based on the fiction that only
one unit is an apartment. Your staff should examine how many units qualified under the Mello
Act before they were used as transient hotel rooms without lawful conversion and approval by this
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Commission.
 
If granted, this change in use would set a dangerous precedent for the numerous other short-term
rental properties operating illegally in the area. This would result in a domino effect of reductions in the
residential rental unit stock from the Venice area in the midst of what has been deemed an “affordable
housing crisis”.
 
Pursuant to the Mello Act, the conversion of residential units to non-residential units hinges on whether the
unit is “coastal-dependent”, meaning that the function of the property requires a site on or adjacent to the
sea.  Here, neither the apartment building use nor the transient occupancy use is coastal-dependent, and
the application admits this fact.  Further, the applicant must prove that the current residential use (as an
apartment building) is infeasible.  In this case, as per the Mello Act Interim Administrative Procedures, there
is a presumption that residential use is feasible because the site contains an existing residential
structure.  This project must conform to both the Mello Act and Coastal Act requirements, and since the
Mello Act does not permit the change of use from residential to commercial, then the Coastal Commission
should deny the request. 
 
Although operating the property as an apartment building may not be the most profitable use for the
property, the fact remains that it is absolutely feasible to operate the property legally as an apartment
building. If Mr. Lambert desires to be a hotel owner, he should be advised to purchase property that was
properly operating as a hotel. When Mr. Lambert purchased this property in 2007,, he obviously did so
knowing that the property was an apartment building. Instead of operating lawfully, he has continuously
operated in an illegal manner, and now wishes to be rewarded for that misconduct with an change in use
that would allow him and others to skirt the requirements of the Mello Act in order to unfairly gain
economically at the expense of tenants in the Venice area, resulting in a significant cumulative adverse
impact to the Venice Coastal Zone residential rental market.
 
I write this letter as a concerned neighbor and Venice resident and ask that it be considered
in your determination process and included in your recommendations to the Coastal Commission.  It is clear
to me that this application for a CDP, Zone Variance, and Mello Act Determination, as well as the related
CEQA case, must be denied.
 
Thanks for your consideration,
 
Rick Garvey
Venice, CA
 
 
 

__________________________________________________________________________

This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and
may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies
of the original message.
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--Los Angeles 

Date: 

To: 

From: 

Re: 

HOUSING SERVICES DIVISION - OCCUPANCY MONITORING UNIT 

u:A:~\jment 
1200 West 7th Streei 9th Floor. Los Angeles, CA 90017 

tel 213.808.8806 I fax 213.808.8965 

lahd.lacity.org 

Mello Determination Memorandum 

July 6, 2010 

Susan Palmas, Los Angeles Department of City Planning 

Suzette Flynn, Los Angeles Housing Department 

1047-1051 Abbot Kinney Blvd, Venice, CA 90~ 

Declaration of Absence of Affordable Units 

Antonio R. VIDaralgosa, Mayor 

Douglas Guthrie. General Manager 

Based upon the information submitted by the owner, it has been determined that no affordable 
units are currently available at: 

1047-1051 Abbot Kinney Blvd, Venice, CA 90291 

The project is exempt from the requirement to provide affordable replacement units because the 
property has been used as a day care center since 2004, and there are currently no units being 
used for residential purposes. 

cc: Los Angeles Housing Department File 
Loren Perry, Owner representative 
Andrea Luquetta, Western Center on Law and Poverty, Inc. 
Susanne Browne, Legal Aid Foundation of L.A. 

An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer 
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COMMERCIAL LEASE 

1. Piirii'!en. This Lease,; dated iw of April 2), 2004, iii made by !md betwell:lfi~ I rJ2 
~lllRllJ!ilwd, .Hw..BN' LOREN ZINK ("Lll11oor"') :rmd JOELL!! DUMAS, 111. '11iogk: w~, db1111 Ecole " 
Ch.rirefbntain.e (" LeissU"). 

2. ~ Lesscr hereby I~ to ~ec.. and Lcmlee ~from LeUOO", fo1' the tmin .1md 
~ ~u oft~ (OOditicms Bet fi'Jrth hnu, that CCl'tllm rql property situated in Los Augelc.s Cou:Gl)'s 

C11lifomia_(;~niy bown m lM,._1051 Abbott Kimey Bculevmd, \P~e. Calli'om.i"-~~with 
a11 improveirientl! therein (the '•Premises''). 

:3. Tienn.. The mi.~l Tc:rm. of tbi:ll LeMe 11haD. be fim tea (10) ~~cm~ 1, 
2004, mod end.mg on May 31, 20141 uuk.811 earlier t~ ~t to my provitioa ~o.(. Lcmiee 
i:dmlt have the optima oftemtlnlllltmg the lemc without remaining ob~ioo (except as ~provided 
herein)~ givimg L~ noti~ of~ to ~ste oo er befure Jm\e 30. 2004. effective J\\ly l, 
2004. u~ 110 el~ to~ ~e mil~ all l!INscd mnoonts .t"Wl!Wlmg en J..aaeie'11 

deposit Rt the rime ohermination as Uqwd!ited dam111p. 

4. .R~t.. ~ce shall pay ro Lenor as «mt fo{ the Premisee a l'Dmlthly payment, &11 set 
fl!'lltb below, oo the ~ day o{ eldl tillOUtb of the tenn ~of, MI' pro..rnta im:moonft hsa<!!d upoo. ay lei.i8et 
number of dayu 1ppl~sbfo to the l.e1lsc for that month. 

First Yeu: 
Second: 
'.fbmi~Fourth: 
Piftb-S~tb~ 
Ei.gbth-Teoth: 

s 8,000 
$ 81SOO 
$ 9,500 
$10t000 
$11,000 

.$_ t'ripl1t N111tLWA1ii11:. Ltfl.OOf suU rooavc:: ~reot $d furtb m ~~h 4 ~ ~d el~ of 
suy im~tiMB. t~ ff~~ or ~peiii!le'S Ohf'.l.Y i11&tme W~~ in «moodion with the 
O\'m~ imd opcn;1tiC11U ofa"h~ Premi&a- ;L~ timely $MU pay al i:mposi~ ~1 pMpaty ~ 

_., ~~mes, in~l:le ~' QtiUty ~ aml soy other such ex,~ whicl! &rl$e ander ny 
~oo of this 11..asc ~the TC!'Rl.. Suell! items ~1 consU~ add.it!.~! fellt, aDd upon L~e's 
fWure to~ any of same.~ ghat( have the~ ri.ghw ad ~es u oth~re ~ed ha'cin 
for the fuitme I() pay n:nt. l..e$$0f mamll re~e L~ pro n~ to the ~t tJW ;my hlitt!il paid hy 
LC!'>!!te are fm imy period cf rime prilX to or atOOr the eKPkaticm of dle Tcmll. of~ l.ea!illl. 

6. DepO!illb' qdl Seto.~. Ll:!IROOI.' llha!B, 'ii!POO futl execution of this ~e, Pl!!Y to Loooor :11 

~ty deposit of $61),(100 by cmer' $ cheek. !f 11 u\'lt{ee of~ati,on ~ 8i~ SIS pi:Nided iJm 
p~ph 3, the ei:itm depo:rit shaU be~ by Lesiror M Uq_uldatcd ~~-

:Oll!."1l!MI le&1~e oil" ·I-
1-0>4~·11'1:5\ A!>l>otl Kiniley, V"niit:.I:! lit3 
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7. Compliance With Law. L.eHor mllbs no wananties or representations as lo the 
st&.te of. tbc Premises. If, b~, it i.s detennincd by my ~IJWlttal entity during du:; Tenn ti.lat the 
Premices.:, wll1\011t reglrd to the uge being made by the Les&ee, violates any ccvenants or resttictions o.f 
record, or aoy applicable building code, tcgulaliou or ordinance theu ill eft'ect on the Lease 
oomt9cocement d.ie., them. cithe:t (i) ~ shaft at bis eole cost and expeme, rectify any such violalion, 
m (ii) jf Lessor !lba.D not so rectify, LClsce shall have the optioo of t~ting the La$e without ftlrtha: 
obligation (the rodeiture provisions of _p.,agraph 3 shalt be foappHcaMe) or to rectify the violations and 
deduct the cost of such JemediaUon from future rents. 

~~· 

8. Condition Of Preml!Jes. The Premises ere leased, and J..essce acc:cpcs &ame, in 
"as-is" Mnditfon, 'Withont wammt;y Of repreeent.ation of any 9ort es to suitability for the condw:t of 
Lessee's business. Nothiq in this paBgrapb ~ shall act to modi'Y the provisioos of paragraph 7. 

9. M•lntenanee. Repllln and AlteradQu. Neltbor JattY shall be obligated to pr:doIDJ 
mam~ repairs or a.ltemlions 10 the J.'Mm;SC!I. l..essee may do '°' at it11 Jilole opt\on a.Ni st itJJ 90le 
expense,. but may not charge Lessor for smne (ell:cept as provided in paragraph 7 above), and sW sccurc 
.Lcsaor'e prior written appmwl before COlDmt:ndiig any such w~ which ll!Jpl'Oval W.1\ not be withheld 
~bly. l.esaee shalt,. on lhe last day oftbe Term, Ot lq>oD any &Oona' tennioation, euneader the 
Prcmi&c& to Lessor in lhe S111De condition as wllcn receiwd, on:lio.a:r;y ~ lllld tear excepted, and further 
euepting damage occasioned by nabD'al catastrophe or Are ou.taide tho control of Lesscco. Lessee shall 
repair auy dama&e to the Premises oc:caaiooed by the itHtallatioo or reouwal of Le11see's 6.x.ttl!"fls, 
mmishines and equipment. Lessee sban f)ay, when due, an claims for tabor O't tJt:&tl!ria.ts fbmished to or 
for Le311ee at or f(Jt" ose in the Prcmi11es, and sbaJ1 not cause or permit the recording or any ro£Chanfos' or 
mataialmcn'11 lim aga.inat the .Premises or any interest lbercin. Aii coat offellloval of any mch lieu sha\t 
be Lessee'!! sole teSpOO~bility. All improvements to the Premises made by LesMe shall become the 
property or L.essm at the cx.piration of the ~ excepting such fixlmt$ of tbc Les&ee that may be 
removed without material damaae t~ the P.rcmiact and which Lessee desires to so remove. 

J 0. ln1urtJu:e. Lessee, at Lessee'!! sok:: cq>ense, shan. obtain and keep in forec during the term 
of this Lease o.ne of more policie' c£ intumoce for bodily iajury and property damqe (full J'f!J)lAOcmlmt 
value for all perils included willrin the ctassi.tications of fire, eitte11ded coverage,, vandalism, malicious 
mischic( aod special ~tended pmils r"al) risk." as such term is used in the illSUfailCt imrusl!y]) insuring 
Ltssor and Lcaaee agaimt any liability arising out of tlie l1Wllenhip, use, occupancy or ~\ntenar..ce of 
the Premises of not teas than $500,000 per occ\lfttftcc, U.,500,000 total. The .in$Urm1Cc ahaU be provided 
by companies holding a rating o.f at least B plus by But' s JnsuraMe Guide. LeHee alld LeS$0r each 
hereby release and relieve the other. and wahre their entire right or iecovery against the other, for loss M' 

d11magc arili~g out of or inciden.t to the perils ins111ed apiust, whethm- due to ltbe negligence of either. 
party, and L•ee shall eive notice to the in&unmce eamn(s) tmt t.be fbregoing mutual wa.iwr of 
INbroQtioo ia c:ontamed in tbl9 LeASe. Tenant 1hall not cake po.s&eUiOJ'I or~ or occupy, the Premises 1ltltt1 
V1>1itum insunu1cc certificates or bindets evit,lencing tbc foregoing caverage ate delivertd to LC11111or. 

11. lndemnlit)'. .Lessee abaet indemnity, defend. :md hold hamless Lessor from and apinst any 
and all claims llrigittg ffom Lessee's use of the Pr.emises. 

12. Damage, Dc:structiun, Rebuild, Rent AbatemmL In the ewnt tbat some or all of the 
impnwemc:nt6 constitut.fog the .Premises me dm:mged or desttoyed, partially or totally &om any cause 

Dum•a L1!!11sc of -Z-
l 040-l OS\ A\JboU Kin"":>'• Venwe lU 
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whatsoevCT, to such sn extent dW the Lcssec is unable tb cond~ its. busine&s thc:rc&mn, then the 
protudt of ihe inB'Q1ancc maintained •der paragraph 10 abcrtte' shAll: (i) 6nt be made avllilable to the 
Lcs&te for payment of c:06CB and cxpeDl!lto of repair or~- if the Lessee chooteS to do so; imd (ii) 
if the Leuee c'booses not to repair or replace1 then the proctcds llhall be m'ade available to the Lcsso.r for 
WbMtvc:r purpose be: cllooses. Jr Lc:ssce chooses not to ropair or replace, thclt Lessee shall have no 
ful1her oblig&tiou heremlda- and shall have no clana apinst Lessor, and l.esstll' 11ball ll.avc uo wrther 
ctaim agaimt Lessee. lJllCkr this Lease M othe:twi&e. Lessee sbaD make lhi.!I eleeti on. within fifteen d•ys 
of the avsiiability of the ~proceeds. 1'he Lessee.'11 obliptic:m. to pay rent hereunder eltall be 
a~ during any period it is not able to use th& Pn:mises for the nonnal conduct of ita business as a 
result of such damage or destruction. 

l3. .Udpment and Subldthlg. LC8See shall not assign. 1nnnftt, mortgage, sublet. or othmwite 
tttns£er or encumber all or aay part of IAtaee'a \utetest la the Lil~ or iD the Premise. without LM90t'9 
pri.Of' writtw eooscnt, which :Leasor sh.ti not withhold umcar11>nabl)' or mtDJi.ely; provided, however, that 
Les~ without c:o~ may M$ign the I..eaee to a corpmation ol' LLC m wh1ch ehe bolds at 1.eMt ~3 
113 % inlercsl, bot no 8UCh assi8DJneOt sban rclieve Lessee other penoaal liability tor this Lemie. 

14. oerewt5. Tile fbllowing shalt 1;1onst1tutc 11 m11terlal dc:.tault Md ~a<:b of.this Lease:. 
a) the vacating or aband<mment of the Premises by JAssee. 
b) the failure of Lessee to make any pa)'DlC'll• required hemiadc:r as and when due, wb~ 
1111eh fai lw-e shaU co11tittuc for a. P.eriod of' ten days after written n.otico thereof from Lessor t.o 
Lcaeee. 
c) the flUme of Lessee to perform any of the material covenants, condition!, 01 provision& 
of this Lease other than 1111 ineluded i11 (b) above, wbere l!IUch .f1'ilwe eba.11 continue for a period of 
30 claya afler written notice !hereof from Lessor to LC99ee. 

15. Remedte1. In the event ohny such material default or bJcach by Lessee. Lessor may: 
1) tetminatc Letisee's right to possession of che P.reml!es by any lawful meatts, aad recover 
all damages incurred by Leasor by reason of .Lessee' a defh.utt. 
b) maintnio Lessee's right t1>posseuion. in which cue this Lease shall continue in cf&ct, 
and Leasor shall be enlitlm to enforce •l1 of Le&11Ql"'s rights and r~edles Mde:r thls Lease 
including the right to re~ver rnn.t ae it beeome.s due. 
c) punuc any othcrn=mecly now or hercafb.r availeblc to ~aor undc:t the laws or judiciM 
decisions of the Seate o(Califomia. 

16. C01tclemnatlun. lfthe .Premises or any portion thereof are taken under the power 
ot eminent dO!Min, er sold under the ihreat of th• exercise of said power, this Lease shaft terminate as ro 
the part so lak.en ag of the~ the coodemnil>R autmrity bk.et title or possessioa, whichever first ooCUili. 
If morutum 10% o_f the leased floor arm of the building ms th~ P:reati.iel!l!I, or m~ thAt\ 25% ot the lat'd 
11re1111ot occupied by aoy buUding. is take by such condannation, Lessee may, at Leaee's option, 
tcmniDate thie )..ea~c u of the daM the condemning DUthority takes such poase:ssion.. If Lenee cboos~ 
not to tennimta, the Lca11e shall eoutlmte in effect with a rcducllon,,Clf .rent proportional to the tloor anea 
or the building tJt.1a:n by the condemning authority. 

)7. Broker's Fee. 

~llllll~L~5tit>f. 

1049-\0SI AMtoU .K.ln111:)', V.enli;~ ~'.! 
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Hl. 

!9. Seft!"!d»iUty. Tbc inwi.idity ofaoy prov1$iCt10Hhls Leaf!!~ llllS det~ed by !!Ii eomt of 
comp.:tect jW'is~ilclion slu.11 m uo Wlll-Y ~ffcct lb~ validity of ;my other pccms~oo beroof. 

20. lnt~r1ttion. Thi8 lease eol'.lmms th~ ier.itirc lllgr~t of the parties with respect ti) 
3~y mill~ me:ntioo.ed herein, md no prior or contem.pomneous ~ememt or und~~ding ooaU i11¢t to 
modify the tenns hereof. This Lea3e may bt modified in wrltit:1g only, mgned by the panies in interest at 
the time of' :llllOdificatioo. 1· 

21. Nottca.. Notices required at permitted hll.IN!m Shall be in writing and may be 
givm by certified mail aclldrell!llies set ro~h oo Addi!mdum "A" hereto, O'l." ~ l'Kll!ll)' be mod;6ed by written 
ootice h.ereaft;;:r. 

22. Wll~r. No wajver hy LeHor o{ any provisii:m ~of shall be deemed a waiver 
of any other provision or of any l!lnbse;quent breach. 

23. Holding Over. If Lessee remains inp0$Seisioo. of the .Prctt.1isc$ after th!) eiq,irution of 
the Term, !llCh ocwpm1cy shall 'be a te.maoc)' &om month to month upon alt the provi.siorui ottim L~. 

14. h.mdiel:IO'B' od Ve1u.e. Tbie Lease shall be oontroHed by Md interpreted in 
occordanee with the Ja\\li':!l ofthe Stl.'ll4!: of Call form a~ end iwy proceeding fo i.nteJJ.m:=t or enfMl;e any 
pmviaiott offht Leue shall be brought in~ court of' e~clentjurisdiction in Los Angeles Coo1ey, 
CaliJWnii&, U.S.A., and aU parti~i b~ S'lllbmit ~ peroonal and i~ re:mjwisdiOO.oo of trueh coort(s). In 
any &1.dio11 tc so itltcrpret or Cfifuroe the Le:!l!e, the J>riw~Hng party m m)' such action shat I be entitled to 
reas.onabte attorney's fetis from the olha mi fixed by theeourt. 

25. Q\\let P«1!!,tmo1111. Upon Lel!l®iEe payiog the nm.t for the IP'rl!l!Dises and ped'orming tbc 
~ov~ at>d W111.dirio.na on ii$ part beniwd~) Lessee sha11 ~ quiet ~e$Sion of the Prem uses fer the 
ef'htt Term. The rod.Mdu!lls exewting tbil! l.elil>e oo. beli.sU' of the L~ mud L~siee .~t dmt 1;13cb 
is fully authorized Olllld legally cmpahle of l!!lxeeul:ing this lease c:m behalf of such entity. 

26. Opfi.cm. Lessee shmll hove lht optfo.n to renevv fbie lease for M. additior.llll tenn 
otfi.ve yem'5 from tht end crf the Term heroof:, oo lbe same~ u ccmtained herein wifu the exception 
of amruat adjW!lbnilnt® of the moothty tCll!lit. The rent :'lh111ll ina"e111l~e 1by l 0% each year, thua $ t 2, l 00 fur 
yeM el~. S 13,3 l O iOr year ~\\re, $14,641 for yewr lhlrteen, $16, 1 OS for ~thl" fo~. and $17,7 R 6 
for yew fi~ll!!n- Lcsijee shall give LeasQI!' lllOt le!>S than 45 days written notice, prio.r to the expir!rtioo of 

I.he inidllll T~, of!A!ssee~s intent to ~crni!le truch option-

27. ""AHendum. 
L.~se. 

LRSSOR AND WSSBE HA VE CAREFULLY READ A.ND !UN'IEWED nus LEASE AND EACH 
TEJlM AND PROVlSION CONT All'>lE.D HERJ:!.IN AND, BY EXECUTION OP THIS LS.ASE, SHOW 
THil.R INFORMED AND VOUJNTAR.Y OONSfi'N"! THERETO. THE .PAATlES liBMBY AOR.B.E 

D11m11' 1-""'~" cf 
1049·10.lil ;\b!H>lt Kinney, Venice ll.3 
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AD.DENDUM "A" 

LESSEE: 

1)1.11mM1 .l.ea,e o i .7. 
Hl .. 9·lllSI Abb6l:t. K!Dnf!'J', Veniu aJ 
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L047 - l 05.l.Abbot Rinn_ey 

Triple Net Lease to French Pre-school: The lease will be in its second year on 
June 2005 ($8500). 

$8,000 
$8,500 
$9,500 
$10,000 
$11,000 

After 10 years, ending May 31, 2014 - the Lessee has option to renew for 
additional 5 years - the rent increases by 10%1 each year: 

11t11 year 
12th: 
13th 
14th 
15th 

$12,100 
$131310 
$14,641 
$16,105 
$17,716 



LOS ANGELES HOUSING DEPARTMENT 
201 O Income and Rent Limits - Mello Schedule II / LU Schedule VII 

Effective Date: June 17, 2010 
...-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--. 

2009 FMI $62, 100 FMI change 
2010 FMI $63,000 from 2009 = 1.45% 

Table I: Qualifying Maximum Income Levels Based on Family Size 

Fam1fv Size 
Income Level One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight 
Very Low r $29,000 $33, 150 $37,300 $41,400 $44,750 $48,050 $51,350 $54,650 
Lower gf} ./, $46,400 $53,000 $59,650 $66,250 $71,550 $76,850 $82, 150 $87,450 
Moderate $52,900 $60,500 $68,050 $75,600 $81,650 $87,700 $93,750 $99,800 

Table II : Maximum Allowable Rent Levels 

Number of Bedrooms 
Rent Level Single One Two Three Four 
Very Low b ,? $551 $630 $709 $788 $851 
Lower .._:? () t~ )I ti:CI~ $662 $756 '$851 $945 $1,021 
Moderate $1,213 $1,386 $1,559 $1,733 $1,871 

Note: This Schedule is HCD Gross Rent Schedule for Projects with AHTF funding and Mello program Covenant. 

Note: The annual allowable automatic rent adjustment rate for rental units subject to the Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO) is 
currently 4%. The RSO allowable rent increase as of July 1, 2010 will be 3%. Projects subject to RSO, with Bond program 
restrictions are allowed to increase rent to the lesser of RSO or HUD allowed annual percentage increase. 
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